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WHLC0M1:

L. c;. Christophorou
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, USA

Ladies and Cientlemcn: Good morning and welcome to Knoxville.

It is a distinct honor and an immeasurable pleasure to have yea at

this symposium.

In the energy era in which we are living, the need for energy con-

servation and energy cost reduction is overwhelmingly pressing. The

demand for electric power in highly industrialized countries increases

at alarming rates and so do the multiple needs for high voltage insulation.

It is the primary goal of this symposium to provide a forum for a

report on, a comprehensive discussion of, and an exchange of ideas about

current progress and problems relating to gaseous dielectrics.

It is also the hopn of the organizing committee that this symposium,

and perhaps future similar symposia, will provide an opportunity for a

coordination of present and future efforts in both the basic and the

applied and engineering aspects of gaseous insulation.

Prior to turning over the floor to the Chairman of the first session,

I wish to express my gratitude to the sponsors of the symposium, the

members of the program committee, and the members of the local arrange-

ments committee. Special thanks are also due to many of you for your

advice and to the personnel of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's

Laboratory Services Department for their assistance.

Thank you.



THE BASIC PHYSICS OF GASEOUS DIELECTRICS

J. Dutton
Department of Physics, University College of Swansea, University of Wales,

U.K.

ABSTRACT

The mechanism of high voltage breakdown in molecular
gases is discussed in terms of basic physical processes and the
properties of charged particle swarms.

The three main areas surveyed are related to (i) static
breakdown in uniform fields at voltages up to about 0. 5 MV in

7 ™ T

relatively low electric fields ( <10 V m ) where, as a result
of experimental studies and theoretical simulations in recent
years, the breakdown mechanism is now well understood for a
range of gases including N_, air, SF, and N.O: (ii) the role
of space charges in both uniform and non-uniform fields, with
particular reference to experimental studies of the transition
from uniform to non-uniform fields in the impulse breakdown
of positive -sphere/earthed-plane systems and attempts to obtain
a physically based breakdown criterion for such systems: and
(iii) uniform-field breakdown in the same voltage range as in
(i) above but at higher fields, which presents a difficult problem
in surface physics which is discussed in the light of recent
results.

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate limit of the voltage attainable in systems for the generation

and distribution of high voltages is often set by the electrical breakdown of the

gaseous dielectric which forms part of the insulation of such a system. Since

there is strong interest, and considerable advantage, in operating systems at

ever higher voltages, there is powerful motivation for understanding the basic

physical processes which result in the transition, on a very short time scale,

from good insulator to good conductor which characterises this breakdown.



This transition results from the chain of atomic and molecular processes

initiated by one or more charged particles released in, and gaining energy from,

the electric field which must exist between the high voltage electrode and earth.

Thus, in principle, it should be possible to understand and make theoretical

predictions about breakdown phenomena given the electric field distribution, a

complete knowledge of the cross sections as a function of energy for all the

collision processes involved in a given gas, and information concerning the

processes of charged particle emission which results from the interaction of

particles and radiation with boundary surfaces including, in particular, the

electrodes. If this information is available an energy balance can be struck

and an energy distribution function foi the charged particles obtained, and the

consequences in terms of the development of a current in the dielectric deter-

mined. In practice, however, except under special conditions there are a

large number of individual processes occurring and there is often a lack of

detailed knowledge of many of the cross sections involved. In addition, the

procedure is a difficult one involving numerical integration of the equations and

has only recently become possible with the advent of high speed computers.

SWARM COEFFICIENTS AND STATIC BREAKDOWN

In these circumstances, it has proved extremely valuable to obtain

experimental values of the various averages for charged particle swarms

corresponding to the cross sections of the various collision processes. These

averages include the drift velocity W and diffusion coefficient D related to

the cross section for momentum transfer and the coefficients of excitation e,

primary ionization a-, electron attachment a, detachment d and ion-

molecule reaction c, related to the corresponding atomic collision cross

sections. Just as the total effective cross sections are dependent on energy

and the gas number density n, so the swarm coefficients are dependent on the

mean energy, which is determined by the parameter E/n (where E is the

electric field) and on n. Investigation of the dependence of the coefficients on
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The effect of including extra terms for the additional processes in the

continuity equations leads to more involved expressions for the steady state

solution. For example, when attachment, detachment and ion conversion

from a negative ion species X which has a high detachment coefficient to a

more stable species V are included, in addition to primary and secondary
4 5soni/ation, the equation becomes '

'

where ' and x
? are the roots of the following equation

1 + '
2 i t t~a1 - a , - c -I - [ ( a - a j - a 2 - c - i ) + 4 {(aj + 3 2 ^ + 3^1 + a 2 ] 2 ] ( 4 )

which involves tSte coefficients of attachment to the two ion species a. and a.,

the detachment coefficient h from X'and the ion conversion coefficient c.

The nature of this equation is such that very little detailed information about

the individual coefficients or the processes underlying them can be obtained

from swarm measurements under these conditions. Fortunately, however,

the magnitude of the coefficients is such that an I, d curve at & constant value

of K/n has, over much of its range, an analytical form the same as that of

Equation (1) with a and u/a replaced by effective ionization coefficients

a* and (w/6.)'. These effective coefficients involve the coefficients of the

individual processes in a way which depends on a knowledge of the particular

processes occurring, but are useful even in the absence of such knowledge,

because they can be used to predict the static breakdown voltage using a

criterion of the same form as Equation (2).



Range of Validity

In order to test the range of validity of this generalized theory for break-

down in uniform fields, it is necessary to carry out swarm experiments over

the widest possible range of parameters. Such measurements require a stable
< 4

(fluctuations ~ 1 part in 10 ) high voltage supply, the potential difference from

which can be applied across an electrode system profiled to give a uniform

field and contained within an enclosure which can be evacuated and filled with

the required gas at high pressures. Using such a system, we have measured
-13 -7

the spatial growth of ionization currents (range 10 to 10 A) at voltages up
to a maximum of about 0. 5 MV corresponding to values of nd up to about

23 -2 s

59. 93 x 10 m . For all the cases we have investigated which include N_,

air, SFfi, N O (see Refs. 6,7,8,9, respectively) and mixtures, the spatial

growth of ionization over a large range of d is analytically of the form given

by Equation (1) provided the individual value of n is chosen at each value of

E/n to ensure that E & 10 V m . The values of the coefficients obtained

under these conditions and the values of V determined from them are shown in
s

Table 1. In all cases the values of V predicted from the swarm coefficients
s

agree within the experimental error of about 1% with the measured values in our
10,11,12,13 . . . 14,15,16,17,18,19 _ .own laboratory and elsewhere , Other similar

experiments on the growth of pre-breakdown ionization within this range in

other laboratories (see Bibliography of Ref. 5) give results in agreement with

the general conclusion that the spatial growth of prebreakdown ionization and

the static breakdown voltage are in accord with the theory. This being so, it

is of interest to determine whether the swarm coefficients can also be used to

determine the temporal development of the spark when an impulse voltage

V > V is applied under these conditions.

IMPULSE H. V. BREAKDOWN IN UNIFORM FIELDS OF LESS THAN 107V m"1

A priori, this would be expected to be the case because there is no

reason to expect a change in the continuity equations (which together with the

boundary conditions give the steady-state solution given in Equation (1) as the



Table 1. Values of the effective primary and secondary ionization coefficient in nitrogen, air
and SF^, together with the corresponding values of nds and Vg.

GAS

N2

Air

S F 6

E/n

(10"2°Vm2)

85
88
91
94
97

100

100
101.5
103
106
109

358
358.7
359.4
360.6

E

(K^Vm"1)

69.7
72.4
75.7
79.6
80.3
82.3

54.0
54.8
55.6
56.4
58.0

11.8
11.84
U.86
11.9

a'/n

(1O'24 m2)

1.73
2.5
3.36
4.39
5.82
9.7

2.12
3,54
5.48
9.81

15.9

42.0
62.0
76.0

107.0

104(u>/a )'

0.32
0.57
1.12
1.48
1.56
1.19

0.91
0.48
0.28
0.064
0.066

2.89
2.71
3.83
1.77

Vs

(kV)

509
343
247
184
146
123

439
285
197
129
82

68.7
47.4
38.0
29.0

n d s

(10 2 3 m- 2 )

59. 93
39.04
27.23
19.53
IS. 07
12,23

43.89
28.07
19. 11
12.17
7.50

1.921
1.322
1.056
0. 80S



applied voltage increases above V .

Thus the current as a function of x and t in the simplest case, of

primary ionization, together with secondary iontzation at the cathode only, in

a plane parallel electrode system can be obtained by solution of the continuity

equations

«I dl

dx *
(5)

31 dl
2dt P P dx J

(in which I , I , W and W are the electron and ion currents and drift velocities,e p e p
respect!veJy.at plane x and time t) subject to the boundary conditions which arc

determined by the processes at the electrodes, in particular the secondary

ionization processes at the cathode. For the early stages of the development

of a small initial current when there is insufficient charge to distort the applied

field, these equations are amenable to exact analytical solution [20 - 25].

These analytical solutions are useful when considering the early growth at

relatively low pressures and over-voltages. In these conditions the space

charge distortion is negligible, and the temporal growth of ionization exponential

with a growth constant K for many electron transit times, which represents a

large fraction of the time taken for the glow discharge to develop . At the

relatively high pressures being considered here, however* the space charges

build up much more rapidly often becoming significant during the transit time

ol an electron across the gap. During the phases of the growth where space

charge becomes significant analytical solutions axe no longer possible and to

determine the temporal development of the current It is necessary (a) to be

able to calculate the field due to the space charge and (b) to solve die continuity

equations in conditions when the coefficients axe not constant but vary continuously

as the applied field is modified by the space-charge field.



27The one dimensional form of the Poisson equation is found*' to give

values for the space charge field which are significantly in error. Thus, the
28

first approach to the problem" was to develop a method for solving the equations

numerically on the assumption that the discharge was of cylindrical cross section

with charge density constant across a radius. This enabled the space charge

field along the axis to be calculated, by the application of the inverse square law

to the charges and their images in the electrons, and the numerical integration

of the one dimensional continuity equation? using the so-called method of character-

istics. In this method, the integration is carried out along the characteristic

curves which follow the motion of the electrons and the ions. In the low pressure

case at relatively low over-voltages, the development is such that the positive

ioti space charge has by far the bigger influence on the growth, but in the much

more rapid development at high pressures it is essential to take into account

the effects of both positive ion and electron space charges.

This method leads to a solution of the equations which gives electron

density, ton density and electric field as functions of position and time. Prom

these the light output as a function of time may also be obtained and streak

photographs of ihe developing discharge simulated. A simulated streak photo-

graph obtained in this way for nitrogen is shown in Fig. 1. This bears a

striking visual nesemblance to the experimentally observed streak photographs

showing the progression of luminous fronts usually referred to as the anode and

cathode-directed streamers. Moreover, more detailed comparison between

simulation and experimental photographs shows that there is good quantitative

agreement between the times of identifiable features such as the arrival times

of the streamers at the electrodes.

Additional processes can readily be incorporated into the equations and

later computations by other groups, using similar methods have shown (i) that

in air the inclusion of electron attachment and detachment greatly influences

the growth in agreement with experimental observations and (ii) that the



28
Fig. I. (iomputer simulated streak photograph Jor breakdown in

nitrogen lor n - 2. 97 x I U~ ni ' ;ind I'.'/n = 1. 76 x 10 V m~. The
anode and cathode-directed streamers can be clearly seen.
[ The anode is ;it the top of the picture and is separated by a distance

of 'A cm from the cathode a! the bottom; time progresses from left to
right on a scale from about 70 to 145 ns after the application of the voltage].

assumption of photo-ioni/ation rather than photo-electric effect at the cathode

as the dominant secondary ioni/.ation process changes the growth to a vevy

smail extent, except in the case of wide discharges at high over-voltages

Subsequent development of the original analysis has enabled the

prediction of currents in good agreement with experiment from a few initial

electrons well into the region of the glow discharge, provided the experimental

variations of the radius are taken into account. This change of radius of the

developing discharge has also been shown' to have an important bearing on the

discontinuity in the experimentally observed curves of formative time lag vs.

over-voltage which is also in agreement with the theoretical predictions of the

simulation.

37
In more recent work , the necessity to make assumptions about the

change in radius is removed by extending the method to two dimensions. This

work, together with some of the details of the earlier methods and results, is

described in another paper' to be given at this Conference and thus will not

be discussed further here except to note that it does not significantly alter the

conclusions of the earlier work using the one-dimensional solution.
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H i t - L ' . i k ' i i l . i l i ' i n H i ' V , t f i i . . K ' f ' i . ' i I f ' K - f t u i t n ! < : < » ! J : i n i i i i . I - • • i . *! | M " u . - . , . • . , , i .

n e e d e d f o r t h e p r e d i c t i o n ^ o f ( e i n p o r . i l ^ r o v . l h , ; i i )d I ' a m . t".-inii'»t in. . K . 'M - iU !•.

m e a s u r e d b v e x i s l i n : ; m e t h o d s i n c . i s e ^ v. hi. w e l e c t r u n . m ^ c ' i t ; et i f n ; . ! d i - t . i c 1 ' -

l i i e n f o c c u r . ' P i e a l i e r n a i i v e a p p r o a c l i o f us-itv.' <\::in\ c c f f u u •)!< e d e n i a f e d

f r o m da ta on c r o s s s e c t i o n s i s ! i m i l e « ' " • t i iosc- r e l . i s r . v ' v ?•;-.•. i - a - . - - V<>r •• ! . n ' •

a l l (he r e q u i r e d c r o s s s e c t i o n s a r e s u f f i c i e n t I v \ ' ,e t t •>'in»",'n as .s t i !?n" f :ou o f

e n e r y v . i l i a t ; h i s p r o c e d u r e i s now t e c h n i c a l l y f e a s i b l e c w n i n i-.is r • ! • . i u r r - ,

h o w e v e r , w a s r e c e n t l y s h o w n b v H ie c a l c u l a t i o n o f : at r c i . i T r . e i - . - h i ; ; ' - . 1 n

f o r t h e y a s l a s e r m i x t u r e C O : N . , : H e , t h e v a l n c s o b t a i n e d r v i n ^ - . . i b^ i - r j i u -nUv

4(1
confirmed by independent measurement

II. V. BKIAk'IXAVN IN \ O . \ - I 'M I-OHM I-IM.DS AX!) IN i XM-OKM M M 1 )S

CRI A H R n i A N 10 V m * 1

A large amount of experimental and theoretical research has invn

carried out on breakdown phenomena under these conditions, ami a c<M»j| deal

of insight gained into the various phases of the discharge such as, for example,

the corona, leader and leader-corona phases of positive rod-earthed plane

systems, which have been observed in laboratory .yaps of length* from Ijn in

the early work of Allibone and Meek to ! .'$. r»m in the recent extensive
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measurements on Jong Maps l>y t'i<-' ^ ' s Kenardifcres Group ". It is never-

theless true to say that the understanding in terms of baste processes is not

nearly as well established In either of these regions as in I he region previously

discussed, lists is partly because isi both these cases {he phenomena them*

selves are more variable, am! in the non~uniform case mis is compounded

by rfjf difficulties of carrying out experiments in completely controlled

atmospheres because of llse large volumes required ant! by the fact thai the

theoretical capability of dealing with the two dimensional development «f space

charge, which is required even for asially symmetric breakdown, is only now

being developed, 'llur va«i amount of work done in these arras has been the

subject of a number of excellent reviews iitclutlhig ihftsc of Ojofeswn'coveting

uniform ftclt'ls ami those nt Altibone ami Wait-rs which are the most

rect-ni in non-tmifoitn fifttf

In tht^c circumst:iiHx<'S, t'atlitrr titan .ittempttni; a nntch j

rvvk-w it set'inwi i» mt.- bftivr in ihi« jKtjxrj" l« trtmeeninttir aueniiou on

current tsj^-riments in our hilmratory tlesii^ttvtt tttttefine ffl«d in• mivtnpi tu

solve sojm* of the husk: physics j*rwt»lf«t« u?Hk;h retuntin in ihtrst*

t-Uritts*

the jnij?}! «* vitrw erf «tei*«?ki|*in|,e « crit^rton fnr l*rt«ife*lmvii its «««•

uniform fieltlj* in tvmts t>( haute c«tlt«k*n prf*t:ir««c«, liu* majt*r t&ffcfence

btrtwten Irnv uniform Itel4« ctmsittcrvd pit?vintt,*»iy »ml noti-«wifo«n fitrUlt* in

ilw rvfmivir itn}wrtitncv *rf «f*»trcr t'hiiirgt. A*t t»»H !H?C» *»t$t»w» #tmvt,% in l«vv

ficttfs a criterion f«»' V n«l inv«lvi«^ Hfmcv «*targ« l«« only ilw itmi^uttioti

tr range «f fMmwnfter?*. Spsen? chairg«,»» «»»ty

;tct; trHliiWishysS in whicli slit? current can

wUl» itrnt*, und tlu?» tiHtmll^ act in IIM? later HtitgtsH of the growth *»» »«t

to cmiumcc the growth «f curi%*nt I© ih© spiffe. i« itft»-«nif»mi fields, »n (tic*

atticrr {«««!* #|Kicf etm^iH play a crockiJ rote in tteterwiiiHni* th

voltage, tttt-eitwts*? the etirretit in the gap fn tiitr r̂e-torcfiifettmMS plia#e

,«*|»ac4* cliargf which has tin inhibiting eff&et.
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In order to develop ;i criterion for breakdown in non-uniform fields on

the basis of fundament;)! collision processes and fheir interaction, it is thus

necessary to establish the distribution of this .space charge. Thus we have

recently started a .series of measurements in collaboration with Dr. R. T. Waters'

group at the University of Wales Institute of Science & Technology, to investigate

the distribution of space* charges in positive sphere-earthed plane systems, The

system was designed to enable us to study the transition from tint form-field to

m*n~iititfttni* field breakdown of ai • for a range of electrode separations from

a. 1 to 0. 7m and of sphere diameters from 75 to 250mm, using lightning impulses

with a rise lime of I. I na and a decay time of L8i*s. The electrode system was

enclosed in an earthed wire mesh cylinder of '.ton diameter, so that the applied

field was well defined and the whole system was shrouded in a polythene tent

through which filtered air was flowed to give some degree of control of the

gaseous environment. <f-tir*her experiments are planned in a large metal

umi/afion vh»tu\n:r to investigate the effects of humidity. ) Hie first experiments

with this system established clearly the expected transition in the 5(1'.,' probability

}>' Itdtnvn voliagr (V..J Vii- distance for a given sphere diameter from n slope

of about :$ x Hi' V sis for uniform fields to about 0. 55 x 10 V m in non-uniform

fields. Sftbser|«ieiit experiments were concentrated on corona events in the non-

nniUtrm field region which did no! lead to breakdown, with a view to determining

ihe way in which the Sfwtee charge resulting from the corona was distributed.
46

se measurements involved the use of a rotating vane fltixn ter mounted in
she centre of the plane electrode, ami simultaneous photomultiplier observations

at various position*; in the gap. In the flttxritcter, a sectored disc of 15 cm

tUnmetcr totaled above a ^imiltirly seciort?*! stator, ami the integrated signals

trwn b&iU thscx were rctor*Jutl by J* ttigit.it recorder (sampling rate 20MHz) to

tUti intlucctt andcomhtction cMirents «t the cathode to be measured.

Hewct* tile fiekl f» the catiuttte and iln? net charge arriving there can be determined:

(rum lUvHQ meamntnwntfi it wast uj.ii.iblished tttat for the cathode to play an

active role in the caronu pha^f O.e. for charge to he transferred to it) requires
% -ia ftekl H «f iilKHtf 4. ? K 10* V i« to he established there. Tims at any given
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value of pd, a voltage V is required before there is a transfer of charge at the

cathode and this gives a characteristic curve V , d lying below the V,..,, d

characteristic. A typical signal from the stator in the case in which the cathode

does not play an active part in the corona phase is shown in Fig. 2; the

amplitude of the oscillation is a measure of the induced field at the cathode,

and the displacement of the minimum of the oscillations from the axis at a

time T. after the initial pulse is a measure of the charge conducted. Thus, in

this case the induced field remains practically constant as the ion space-charge

approaches the cathode and then decreases as the ions begin to reach it at the

time T.. Such measurements give the total charge injected by the corona and

the arrival time of this injected charge at the cathode, while simultaneous

photo-multiplier observations give the extent of the corona. These results are
48

found to be consistent with an earlier suggestion from fluxmeter measurements

that to a first approximation the charge injected by the corona can be regarded as

located in a plane at some distance from the cathode. With this assumption and

Fig. 2. Signal from the lower static electrode (see text) of a fluxmeter
situated in the middle of the plane electrode of a positive sphere-earthed
plane system subjected to a lightning impulse of 210kV peak voltage.
Sphere diameter: 7.5 cgi; Gap length: 45 cm; Cas: air at relative
humidity about 10 g m .
[ The time scale is 2ms per cm ] ,
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42
using calculated values of the corona inception field and the applied field at the

49
cathode , together with experimentally established values of E , it is possible

to predict the V_ , d characteristic. This characteristic has the same form as

that experimentally observed and currently the two-dimensional computer simul-

ation is being developed to calculate a more accurate distribution of space charge

to see whether, in this way, a criterion for non-uniform field breakdown based

entirely on basic processes and their interaction in the applied field as modified

by space charge can be obtained.

Uniform Fields > 10 V m

It has been known for a considerable time that as the pressure, and hence

the field at a given value of pd , increases a region is reached in which the
s

character of uniform-field breakdown becomes quite different from that described

earlier. The characteristics of this region are that (a) the breakdown potential,

even under well controlled conditions, ceases to be a well-defined value predictable

on the basis of Equation (1), (b) there are marked departures from Paschen's law

and (c) the sparking potential shows a strong dependence on the cathode material

and state, the dependence being large enough to be observed despite the large

range of values obtained with a given electrode. In order to investigate this

region in as controlled an environment as possible, we have recently carried

out a series of experiments ' on nitrogen, using an ionization chamber which

could be initially evacuated to about 10 torr and into which nitrogen (filtered to

remove particles above 1/̂ m in size, and dried over P9O_) could be subsequently

admitted at pressures up to about 15 atmospheres. The electrodes were profiled

to give a uniform field over the central region; the materials and surface finishes

used were (a) aluminium polished with i'-alumina (b) titanium, as-machined

giving a surface of ~ 0. 6 ̂ m centre line average (CLA) as measured using a

Talysurf, or medium polished with 600 carborundum ( ~ 0. l^m CLA) or

polished with diamond paste ( ~0 . lpim CLA), and (c) scainless steel medium

polished ( ~ 0.1 urn CLA). A series of measurements of the breakdown voltage
24 -2

at a constant value of nd = 1. 69 x 10 m enabled the transition from low to
s
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high fields to be studied. For all the surfaces, V in the low field region was
+ s

162 - lkV as shown in Table 2, but at approximately the values of the pressure

p given in the table for each surface, the static breakdown potential began to

decrease and to show a scatter, the majority of the values at any given pressure

lying within a band about 30kV wide but with single values occasionally lying

even lower than the bottom of this band. Some of these very low values were

followed by a decrease in the mean position of the band which then gradually

recovered. The breakdown voltage for p > p was characterised by V the
C 12 m

mean of highest 25% at the pressure p. The values of V (i. e. V at

p = 12 atmospheres) given in the table indicate that some of the curves of

V , p cross each other so that the relative insulation strength with a given

electrode at high pressure is not necessarily dependent on the pressure at which

the transition to high field behaviour occurs.

The surface state of the electrodes was investigated before and after

sparking using a talysurf and photo-graphic observation, and measurements of

field emission were made for each electrode. The results are summarised in

Table 2 and it can be seen that there is little correlation between surface

topography, steady state field-emission and breakdown strength with a given

electrode at a given pressure, except for the stainless steel electrodes. These

surprisingly gave particularly low values of V and much higher field emission

than any other surface. Further polishing showed that this probably resulted

from the use of stainless steel which had not been vacuum cast and contained

small porosities within the material itself. The lack of correlation between

surface topography and breakdown was further indicated by the fact that the

number of craters observed were about the same as the number of sparks and

that when a deliberate surface scratch was introduced, breakdown did not occur

there.

Measurements were also made of the spatial growth of pre-breakdown

ionization and these showed that a in the high pressure region was identical

with that at low pressures and that there was no marked enhancement of u/a .
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Table 2. Results of a study of the transition from breakdown at low uniform
24 -2

fields to that at high uniform fields in N2 at n dg = 1. 69 x 10 m .

Electrode
surface

Polished Al

Medium polished
Stainless Steel

As-ma chined
titanium

Medium polished
titanium

Diamond polished
titanium

P

(atm)

4

4

4 .5

6.5

6.5

V1 2

m
(kV)

120

81

108]

103

117

Surface after
sparking

Craters 25 /vm deep
and splash marks

Craters 2 - 5 ^m
deep and metal dust

Craters 2 - 5 /jm

deep

>F

(A)

~ ] 0

~io"10

< i o ' 1 2

V

<kV)

163

162

162

162

162

Breakdown occurred at random along an I, d curve sometimes when a point in

the middle of a given curve (which had shown that the steady-state GO/a at that

distance was negligible) was being re-measured. It follows that the breakdown

in the high pressure region is random, transient anJ localised. This is in
52

agreement with the temporal studies of Mtfller which showed that breakdown
3

was initiated in these conditions by short bursts of about 10 electrons over a

period of less than 3ns, although the nature of the sites from which the emission

occurred was not established.

The above results show that it has not been possible to identify any

readily measurable parameters of a surface or its pre-breakdown behaviour in

the steady state which can be used to select electrodes likely to give the best

insulation strength in a high-field insulating gap.
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sn another paper at this Conference. Another example is some recent work

undertaken on N^O m our laboratory. This arose from the initial question as

to whether there were any common gases having the same fundamental property

which makes SI a good insulator, viz: a high attachment cross section at low

energy. A search of the literature suggested that N\,O, which has an attachment
-17 2cross section -• lo ' an" at about 2eV should he a good insulating medium,

although no previous studies of ionizaiion growth or breakdown had been made
13in N'̂ CJ itself. Our subsequent measurements of Y for N^O which are

given in Table 3, showed it to have a dielectric strength intermediate between

N.j and S!\ . Hie measurements of V , together with associated p re-breakdown

measurements, gave results which required account to be taken of the following

s:x reactions for their interpretation:-

primary ionizatson:

dissociative attachment:

negat i ve - ion -molecule

reactions:

i

e •»-

e ••-

o"

NO"

N,O " N

N,O , N

+ x?o -

' + 2N?O

9O f e t c

,+o"

.̂ .'O + NO'

- N,O + N O~

(coefficient a),

(a),

(nij),

(m9),

in)

collj.sional detachment: NO + N,,O - N 'O+e+NO (5)

Considerable pressure dependencies of the measured coefficients were observed

resulting from the competition between the three-bor'v ion-molecule reaction

(converting the loosely bound NO to the lightly bound N,O. ) and the detachment

reaction, it was clear that if the detachment reaction rate could be reduced by,

for example, the addition of small amounts of O_ in which tiie charge transfer

reaction

is known to occur with a fast reaction rue , the breakdown strength should be

increased, even though O. itself has a much lower dielectric strength than N_O.
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Breakdown measurements in 0 /N^O mixtures , some of which are given in

Table 3, confirmed this prediction and also showed, as expected, that the

pressure dependence was reduced. These results led to an investigation of

SF,/N_O mixtures where on general grounds a reaction of the type

N ' O ' + S F , - SF*+NOo 6

might be expected to occur. In this case the dielectric strength increases very

rapidly with the addition of SI"", as shown in Table 3, giving for a 20',', mixture,
o

for example, a dielectric strength over 70A' of that of SF alone at about 40A'-

of the cost. Recent measurements on N^/SF in a similar system show ;in

almost identical pattern, although the fundamental reasons must be quite

different. This would make an investigation of pre-breakdown currents in

this mixture and in the triple mixture N'9/N O/SF. of interest.

Technological!) Interesting Basic Problems

In the other regions which have been discussed, the basic physics has

not reached the level of understanding which is required for the materials

science approach, but there are some clearly identifiable basic problems

the solution to which could well be useful technologically. For example, in

non-uniform field breakdown, there is the prospect that further experimental

research on the distribution of space charge, together with two-dimensional

computer simulations, will lead to completely physically based breakdown

criteria, at least for axially symmetric geometries in which the applied field

is well specified. Even if these methods are too complex for everyday

practical use, they will be helpful as absolute theories against which to test

existing empirical and semi-empirical expressions (as well as any further

ones which may arise from the investigations themselves) in novel and extra-

polated situations. The overall aim of predictive criteria of t h i s kind being,

of course, to reduce the amount of experimental testing required.



In uniform *fie)d breakdcwn at high pressures it. is clear that i'n<- 'man:

problem for .solution is not mainly concerned with the gnseous dic4tcs.de itself,

but with the electrode-surface/dielectric interface. Ideally, what is required

to detennine the initiation mechunism in this regime, is a method of studying

microscopical developments »» an electrode surface in the presence of t* high

pressure gas on a time-scale of at leant microseconds, and gKissihly nano-

seconds. This does not scent technically feasible at present, so more

indirect methods are required, possibly along the lines of previous work" * in

which the effect on the breakdown strength of introducing: known types of

imperfection;* on single crystal .surfaces wa«t inve^tigiited. TThe identification

of the nmure and evolution of the sites at which breakdown is initiated is

clearly a difficult problem. Identification is, hwvewr, fhe firm step io

Mssessing whether such sites can fte cwitmllvd or eltftiinated. If this proved

possible it wowlti have consklerable con.«»et{uenceK for the design of Si. v.

insulation because it would lead to less erratic spitrk breakdown voltages ami

a ntuch improved level of insulation for a given gas pressure.
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SIOMOS: I. SIIKII is the physical waning of the «*»«:*?a«t C is* ymtr

e*$tJttti*>n i.. « isr- ? ~. Uow do y«u explain the »»;*?;««•*«! departure of

the l'asch«t law :«ul *!O ymi ss?e any consequences Iwcnt'tc of this?

I. { should have mentioned that i is the constant aea-s

at, siiiiM* s»it*i*n !«*:• valiit? of I-/,*!, so that Htncc I » fCJ:./K)» I « C! .. The

of ©en;u«rini; {.., rather than attceifH inj; to tWlvrotMc t is that

it itf.'uJs to ta>rv Accttrati* evaluatiuti of the totti^altw* tiwfficieitts.

"iliv rciHOtt f«»r this is that nitliati$*li the I, ii/X curve is oftcrn nss

to <iiituratc at a vat tic of i i l dm?;; m»t i« nract icc do so and thus t
ft * O

can only he ohtntnod by t*str;t}w»J:it itm. This, its turn, means that the

accuracy with which ! can be determine*) hi less thnn that attainabit* in
a

the measureaient of 1 and i. ;!. "lite explanation vlearlv tics in the
v

hif.h value of the fields at tfhic}» the Uejiarture occurs and the inftuencv

this has on the elect rode/ft*'* interface. The details of the processes

occurring at the interface are, however, an unsolved and very interest-

ing problem. Our experiments in % show that the magnitude of the de-

partures are not readily related to surface topography, electrode

material, steady-state field emission or prcbrcakdown current, but in-

dicate an agreement: with the earlier time-resolved field emission

measurement of Mtiller, that the phenomena are transient and localised.

The consequences for insulation are considerable because if the

sites at which breakdown is initiated could be identified and eliminated,

this would reduce the scatter in the breakdown voltage and increase its

value to that corresponding to the Paschcn value. Ideally, what is



nectteti is .t siethod of studying the electrode surfaces in the presence of

« field of >!o" V eta"' ami of » gas at hi|».h pressure on a time scale of

s«scc or even oscc. This d$cs not SVCKI feasible at the moment, and we

are currently using a sore indirect approach involving the use of sin-

gle crystal electrodes »«*) the effect of introducing imperfections at

tins? surface.

fMJM8: V«M r«?|H,»i*t Sit%"ir.ttj*i'»ejjis of hreakitown voltage as a fiincfion of

j>r«?sstun? with different etc-ct»*otle matcriais ami tlifferent cathode-surface

roughnesses. To whal esieni could the differences between materials be

caused by different rates of change of surface roughness with repeated

sparking? Were the quoted r-'" Inesses measured before or after sparking?

HUTTCK: The roughness was measured both before and after sparking, tSie

figures ijtJotet1 on the slide being those before breakdown which ranged

from 0.1 to 0.6 urn CIA. After breakdown, there were craters '">-25 ma deep

on Al and «2-f» ura deep on the stainless steel and tungsten electrodes.

These craters did not seem to play a significant role in initiating

breakdown however, because? there was no suggestion of discharges being

anchored to craters, the number of craters being of the same order as the

number of sparks. There was little correlation of the breakdown behavior

with any of the steady-state parameters which we measured.
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ELECTRON SWARM PARAMETERS IN GASES AND VAPOURS

J. Lucas
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, University

of Liverpool, P.O. Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX, England.

ABSTRACT

Electron swarm parameters have been measured for a number of years

over a wide range of E/N (electric field to gas number density) by using

both a time of flight and a steady state technique. The parameters

investigated have been the ionisation coefficient, attachment coefficient,

drift velocity, excitation coefficient, and both radial and longitudinal

diffusion coefficients. Measurements have been made for 1*-E/N*-2000 Td

(J, Td = 10"17 V cm2) in a wide range of molecular gases (H2, N2, CO,

CO2.. O2, CH4, CF^ and atomic gases (He, Ar, Ne) and a recent develop-

ment is measurements in CO2 laser gas mixtures (CO2-N2- He) and metal

vapours (Hg, Na, Tl) .

Theoretical values have been computed for the electron swarm parameters

by using the Boltzmarm equation and the Monte Carlo simulation technique.

For each gas/vapour a set of cross-sections have been selected which give

theoretical values of the parameters in agreement with their experimental

values. The cross-sections used include total collision, elastic collision,

differential scattering and inelastic collisions. The majority of the com-

putations have been done using the Monte. Carlo technique because it directly

simulated the time of flight and steady state experimental methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Electron swarms drifting across a uniform electric field in gas are

represented by at least six swarm parameters namely:- ionisation

coefficient (a), drift velocity (v), attachment coefficient (v-,J, radial (Dr)

and longitudinal (DjJ diffusion coefficient and a radiation coefficient (ar)

for a single or a group of wavelengths. These parameters describe all

of the physical properties of the swarm as shown in Fig. 1. If n

electrons are emitted as a point source from the cathode at z = 0 then

after a time t the mean distance travelled is z t = vt, the radial spreading

is r t ^ = 4 Drt and the axial spreading is(z - z) ^ = 2 D. t. The electron

swarm has increased in number from n to nt = n e and has produced

(n - n ) positive ions, — (n - n ) negative ions and r (n -n )

photons. The swarm parameters give us a lot of preliminary information

concerning the electron energy distribution. The ratio of radial diffusion

coefficient to mobility (D //u) is a measure of the mean electron energy ( t )

since '- '- 3/2 (D /ju). The presence of ionisation indicates that some of

the electrons have attained the ionising energy (£,15 eV for molecular gases)

whilst presence of attachment indicates that some electrons have reached the

ANODE
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Fig. 1 A Schematic Diagram of Swarm Motion
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attachment energy (^3 eV for O in oxygen) and the attachment reaches its

peak value when the swarm mean energy corresponds to the electron energy

which produces the maximum attachment cross-section.

A detailed theoretical study will produce accurate values for the mean electron

energy and the energy distribution. It requires knowledge of all the collision

cross-sections and is achieved by solving Boltzmann's equation or by using

the Monte Carlo simulation. The accuracy of the computations is assured

by obtaining a satisfactory agreement between the experimental and theoretical

values for the four main parameters the drift velocity, the ionisation coeffi-

cient, the radial diffusion coefficient and the longitudinal diffusion coefficient

(see Fig. 2) although it may be necessary to scale some of the doubtful

Fig. 2

CROSS SECTIONS FOR
ELECTRON / GAS COLLISIONS

ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
BY B0LT2MANN OR MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE

SWARM
PARAMETERS

MECHANISMS FOR
ENERGY LOSS

DISCHAR6E AND
BREAKDOWN PROPERTIES

The Interrelationship between Swarm Parameters

cross-sections (Frost and Phelps *). It is convenient to calculate for each

E/N all the sources of energy loss by the electron/gas collisions because

these have many uses in assessing the discharge and breakdown properties.

For gas laser mixtures it is useful to compute the fractional energy producing

radiation of a certain wavelength (e.g. 9.6 fxm to 10.6 jura radiation in COO-
?
 2

N -He gas mixtures by Nighan z). In the temporal growth of prebreakdown

current the dominant mechanisms for the production of secondary electrons

needs to be known (e.g. the relative numbers of ions, metastable atoms and
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radiation in the breakdown of helium gas by Davies et al 3). The swarm

parameters themselves >vill provide valuable information concerning the growth

of prebreakdown current (e.g. the a =>[ condition in N -SF, gas mixtures).

The majority of swarm parameters for low E/N and the corresponding set
4

of collision cross-sections have been well documented (see Laborie et al )

for all gases. In recent years we have concentrated on measuring swarm

parameters at high E/N. A summary of our techniques and results are

given in this paper.

APPARATUS

Two apparatus have been constructed to u.h.v. standards. The first is

by Lakshminarasimha et al and is for steady state measurement and the

second is by Saelee et al and is for time of flight measurements. The

apparatus are shown schematically in Figs. 3 and 4.

The steady state apparatus consisted of a fixed cathode and a movable anode

made of concentric rings. The anode could be moved along the central

axis with a special bellows arrangement and the gap distance could be varied

between 0-10 cm and measured accurately (to 0.1 mm) using a dial gauge.

The anode had a central disc of radius 0.24 cm surrounded by nine concen-

tric annuli having radii of 0.64, 1.04, 1.44, 1.84, 2.44, 3.04, 3.64, 4.24

and 5.00 cm respectively. Nine guard rings, made of stainless steel,

provided equipotentials at 1 cm intervals. The guard ring assembly together

with anode and cathode was enclosed in a glass lined stainless steel vacuum

chamber. The initial electrons were produced by back illumination of a

palladium coated quartz disc with an ultra-violet lamp. The coated quartz

disc was fitted into a groove in the cathode and a central hole of I mm

diameter allowed the electrons to enter the discharge chamber. The anode

was kept at earth potential and a negative voltage was applied to the cathode.

The anode currents could be measured to an accuracy of 1% using two
-8 "12

special electrometers having ranges of 10 - 10 A. Under all conditions
the leakage currents were of the order of 10 A.
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BR. 4 The Time of Flight Appaiatus

The cathode was fixed to the guard ring system and had a central hole of

diameter 0.5 cm into which an electron injector source was fixed. The

electron source was a heated filament and electrons were injected into the

gap by applying an impulse voltage to a cone shaped grid placed between

the filament -%nd the cathode. The grid was normally biased negative with

respect to the filament so that no electrons were injected into the gap unless

a pulse was applied. Tlie electrons were injected into the discharge gap

for a time duration variable between 20 and 150 ns. For low E/N
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(~> 50 Td) the anode current was fed into a 500 ii resistor, and an impedance

converter (100 MHz bandwidth) enabled the circuit to be matched to two

50 Q cascaded amplifiers having a total gain of 60 dB. For high E/N

("«/300 Td) because gas amplification was present the current was directly

fed into a 50 Q amplifier with 40 db gain. The output voltage from the

amplifier was then fed into a'box car" detector system to improve the

signal/noise ratio. The voltage profiles were displayed on an X-Y recorder.

The use of high gain amplifier (150 MHz bandwidth) required careful

shielding to reduce ringing and distortion on the output profile. The anode-

capacitance was nominally 200 pF so that the time constant of the centre

circuit was approximately 11 ns.

-8The vacuum chambers could be evacuated to less than 10 torr using

both a trapped oil diffusion pump, backed by a rotary pump, and an ion

pump. The pressure of the gas in the chamber could be measured to an

accuracy of + 3% using two MKS Baratron gauges with overlapping ranges

varying from 0.01 to 1000 torr.

ANALYSIS

Experimental-Steady State

Measurements on the steady state apparatus have given values for the

ionisation coefficient ((x) and the ratio of radial diffusion to mobility (D /n).

These parameters are related to the total anode current I(d) and its radial

distribution (Virr et al. ) such that

"d
= "Td

and ^

{ In I(d) }

where d is the gap separation and E is the electric field, (a, is the same
d

as o ,̂ Townsend's ionisation coefficient).

When strong ionisation and secondary electrons are present then a more
Q

detailed analysis is required (Kontoleon et al. >.



Experimental - Time of Flight

The drift velocity (v ) and the ratio of longitudinal diffusion coefficient to

mobility are primarily measured with the TOF apparatus (SacIce et al ) .

The mean value T(d) and the standard deviation C (d) of the transit time are

measured for each gap separation d. The swarm parameters are determined

by

Vd =

When secondary electrons or the Penning effect are present it is advantageous

to use the time of flight measurement in order to separate the fast primary
9

electrons from the slow secondary electrons (Lak shm in ra sima et a l . ) .

For this condition

aT = -^ •/ In N(d)

where

j

f + 3 c
N(d) f I (d, t) dtJ

In the presence of attachment some electrons are converted into negative ions.

Again the use of the TOF technique allows the fast electron current to be
9

separated from the slow negative ion current. (Lakshminarasimha et al )„

Finally in the presence of secondary electrons it is advantageous to do TOF

measurements of D f[x. This is achieved by using the unscreened anode

having a central disc and annulus. The fraction F(d) of the integrated

current collected by the disc allows (D /fJ) to be obtained by using the
10 r

Huxley equation.



Theoretical Analysis

The electron motion has been simulated hy using the Monte Carlo technique

(Saclee and Lucas ). The advantage of this method is that it directly

simulates the experimental procedures, measurements and analysis. It

allows the electron current to he emitted as a point source and computes

the amplification, the arrival times and radini spreading of the anode

current for each gap separation. For each gas it is necessary to specify

all the electron/gas collision cross-sections as a function of energy including

the differential scattering cross-sections. The total cross-section gives

the distance between collisions whilst the ypc of collision either elastic or

inelfistic collision gives the: energy loss. The frequency of occurrence of

all the different types of collisions are monitored during the simulation and

hence we can investigate in detail any collisions of special importance.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

The experimental and theoretical results for hydrogen arc shown in Figs.

5 to 8 covering an E/N range from 1 to 2800 Td (lTd = 1017 V cm2). The

electron-hydrogen molecule collisions were grouped into five types namely

elastic, vibration, dissociation, excitation and ionisation. The magnitude

of the cross-sections and their variation with electron energy are shown in

Fig. 9. The total cross-section (QT) is about 10% higher than that given by
12Golden et al. for energies less than 20 eV but runs into the values given
13by Normand at the higher energies. The vibration cross-section (Qy) is

14 15

given by Ehrhardt et al. , dissociation cross-section (Q ) by Corrigan

and total ionisation cross-section (Q.) by Rapp and Englander-Golden . The

excitation cross-section (Q ) with an onset energy of 11.4 eV is found by

fitting to the swarm parameters. The elastic differential scattering cross-

sections are given by Ramsauer and Kollath for energies less than 5 eV
18 19

and by Bullard and Massey and by Webb for higher energies. Fig. 10

shows the percentage of energy loss due to the various collisional processes

as a function of E/N.
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m
Fig. 6 The Drift Velocity in Hydrogen ( • Saelee et a l . ,

23
o Schlumbohm )

Figure 5 compares the computed to the recent experimental values of
20

At present the values given by Golden et al. give a better fit to the
21theoretical values than the results of both Kontoleon et al. and Haydon

and Stock 22 The theoretical curves A and B refer to the nature of the
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Fig. 7
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inelastic differential scattering cross-sections. For curve A it is assumed

to be the same as the elastic differential scattering cross-section whilst for

curve B it is assumed to be isotropic.

Fig. 6 compares the computed and the experimental values of the drift

velocity v . The results of Saelee et al. give a good fit whilst the
23

values of Schlumbohm are too low.
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Fig. 9
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The Cross-section in Hydrogen
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Fig. 10 Percentage Energy Losses in Hydrogen

Fig. 7 compares the computed values of (D /ju). with the steady state values
7 8 r

of Virr et al. and Kontoleon et al. . A better agreement is obtained
24

with our latest time of flight values (Kucukarpaci ) .

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the computed and experimental values of

( D . M . . The experimental values of Saelee et al . seem to agree best
L d 25

with the case A results whilst the values of Blevin et al. lie below the
case B results.

Summary of Measurements in Gases

and Gas Mixtures

A summary is given in Table 1 of the experimental and theoretical measure-

ment of swarm parameters.
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Table 1 - Swarm Parameters by the Author and his Co-workers at high E

Gas

Experimental

j. and / v and (D /n)
a L. d

N
Theoretical

N2
CO

CO,

He

Ar

Ne

Kr

°2

CF,

Virr et al

Kontoleon et al

Kontoleon et al

Snelson and Lucas
29

8

21

28 (Lakshminarisimha et al > Saelee et al

Lak shmina risimha et

Lakshminarisimha et al

Lakshminarisimha and

r 2 7
Lucas

al28J
9

Saelee and

Kucukarpaci
. 24

;" Kucukarpaci
24

J

Price et al
31

S F6"N2 !

Lakshminarasimha and
i 2 7

Lucas
Lakshminarasimha et al

24

Kucukarpaci
24

KucukarpaciSF,-Ar I Kucukarpaci

SF6-He J

5 30
CO.-N -He Lakshminarasimha et al {limbeek
Ar-Kr-NF Umbeek J

24

Hg

Na

Tl

i

Nakamura and
, 33Lucas

Saelee and Lucas
11

Limbeek
30

Saelee and Luzas

Limbeek

Saelee and

11

Kucukarpaci
24

Lucas et al
32

24
Kucukaxpaci

30
i Limbeek

Nakamura and
T 33
Lucas
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Metal Vapours

We have recently set up a heat pipe drift tube for the measurement of

electron drift velocities. Measurements and calculations have so far been
33.

done in mercury, sodium and thallium vapours (Nakamura and Lucas ) .
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DISCUSSION

PHELPS: In your high E/N experiments, has the electron energy dis-

tribution reached steady state in a distance that is short compared to

the electrode separation?

LUCAS: The electron swarm has to travel an effective distance do

across the gap before the electron energy distribution stabilizes. All

our experimental techniques use a difference technique to eliminate this

nonequilibrium region. This means that we effectively measure the equi-

librium values for the swarm coefficients. Our Monte Carlo simulation

indicates to us the probable value of d0 to be expected in our experi-

ments and, therefore, guides us to the minimum voltage which we may use

in our experimental measurements. The limit of our investigation is

about E/N ^3000 Td for which Edo ^Vg/3 where Vg is the breakdown voltage.

CHRISTOPHOROU: 1. Are the cross sections designated "dissociation"

on your slide on H2 referring to dissociative ionization or to dissocia-

tion into neutrals or both? 2. Can your treatment be successfully

extended to polyatomic gases and polyatomic gas mixtures with some hope

of success? Presently there seems to be no basic electron transport

data on polyatomic gas mixtures.

LUCAS: 1. The dissociation cross section is by S. J. B. Conigan,

J. Chem. Phys. 43̂ , 4381-6 (1965). The cross section for dissociative

ionization is by D. Rapp, P. Englander-Golden, and D. D. Briglia, J.
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Chem. Phys. 42_, 4081-5 (1965) and this has been lumped into the ioniza-

tion cross section for the cross-section plot. In the Monte Carlo

simuldcion, it is treated separately because of the extra energy loss

incurred.

2. Polyatomic gases do not have their cross sections well tabu-

lated or known. A simple method of obtaining the electron energy dis-

tribution by computation has been used by Lucas, et al., for hydrogen

and for oxygen, Int. J. Elec, 27, 201-20 (1969) and J. Phys. D, 6, 1503-

13 (1973). This method uses three swarm parameters and up to three

cross sections, e.g., a, v, Dr/u with Qm, Q^ for hydrogen, a or n, v, Dr/y

with Qm, Qn, Qi for oxygen. You may find this method useful in mixtures

whose cross sections are not well tabulated since momentum, ionization

and attachment cross sections are usually the first to be measured in

gases.

DAKIN: Does your curve indicating that the mean energy of the elec-

trons is reached only after a voltage drop of 300 V indicate a limita-

tion on the use of mean electron energies in calculating multiplication

and breakdown in nonuniform electric fields?

LUCAS: As E/N increases, the electron swarm has to travel across

larger voltages be Core it attains its equilibrium energy distribution.

For E/N ^3000 Td the Monte Carlo simulation indicates that the swarm

only attains equilibrium after passing across 150V but maintains this

equilibrium state until the breakdown voltage is obtained at ̂ 360V. In

nonuniform fields this result means that the electron energy distri-

bution may not correspond to the local value of E/N for these high

values. It is better to investigate these nonuniform electric field
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cases individually using the Monte Carlo simulation and the set of

cross sections given in che paper. The main advantage of a Monte

Carlo simulation is that it is able to exactly simulate the experimental

geometry and conditions.

DUTTON: 1. On the question of whether a steady state is attained

at high E/N, how do your conclusions agree with those of Haydon using

the Gosseries method of analyzing spatial growth? 2. What is the

accuracy of the measurements at high E/N and is it sufficient to dis-

tinguish between the theoretical curves you showed?

LUCAS: 1. The question of equilibrium is discussed in the paper by

H. T. Saelee and J. Lucas, J. Phys. D JLO_, 343-54 (1977). For E/N =

1412 Td it seems possible to define an a coefficient although the swarm

mean energy varies across the discharge gap for all voltages up to and

including breakdown. However, the secondary electron coefficient varies

with the gap voltage when produced by swarm radiation reaching the

cathode. For these reasons I think it is important to measure a by

using a time of flight technique in order to avoid the generation of

secondary electrons rather than use a steady state measurement of pre-

breakdown current. The method of Haydon uses a steady state technique

but has made the assumption of constant secondary electron coefficient

and this seems in doubt. The Gosseries plot is useful for eliminating

"do" effects but careful use of Townsend's three-point method will give

the same analytical result.

To understand why the mean energy varies across the gap while a

remains constant requires us to solve Boltzmann's equation. Such a

solution was presented in Int. J. Elec. 29_, 465-77 (1970) and explains
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the result.

2. The accuracy of computation and measureiacnt is *51 which is

each less than the difference between the two computed curves marked A

and B at the highest \\/a. Therefore it should he possible to state

which theoretical conditions appear to be the better.
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THE ROLE OF KffJTRAL DENSITY VARIATIONS IK THE FORMATION OF

STREAMER INDUCED SPARK
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ABSTRACT

The breakdown of a small positive point-to-plane gap in
electronegative mixtures near atmospheric pressure begins with the
formation of a low conductivity filament by the space charge controlled
streamer process. Within this filament, the rate of electron attachment
exceeds the ionization rate and the external current decreases. However
in spite of this attachment process, a sudden unexplained rise of
current is observed leading to the transient spark which cannot be
explained by negative ion detachment.

A new process is proposed. The current flowing through the
filament leads to an enhancement of temperature and pressure, and the
tendency of this excess pressure to relax quickly to the normal external
pressure produces a decrease of density in the core of the filament which
then leads to an increase of density at the discharge boundary. Within
the core, E/N increases until the ionization rate becomes greater than
that of attachment, leading to the final current growth. This model
is supported by theoretical calculations, solving hydrodynamic and
electrical equations together. For this model to be correct, then a
sound wave should be launched from the filament boundary by the increase
of neutral density. By means of a fast schlieren photography technique,
the existence of a cylindrical wave around the filament has been shown.
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The ionization growth processes leading to spark breakdown have

been thoroughly investigated for many years. Two main processes have

been proposed in order to explain the initial phase of the developing

discharge: namely a generalized Townsend process involving electrode

secondary effects or a local space charge controlled growth called

streamer process l 2. After this initial phase the space charge in

general leads to a further discharge development in a filamentary

form3 ** 5 . The complexity of this glow-like phase, however, is such

that it is difficult to obtain clear information on the ionization

processes. However in the subsequent stage whenever the electron density
17 -3

reaches approximately 10 cm the discharge state is close to L.T.E.

and the situation can then be more clearly analysed6 7 . The problem

remains to understand the ionizing process which allows this critical

value of electron density to be reached during the glow-like phase,

especially for the case of electronegative gases where electrons are

removed by negative ion formation. Recently an explanation for small

air gaps has been suggested which uses electron heating waves8 .

In this paper we propose an alternative explanation based on the dynamics

of neutral species 9 and experimental confirmation of this point of view

will be presented 10. This investigation has been developed in order

to study the stieamer induced spark breakdown of = 1 cm positive

point-to-plane gap in air at atmospheric pressure. However the proposed

process may also hold for a wide range of geometries and gas compositions.

It may further be of help in the understanding of laser instabilities

since overvolted gaps often lead to a streamer controlled development

of the discharge.

PROPOSED PROCESS

The present interpretation of the streamer induced spark

formation in air at atmospheric pressure may be followed by means of the

schematic drawing of figure 1 . Launched from the positive point towards

the plane at high speed ( -10 cm/s), the streamer creates an ionized

track which finally bridges the entire gap with the formation of a

cathode fall region at the cathode. At all stages of its development

the discharge is similar to a. glow discharge with a small high-field
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Fig. 1. a)Main sequences of the discharge
b)Discharge current measured at the point ( );

current flowing in the discharge at z0 ( )

region followed by a filamentary positive column. Within this positive

column the small value of the field leads to an attachment rate higher

than the ionization rate so that the discharge current decreases 5 .

However, in spite of the presumed high attachment rate, this decrease

may be followed by a rise in current leading to spark, if the current

pulse associated to the streamer phase is large enough. Detachment

of negative ions could be invoked as an explanation for this last current

rise; but even if all the negative ions detach , the free electrons could

not give a current higher than before attachment.

Actually, from a study based on Stark broadening of hydrogen

lines, it has been possible to measure the current densities and discharge

radius within the filament 1J :this led to the present proposal of another

more effective process explaining the final ionization growth. In spite

of the small heating of heavy species by electrons,a weak but substantial

increase of the temperature of neutral species can occur which raises the

pressure. The dynamics of neutral species will lead to a decrease in
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this pressure so that the neutral density within the discharge region

will also decrease- In turn the ratio of field strength to neutral density

E/N will increase and if it reaches the critical value where the ionization

coefficient a begins to surpass the apparent attachment coefficient r\

a new and final growth of ionization will occir leading to spark formation.

HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS

In order to test the above hypothesis, hydrodynamic equations

for neutral species together with those which apply to charged species

have been written and solved. Only a small section located at a given

distance zofrom the point (figure 1) need be analysed assuming, for the

moment, that axial variations are negligible. It can be seen that a

current will only flow through the section of interest after the streamer

has reached zo.The initial value io of the current through zo can be

estimated and is an initial condition for the solving of the problem.

The hydrodynamic equations which describe the dynamics of neutral

species, i.e., the continuity,momentum transfer and energy transfer

equations respectively eq(1), (2) and (3) are given below:

|f • 1 fr<r»V, . 0 «>

•1 h^ • i

I H 1 7 ?(rV) •; > f > • M= - <A=+
 + A=n)v

where N, V, T are respectively the neutral density, the neutral radial

velocity and the neutral temperature, m is the mass of neutral species,

A is the thermal conductivity, k is the Boltzmann constant, M , A + , A

are respectively the energy and momentum release from charged species to

neutral species (A and A referring to positive and negative ions).

The continuity equations for charged species are:

7

= n eP eE z - ai(|° )
2'5nnn
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vLere n , nn are electron and negative ion densities, V ,Vn electron

and negative ions radial velocities; a , n are the coefficients of

ionization and apparent attachment (taking detachment into account);

ue ,un are the electron and negative ion mobilities; E z is the axial

field at z0; ag ,a^ are the two body electron-ion and ion-ion recombination

coefficients with To=300 K. Assuming neutrality the positive ion density n+

is (jiven by:

n + = ne + nn (6)

Using the momentum transfer equation for electron, to express

the radial electrical field, the momentum transfer equations for

positive and negative ions are found to be:

^(n+V+) + - ̂ (rn+V+) + — ^ 1 + Tj^jj^aT
1") ^ + + ^n+^e = " ~ Ac+ <?)

-^(nnVn) + - -^:(rnnVn) + — ĵ  1 ^ ^ T ^ a T " ) j ^ " ~ ̂ ng; = " ~ Acn W

where Tp is the electron temperature.

From the continuity equation of charged species togetner with the

equation of neutrality one obtains:

n+V+ = neVe + nnVri (9)

which means that no radial current flows out of the discharge.

Energy transfer equations for charged species are avoided by assuming

thatthe temperature of the positive and negative ions is equal bo that

o.f neutral species and by assuming that the radial electron temperature

is independent of time and given by eq (10) with kT - 1.^ eV :

Te(r) = TeQ e
 r° + To (10)

Eq. (10) expresses approximately the temperature equilibium appearing

when the boundaries are defined as cold walls, ro being a typical

discharge radius. The collision terms are:

Ac+
 = § n+

 (V+ " V) (11)

< V n - V ) (12)

c+ §
TrT
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where D+ is the positive ion diffusion coefficient (assumed to be the

same for negative ion); fe , fn , f+ are the fractional energy loss of

electron, positive and negative ion released as heat. Obviously

fn = f+ = 1 , while fe is estimated to be of the order of 5.10 if

electron elastic collisions and rotational deexcitation of nitrogen

molecules excited by electron collisions are taken into account.

The current densities are given by:

Je = e n e M e E z Jn = e n n \>n *% j + = e n+ u + E z

It is interesting to note that initially n = n + and n = 0. Multiplying

eq. (7) by D+m/kT the third term of this equation becomes

D+(1 + Te/T) 3n+/8r = D a 3n+/3r showing that ambipolar diffusion (D&)

controls partially the radial charged velocities.

The main assumption allowing closure of this set of equations

is that the axial field E is constant in space and time. This is

acceptable for small gaps 5 but may be an oversimplification for long

gaps, where space charge redistribution can affect significantly the

local field.

RESULTS

Normal neutral gas density and temperature, no radial neutral

gas velocity and a Gaussian electron density distribution (consistent

with a streamer formation of the filamentary discharge12) are taken as

initial conditions. A value of E_ = 22kV/cm is chosen for the electric

field, as it corresponds to the maximum axial field within the filament

prior to breakdown 5 and from previous results 1* the radius of the

filament is taken to be ro =9.10 m , The computed current (fig.2)

shows a behaviour similar to that observed experimentally (fig.1):

if the initial value of current io is too low, only a decrease of

current is computed, whereas if i o is above a critical value a current

increase appears after the decrease of current while a further increase

of i o gives an earlier rise in current. Figs. 3, h and 5 show the
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radial distribution of the heavy particle temperature, the neutral density

ancL ( a - r, ), at various times, for the case of i 0 = 200 mA. Three

stages can be distinguished, the first one lasting from time zero to about

30 ns during which mainly attachment is occuring in the filamentary

channel,but the energy transfer from ions to neutral particles induces

a rise of temperature within the discharge . This increases the

radial neutral velocity which in turn leads to a decrease in the neutral

density near the axis of the filament . This decrease of density is of

course balanced by an increase of density near the discharge boundary.

These results show that the discharge evolves under conditions of neither

constant volume or constant pressure. In the second stage, ionization

becomes greater than attachment near the discharge axis . However for

t < 1+0 ns attachment near the boundary remains high and the total current

continues to decrease. The third stage corresponds to the final increase

of current;the fall in density is now more pronounced and the ionization

in the centre much more important. This leads to the rapid increase in

temperature and to an eictron density distribution which is no longer
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r\ : apparent electron attachment coefficient

Gaussian.At this stage the equation used ceases to be valid because

L.T.E. appears and the Saha equation for ionization must be employed.

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION

The above model predicts a variation of the neutral gas

density. To test this prediction a high speed schlieren technique has

been employed whereby density variation is detected by a change in the

light intensity of a given region in and around the discharge 10.

Using a single pass schlieren system having a light source of 350 watts,
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and a high-gain photomultiplier, the discharge of a 1.5 cm point to plane

gap has been observed, with io - 150 mA. Fig. 6a reproduces schematically

the photomultiplier pulse associated with the observation of a point

on the discharge axis { spatidl resolution is about 0.1 mm) . The first

peak however corresponds to the light emitted by the discharge itself

namely the streamer pulse. It can be seen that the shape of the

photomultiplier pulse clearly resembles that predicted theoretically

(Fig. 7)- As well as a decrease of neutral gas density on the axis

the model also predicts that a density perturbation is launched from

the discharge boundary with a velocity of 350 m/s (Fig.U) . According
-k

to this, through a wide slit sighting an observed region of 2.5 10 m

situated off axis a pulse of about 10 s should be obtained. Fig. 8

shows that the observation is in fair agreement with the prediction.

Moreover changing the delay of the detected pulse by moving the slit

permits to measure a velocity close to 350 m/s.

lal

a.u.

M

<n

o 200 400 600 800

Fig. 6. a)Smoothed photomultiplier signal of the schlieren image
for a point on the discharge axis

b)Time resolved sketch of the streamer progression (a )
compared to the schlieren disturbance (3 ) off the discharge axis.
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Fig. 7- Theoretical
time variations in the
neutral density for a
point on the discharge
axis.

Fig. 8. Smoothed
photomultiplier pulse for
a point of the schlieren
image off the discharge
axis.

Some indication for a variation of the r.eutr=.l ras z^r.zizy iiftrir-ticr.

in the z axis has been obtained using the srhlisrer z~z:.z.it^. Pic. ::

shows that the neutral density variations or. z'r.e iisrharjf ixir K-y*~

with a delay which increases with the distance froc the rcsi-ive zc:z:.

CONCLUSION

This paper is not the first to propose neutral density

variations within a discharge. Obviously variations exist during the

final breakdown phase 7 ,or during the spark breakdown itself where

a shock wave is formed 6 . In long air gaps streamer discharges can

form the so-called "leader" stage which has a longer life time than

the discharge analysed in this paper. This leader stage evaluates

rather under constant pressure and also exhibits neutral density variations

as was recently shown

However in this paper it is suggested that neutral variations

play a fundamental role at a much earlier stage than indicated in the

above papers. More precisely it is proposed that, as far as the spark
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formation is concerned, the role of streamer and glow phase is not so

much to increase the charged paricle concentration as to create

something like a hole in the gas medium in which conditions for the

final current rise are fulfilled.
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DISCUSSION

PHELPS: In your experiment, how were you able to distinguish between

an increase in electron density and a decrease in neutral atom density? We

have concluded theoretically that on axis we saw an increase in electron

density.

BASTIEN: From schielren technique it is not possible to distinguish

between an increase in electron density and a decrease in neutral density.

I think that the neutral density variation is the most important factor

especially off the axis, but a precise evaluation is necessary.
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ABSTRACT

There is increasing interest in the dielectric
properties of electron-attaching gases and particularly in
those of SFg and mixtures containing SFg. Vhxle breakdown
of compressed attaching gases in reasonably uniform fields
is fairly well understood, there is less information about
the processes active in nonunii'onn-field configurations for
which flashover may Is preceded by a corona discharge. The
paper reviews briefly recent work on breakdown in SFg and
its mixtures in both uniform and nonuniform fields. The
effects of such parameters as gas pressure, field non-
uniformity, gas composition, electrode-surface roughness,
gas flow, polarity and voltage waveform are discussed and
illustrated mainly by experimental results obtained in our
laboratory. For uniform fields, breakdown below the
similarity-law value can be explained if ionisation near
electrode microprotrusions is considered: there are
indications that certain mixtures might have advantages
over SF6, but accurate prediction of their properties
requires more information on swarm coefficients. With
nonuniform fields, breakdown is corona-free only above a
critical pressure pc which seems to be related to the
length of the ionisation zone relative to the free path
for photoionising radiation. At lower pressures breakdown
is corona-controlled and is strongly affected by gas
composition, voltage waveform and gas flow. There is a
need for further work on the relationship between
quasiuniform-field and nonuniform-field breakdown.

INTRODUCTION

Sulphur hexafluoride is extensively used in high-voltage apparatus

because of its excellent dielectric and heat-transfer properties. Under

'ideal' conditions of nearly uniform fields and smooth electrodes, its

breakdown strength is about 2.5 times that of air, a property which is

due to the strong electron affinity of the SFg molecule. Thus, the

pressure-reduced ionisation coefficient (oc/p) exceeds that for electron
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attachment (*?/p) only for values of the reduced field (E/p) greater than

~«9 kV/cm: * the net ionisation coefficient a in SFg is well represented,

at least over the range 67^E/pO50 kV/cm bar, by the linear relationship

"/p = A(E/p) - B (1)

where A = 27.8 kV~ and B = 2460(bar r*.m)~ . For perfectly uniform
2

fields, the criterion for gas breakdown may be expressed as

ad = k (2)

where d is the electrode spacing and k a constant, irrespective of

whether the breakdown mechanism considered is a Townsend multiavalanche

process or a streamer process involving breakdown initiated by a single

electron avalanche. In the former case, k = a/to a, where X is the

secondary ionisation coefficient, and in the latter k = ln(N .,) where

N ., = exp(ud) is the electron multiplication required for streamer

formation. For nonuniform fields, the Townsend equation becomes
d x

y / exp [ / a (x) dxJ a dx = 1 (3)

2
Pedersen has shown that, for SFg, the corresponding streamer criterion

f a dx = k (4)

and that this may be more applicable to many practical conditions than

Eq. (3). Experimental studies have shown that the breakdown-voltage

characteristics are strongly dependent on the degree of nonuniformity of

the field, the polarity of the highly-stressed electrode, and the voltage

waveform. For highly nonuniform fields Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) may give only

the corona-onset voltage and breakdown will then be determinedby corona

space-charge effects. Breakdown under impulse conditions is further

complicated by statistical time-lag effects and, in nonuniform fields, by

factors governing the propagation of the streamer and leader discharges.

This paper is concerned with recent studies of breakdown character-

istics in SFg and its mixtures. The section below on uniform-field

breakdown is intended to include the case of quasiuniform fields in which

corona does not occur before breakdown, while the nonuniform-field

section deals only with breakdown in highly-divergent fields.

*In this paper, pressures are referred to 20°C.
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BREAKDOWN IN UNIFORM FIELDS

Low-Pressure Studies

In SFg, where a/p is given by the linear relationship of Eq. (i),

there is a limiting value of E/p for which a/p = 0 and below which

breakdown should not occur. Several investigators have reported

measurements of the static breakdown voltage Vs for SFg in uniform

fields^ . Figure 1 shows the results of Chalmers and Tedford for

pressures up to 2 bar. For pressures less than 1 bar, there is a

range of spacings over which Paschen's Law is obeyed and Vs is a function

of the product pd (pressure x spacing), with the breakdown value of E/p

tending to a limiting value (E/p) l i m of 88.4 kV/bar cm. At the larger

spacings the apparent value of E/p at breakdown falls below (E/p)iim;
/ 7

this has been shown ' to be due to the phenomenon of edge breakdown,

which results from enhancement of the field near the curved part of the

uniform-field electrode. The increase with pressure in E/p indicated

in figure 1 for pressures above 1 bar has been shown by Crichton and
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Fig. 1. E/p at breakdown against pd in SFg.
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Tedford to be caused by non-ideal behaviour of the gas: with the

introduction of a compressibility factor Z(p) such that p/z(p) is

proportional to number density N, the ionisation coefficient becomes

a/p = AE-Bp/Z(p) and Paschen's similarity law [Vs = f(Nd)3 is obeyed.

High-Pressure Studies

Paschen Deviation and Spark Conditioning

It is well known that in technical applications the similarity-law

strength of SFg is not easily achieved for pressures greater than ~2 bar
3 9and values of pd greater than~20 bar mm . In addition, increased

pressure leads to spark-conditioning effects, in which Vs increases

with repeated sparking from an initial low level. If dust or other

particles are excluded, the conditioning process is an electrode

phenomenon, and previously conditioned electrodes require further
12

conditioning if the pressure is increased, even at constant pd.

Nitta et al have shown that electrode area is important in determining

the degree of conditioning observed. With relatively smooth electrodes,

for example, there is little conditioning either for small electrode

areas, where the Paschen level is quickly attained, or for very large

areas, where there are enough 'weak points' on the surface to keep Vs

low. For intermediate areas marked conditioning may occur, although

even after spark conditioning the breakdown strength of the gas may

still be lower than the similarity-law value.

The reduced insulation strength in compressed SFg represents

breakdown for which the macroscopic field strength is less than the

limiting value so that a is apparently everywhere < 0. However,
x'

breakdown requires that a criterion of the form f a(x) dx = k is
o

satisfied somewhere in the gap, and several explanations have been

proposed for this anomaly. In general, these do not assume any change

in gas properties, but deal with such effects as enhanced cathode

emission, ' and enhanced ionisation in regions where the limiting

field is exceeded locally due to electrode microprotrusions or to free

conducting particles in the gas. An exception is the suggestion that

avalanche statistics in SFg are such that critical-avalanche conditions

may be achieved when E/p is appreciably less than (E/p)iim. Recent
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15calculations by Tedford et al have shown that this is not the case, and

that the probability of breakdown is negligible for E/p even a fraction

of one percent below (E/p)iiin. The lack of any gas-dependent mechanism

apart from the compressibility effect is also borne out by the fact that

the similarity-law breakdown voltage can be attained under laboratory

conditions at pressures up to 12 bar using carefully filtered gas with

highly polished electrodes of very small stressed area. For practical

conditions, the important factors therefore appear to be particulate

contamination and electrode-surface conditions.

Particle-Induced Breakdown

The breakdown voltage of SFg-insulated systems can be reduced by the

presence of particles of size greater than a few î m, and recent studies
17-21

have established how Vs depends on particle material, size and shape.
18 20

The particle material may be important in coaxial systems ' where its

density determines whether the particle can cross to the high-field inner

conductor at a given voltage. In general, the breakdown voltage is

reduced as particle size increases, and elongated particles have a much

greater effect than spherical ones.18"21 Figure 2 shows data for ac

breakdown in a coaxial 150 mm/250 mm system: the results are typical in

that with spherical particles Vg increases with pressure while with wires

more than~1 mm long Vs has a maximum at ~ 4 bar and falls at higher

pressures to values which can be as low as 10% of the particle-free level.

For both ac and dc stress, breakdown in coaxial systems occurs when the
pi

particles are at or near the centre conductor and the breakdown voltage

is usually lower when that conductor is positive, especially at the
17 21

higher pressures, ' while for particle-free gas the opposite is the

case. Under impulse conditions large particles do not move

significantly during the surge, but there is evidence that small
22

particles can reduce the breakdown level.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain particle-induced

breakdown: these have included the effects of increased ionisation in
18 1Q

the enhanced field at the particle tip, ' processes associated with
20 21rapid charge reversal at contact with an electrode ' and mechanisms

18 20
based on microdischarges between particle and electrode. '
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Fig. 2. Particle-initiated breakdown in SFg: ac voltage-pressure
characteristics for a 150 mm/250 mm coaxial-electrode system for breakdown
initiated (a) by aluminium spheres (b) by 0.1-mm dia. copper wires.

Effect of Electrode-Surface Roughness

For practical electrodes, microscopic surface irregularities will

cause local field intensification and this can lead both to electron
23

emission and to locally-enhanced ionisation in the gas. While the

former process, coupled with space-charge effects, might be important

in breakdown in compressed N2 or H2, the latter effect is especially

important in SFg, where a/p increases very rapidly for E/p>(E/p)iim« '
25

Pedersen has suggested that ionisation in the small region of enhanced

field can reach the levels required for streamer formation, even when the

macroscopic field is less than the limiting value. Experimental studies
26 27

with artificial protrusions ' and with electrodes of different surface
11 Pft

roughness ' have demonstrated this behaviour, and calculations for a

si
pf- p/T

ngle protrusion have shown that the macroscopic value of E/p at

breakdown is reduced from (E/p)lim to"̂  (E/p)iim where f is a surface-

roughness factor (O<t^-1). These calculations consider ionisation

within the distance xc from the protrusion tip for which the protrusion-

perturbed field exceeds (E/p)iim and use the linear relationship of
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Eq. (1) for a in SFg in the single streamer criterion of Eq. (4). For

the case of a hemispherical protrusion of radiusp, for example, Pedersen

has shown that ̂  is a function of p̂ o and is less than unity only for

values of p/> greater than ~40 bar ~m. Assuming that the maximum

roughness Rmax may ^ e represented by the protrusion model, this suggests

that roughness should reduce Vs only if pRmax exceeds this figure.

Comparison with experimental results suggests that the protrusion modal

proposed by Pedersen is adequate to explain Paschen deviations in SFg

up to ~ 6 bar. -)'

In an extension of Pedersen1s analysis Somerville et al ^ have

found that the condition for the occurrence of breakdown below the

limiting field depends only on the height h of the protrusion and is

independent of its shape. It can easily be shown that the condition

is ph = k/B where k and B are the constants in Eq. (1) and Eq. (4)

above; for k = 10.5 and B = 246O (bar cm)~ the maximum tolerable

value of ph is 43 bar nm for any shape of particle.

For conditions where ph exceeds the critical value for the onset of

roughness effects, the actual value of "̂  depends on the protrusion shape.

Figure 3 shows calculated values of E/p at breakdown for prolate-

spheroid protrusions for various ratios of height h to half width b.

For large values of h/b, the field enhancement may be so great that the

assumption of the linear relation Eq. (1) for a is no longer valid:

however a lower limit to the breakdown voltage may be obtained by

assuming that the voltage drop over the ionisation zone where a > 0

can never be less than the Paschen-minimum voltage, which for SFg is

507 V. The dashed curve in figure 3 was calculated using this

criterion for a protrusion with h/b = 10.

Breakdown in SFg Mixtures
_ _ _ _ _ ^ - _ — — ^ — — ~ _

Measurements of breakdown voltages in SFg mixtures in uniform *J

and slightly nonuniform fields* ~^" have shown that the addition of SFg

to a nonattaching gas such as nitrogen results in a saturation effect

such that increasing the SFg content above a given level does not
• 5 1appreciably improve the insulation strength. Baumgartner has calculated

smooth-electrode breakdown voltages for such mixtures using ionisation
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Fig. 3. Calculated values of the macroscopic breakdown value of E/p
in SFg as a function of parameter ph for various prolate-spheroid
protrusions. The dashed curve is calculated for h/b =10 using a
Paschen-minimum criterion.

coefficients obtained by interpolation on a partial-pressure basis

between the data for the component gases and has found good agreement

with experimental results.

Apart from the saturation effect, mixtures with nonattaching gases

are attractive for practical applications because of recent indications

that their insulation strength is less sensitive to electrode roughness '
35

and to particle contamination. Calculations of the influence of

electrode roughness on breakdown in SF/- mixtures have been made by

Farish, Ibrahim and Crichton f? using the hemispherical-protrusion

model proposed by Pedersen. As shown in figure 4 for SFg/N2 mixtures,

reduction of the SF6 content leads to a progressive increase in the

value of p/> which can be tolerated before ̂  falls below unity. These

calculations are subject to some uncertainty because of the technique

for estimating a. Also, all roughness calculations depend on the value
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Fig. 4 Roughness factor ̂  as a function of the product p
(pressure x protrusion radius) for breakdown in SFg/fy? mixtures.

chosen for the streamer constant k, although the results are not very

sensitive to k except near the deviation point. In the above calculations,

the SFg content was > 10% and k was interpolated between the value of 18

generally used for air or nitrogen and that of 10.5 proposed for SF,- by

Pedersen. Reasonable agreement is obtained between the calculations

and values of f obtained from measurements with smooth electrodes and

with a fixed cathode protrusion (dashed curve in figure 4); this suggests

that no serious error results from the assumptions made, but there is

obviously a need for experimental determination of a and k for mixtures.

For the values of p/> of 50-500 bar \im that might be expected for

large practical systems, the dependence of^ in mixtures on p/> tends to

compensate for the reduction in the Paschen-law strength with decreased

SFg content: figure 5 shows the results of calculations of the maximum

value at breakdown of the macroscopic field strength in SFg/nitrogen

mixtures for various conditions of roughness and gas pressure. For

each pressure the upper curve corresponds to the smooth-electrode value

(i.e. pR^40 bar nm) while for roughness greater than the threshold level
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Fig. 5. Effect of electrode-surface roughness on calculated break-
down field/gas mixture characteristics in SFg/N2 mixtures.

there is an optimum mixture for each surface condition. At A bar, for

example, a 30% SFg mixture is the best choice for a 30 ̂ m finish while

~10% SFg would be adequate with 100 nm protrusions. It is interesting

to note that experimental studies for practical electrode systems37»38 do

give the result that Vs in mixtures can be comparable to that for pure SFg.

Voltage-Time Characteristics

For practical applications, there is considerable interest in the

voltage time characteristics of SFg insulation, and these have been the

subject of several recent experimental studies. The prediction of

these characteristics, however, presents considerable difficulties. The

Pedersen criterion assumes the availability of an initiatory electron and

will therefore find ITS application most readily for the case of a cathode

protrusion where electron emission may be assumed. For the highly-stressed

anode, an initiatory electron must be found in the region for which Q > 0 ,

and more specifically in that part of the region from which,for a given

voltage, an avalanche is capable of developing to the critical size before

reaching the anode. As this critical volume is vanishingly small at the
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"breakdown threshold, large values of the statistical time lag ts can be

expected in SFg. Information on the factors controlling ts will therefore

be required before voltage-time characteristics can be predicted
39

theoretically, although empirical methods have already been proposed.

BREAKDOWN IN NONUNIFORM FIELDS

DC and Power-Frequency Studies

Voltage-Pressure Characteristics

Sulphur Hexafluoride.—Breakdown in highly divergent fields in SFg,

as in other electronegative gases, is characterised by the existence of a

range of pressures over which breakdown for a given electrode arrangement

takes place at a voltage considerably in excess of the corona-onset

voltage Vc, while at higher pressures the breakdown voltage and corona-

onset voltage coincide. In the lower pressure range the high breakdown

voltage is due to stabilisation of the field near the high-stress

electrode by space charge of the same polarity generated by the corona

discharge; the voltage-pressure characteristics exhibit a peak in this

range which is especially marked for dc and power-frequency voltages.

There have been several recent investigations in which the influence of

field divergence, gas pressure and polarity have been systematically

studied for point-plane gaps42-44 and coaxial-electrode systems.45 These

measurements have confirmed and extended previous observations (see ref.

43) and several general features of the characteristics can be identified.

These are (1) over a range of pressure on the rising part of the

characteristics Vs is almost independent of the radius of curvature ro

of the highly stressed electrodes;43 (2) the critical pressure pc at

which Vs and Vc coincide is such that pci"0 is approximately constant;

(3) the breakdown voltage Vsc at the critical pressure is almost

independent of ro and, for a given spacing, Vsc represents the minimum

breakdown voltage for SFg irrespective of pressure (above 1 bar) and

radius of curvature A ->4-3

The above features are illustrated by the curves for 100% SFg in

figure 6, which shows data obtained in a study of corona and breakdown in

point-plane gaps in SF6 and its mixtures in static and flowing gas. '
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Fig. 6 Effect of point radius (ro) and gas mixture on dc corona onset
and breakdown in SFg and SFg/N2 mixtures in a 10-mm point-plane gap.

The results indicate that VBC for the 10-mm gap is 45-^S kV and, as found

for longer gaps, the peak voltage in SFg corresponds to an average E/p

at breakdown of about 35 kv/cm bar.

Mixtures.— Corona current/voltage characteristics and dc voltage-

pressure characteristics have been measured in SFg/nitrogen mixtures for

various point-plane arrangements. ' As shown in figure 6, pc is

almost unaffected by SFg content in the range 100% - 1%: this behaviour,
4.8

which has also been reported by Ermel, is in contrast to the results

of impulse studies in SFg mixtures, in which pc increased greatly with

decreasing SFg content/7 For a given pressure and gas mixture, the

average corona current in the stabilisation region follows the

relationship I = cV(V-Vc) typical of coronas in which the field at the

high-stress electrode is limited by space charge to its onset value.

Effect of Gas Flow

The influence of gas flow on corona and breakdown in SFg is of

interest both because flow is a factor in practical applications such as
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gas-blast circuit breakers and because it affords an insight into the

corona-stabilisation process. Figure 7 shows voltage-pressure

characteristics for a 10-mm positive point-plane gap in SFg for still gas

and for flow at 30 m/s along the gap axis and transverse to it. The

effect 'of axial flow towards the point is to increase Vs in the

stabilisation region, while with transverse flow there is a considerable

reduction in Vs over the pressure range p-j - pc. Figure 7 also shows the

form of the spark channel for various conditions of pressure and gas

flow: this will be discussed below.

LU
o

no flow or
axial flow
(b and c )

20 -/•

1 2 3
PRESSURE (bar)

Fig. 7. The influence of gas flow at 30 m/s on dc corona onset and
breakdown in SFg in a 10-mm point-plane gap with rQ = 1 mm.
(a) transverse flow (b) no flow (c) axial flow towards point.

^0

Prebreakdown Corona

Apart from the work of Hazel and Kuffel^0 and Davidson et

there is little information on corona in SFg. The main features appear

to be that, over most of the stabilisation region, individual pulses at

onset give way at higher voltages to a continuous discharge, while near
50

the critical pressure only streamer corona is observed. At constant

pressure within the stabilisation region, increasing voltage causes the

corona to spread round the electrode tip. The increase in the
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breakdown voltage reported by Farish et al for axial gas flow towards

the point is associated with a further increase in area covered by the

discharge due to a redistribution of ions around the point" so that the

stabilisation effect is enhanced.

The forms of the spark channel for still gas shown in figure 7 have

been reported by several investigators. ->'4'*' ''-' At low pressures

(p.$Pi) where Vs is independent of r0, the channel is axial and develops

out of the corona: For p-j< P<P C "the channel is curved away from the

axial region and originates at the edge of the corona; Hazel and Kuffel

suggest that the curvature of the channel is caused by a potential barrier

in the axial region of the gap due to positive and negative-ion space

charges. For p^p c the channel is again axial and no corona occurs. With

transverse flow, the corona is displaced to the downstream side of the

electrode and, for p^p^,this supports the suggestion that breakdown in

this range is controlled by the field near the plane cathode; thus, when

the positive space charge,and hence the region of enhanced cathode field,

is blown downstream the spark channel is curved in that direction." Tr.

the range p1 to pc the spark is almost axial with flow. This is

consistent with the idea that the stabilisation process fails vher.

breakdown streamers form at the edge of the corona. With transverse flow,

the upstream edge of the corona is very near the electrode tip and

breakdown can occur at a lower voltage than for still gas.

The Critical Pressure

The corona-onset voltage Vc may be calculated using the streamer

criterion of Eq. (4) and, if the mechanism controlling pc is known,

the minimum breakdown voltage Vsc may be determined. For a point-

plane system, if the field near the point is taken as F,(r) = F,(ro) r^/r
24

then the onset voltage is given by

Vc = (E/p)lim . VPd C1 H (k/Bpr0)*]
2 (5)

where y = V/d E(ro) is the field utilisation faotor. Since y depends

on d/r0, Vc for a given pd should be a function of pr0 and this

similarity-law behaviour has been well established in recent experimental

studies. *' The critical pressure pc is that at which the onset



streamer leadB directly to breakdown and may differ from the pressure

pc at which continuous corona no longer occurs. For relatively large

values of rQ, the two nearly coincide but with sharper points there

can be a considerable pressure range where corona stabilisation is

absent but onset streamers are unable to lead to breakdown. Hazel and

Kuffel have proposed a semiempirical criterion for pc based on the

effect on streamer propagation of the rate of change of field near the

tip and the mean free path for ionising radiation. The condition for

which continuous corona no longer occurs (pressure pc) can be derived

if it is assumed that the continuous component comprises avalanche

pulses which occur within the ionisation zone for whicn a > 0, and

which are initiated by detachment from negative ions produced by this

Townsend discharge by photoionisation. It can be shown that xc

varies as 1/p and, since tne free path x for ionising radiation

varies as 1/p, the critical pressure will be that at which ax^=xc,

where a is a constant; at this pressure negative ir-.iB will no longer

be produced in enough quantities to maintain the Townsend discharge,

and the increased production of electrons within xc will favour the

development of streamer discharges. Thus for the point-plane case,

xc = (kro/Bp)^ giving pc = BC /kr0, where C is a constant

containing M-. Comparison with experimental results gives a value

for C of ~/0.05 bar cm.

IMPULSE STUDIES

Sulphur Hexafluoride

Recent measurements with 5-50 cm gaps using lightning-impulse^ and
51-54-

switching-impulse voltages ' have shown that for long gaps the 50%
CO R?

breakdown voltage V ^ in SFg can "be surprisingly low. *JJ Further, the

breakdown voltage at pressures above 1 bar is strongly dependent on the

shape of the high-stress electrode. For a square-ended rod, Vc0 does

not change significantly with pressure in the range 1-6 bar, and VCQ

for a 50 c m rod-plane gap in SFg at 6 bar can be lower than for the
52

same gap in atmospheric air.

Takuma and Vatanabe suggested that these results might be due to

reduced corona stabilisation effects in SFg and this has been
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demonstrated by recent work "by Kurimoto et al' who studied

impulse corona and breakdown in SFg and SFg mixtures. For a 3

rod-plane gap with a 19-mm dia. hemispherically capped rod in SFg they

found the stabilisation peak at pm s^O.^ bar and the critical pressure

pc at ~ 1 bar. A study of the impulse-corona development using

photoraultiplier and high-speed camera techniques showed that, for

p < pm, a diffuse corona occurred which inhibited further corona for

^10 ,-s. In the range pm-c p < pc» however, one or more of the

diffuse coronas was followed by a series of filamentary discharges while

for p ;> pc only filamentary discharges were observed. The filamentary

discharge in SFg propagates in the stepped manner fnund in air at high

pressures or in very long gaps, but the interval between successive

discharges is much less (0.1 - 0.2 us). Figure 8 shows typical

records for pressures near pc. T.iere is a marked difference between

positive and negative polarity in that in the former case the channel

extends with each discharge while in the latter a series of

reilluminations occurs before the channel is extended by a particularly

vigorous discharge.

SFg Mixtures

In SFg mixtures, considerably more charge is injected during the

impulse corona and the corona shielding is more pronounced and persists

over a greater pressure range.49 The result is that the breakdown

strength of mixtures, even those containing very small (~-1%) amounts

of SFg, can be much greater than that of pure SFg. Figure 9 shows

results obtained by Kurimoto for SFg-air mixtures with positive

switching impulses: It can be seen that the highest strength relative

to SFg occurs with 1% SFg by volume, where pm corresponds to pc for SFg.

Similar results have been reported by Watanabe and Takuma,-'-' and for

mixtures by Farish et al. '*' Figure 10 shows data for Vc0 in

mixtures for 1.5/40 us iaipulses; even for a 10-cm gap, VCQ with

>v 0A% SFg at 2 bar exceeds the positive-impulse level for SFg .5^

Cookson and Wootton have found even higher breakdown voltages for ac

conditions in such 'weak1 mixtures, as shown by the ac curve in figure 10.
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interest.
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DISCUSSION

DUTTON: 1. On the question of the sensitivity of breakdown to surface

roughness in N2/SF6 mixtures, our results at the extreme of N2 suggest

that it is not possible to interpret the data there in terms of the

Pedersen equation or the equivalent criterion in terms of the equivalent

Towni.tid criterion. Do you have any comments?

2. The interesting recent photographs of the critical pressure region you

showed give an indication of the regions where the electron density and

the field are high enough to give light output. Do you have any informa-

tion about the negative ions? This is a region which we hope to investi-

gate using the rotating vane fluxmeter.

3. In relation to the criterion / a'ds = k used for determining the

critical volume and relating it to the statistics of breakdown was the

applied field used? I ask because simulation shows that the original

field is very rapidly modified by the development of space charge.

FARISH: 1. I agree that for pure nitrogen an analysis based on en-

hanced ionization near microprotrusions is inadequate to explain the

Paschen deviations which occur at high values of Pd. This would seem

to suggest that an electrode process is involved in such breakdowns;

there are several possible processes, including space-charge-enhanced

field emission combined with low level ionization in the gas, and charg-

ing and subsequent breakdown of oxide or other tarnish layers on the

electrodes. In our earlier experiments with compressed nitrogen, there

seemed to be some evidence for the latter process in the way in which

the system conditioned or deconditioned with different rates of sparking;
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it would be very difficult experimentally to study the field emission

process as this would involve monitoring the early stages of the discharge

which would require very high spatial resolution, probably with subnano-

second time resolution.

2. Concerning the question on negative ions, we have as yet no informa-

tion concerning the distribution of negative ions in the gap. From

positive-point studies with transverse gas flow, however, we have indi-

cations that the continuous corona in the stabilization region is main-

tained by detachment from negative ions near the point.

3. The applied field is used in the Pedersen analysis, as in any streamer

model, to calculate the avalanche carrier number.

SIOMOS: Under the assumption that particles exist in the space between

the electrodes can you give any indication about the real nature and the

sizes of these particles? Do you have any idea about the number density

of these particles?

FARIShr The particle-initiated breakdown studies which I described

were designed to provide information on the effects of size and shape,

and used artificially introduced particles. In practical equipment, me-

tallic particles may be introduced during assembly or produced by abrasion

between moving parts; those which cause degradation of insulation strength

are probably _>_5 ym in size.

CHANTRY: The equation you derive for the critical pressure

P"*c = BC
2/Kr0 above which corona stabilization does not occur, contains

three "constants" B, Cz, and K, all of which chaste or are likely to

change if the proportions in a gas mixture are changed. Experimentally,

you find that in N2/SF6 mixtures Pc remains essentially constant, implying
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cancellation of the effects of changing B, C, and K. Have you speculated

as to how this occurs?

FARISH: I don't think the lack of sensitivity of P'c to SF& content

is well enough established yet to warrant trying to explain it on the

basis of the above model, which itself requires further investigation.

However, it is true that with increasing nitrogen concentration the con-

stant B in the equation for a should decrease, while C, which is propor-

tional to 1/v, should increase; it is therefore possible that this tends

to keep P'c constant.
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THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE BREAKDOWN OF A GASEOUS

DIELECTRIC

A. J. Davies, C. J. Evans and P. M. Woodison,

Department of Physics, University College of Swansea, University of Wales,
U.K.

ABSTRACT

One and two-dimensional simulation methods are
described, for investigating the breakdown of a gaseous
dielectric, which can trace the growth of a discharge
from its initiation to the space-charge controlled glow.
The present paper is mainly concerned with the applic-
ation of the two-dimensional simulation to discharges in
nitrogen and air between parallel plane electrodes.
Preliminary results are also presented for a sphere-
plane configuration.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS

During the last few years, following the advent of high-speed

computers, much interest has been shown in using numerical simulation

techniques for studying the electrical breakdown of a gaseous dielectric.

With the new techniques that have been developed it is now possible to

follow the growth of a discharge from its initiation as far as the space;-

charge controlled glow with instantaneous currents up to 100A.

In essence the basis of all simulation methods for studying current

growth is to solve the conservation equations, for each species of particle

present, subject to the boundary conditions that apply in a given experimental

or engineering situation, to r example, neglecting photo-ionization, diffusion

and recombination, the general equation of charge conservation for electrons

is
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dpe
— - = a p W - a P W + « p w - V . ( P W ) , (1)
dt ee ee nn e~e

and the boundary conditions will include specification of the initial charge

distribution in the gap, the characteristics of the external electrical circuit,

and the electric potentials on the boundaries of the discharge region*.

The simplest case one can consider is that of a discharge between

infinite plane parallel electrodes separated by a distance d and subject to

an applied voltage V(t). If we restrict our attention to discharges in which

only one species of positive and negative ion are present and further assume

that the discharge is of constant radius with uniform particle densities across

the cross-section, then only one space dimension need be considered and the

relevant conservation equations are

° = ap W - a pW + SpW - — (p W J , (2a)a p W a p W + 6 p W (p W
at e e e e n n dx *e e

T =
( 2 b )

= ap W - 5/o W (p W ). (2c)
e e n n a x n ndt e e n n 3x n n

If the cathode is at x = 0 and the anode at x = d, then the boundary

conditions are

* A list of symbols and their meaning is given in the Appendix,
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p (0, t)W (0, t) = J (t) +X p (0, t)W(0, t)

ph ( ) I ph I ,. . ,
ra-Me a ( x , f ) p ( x , t
ph v ex 'V I I

S0 4

)W (x.t')dxdt1 (3a)

a

I

Pp(d, t) = 0, (3b)

Pn(0, t) = 0, (3c)

d
E(x, t)dx = V (t), (3d)

0

where the gap voltage V (t) will be determined by the characteristics of the

external circuit and the total current flowing in the gap.

The electric field E(x, t) is a function of the net charge density and one

must be particularly careful in selecting a method for computing it since the

various ionization coefficients are strongly varying functions of E. For wide

discharges, whose radius is much greater than the gap separation, Poisson's

equation in one dimension may be used to find the axial fields but for narrow

discharges this procedure can introduce large errors . In these cases the

two-dimensional form of Poisson's Equation or the "disc method" due to

Davies et al may be used. In the latter method the discharge is divided

into discs by planes perpendicular to the axis and the field on the axis computed

by summing the contribution of each disc of charge : making the appropriate

allowance for the image charges in the electrodes.

2
As pointed out by Davies et al , the stability of the simulations can be

greatly improved by computing the net charge density, p , directly from the

relation
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| £ = r - ( p w + p w + P W ) ( (4)
ot ox e e p p n n

which does not include any ionization terms. Numerical errors introduced in

computing P , P and P separately from Kquations (2a - 2c) can give large

inaccuracies in p if it is evaluated from p ~ p - P - p , especially, for

example, in the positive column of a discharge where p is small compared

with the corresponding electron and ion densities.

In the numerical simulations, the charge conservation equations are

put in their finite difference form and integrated using the Method of Character-
3

istics". In most of the work a constant mesh spacing in the axial direction

was employed but recently the procedure has be *n modified to enable the mesh

to be graded in the region of the cathode so as to be able to investigate in

greater detail the cathode-fall region of the discharge in the later stages of

growth. This work is to be published elsewhere.

The one-dimensional simulations using the above equations and boundary
2 4 5

conditions have heen successfully applied to discharges in air, N , and SF ' '.

For example, Fig. 1 shows the computed contours of light output from a dis-

charge in N at 90 torr initiated by a pulse of 400 electrons, for a step function

applied voltage 25. 5% above the breakdown potential V , (a) when the effects oi
s

space charge distortion are neglected and (b) when distortion of the field is

taken into consideration.

Fig. l(a) essentially gives the same result as Davidson's exact solution

for ionization growth in uniform fields between plane electrodes and we clearly

see the electron avalanche travelling to the anode with constant velocity W and

the apparently infinite phase velocity towards the cathode of the isophot lines

behind the primary avalanche. Fig. l(b) on the other hand shows the apparent

acceleration of the avalanche as it approaches the anode (the anode-directed

streamer phase) and also the appearance of a sharp light maximum propagating
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Fig. 1. Contour lines of equal light output (arbitrary units) plotted as
a function of x and t (a) neglecting space-charge and (b) allowing for
space-charge. Data: Nitrogen, p = 91 Torr, E/p = 62 V cm"1Torr"1.
discharge initiated by 400 electrons released from 0. 5 mm diameter
disc on cathode.
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back towards the cathode (the cathode-directed streamer). Calculations with

the appropriate experimental data have given velocities of propagation of the

cathode and anode directed streamers which are in very good agreement with
7 8

the measurements of Chalmers et al and Wagner .

For narrow discharges it has been found that very good agreement is

obtained between experiment and theory when only primary ionization and

secondary electron production at the cathode are considered. It is interesting
9

to note, however, that using similar methods Kline found that at large over-

volrages it was necessary to incorporate the effects of photoionization for large

radius discharges such as those produced by Koppitz .

TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS.

The one-dimensional simulations described above have the obvious draw-

backs of assuming that the discharge radius is constant and that the charge

densities are uniform over the cross-section. The next natural step is, there-

fore, to extend the method to two space dimensions x and r so that both the

radial and axial development of the discharge can be followed, but retaining the

plane parallel electrode geometry and making the assumption that the discharge

is axially symmetric.

Here the conservation equations and boundary conditions corresponding

to Equations (2a-c) and (3a -c) are

-= = a p W - a p W + Sp W - 7 . (p W ) (5a)
at He e Fe e n n e~e * '

L e " 7 - ( W (5b)

^L = » ' e
W e ' 8 PnWn " ? ' ( p n V (5c)

dt
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with p (d, r, t) = C, p (o, r, t) = 0 (6a, b)
P n

and J (o, r, t) = J (r, t) + * (r, t)J (o, r, t)

d r d

j J
J0 0

a (x, r \ t)g(x, r1, r)J (x, r \ t)2*r'dr 'dx (6c)

0 e e

where r is the mean number of secondary electrons produced per photon

incident on the cathode and g(x, r \ r) is a geometric factor representing the

fraction of the photons produced at (x, r') which fall on unit area of the cathode

at a distance r from the axis. In Equation (6c) for simplicity the lifetime
F of the excited states is taken to be zero. The electric field is found from
ph

the axtally symmetric form of Poisson's equation

+ ( r > . . (7)
dx r <3r dr e

o
where E = - V<l>, with $ specified on the boundaries.

Typical results of this two-dimensional simulation are shown in
12

Fig. 2 for the experimental conditions of Doran who worked with N? at

300 torr with an electrode separation of 2 cm, a breakdown voltage of 25772V

and a step function applied voltage waveform corresponding to an over voltage

of 7. 56%. Once again the discharge was initiated by a pulse of about 400

electrons at the cathode. The simulated shutter and streak photographs of

the cathode streamer phase of discharge development shown in Pig. 2 are

in very good agreement with the experimental measurements and the contrac-

tion in radius as the cathode streamer approaches the cathode is clearly seen.

Analysts cf Time-Lag Measurements

The one and two-dimensional simulation programmes have also been

used to compute time-lags in air in order to see whether any discontinuity is
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(a)
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Fig. 2. Simulated photographs from a two-dimensional calculation
tor nitrogen, using the data of Doran . The simulated shutter photographs
(a) correspond to exposures from time zero up to 472, 513 and 536 ns
respectively, while the streak photograph (b) displays the light passing
through a narrow slit looking towards the axis of the discharge.
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observable in the predicted time lag, t versus overvoltage curve as has been
f 13

found by several workers including Crichton et al . The latter measurements

were mode in dry air at a pressure of 500 torr using Bruce profile electrodes at

a separation cf 10 cm. Initiatory electrons were produced in the region of the

cathode by ionizing radiation from a radioactive source 2mm below the centre

of the cathode surface, the steady-state ionization current being of the order

10 A. Since the radioactive source was likely to give rise to bursts of

electrons in the region of the cathode rather than a continuous stream, the

computations were carried out for pulses of about 10 electrons although, as

mentioned later, the effect of varying this number was investigated.
In the one-dimensional computations, the values of the ionization

14
coefficients were taken from Dutton et al and the time-lags were computed

over the whole range of overvoltage (a) with the radius of the discharge equal

to that of the initial electron pulse ( ~1 cm) and (b) with it equal to the effective

radius of the electrodes ( ~ 10 cm). It was found that (a) gave good agreement

with experiment at high over-voltages whereas (b) gave agreement at low over-

voltages (i. e. long tf), the transition being at time-lags of order of the electron

transit time. The experimental result could thus be explained by an increase

in the effective discharge radius for t. £ r , corresponding to the spreading of

the secondary electrons over the cathode surface. This change in radius could

not be automatically followed by the one-dimensional computations, however,

and it was therefore decided to check our conclusions by re-calculating the t

overvoltage curve using the two-dimensional simulation programme.

The results obtained are shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3 which

corresponds to t f 's calculated for pulses of 10 electrons leaving an area of
2

about 3 cm at the centre of the cathode. We see that good agreement is

obtained at high and low overvoltages with a smooth transition between 3%
13

4% overvoltage. As may be seen from Pig. 3, Crichton et al found that any

voltage in the transition region, the time lags fell into two distinct groups; one
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Fig. 3. Formative time-lags in air at 500 Torr, d = 10 cm. The
experimental points are from Chalmers et a l , while the curve is obtained
from the two-dimensional simulation.

possible explanation is that these groups correspond to different numbers of

initiating electrons. For example, in the simulations at 3% overvoltage, it

was found that if the size of the initiating pulse was increased to about 100

electrons the lower values of t. were obtained, the increase producing

appreciable space charge effects within the first electron transit time, where-

as space charge effects did not become effective until well into the second

transit time for 10 initiatory electrons.

Time-lags were also computed in nitrogen for various experimental

conditions but in no cases were any appreciable discontinuities in the tf

overvoltage curves predicted.
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Non-uniform Electrode Geometries.

One of the main aims of our simulations was to investigate discharge

growth in non-uniform field geometries (e.g. sphere-plane and rod-plane

systems) which still, however, have axial symmetry. Considerable effort

has been devoted to adapting the two-dimensional simulations to consider such

cases. The biggest problem that is encountered is the highly localised high

field region in the neighbourhood of the sphere or rod electrode. This field

can be several orders of magnitude greater than the average applied field. It

is highly desirable, therefore, to grade the finite difference mesh in both the

radial and axial directions so that it is very fine in the high field region and

more coarse in regions where the ionization processes are negligible. This

procedure is fairly straightforward when integrating the charge conservation

equations (5u - c) and, in this case, we have taken the axial mesh spacing to

be inversely proportional to the primary ionization coefficient corresponding

to the loca value of the applied electric field. The radial mesh spacing

increased in a simple geometric progression.

Since, however, in order to keep the computation times within reason-

able limits, it is still necessary to use a direct method such as the Fast

Fourier Transform algorithm due to Le Bail ' , to compute the field, the axial

mesh must be of constant spacing when the field computations are carried out.

This severely limits the accuracy of the computed fields in the high field region

and eventually the calculations become unstable due to numerical errors. These

problems could be overcome by returning to Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR)

methods for computing the field when there is much more flexibility in varying

the mesh spacing, but the increased computing times (by a factor of 10 approx-

imately) make this prohibitive on ». *«rial processing computer such as the

CDC 7600 now used.

The advent of parallel processing computers, however, may change the

situation completely during the next few years. International Computers Ltd.,

for example, are developing a Distributed Array Processor which has 64x64
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parallel processing elements and, although each individual processor is slow,

the overall power of the machine is twenty times a CDC 7600 for SOR-type

calculations, thus giving an effective increase in power of two for our problem,

with greatly improved flexibility.

In our present simulations the Fast Fourier Transform technique has to

be modified to consider irregular regions rather than the rectangular boundaries

previously considered. In essence we follow the method due to Hockney ,

where an overall rectangular boundary is retained but the presence of the

electrodes within the region is taken into account by placing a matrix of charges

at the appropriate mesh points so as to produce the correct potential distribution

on the interior boundaries. This so-called "capacity matrixJ< only has to be

computed once at the start of the simulation and stored. In order to obtain a

reasonable number of mesh points in the active region of the discharge, the

field computations had to be performed in two stages, (i) over a coarse 128x40

mesh covering the whole region and (it) over a smaller sub-region near the

sphere or rod using the same number of meshes.

A problem that arises for negative polarity systems is the computation

of the photon flux over the non-uniform field electrode. We have therefore

initially restricted our attention to positive polarities where we compute the

photon flux over the plane cathode using an identical method to that described

for the two-dimensional simulations in plane parallel systems.

Figs. 4 - 6 show preliminary results obtained for ionization growth in

a sphere-plane system (sphere diameter 7.5 cm, gap separation 10 cm, plane

cathode 60 cm radius, cylindrical walls at 60 cm radius) similar to that used
18in a parallel experimental investigation . The initial conditions were taken

3 -3

to be a constant density of approximately 10 electrons cm everywhere in

space, with a step function impulse voltage equal to \' being applied at time

zero (the computations are easily modified eo take into account any desired

voltage waveform}.
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Fig. 4. Computed electron density along the axis of a sphere-plane
electrode system at various times, indicated in ns on the curves.

We see in Fig. 4 the rapid growth of electron density near the anode

surface which is quickly limited, by space charge effects and drift to the

sphere, after about 50 nsec. The corresponding current growth curve is

shown in Fig. 5, while Fig. 6 shows the contours of electron density in the

neighbourhood of the anode, and we see how localised the active region of the

discharge has become. Even though the field was calculated in a secondary

region near the sphere and the maximum 128x40 mesh possible with the

available computer was used to compute the fields, there were still only

about 20 axial points in the region of ionization growth and the calculation

lailed after about 70 nsec due to the instabilities introduced by numerical

errors. Work is in progress to improve the stability but, in the opinion

of the authors, the use of parallel processing computers will provide the

ultimate answer to the problem.
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Fig. 5. Computed current for the sphere-plane system.

APPENDIX

List of Symbols

Independent of time for given set of experimental conditions :-

d

P

:<x, r \ r)

Pph
Vs
V

50

gas pressure

electrode separation

radius of discharge volume

geometric factor for calculating photon flux

photoelectric efficiency of cathode

breakdown potential

peak voltage of lightning-type impulse for which
breakdown probability is 50%
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Fig. 6. Contour lines of equal electron density (indicated in C cm

on the curves) at time 66 ns, in the neighbourhood of the spherical electrode.

Ph

Dependent on t only

V
g

Dependent on r and t only

formative time lag

electron transit time

photon secondary ionization coefficient

voltage across the discharge gap

Dependent on x, r and t

Je ' Jp' Jn
W ,W ,W
~e ""p **

positive-ion secondary ionization coefficient

externally generated electron current density at cathode

electron, positive-ion and negative-ion charge densities

electron, positive-ion and negative-ion current densities

electron, positive-ion and negative-ion drift velocities
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E = electric field

(p = electric potential

a- = primary icpization coefficient

a = attachment coefficient

8 - detachment coefficient

c = excitation coefficient
fcrX
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DISCUSSION

CHRISTOf'ltOKOtJ: Votir time lag versus ovcrvoltage data show some

distinct discontimiity. Is it genuine?

IHJTTON (For DAVIKS, et al.): The discontinuity has been observed in

a number of experiments and is also given by the simulation with a con-

stant mtinher of initiating electrons, so I think there is no doubt that

it is genuine.
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THE BREAKDOWN OF GASES AT LOW PRESSURE

A.B. Parker

Department of Electrical Engineering and Electrons, University of

Liverpool, P.O. Box 147, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool L69 3BX, England.

ABSTRACT

Although the Townsend theory of breakdown is generally accepted to apply

at high pressure, difficulties arise at low pressure, because the long

electron mean free path negates the definition of Towasend's primary

coefficient a. The paper shows how the problem is overcome by

considering the total electron multiplication M, between cathode and anode.

A method of calculating M is given, as well as a theoretical estimate of

experimental values are also published for several gases.

INTRODUCTION

Gases may be changed from insulators to conductors by applying a sufficiently

high voltage and this property lias been of interest in engineering for many

decades, both in its prevention and application . The mechanism of this
2

dielectric breakdown has been studied by many investigators , with the

objective of relating it to basic atomic data such as, for example, ionisation

cross-section values. It is generally agreed that a pre-breakdown current

growth equation of the Townsend type can be used to explain breakdown at
2

and to the high pressure side of the Paschen minimum

This equation contains two basic coefficients, a primary coefficient (a) and

a secondary coefficient (-T). The first is defined as the average number

of electrons produced by a single electron undergoing ionising collisions in
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unit distance of drift in the direction of the electric field. The secondary

coefficient 'nay represent all or some of several processes, e .g . the average

number of secondary electrons produced by positive ion impact on the cathode;

photo-emission from the cathode etc. The pt.rnary coefficient is related to

the ionisation cross sect ion. Until recently, little effort * '" hat I Ix'en

expended on considering (lie applicability of Townsend's theory lo the low

pressure side of the Paschcn minimum, i . e . towards vacuum brc.-ikdowit.

No pie-breakdown current measurements had liecn rc|xuted, anil only «|t»ali-

tative or semi-empirical models existed. In this pressure region, win* re

the number density of atoms is low, there will lie few electron-atom colli-

sions. Hence, electrons cannot achieve a mean drift velocity, which is

essential in the concept of Townsend's primary coefficients. Hence a m.*\v

pre-breakdown current equation was needed. A desirable object is tin?

derivation of values of the primary ionising coefficient front list; ionisation

cross-section of the gas atoms. Much eflori has been devoted to «{«!>
2

derivations at higher pressures . Thus it is seen that there arc tlutrt*

paits to the investigate n of breakdown, the obtaining of the Pasclst-n curve;

tlie measurement of pre-breakdown current and a» adequate theoretical model

connecting ixisic atomic dat't with breakdown voliaitcs via joiii.s;nion

cients. In the following suctions, aitparaitis for carrying out the wsf

mental work is first described brie'iy and ihed tin- .•i}»|»rujm;Ue !{«••

formulated.

BXPBKIM ENTA L TK

Two discharge chambers have been UHZHI in iluj invcHtifpiiioti, IIR,*

being identical in design and form, hut with alt ini|H>tta»! tineat

twice tlw.se of the first. The firs! chamber hfjjt inscn fully dt»*;criinrd

prcvio tsly, and the second only will lie considered. Tin,; easlier version

had an tipper voltage limitation of Ut kV, whilst resti!t*s Ivive Ix;t.'*i

up to 30 kV with the larger chamber.



Tf«; main practical problem which foesci.** experiments on low $«;»?* pressure

breakdown is the existence of the so~cailed "long-path* breakdown, i . e . the

breakdown voltage dec fearers as the* path increase.**. A direct con^

is thai a small clearance roust exist Imiween the elect rodes ;t.nd the

chamber walls. After mjverni etuctmdes luid Imen ided, il<e HWSI

version «isf ttt-'tf. Hr»! Mi^gu^icd !*>'

r^* ^vhiclt fit cloj

precision bore twro-j*ilit;;ii« ml» IS cm tonjs wlili *i elear.-tnct-r

A •Kiiixrct conjitrffuencc of swell .'» clower fit w.i*t ii»t? How «f tvsll

iwiwatift cMfsmht ntul ntwtlv, which wan t«r|jttr ilutn Uw prtj-lmcrsfettown ctir

"Hu? inethott of eliminating fhe*&

ful modui proved 10 IK; a

hu)]iet* ' . Hie electrodes «*'« piane cndutl cyl in »
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Conventional ultra high t'acuum techniques are usutl to attain a IKIKC pressure

of less than S*J " l»a, with a leak rate of ltr,s« than m"'** Pa S ; operating

}U'e#£ure$ were measured with a tSaratron pressure gauge.

Conventional high voltage sources; and measurement technique:* were used.

The divide? &v#!cm ami '*Kickifig"Off' circuit allowed voltage differences of

H.I voUg t<* lie delected over she range of ojstrratinj; voUa^es used.

ftotlt viJitviMii; j't'ctl trltrciit»»i:Ht!r« and % - * rec«rtler,s were used in (he low

CM r rent mca SM rfsaen t ^.

v/iih ,«wich cKtturiinctti.'t, mprtHtuciblc results wen: ohtained only

'IK: vactsum cttaiulmi', iia contents and sy.sien* were profieiiy processed,

i . e . I la* ektcimtie! were uUraiSonioilty cleaned heforc asKemhly ami were

nf u nlmv dl?>ciuu"|»e before meajftuv»«entf» v/eit? Mta

KKPHHIMiiX'l"S AWJ Hi-SlM.:r.S

l» all tilt" esi*c;-ri«icns« itivotvb)j| breakdown tneiiMtiX'tnentN, the validity «f

i*a«cl«rtt*» law was tested iff <trfeiwi»i«|j valued of breakdawn vwHa^w over

of elect t'tttit j»t?j»a rat ion for «everai jsreMK«jx%s. Tile pre-breakdown

we»x* *m.'»#urctt for a « i of efecft*«K(e uteiwraitoisw, fen' vai*iott,s

jt «f li/K, .'tfjain for several preji&ure vahtes.

|S for the mwatiei' cimmfier

wWi?si I'll*. .1 «iMrA*?» if*;til?j» f*ir line same ua?*e« with Uir^er chamber. If

is t» lie iwietl itw« tiie re««ii« j»hwv« arc «j«ly a ?«fcc:iioj» of ihosc obtained,

*i?« beAti iJje eatitotte ttmt awxte waif rial affects itie licvMikftown voltage.

i |j«'e*l»i"e+ikctown curreniM are ^timvn in Ftg.s. •! and ?».

, Imttt Ut; aitmte and caiiwjift* affect stiewc vatuen for any $•«*>.

« ©f *»tcti cttrfteiw "«lf#iaiil curves injiKtluhtforwanl at higher

am wittiil imaa? p t i t o n eit*iiblei« ttte c.ilctiJaiton of T<nv»se»d\s ct9 and
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the later non-linear portion gives a value o f ' V . k in scan that no linear

region exists in Figs. 4 ami 5, However, it has teen shown " that by

using both the Paschen and p re-breakdown curves, is is possible to calculate

values of bah M and-Tat low pressures. Typical theoretical values of

the multiplication factor M are shown in Fig. 6. Tlic main features to note

arc that the coefficient varies with the product (KB) an well as with 15/N.

It is also interesting to note the tow values compared with the* electron

multiplication attained at lower values of (E/N) . The corresponding curve

for the secondsty coefficient*^ is sliown in Fij*. 7 , These coefficients

for several gases have Siecn reported in ear l ier |uib!ic.jttoiis for the mnaiter

cliambcr .

In a more recent publication, the r&sttits have tieen pi'esonted for at-j-on at

even Jiiglier values of (E/W . A new difficulty arose umter ttesa canditions;

the values of M Sxicome even sm«tt!er and '"If Ttoi tin: mwtont
S

tQ

ttHniim OKfticitnt
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_ _-. —. It I f

l-ll
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Fig. of Measured Elect ran Mufolpltcatloa
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Pig. Values of Secondary Coefficient - Large Chamber

THEORY

3
A ft*II (tccoufu " imrf b&an given of the method used to calculate the

em?£f'tetem M for any gat; from its ioitisattcin cross-section using a Monte

Curia (raiulmn wsikl comjujicr program. The ixisis of the program is the

the* nvovcnietu ©f m&t eiucti'ons along the electric field. It is

Hc mUf collisions which occur am ionising, and also that

«}«vt!i«<>{n IB fonv.trit mtlyt i.e. a one dimensional mode!. The

0 is divhkd inio icKMJ equal cells, ami the ionising collision probability

mk,ukmal im each. A store of test electrons is set up at the cathode,

eacli is mm&i imsanh ihe »incide» in turn* The probability of ionisation

fer fise electra» is aimninetl atui compared with a psewdo-rantioni number at

a fn'C'ttetcffiiitttici vaJue of ilia accumylaieiJ probability, if the random number

is less t t a lite aecymKiated protabiliiy, then it H assumed chat an ionising
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collision has occurred. Otherwise no collision occurs and the probability

is taken to zero. The initial electron is then taken along its path to the

anode, tests on collision being taken as it travels. All the initial electrons

and their progeny are processed in this way. Electrons backscattered from

the anode are also taken into account, as a substantial fraction can be

reflected with a range of energies. Thus the overall multiplication M of

the electron by ionisation can be calculated. It is interesting to note that

for the larger values of M reported, the number of test electrons was 100.

In the later work when M*^-2 it was necessary to use a considerably larger

number of test electrons to get meaningful results. For the smallest values

of M, the quantity had to be increased to 10,000 electrons. The electron

energy distribution at the anode is shown in Fig. 9. The values of M

calculated always agreed with those obtained from the experimental pre-

breakdown currents within experimental accuracy.

A similar computer program has enabled the calculation of the secondary

coefficient-^ by the simulated motion of the positive ions. Then charge

exchange and ionisation by positive ions have been assumed as two important

processes as well as release of secondary electrons from the cathode bom-

bardment. Reasonable order-of-magnitude agreement has been achieved with

the experimental values of the secondary coefficient.

DISCUSSION

It has been demonstrated that a new pre-breakdown current equation can be

used to determine two ionisation coefficients, the total electron multiplication

M, and the secondary coefficient"T . for pressures approaching 10 to±r,

and voltages as high as 30 kV or. ;l«j low pressure side of the Paschen

minimum. A computer program to calculate M from ionisation cross-

sections has been developed. Thus a satisfactory theory of pre-breakdown

has bssen formulated for this low pressure region between gas breakdown and

vacuum breakdown. Some extra points of interest will now be indicated.
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Fig. 9 Electron Energy Distribution at Anode - Theoretical

For each chamber a limitation of usage was reached. This happened when

spurious bursts of current made the measurement of pre-breakdown current

impossible, The value of electric field at which the effect was observed
4

was only 10 volts/cm. However, this effect must have been due to some

form of field emission, probably enhanced by ionisation of gas atoms. It

is just possible that this may also contribute to the secondary mechanism.

The latter needs further investigation.
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It is interesting to speculate on possible future work. For example, it is

obviously possible to calculate the coefficient M for several other gases.

However, a search of the literature shows that very few values of ionisation

cross-sections have been reported for electron energy above 20 keV. It

might be possible to calculate, such cross-sections from atomic theory. It

is desirable to operate at lower pressures in order to approach even closer

the region called vacuum breakdown.

Finally, work has already started on time lag studies. It is haped that this

will give more information on the nature of the secondary effect.
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SHARBAUGU: 1 would like to encourage Dr. Parker to continue his at-

tention to the long-neglected low pressure regime to the left of the

i'aschen minimum. As he bridges the gap between very high vacuum regime

and the present case, there will be a point where the metal vapor pro-

duced by the vacuum arc will come into prominence. I think it is

generally forgotten that a so-called "vacuum" breakdown involves transient

pressures of metal vapor atoms which may approach that of atmospheric

values. So such a breakdown is not so different from "gaseous" break-

down as we might expect.
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EXPERIENCE IN DESIGN AND TESTING OF GAS-INSULATED S\,,TEMS

By J. C. Cronin

Gould Inc.
Power Systems Division

Greensburg, PA

ABSTRACT

The dielectric capability of SFg insulated systems is
reviewed and compared with today's design practices. It
is found that there is some potential for increasing impulse
stress limits but that one minute pcwer frequency factory
test stress levels are already close to the limit. There
is increasing interest in long term 50/60 Hz performance
and results to date indicate very high stress levels can
be maintained indefinitely. Contamination is a serious
problem, particularly with insulators, but field condition-
ing techniques can help deactivate particles. Results to
date on the voltage-time characteristics of SFg are con-
tradictory and more work must be undertaken. D-c perform-
ance is important because of field testing requirements and
the possibility that trapped charges will sometimes impose
a d-c voltage on the system.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been increasing use of compressed gas

insulation for both power switching stations and power transmission

lines. The technology has rapidly moved from the status of being

considered novel and experimental, to one where feasibility and

reliability have been demonstrated. Increasingly, the decision to use

a compressed gas insulated system is made on the basis of economic

considerations and consequently much of the industrial R&D effort is

devoted to expanding the application range and reducing cost. In the

switching station area there are installations at all levels in the

voltage range 145 kV through 550 kV and the basic R&D effort has been

concluded at 800 kV ; work is now starting on 1200 kV systems.



The upsurge? in application «f eosjswreial s»«s insulated syt;c;*:*:r,j;

has been accompanied by n tm&tll&l and equally isevns© *?ff»r?: in ch«s

basic R&D area. ^uswrous papers haws .!»p|M?iir*>4 during else pant s«« y

and considerable progress has been «s*te t«svar«!# idesnifving, in a

quant i ta t ive manner, cho factors «0«£r«!Hng ant! Uni t ing pe

Ultimate «IU*lc«rcric «npnhf!£i:y in ln*it\'& ©sspiorys! s« chat. r^r«

designs can he developed, parcicuKirly as ;Ue higher w««lCflsse l e w i s .

The* influence of conduceinft parti*•!<•« (consacjinancs) hna hwn st«!«fle4

extensively and at tent ion is now ?<ic»ra»sl«nt **K contr«"3 tiThni^Mt-')*.

Volt age-tine charac ter i s t ics art? being esj>l«re« s« that i»j*u! at ion

coordination can be inpround. !nss»!ats»r 4«t*;tgn ha»s also received

con side .-able at tention with o»«t »f Eh*> effor ts Ix'ing 4ii'i»cl's?4 «.tv«\ir4

naking Che designs Kore tolerant *>f c«ntaaiswei.on. Ov^raH, 4 *•«»««id

erahle vol«j»t< of inforrtntfon has he«*n f»c«eraee*! and «h«r« ir* «w»* »'i

need for eff ic ient correlat ion so that trends and iaterdept«s«f«nci«"rs

can ha disv-erned and the s»st praductive direct ions for f«t*jr«r w«rk

identif ied.

Prior to reviewing efue scatuif* of work in eh© various areas is I?

desirable to considei the types of voltage to which equipment will ra

subjected in normal service.

Steady State Vol.tages

Pov;er freqtiency

Power frequency valeage imposes the normal steady state

dielectric stress «m<l nust l»e «i prise influence in establishing the

long term reliabil i ty of the system, tine sainute withstand tests arc*

applied in the field. The long tern exposure occurs during field

conditioning (to asave particles into low stress areas) and involves

holding the voltage for perhaps hours at a nug&er of levels up to,

and perhaps including, the field test level (75$ of factory test

level >, There is no generally accepted conditioning procedure and

manufacturers usually recotsaeml a procedure for their equipsaesu.
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At IA% U^ Ik*.; t;iu»rt tares Cfa«i«rj?) t«tsi wiltuig** in '5,

ce wtsagct j»«t: t i t i» cycles desrreASfcs f a i r J y «;»»t:ini$mmiv a t iUg

»J«»5fg«?s» reaching !.*! a t HSO W , finis ftimiatUnt «r !*«,*« ^ ^ ;

t**st vttttagfcn »r*;« detert»itttttl S»# iesjwlwe l eve l s rmhvv th*m «*j»«fr«.u;iBjj

v»ls.«»g«t Uttst'ln, Hue* f»ra«ti;l.c*tt u ip* i f iranec; i:t i

IM; *lir*r«l«f4 *« c«»i initnuf* tft€rh»<?f ri«: fitroitaca a t

and, is* f a c t , the* l a t t e r wiy !*<»«p«sMf (ineiinant in «totoratinlng «??«'©

In mMi t t tm to cone fnttnttft 5»*«if«r fr«fq««ne»»' «lic?t(*crcrir

i s rt!s*8» n p r o b a b i l i t y t ha t «l-r v<»It;agfif !*(«•««*•» m>* !w» i»jJ*»!-H;sl tan

the ayjseea «!««;• «» trapped elwrfjes fol l.*»wi«jj !int> dropping. Tin* d u r a t i o n

of t««.f *l-r V€tltaj»e is; d i f f i x u l t to |>r«dit.rt a s i t depend;; «n a tmteilH!!* «f

s «hieU d i f f e r from u t i l i t y *» u t U i t y . ititwev&r, in

a rc «tst»<it tl»» *l-i* w.'» 1 ti*f;#> ran ^KIKC for

wirli an i n i t i a l «i(^»Htu«te t ha t ran «fi|M*»t, «»r eKC«c«tt pvafe Urn? R«> ground

wo 11. «it«.

is; «KcasJ-«nailv tiHed t o f i« ld »•*»«•

!»»tt the t(r<*hni<|ut; is con»sidered st»vc»r« an«l tntorprec.it ion
1

e «tffficnt!c. tlnvi'vet", t!jt*r<; ra;»y t»e no othor «;l»oif*> u\wn a sit«icable

pow£*r fre«|nenry tese sourtvf; in not availablo ami/or the mtility has a

trapped charge situation. In particular d-e is the* only prnfl ic.il way

Co tent Urn',', j-a:; insulated c.i!>k?f» *hm to charging ctirrcnt limitations

on portable 60 11% test st»ts. Hicrefore, despite the somewhat contro-

versial nature of «!-*• testing, i t cannot be ignored when t'efining the

dielectric capability of gas insulated systems.

Transient Overvolcagcs

In defining the capability of gas insulated systems the >-.»p>ict of

transient overvoiCages must: alstn be considered. While* power frequency

dielectric studies are increasingly concerned with predicting the mean

time to failure at some continuous dielectric stress the transient

overvoltage studies focus on establishing the probability of failure

when shore cemt overvoltages are applied (infrequently) during the life
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spu!?J<? «w*,?rw»!t:>i»j;«>» on* sir because of ! {^tuning strikes* on c«n-

overhead j l w s , Tin? amplitude and waveshape of tit© overvo l t ages

g in s}»*:• &*» innuta ted equipment depend <m a nussber of parameters
h 5

and the smbjeel is t«»o r«»j»J.t»K to tr«»At Ju'i'e. ' !U>wt»ver, hecnuna of

rtt' U-s nn>) r«f itTtrtitm** «t t!iMr«w 'unities

««?vt»ri« ov«?rw«H.'ip^s n rc r,*uts«'<! by «tet*p

front; M»-IV*?«, t l i i» p,ivvn rhw t o Jnt^rtfsit h> tlK* voUaj ' t ' - t imp r h a r a c t e r -

i«l:i«- zzn iin tncr*>rts*» in 4i**If«-s.rSt: atr*»n$»th at shor t ticjew to r r * s t tony

At the preset!c tiwe the J»i»utis<» «Sthsl:."»n«t l eve l s tisu<i «t the

Table ! . lepnJ.ne imtulni inn |jt<vi?!» in ttanRi* l'i*» kV r$ir«»i»gh H00 kV

E» ¥«l(E.'in«», UV (rets) 145 242 V»2 550

Level , kV ft50 WO 1050 1550 1800

k, is cfiuily ae«n c!i.is the ifaj>n5,*»e to fifl list r a t i o *iei:r<?n8«»M as

system vute.-if*^ I n c r e a s e s , wmph.isixinR tUnt Long term 60 II?. sHirt'S^es*

may bcrtKotne tiomioant at th« It letter voltaRC? l e v e l s .

Switching surges ran be expected to occur fair ly frequently but

are generally not considered as serious a citceat to the insulatIon

system as steep Front lightning surges. This i s because the slow* wave-

fronts eliminate reflected wave problems and the surge a r r e s t e r s are

able to limit the ovcrvoleages to well defined and predictable leve ls .

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF SKf,

In the preceeding section the vavious types of voltage that v;m

impinge on gas insulated systems have been identified, t<Jlien relating

these voltages to the dielectric strength of gas insulated systems it

is appropriate, and less confusing, Co initially consider the voltage
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types separately and to explore the factors which can influence perform-

ance. However, once dielectric strength data has been developed an

integrated approach must be followed to allow practical design limits

to be proposed. When reviewing dielectric strength data it is also

essential to remember that equipment designers are generally interested

in consistent withstand levels whereas researchers tend to be more

interested in flashover levels. This does not normally present a problem

as long as flashover studies generate statistical information which allows

withstand levels to be predicted.

Area Effect

During early dielectric studies on SFg very high strengths were

frequently measured due to the use of relatively small area electrode

systems. The subsequent development of transmission lines and station

components showed these high strengths could not always be achieved and

led, for a period of time, to a significant interest in the influence

o* electrode area on performance. In the early 1970's Gould conducted

an extensive correlation of both published and in house test data and

concluded the influence of area could be ignored once the area of the

most highly stressed electrode exceeded approximately 6000 square cm.

A much more comprehensive, statistically oriented, study by Nitta et

al resulted in essentially the same conclusion. Therefore, there is

no problem applying test results generated with reasonably sized

laboratory samples to practical systems.

Intrinsic Strength of SF6

While the ultimate dielectric strength of SFg is never

approached in commercial systems it is of interest because obviously

it gives a measure of how much the technology could (theoretically) be

exploited. There is fairly general agreement that the limiting
7 8dielectric strength is described by the equation: '

(E/P) out = 89 <kV/cm. atra)

where

E = Maximum stress in kV/cm

P = SFg pressure in atmospheres (absolute)
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Most systems are designed to operate in the range of 3 through 4.5 atm so

the theoretical maximum strength should lie in the range 270 through

400 kV/cm. However, these stress levels can only be achieved with small,

highly polished electrodes and test results with larger area systems show

a 0.5% flashover probability in the range 150 through 200 kV/cm. If

the intrinsic strength could be achieved in practical apparatus a

550 kV, 1550 kV BIL system could be contained in a 21 cm (8 inch)

diameter enclosure, compared to the approximately 50 cm (20 inch)

diameters now used.

50/60 Hz Strength of SF6

Short Term Performance

In clean coaxial systems with normal (extruded) electrode surfaces

flashover stress levels of from 90 kV (rms)/cm at 2.5 atm to 110 kV

(rms)/cm at 4 atm can easily be achieved. Generally, consistent one

minute withstands can be observed by reducing stress a few percent below

the flashover level. These levels were established in a 27 cm/11.5 cm

coaxial system approximately 250 cm long and agree well with the results
9

of Hogg et al . Increased dielectric strength can be obtained at higher

pressures but this tends to be somewhat academic as pure SFg liquefies

at temperatures below -30 C, when Dressure exceeds 5 atm. In addition

there is also a tendency for the dielectric stress-pressure relationship

to level off and it becomes increasingly more difficult to take advantage

of higher pressures by operating at higher dielectric stress.

In most of the gas insulated systems built to date 60 Hz factory

test stresses lie in the range 65 kV (rms)/cm. through 90 kV (rms)/em.

The specific level depends on gas pressure and the design criteria

(including degree of cleanliness) imposed by the various manufacturers.

The margin between factory test stress and demonstrated maximum capability

is only 20% and there is therefore no significant potential for reducing

size by designing to higher factory test stresses.



Long Term

While good cine •simite performance is very important, she predicted

time to failure under «*tch lover ©iterating stress Is of f»rirse

when determining systea tsliabllity. Work in this area has hecn

limited because of the difficulty involved in anking tneaniftgful tests.

Invariably, the tests involve measuring Eisfsfts to failure «nc relatively

high dielectric stresses and using statistical techniques to extrapolate

the results to the 30 year lifetime associated wish practical systems;.

Bortnick concludes that at 1 atm ntnesses as high as 10Q &l*/ces can he

tolerated indefinitely hut it is not clear if this is on an riss or

peak basis. Hie «or& of Cooke" also indicates chat very high stress

levels can be sustained but the conclusion is based on d-c testing.
12

Brown et al conclude that system length is also a factor in determining
long term reliability and their approach can be used to calculate a 0.1
probability of failure <in 20 years) if stress is limited to 81 kV

cm. The maKitsum steady state stress in the installations built to date

is approximately IS kV (rms)/cnt. So there is ohviousty potential for

increasing working stress? levels. However, it must also be emphasised

that more consistent experimental data, with better theoretical inter-

pretation, is needled and the influence of contamination must be consid-

ered ê«"e carefully.

Contamination

It is well known that conducting particles can reduce the dielectric

strength of SFg and this subject has been studied exhaustively during the

past ten years. Numerous publications have appeared detailing what

appears to be an endless list of experiments involving particle shapes

ranging from fine dust to spheres to relatively long wires. (It is not

intended to review the literature in detail and a good summary of current

thinking may be found in references 14 to 16.) Work has involved calcu-

lating liftoff stresses, measuring flashover levels, evaluating the

influence of gas pressure and investigating particle Reactivation

techniques. All studies agree that particles reduce dielectric

strength with the long needle type particles being most severe;



dielectric strength can easily fee reduced so 10£ of the uncontaninated

value, causing flasHevers «eli belov* operating voltage, it is difficult

to see why there has been so a»ch emphasis on needle type particles as

these e*Ki fee detected by even the a»8« elementary quality control tech-

niques and removed from the systea. Saall particles are Kor-w difficult

to detect and are much mrc lik^iy to he oneountered in practical systems.

Sensitive partial discharge neasurenents are always aide an each section

and this helps detect ewers snail particles.

SKperiEMsncs with a variety of shop floor tvpo contaminants have

that 0.5 inch long slivers of aluminum can easily reduce

«tie lee trie strength Hy 50% while 5aa.ll particles reduce strength by

25%. These are .significant reductions and It is obvious that sections

aust be relatively clean to tolerate the factory test voltage, which of

course emphasises its value as a #«r--*«ity control technique.

In recent years attention has al;^ been directed to particle motion

and contamination control techniques. It has been showa chat even

large particles can jnove along the enclosure at voltages well below

operating voltage and shat particles can be directed to, and sometimes

contained in, low stress areas. This is the basis for the conditioning

sequence frequently used during field testing. There is no general

agreement on the best combination of voltage and time for effective

field conditioning and this is an area worthy of future study.

Insulated Coatings

Early d-c work with coaxial systems suggested an increase in

dielectric strength could be obtained by applying an insulating coating
IS

to the electrodes. During the course of various research programs

the influence of coatings was explored and no significant benefit was

found when applying 60 Hz voltage to a clean system. The results of

tests at 2 acm are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2, Evaluation of Dielectric Coatings on
Conductor «f Gns Insulated System

COATZSC

Flashover Stress
kV dra*s)/cra

BARE
BPOX?

(.00*") (.01")
EPOXY-VI8YL

85

TEFLON TAPE
(.003")

AXODIZE
(.001")

101

Hie best performance was obtained with the hard anoelize but the improve-

ment is samewhat marginal and it is doubtful if the added cost could be

justified. At a pressure of 4 atm ttie sis mil epoxy coating gave

a ill improvement: in performance buc no benefit was observed with the ten

rail epoxy coating. More refined experiments would help clarify the

situation but it is obvious that no spectacular improvements in perform-

ance can be anticipated.

t-Jhen a fifteen mil epoxy coating was applied to the enclosure the

flashover stress increased by HI but, again, this improvement is hardly

enough ta justify the adicd cost and complexity of a coating. During

studies of particle motion it was observed that a dielectric coating on

the enclosure tended to reduce particle mobility but that particles could

still be deposited on the insulators. Therefore, while coatings can be

beneficial they are not a universal solution to the contamination problem.

Impulse Strength of SF&

In systems without insulators there is fairly good agreement between

various investigators on the impulse performance levels that can be

achieved. Generally the negative polarity flashover level is lower than

positive polarity and negative is therefore the dominant influence in

system design. In the range 3 to 5 atm the 30% flashover stress varies

from 200 kV/cm. to 280 kV/em. and the standard deviation is less than

5%. therefore, consistent withstands can be obtained in the range

ISO kV/cm. to 250 kV cm. and this conclusion is also supported by the

work of Ryan et al.

The systems built to date appear to have maximum impulse stresses

of less than 190 kV/cm. (at 4 atm). Extensive test experience has been
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accumulated at 175 kV/cm. on a great number of components and generally

no flashovers are observed during a forty shot test series. This

implies the mean flashover stress is at least two standard deviations

above the withstand stress and the results are consistent with those

reported above. There is a good chance that design stress levels could

be increased and 220 kV/cm. would not seem unreasonable for systems

operating at 4 atm.

When specifying impulse (or switching surge) levels it is well to

consider chat the test technique has a significant influence on

determining what is meant bv withstand level. The TEC standards call

for fifteen applications of voltage and allow two failures. Some users

specify forty applications of voltage and allow only one failure.

Obviously, the forty application test is more severe and both techniques

are more severe than the three by three or five by five test procedures

sometimes used.

Previously, it was reported that the intrinsic strength of SFg was

89 kV/cm-atm and this gives a theoretical capability of 356 kV/cm. at

4 atm. Obviously, this level is not even being approached and there may

be potential for improvement in this area.

Volt-Time Characteristic

More efficient insulation coordination can be achieved if complete

information on the voltage-time characteristic of the insulation system

is available. To date is has generally been assumed that the character-

istic is essentially flat for impulse voltages and that no upturn in

strength occurs for front times less than one microsecond. This
20

conclusion was supported by the work of Ryan and Watson but more
21

recent work by Taschner shows an appreciable upturn below two micro-

seconds. According to Taschner the 50% flashover strength can increase
22by 15% at one microsecond and 30% at half a microsecond. Nitta et al

previously came to a similar conclusion but as they investigated relative-

ly non-uniform fields the findings ware not too surprising. However,

Taschner used a coaxial geometry and further experimental work is

obviously needed.
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Contamination

In systems without insulators the impulse strength is not affected

by contamination unless the particles are large enough to disrupt the

dielectric field at the enclosure. However, when insulators are involved

the situation is very different and this will be discussed later.

Switching Surge

Switching surge behavior is very similar to impulse and most

designers assume the switching surge withstand level will be some

constant fraction of the impulse level. Experience indicates consistent

switching surge withstands can easily be achieved at 85% of the impulse
21

level and this is in agreement with the findings of Taschner and Hogg
9 20

et al . However, Ryan and Watson have established a 70% of impulse

relationship for both the flashover and withstand levels and the reason

for the disagreement is not obvious.

Switching surge tests in clean gas insulated systems show none of

the scatter normally observed during tests in air. This is because the

fields (in gas insulated systems) are quasi uniform and the highly non-

uniform fields associated with high voltage air insulated equipment are

not encountered. Standard deviation is generally below 5% while Ryan and
20

Watson have measured 3%.

D-C Voltage

A substantial volume of work has been published on d-c performance

but it is not proposed to review it in detail; references 23 to 25

summarize the current status. In very clean systems the d-c flashover

stress is almost equal to the power frequency flashover stress (on a

voltage peak basis) but more typically the d-c le\el equals the power
3

frequency rms level.

The great problem with d-c is that particles lift off the enclosure

at very low stresses and proceed with high velocity to impact on the

conductor and insulators. Positive polarity seems to concentrate parti-
13

cles on the insulators while negative polarity favors the conductor.

The great difference between 60 Hz and d-c can be appreciated by con-
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sidering that with 60 Hz particles begin to move at an enclosure stress

of 1 to 2 kV (rms)/cm. and have still not lifted very far above the

enclosure at 6 kV (rms)/cm; with d-c,particles can impact on the conduc-

tor and insulators at stresses as low as 2 kV/cm.

The character of particle motion under d-c makes it impossible to

condition a system by moving the particles into low field areas; in fact
25

one d-c system was conditioned with 60 Hz. Even when 60 Hz condition-

ing is undertaken particles can still be forced out of the low field
13

areas if a subsequent d-c stress exceeds certain levels. Overall the

peculiarities of d-c make it difficult to accurately correlate d-c and

60 Hz field test results and the d-c can identify "problems" which would

never cause trouble in actual service. However, it must be admitted that

d-c detects contamination and many systems are operating successfully

after d-c testing.

INSULATORS

The data presented so far has ignored what is perhaps the most

important component in the system — the insulator,which locates and

supports the conductor in the center of the enclosure. A variety of

designs have been used successfully (discs, cones and posts) and there

is general agreement that a good design should not reduce the perform-

ance achieved with gas alone. This performance is achieved by control-

ling stress on the surface of the insulator and ensuring it does not
2£

exceed the stress on the conductor surface. " Practical experience

indicates that excellent performance can be achieved with conical

insulators even when insulator surface stress equals, or slightly exceeds,

conductor stress.

The greatest problem with insulators is that conducting particles

can lie on the surface and reduce dielectric strength with all types of
27

voltage. It is impractical to predict the magnitude of the reduction

as it depends on design stress level, stress distribution on insulator

surface, particle shape and size, particle location, etc. However,

performance can be severely impaired especially if the particle is large

or if the insulator somehow accumulates a number of small particles.
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Under ideal conditions higher gas pressures allow significant

increases in dielectric strength but extreme cleanliness is essential

and this may make the high pressure/high stress approach impossible to

use in practical systems.

CURRENT RESEARCH

Most of the research and development work to date has been con-

cerned with SFfj at relatively moderate pressures (3 to 6 atm) and at

room temperature. Projects underway are designed to explore other

design options so that the full capability of compressed gas-insulated

systems can be realized. These projects involve studies of higher

operating temperatures, gas mixtures for higher operating pressures,

alternate gases to SK^ etc.

High Temperatures

ft has long been accepted that SF^ has very high thermal capability

and work during a recent EPRI/ERDA project confirmed the impulse and

60 Hz insulation strength is retained up to at least 150°C.

Table 3. Effect of Temperature on Impulse and 60 Hz Tests
in a 27 cm/11.5 cm Coaxial System at 3.5 atm.

Temperature C

60 Hz Flashover Stress kV (rms)/cm

60 Hz Withstand Stress kV (rms/cm

Impulse Flashover Stress kV/cm

Impulse Withstand Stress kV/cm

The dielectric strength is slightly higher at 150 c but this mav

be due to experimental error. In any event it is clear that dielectric

strength Is not degraded anJ the challenge now is to develop an insulator

which can operate reliably at 150 C. This involves both material devel-

opment and basic design and work is proceeding under EPRI sponsorship.

25

108

104

216

208

150

113

108

228

214
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Gas Mixtures

As mentioned previously it is virtually impossible to ooerate at

pressures above 6 atm and attention has been focussed on using

SFg/N_ mixtures to increase the total pressure without introducing

liquification problems at low temperatures. A number of studies have
13 19

demonstrated that mixtures are very effective ' and the problem now

is to control contamination so that advantage can be taken of higher

stress levels.

Alternate Gases

SF, has been used exclusively to date but efforts are underway to

find better gases. Experiments with various fluorocarbons indicate

the dielectric strength of SFg can at least be equaled but flashovers
13

tend to generate free carbon. There is also some hope that other

gases (or mixtures of gases) may be more tolerant of contamination and

this, if true, could allow a major advance in the technology.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

It is obvious that the dielectric strength of compressed gas

insulated systems can be predicted with a high degree of confidence and

that the factors which influence reliability are well understood. The

most promising areas for future work would appear to be as follows:

1. Higher Dielectric Stresses - the work to date suggests

impulse stress levels could be increased without too much

difficulty. However, this change leads to an increase in

60 Hz working stress levels, in both gas and solid insulation

and work is needed to define limits more accurately. The

benefits of higher stresses need to be evaluated economically

and one study indicates increased losses may negate the

benefits of higher dielectric stic^jes in gas insulated

cable systems. However

favorable in substations.

cable systems. However, the situation is much more
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2. Conducting particles are obviously the performance limiting

factor in many situations and mo is effective scavenging tech-

niques would be very beneficial. Existing conditioning

techniques could be refined hut there is need for an

approach chat would also remove or deactivate particles

o solid insulation.

3. A better definition of the voltage-time characteristic

may allow insulation levels to be reduced. However,

this depends on how frequently very steep front over-

voltages are encountered and systems work to date

indicates wavefront rise times less than one microsecond

may be almost impossible in gas insulated systems.

4. It is probably feasible to work closer to the intrinsic

strength of SFg by improving electrode surface qu. ity

but the economics of this approach may be difficult to

justify, unless breakthroughs are made.
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DISCUSSION

GARRITY: I. On the slide depicting impulse levels, was the level

the statistical (50%) withstand or the design withstand? 2. To what

rate of rise lightning impulse have you investigated the fast fron*

transient \-erformance?

CRONIN: The impulse level is the two sigma withstand level; generally

this is defined by allowing not more than one flashover in a forty shot-

test series. Rates of rise up to 2000 kV/iJS have been investigated.

KIJWAIIARA: We have a very useful computer program by which we can

evaluate the voltage-time characteristic of practical systems based on

the test results obtained under controlled conditions. I would like to

shuw an example by a slide (Fig. 1). This slide shows voltage-time

£5 2OOO

1OOO

IKV)

P 2 aim
O NEGATIVE
A AC

OO

3 10
TIME CJISI

30 ACcrtst

torn

500KV SmCER IN SF6

Figure 1

characteristic for 500 kV bus section with an insulator. Dr. Cronin

said that the estimation of steep front region was difficult. One reason
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is the measuring problem in fast rising region. The solid curve is the

estimated minimum level and plots are experimental values for impulse and

AC. The estimated curve is in good agreement with the test data. So we

think that we can evaluate the design of a gas system based on the test

reiults under controlled conditions.

CRONIN: Computer programs are fine but the output is only as good

as the input. Our experience is that accurate voltage-time data on complex,

practical systems are presently not available and accordingly we have

designed on the (pessimistic) assumption that the characteristic is flat.

CHRISTODOULIDES: 1. In the "Areas of Interest," you have mentioned

gas mixtures. In your analysis, you talked about the intrinsic break-

down strength of SF6, the laboratory test limit, and the actual operating

limit. Have you tried such analysis for a mixture of SFg with some other

gas or gases, not necessarily N2? 2. In one of your slides, an increase

of breakdown strength with "conditioning time" is shown. How do you

actually define "conditioning time?"

CRONIN: 1. We have undertaken work with SF6/N2 mixtures and have also

explored mixtures of various fluorocarbons with nitrogen. This work is

reported in EPRI Report 7825. We have not evaluated mixtures of SF6 with

other gases. 2. Conditioning time is the time taken to move all, or some

significant fraction of, conducting particles to low field areas. A pre-

cise definition has not been formulated but, in the referenced work, the

degree of conditioning was evaluated by measuring the one minute 60 Hz

withstand capability.
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ERIKSSON: Which assumption has been made as regards voltage-time

characteristics for the arresters in the given example?

CRONIN: The voltage-time characteristics have been taken from manu-

facturers data (mainly Ohio Brass) and were represented by a function

with six linear sections. A problem with manufacturers data is the lack

of information at rise-times in excess of 2000 kV/us and flashover sta-

tistics are also not readily available.

VLASTOS: I would like to make a comment on Dr. Cronin's data on the

influence of the voltage steepness on the breakdown voltage of SFg in

a quasihomogeneous field. Our experiments performed with impulse volt-

ages with different fronts and pulse lengths show that for bare electrodes

the influence of front steepness is of minor importance; however, the

pulse length is decisive. The reason may be that for bare electrodes the

breakdown happens at the tail of the impulse voltage. Figs. 2 and 3 show

the results obtained with a negative standard full or chopped impulse

voltage (chopping times 2 and 6 us respectively) and Figs. 4 and S the

results with a full negative 0.5/50 us and for impulses chopped after

1.5 and 6ys respectively. The results refer to coaxial cylinders

30/70 mm 250 mm long at 5 bar pure SF6 gas.

CRONIN: This is a very interesting explanation and we have sometimes

observed flashovers 2 to 10 us after voltage crest; usually this observa-

tion is made when the flashover is across an insulator. However, most of

the flashovers we observe (including insulator flashovers) are before

or at the crest of the wave.
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INFLUENCE OF PREEXISTING DC VOLTAGE ON THE BREAKDOWN PERFOR-

MANCE OF SFC UNDER IMPULSE VOLTAGE
o

E. Gockenbach
Technical University Darmstadt, West Germ

ABSTRACT

The dielectric strength of SF, is determined at a voltage
stress, which is typical for HVDC-converter stations,in uni-
form and nonuniform electrical field configurations. This vol-
tage is verified by superposition of dc and impulse voltage.
The addition of the two voltages results in the breakdown
voltage, which is independent of the preexisting dc voltage
in uniform and quasiuniform electrode configurations.In non-
uniform electrical field configurations the breakdown voltage
decreases evidently with increasing dc voltage.

INTRODUCTION

The power transmission in densely populated areas needs new

technologies regarding the high consumption of electrical

energy, the restriction of the transmission lines, and the

increasing importance of the environmental factors . Therefore

compact, metalclad stations may be used for high voltage

alternating as well as for direct current transmission.In both

cases the application of a gaseous insulant with highly in-

sulating stress is necessary.The following paper investigates,

whether the application of the electro-negative gas SFg , well

known from the HVAC technique, is practicable as an insulant

in a HVDC-converter station with its special voltage stress.

TEST FIXTURE

The voltage stress in HVDC terminals is very variable.Some

parts are applied with pure sine-shaped ac voltage,others with

pure dc voltage, but there is also mixed voltage, which can be

reproduced by superimposing dc and lightning impulse voltage .

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the test arrangement.

The impulse voltage generator produces an impulse wave of

1,2 /50 us by an amplitude of 140 kV. A damped-capacitive vol-

tage divider is used to measure the impulse voltage U^.
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COUPLING
CAPACITOR

Q

IMPULSE
GENERATOR

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

COUPLING
RESISTOR

—£13-

TEST GAP VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

DC
GENERATOR

Fig. 1. Experimental circuit arrangement

The test gap is situated within a Plexiglas tube of 120 mm

diameter and 300 mm height. Breakdown voltages of plane-plane,

sphere-plane with various diameter of the spheres, and rod-

plane electrode configurations are investigated. The gap is

irradiated under an ultra-violet light with a line spectrum

between 200 and 600 run, reducing the breakdown voltage

scatter. The dc voltage is applied by charging a capacitor via

rectifier. The amplitude is also 140 kV. The coupling elements

(shown in figure 1) are necessary to protect the two generators

and they have no influence on the measurements and the test

parameters. The error in measurements is less than 3 %.

TEST PROCEDURE

After cleaning and installing of the electrodes the test

tube is evacuated until 0,4 mbar and then filled with SF, until
D

the desired pressure is obtained. Then the gap length is set

by a micrometer screw. After a time of about 1/2 h the percen-

tage breakdown probability of the impulse voltage is deter-

mined as a function of the constant preexisting dc voltage.

The time function of the voltage stress is shown in figure 2,

where you can find two unipolar applications, one with posi-
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•UA

u -UT

Fig. 2. Ti.iie-function
of voltage stress

tive dc and impulse voltage at the first quadrant, and one

with negative dc and impulse voltage at the third quadrant,

moreover two bipolar applications, one with negative dc and

positive impulse voltage a', the second quadrant, and one with

positive dc and negative impulse voltage at the fourth quadrant,

The designation UD giver; the dc voltage, U_ the impulse voltage

and UB the breakdown voltage, which can be calculated by the

addition of the two voltages U-. and Up. The breakdown proba-

bility is determined at 100 impulses of constant amplitude

of the impulse voltage as well as the dc voltage. Then the

test points are noted in a diagram whose axis of ordinate

is divided according to the Gaussian distribution and whose

abscissa is linearly divided. For nonuniform field configura-

tions with stable corona many test points (about 50) are
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necessary to describe the shape of the breakdown probability

as a function of the impulse voltage. For uniform field confi-

gurations only few test points (3 or 4) are necessary.

The impulse voltage with a breakdown probability of 0,2 % is

determined graphically and this value is called breakdown voltage

\J- in the following diagrams and evaluations.
o

RESULTS

UNIFORM FIELD

Figure 3 shows the shape of the breakdown probability as a

function of the impulse voltage for various preexisting dc

voltages in a uniform field (plane-plane, gap length 5 mm).

UD=30kV-1
7,5 kV -U
OkV-7

22kV -2
5kV - 5

15 kV- 3
2,5kV- 6

IMPULSE VOLTAGE

Fig. 3. Breakdown probability of positive impulse voltage

as a function of the preexisting positive dc vol-

tage for uniform field configuration



The* polarity is positive for both voltages. The linear shape

of the* breakdown probability points out that this probability

s a normal distribution because the axis of ordinate is

according to the Gaussian distribution. Moreover the

iinoar shape shows that only one parameter is significant due
3

to the breakdown » With decreasing dc voltage the straight

lines shift parallel to higher values of impulse voltage. The

of brtsak&own probability of the other three quadrants

with figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the impulse voltage U- as a function of the dc

voltage U^Cfull line) and also the breakdown voltage U (broken

line).The breakdown voltaoe is independent of the dc voltage.

Fig. 4. Impulse or
breakdown voltage as a
function of the
preexisting dc voltage

DC VOLTAGE
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That means, that a value of the voltage exists, which is cri-

tical at the breakdown. This value can be reached with a high

dc and low impulse voltage or with a low dc and high impulse

voltage. In consequence of the symmetrical electrode configu-

ration and the production of the initial electrons due to

irradiation no difference between dc and impulse breakdown

voltage exists. The same results are obtained by the investi-

gation at all other gap lengths (up to 1O mm) and at all other

gas pressures (up to 3 bar). In the case of high gas pressure

the breakdown probability runs parallel to the axis of ordinate,

because the term of the electron multiplication obeys the

following Eq. (1) :

a - n = P k ( E/p - (E/p)crit) (1)

where a, n = ionization or attachment coefficient, 1/cm

p = gas pressure, bar

E/p = referred field strength, kV/cmbar

E/pcrit = referred field strength at a=n, 88 kV/cmbar

The electrode configurations sphere-plane have the same be-

haviour, shown in figure 4, if the utilization factor u

u - W E m e a n (2)

where E = maximum value of the field strength, kV/cm
ItlclX
E = mean value of field strength, kV/cmmean

is greater than o.5 .Therefore the representation of the

measuring results of this electrode configuration is given.

All the breakdowns occur within the front of the impulse,

so that the breakdown time is between 1 and 1.5 vs.

NONUNIFORM FIELD

Figure 5 shows the principal shape of the breakdown probabi-

lity due to various electrode configurations and various pre-

existing dc voltages. With increasing inhomogeneity of the

configuration the declination of the line decreases if no

corona exists. This is caused by longer breakdown times and
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IMPULSE VOLTAGE

smaller voltage stressed volumes. If stable corona exists

due to the preexisting dc voltage, the breakdown probability

does not obey a normal distribution.The reason for the

deviation of the normal distribution is the fact that now

more than one parameter is significant due to the breakdown.

It is difficult to determine the breakdown voltage in such a

case. Nevertheless the impulse voltage and "breakdown"

voltage of a sphere-plane configuration is shown* as an example,

in figure 6 as a function of the dc voltage.The breakdown

voltage increases slightly for positive dc and negative

impulse voltage, but is essentially independent of the dc

voltage.With positive dc and impulse voltage the breakdown

voltage is independent of the preexisting dc voltage. At

negative dc voltage the breakdown voltage is constant and

also independent of the dc voltage, until predischarges
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DC VOLTAGE

occur. Then the breakdown voltage decreases strongly and

the breakdown time is very long and reaches values up to

100 us. At high gas pressure no corona exists and the break-

down voltage is independent of the dc voltage .

CONCLUSIONS

The breakdown voltage, composed of the addition of dc and

impulse voltage, is constant and independent of the kind of

voltage combination in uniform and quasiuniform electrical

field configurations. The predischarges change the normal

distribution to a mixed distribution and the breakdown

voltage decreases strongly. In a uniform field it is possible

to estimate the dielectric strength under mixed voltage stress
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knowing the breakdown voltage of the components. On the

contrary the knowledge of the breakdown voltage of the com-

ponents leads to incorrect estimates of the dielectric

strength in nonuniform field configurations.
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DISCUSSION

NAKATA: Dr. Gockenbach's findings on the independence of SF, break-

down with DC bias for a clean system is gratifying since for a practical

HVDC converter system, the gas bus and thyristor valve must be capable

of instantaneous (actually by smooth commutation) polarity reversal in

order to change the direction of power flow. Then, too, Dr. Cronin's

paper wherein he mentioned that an AC gas bus system could suddenly find

itself to be a DC gas bus system if it performed capacitive switching

duty is to be kept in mind. Under such a DC state any transient surge

on the capacitively switched AC bus system constitutes the type of stress

which Dr. Gockenbach investigated. In our own work, we have designed a

DC gas bus which was biased to 500 kV DC of one polarity. This bus was

subjected to a truly instantaneous (microseconds) polarity reversal to

500 kV DC of the opposite polarity for 4 hours (soak) only to be reversed

again. This test was demonstrated for 72 hours of such reversals con-

tinuously without failure. While this design was shown to be adequate for

the present EPRI project, I would like to propose (as Dr. Christophorou

suggested at the start of the session for development suggestion items)

that the study of fundamental materials behavior under high electrical

stresses be included in a subsequent conference. Otherwise all the

excellent work on SF, gas will be naught if practical insulators to

support the conductor in the gas could not be thoroughly understood and

built. Whereas Dr. Gockenbach showed that the SF6 is sensitive only to

the net peak voltage (and not to any pre-bias) the physical insulator

with trapped charges (caused by DC bias prior to the impulse stresses)
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constitutes a threat unless it is understood and designed for accordingly.

VLASTOS: What influence has the coupling condenser on the wave form

of the impulse voltage applied to the gap?

GOCKENBACH: The coupling capacitor has no influence on the wave form

and the error in measurement of the impulse voltage is very small, because

the coupling capacitor has a capacitance of about 10 nF and the test gap

of about 10 pF. For practical configurations with a voltage range of some

hundred kV it may be better to measure directly the impulse voltage on the

'est gap with a capacitive voltage divider.

DAKIN: In experiments done at the Westinghouse Research Laboratory by

Dr. Daniel Berg about 15-20 years ago (and published) he found the reduced

positive point impulse breakdown voltage was increased when the gap was

pre-stressed with a positive DC voltage to produce a positive space charge

at the point. This was done to indicate that the lower impulse breakdown

was due to the time delay for corona space charge development with the

impulse voltage.

DALE: I would like to present some results from breakdown voltage

studies with 60 Hz AC and superimposed 1.5/50 \is impulses in a coaxial

electrode system of 76/250 mm diameter electrodes with a 6.4 mm long,

0.45 mm diameter wire particle fixed on the central conductor. The results

are consistent with those presented by Dr. Gockenbach in that the super-

position breakdown voltage is unaffected by the AC voltage amplitude be-

low the AC corona onset voltage. However, the presence of AC corona

from the fixed particle can significantly increase the super-position
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breakdown voltage in the part of the voltage-pressure characteristic

corresponding to the space charge stabilized breakdown region for impulses

applied to the peak of the AC voltage (See Fig. 7). Impulses applied

at the instant of zero voltage on the AC waveform resulted in an insig-

nificant deviation from the impulse breakdown voltage even when corona

occurred on the positive and negative peaks of the AC voltage.
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Fig. 7 — Breakdown voltage-pressure characteristics for 76/250 mm coaxial

electrodes in SF, with one 6.4 mm long, 0.45 mm diam. particle fixed on

the inner conductor.
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ABSTRACT

The influence of the statistical time lag on the voltage-time
characteristics of SF^ has been calculated. This gives a rise in the
breakdown voltage for decreasing times in the microsecond region for
certain combinations of stressed electrode area and gas pressure.

In the calculations the effect of the formative time lag is not taken
into account. This would be the dominating time lag for combinations
of stressed electrode area and pressure that are found in most SF^
insulated high voltage equipment.

The calculations are based on a streamer criterion where the statistical
nature of the availability of starting electrons and the statistical
distribution of the size of electron avalanches are taken into account.

INTRODUCTION

The growing recognition of SFg as a high voltage insulation, notably

for space-saving switchgear, substations and power cables, has created

the need of studying the behavior of SFg insulation from an insulation

point of view. In this respect the voltage-time curve for SFg gas is

important.

1 — 9In recent papers the voltage-time curves for SFg insulation have

been studied experimentally and theoretically.
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In Fig. 1 the general form of the voltage-time characteristic is given.

This curve shows that there is an increase in the breakdown voltage

when the voltage is applied for less that a few microseconds.

Why this increase is of practical importance is demonstrated in Fig. 2

which shows the voltage waveforms calculated for an actual SF,- station

Relative breakdown strength

11

11

Fig. 1. General form of voltage-time characteristic

for SF/- insulation.

1 2 5 - 9
Several studies have been reported. * ' To simulate practical

designs coaxial cylinders and sphere-sphere configuration have been

studied with voltages of positive and negative polarity. In all cases

the electric field has been rather uniform in agreement with the

practical design situation.

The influence of the electrode area on the voltage-time curve has not

been systematically determined.
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Fig. 2. Example of overvoltage in a SFg insulated station

for one particular lightning stroke to the

overhead line.

The increase in the breakdown voltage with decreasing time, is due to

the time lag in the physical processes governing the breakdown

phenomena. This time lag can be divided into a statistical and a

formative time lag.

This paper deals with the statistical time lag when the highly stressed

electrode has negative polarity. It utilizes a theoretical concept
Ikgiven in a paper where the statistical nature of the electronic

avalanches which develop into breakdown is taken into account.

This concept has successfully explained the variation in the impulse

breakdown voltage with pressure and stressed electrode area, as shown

in Fig. 3.±k

For simplification the formative time lag is not taken into account in
q

this.analysis. This can be done by using the concept that a certain

voltage-time area above a critical voltage is necessary to complete

the breakdown. In most practical cases it is in fact this time lag

which will determine the voltage-time curve of the configuration.
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Experimental and
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STRESSED AREA

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Pig. k shows some experimental breakdown values as a function of time
9 12.

in a coaxial configuration Studies of voltage-time curves
9 12appearing in the literature ' show the variation to be steeper for

negative polarity at the inner cylinder and that the breakdown values

are lower in this case than for positive polarity. Experimental voltage-

time curves on configurations where the electrode area has systematically

been varied has to the knowledge of the authors not been performed.

As will be seen from the analysis given below, this is also a parameter

which should be taken into account.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In determining the influence of the statistical time lag on the

breakdown strength, the theoretical concept given in reference Ik will

be the basis. This concept is essentially a streamer criterion, but

takes the stochastic nature of the electronic avalanche processes that

start the streamer into account.
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Fig. h. Experimental voltage-time curves for SF,-. '

The streamer criterion predicts breakdown to take place when the number

of electrons in an avalanche exceeds a critical value of 10 - 10

electrons. This criterion is generally based on an average avalanche

where the number of electrons can be calculated as

exp [J(a-n)dzl

where

0( = ionization coefficient

H = attachment coefficient

z = critical length of avalanche
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Due to the high steepness in the function

in SF,- around a-n = 0, the criterion predicts breakdown to take place

when the maximum field strength E is such that — — is slightly above
-1 -1 p

8.9 kV mm atm where a-n=0. As demonstrated in Fig. k this
criterion is not able to explain the pressure variation in the breakdown

8 Q
values. This is also pointed out by others. '

The criterion is not able to explain the variation of the breakdown

strength with the size of the electrode area. When the statistical

nature of the electron avalanches is taken into consideration, both

the influence of the pressure and the electrode area on the breakdown

strength can be accounted for. It can also predict the standard

deviation of the breakdown values.

In this paper the new concept will be used to calculate the statistical

time lag before breakdown occurs.

The basic streamer criterion as developed by Raether, shows that a
Q

single avalanche with a size of about 10 electrons develops into a

streamer leading to breakdown. The probability of this development

increases with the avalanche size with very low probability below a

critical limit.

When the electric field is such that the average avalanche contains

10 electrons, there are chances that both smaller and larger avalanches

can be found. The statistical distribution of the avalanche sizes can
lU 15

be calculated, ' when no distortion of the field is assumed.

It will be the first single avalanche exceeding the critical size

that will trigger the breakdown. The chance for finding a single

avalanche of such a magnitude will be determined by the electric field

and'by the probability of finding a starting electron. When there is

a great number of starting (primary) electrons present, there is a

chance of finding avalanches exceeding the critical value (10 - 10 )

even at electric field strengths below the value which gives a = n .
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Thi;; ic. th" ease when the hij/h field is at the negativ.- electrode at

his")'. pressure, and when the :;tre:;r>ed electrode area is lar^e.

An applied voita^e of short duration and low breakdown field strength,

i.e. low pressure, will give few starting electrons and the field has

to ho increased in order to ensure that one- of the few occuring

avalanches will reach critical size. In such cases the field strength

raay be above the value corresponding to r*- - n before breakdown occurs.

The statistical distribution of the avalanche sizes is calculated

theoretically by Legler. These distributions are applied to obtain

Ihe results presented below.

The next information needed is the availability of starting electrons.

There is very little information available cr; his subject, and in

most theoretical models it is simply assumed that free electrons

serving as starting electrons are at the right position at the right

time, with the exception that it may introduce a certain statistical

time delay.

In these calculations where the highest electric field strength is at

the cathode, field emission is assumed to be the source of electrons.

This approach was also used to determine the influence of electrode
lU

area and pressure with results as shown in Fig. 3. It should also

be a reasonable assumption when calculating the statistical time lag.

Before demonstrating the theoretical results some further conaiderations

about the availability of free electrons should be made. In references

5 and 9 it is assumed a certain number of electrons are generated per unit

volume and time in the gas volume. The number is fitted so that

theoretical and experimental values coincide, and is thought to apply-

when the electrode with the highest electric stress is positive. It is

concluded, however, that when the stressed electrode is at negative field

emitted electrons will be the major source of starting electrons.

The authors agree with this conclusion.
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Although it is outside the scope of this paper, comments will be made

on the source of starting electrons when the stressed electrode is

positive. In this case the ^Isctrons have to be found in the gas volume.

These are thought to be electrons drifted from the cathode, and on their

way starting avalanches below the critical size which will increase the

electron population. Even though most electrons will be attached to

neutral SF^ molecules to make negative ions, some electrons will reach
O

the region of the anode where the field is high. The transit time is

determined by the drift velocity of electrons which is expected to be

about 10 m/sec. The electrode configurations which are experimentally

investigated, have distances in the order of 0.1 m, which gives a transit

time of about 1 us. In this time region it is also seen from

experimental studies that the breakdown strength increases fast.

Foreign sources give a very low electron generation and cannot be

considered as an important electron source. It may be that it enhances

the influence of the electric field at the cathode. The short

statistical time lag that is observed is not consistent with foreign

sources as the only source for the generation of starting electrons.

Figs.5 and 6 show the results of theoretical calculations of the

breakdown strength as a function of time. Two coaxial cylinder

models were used in the calculations:

Model 1:

Diameter ratio D/d = 225/Uj? mm, length L = 10 mm

Area of high voltage electrode: A = l.it * 10 mm

Utilization factor y = jjja.ve.rage - s o.lt
Emax

Model 2:

D/d = 280/100 mm, L = 600 mm

A = 1.9 •

V = 0.57

A = 1.9 • 105 mm2
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Fig. 5- Calculated breakdown field strength for Model 1

assuming sero formative time lag.

Linearly rising negative voltages are used in the calculations.

Field emitted electrons are thought to be the source of starting

electrons for avalanches. The statistical distribution of the

avalanches, given by the electric field, will determine the probability

that one of the starting electrons gives an avalanche with critical

size resulting in breakdown.
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Fig. 6. Calculated breakdown field strength for Model 2

assuming zero formative time lag.

The model gives probability levels for the breakdown field strength,

a concept which is used in insulation coordination.

It is seen from Fig. 5 and 6 that it is in the low pressure case (1 atm)

and when the stressed electrode area is low that the statistical time

lag is of importance for the breakdown strength. It is seen from Fig. 6

that for stressed areas as occuring in high voltage substations and

with pressure 3 atm and above the statistical time lag will be of no

importance for the breakdown strength. However, in applications where

low pressure is utilized and the geometric dimension of the negative

electrode area is small it will bend the voltage-time curve upwards in

the us-region.

It must be emphasized that the voltage-time curves calculated are not

what would be measured experimentally. In these calculations the

influence of the formative time lag is not taken into account.
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The effect of this would certainly be the main factor in determining

the voltage-time curve when the pressure is high and the stressed

electrode area is large, as is the case in the experimental values

giv^n in Fi<£. h.

CONCLUSION

It is shown theoretically that the statistical time lag in the

breakdown process in SF,- insulation is of influence only in determining

the voltage-time curve of SF,- equipment when the pressure is low and

the negative electrode has a small area. This is based on a theoretical

approach that successfully has predicted the variation of the breakdown

strength for negative impulse voltages with pressure and stressed

electrode area.
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DISCUSSION

NITTA: Have you ever tried to apply your theory to explain the V-t

characteristics published in the literature on various gaps?

JOHANSEN: It is observed that the theory gives results in qualitative

agreement with the reported measurements. However, in the theoretical

results the formative time lag is not taken into account. Even though

this time lag is small, it makes the comparison uncertain. Next, in

reported measurements, not all parameters are given. There is also a

considerable spread in the measured results. I think the most important

part of this contribution is that it may be a guide to further measure-

ments.

BLAIR: 1. The analysis we give in another paper (page 360) in this

Symposium makes it difficult for me to accept your explanation of break-

down below the limiting E/P in terms of the statistics of avalanche

growth; we should discuss this when the other paper has been presented.

2. It seems to me that, in your model, formative time lags will be very

small, so that the voltage-time characteristics will be determined largely

by statistical time lags. Do you agree?

JOHANSEN: The model presented does not say anything about the forma-

tive time lag. I regard the formative time lag as the sum of the times

it takes for an electron to form a critical streamer, the time it takes

for a streamer to develop into a channel across the gap, and the time

it takes to make that channel into a good conductive arc. Althouph I

consider that to be a short time I think it will have an influence on the

voltage/time characteristic, which is not accounted for in the present

paper.
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PARTICLE CONTAMINATION IN COMPRESSED GAS INSULATION,
LIMITATIONS AND CONTROL
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ABSTRACT

The sensitivity of compressed gas electrical insulation to
contaminant particles constitutes a basic limitation for practical
apparatus which becomes even more severe in compact higher
gradient systems. Though only a physically small perturbation,
contaminants strongly reduce breakdown voltages in the gas gap
as well as across solid insulating supports and are a major cause
for substantial variations in performance. Recent studies on com-
pressed gas insulation which emphasize methods of controlling
contaminants and their effects are described. Remedies include
changes which increase the tolerance of systems to the inevitable
particles and also techniques for rendering them harmless. Al-
though particle motion is complex and often determines whether
or not a particle triggers failure, it can be utilized by appropri-
ately designed electrodes which provide one way entrances into
inactivating low-field trap regions. The results indicate the
possibilities of substantial increases in the reliable gradients
insulated by gases and improved testing strategies for installed
apparatus.

INTRODUCTION

The electrical insulation strength of compressed gases is subject to

various adverse factors. Among the more important are inhomogeneities

such as conducting particles located in the active insulation region. An

emphasis on such contaminants deserves attention since even single,

physically small particles or multiple particles of still smaller size can

trigger breakdown in the gas at voltages as low as 1/5 that obtained

without the added contaminants. ' Experimental evidence increasingly

shows that particle movement can be responsible for substantial varia-

tions in performance so that a given contaminated system might at one
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time withstand a certain test voltage, and at another time withstand only

1/3 as much. Testing such a "dynamic" insulation system for defects

is therefore difficult and any breakdowns subject to various interpreta-
4

tions. Particles which are notably more destructive to performance are

typically of extended length and of electrically conducting metal or other

materials such as insulating fibers in combination with fine conducting

powder.

Practical SFg gas-insulated power apparatus for 138 to 500 kV sys-

tems commonly employ operating stresses of 30 to 40 kV/cm peak in the

bus duct regions. For the gas pressures used in these systems,

this amounts to electric stresses of only about 10% the ideal ionization

limit. Yet even at such low operating levels particle contamination can

be of real concern. Besides the use of clean-room assembly techniques

to reduce the amount of contamination, methods to capture and inactivate

particles in low-field regions or on adhesive surfaces ' have been

described. The successful application of particle trapping methods has
12 13been demonstrated for both AC and DC systems. '

This report classifies particle contaminant effects in quantitative

terms and then identifies several factors found to be significant in

achieving improved particle control. Most of the experimental results

were obtained in coaxial electrode systems of outer electrode size from

250mm to 760mm and inner electrode size from 25mm to 250mm. Test

voltages reached 3000 kV DC and peak low-frequency AC of about 1 Hz.

SFfi gas pressures ranged from 1 to 14.6 atm abs. For reproducibility of

the test results, controlled quantities of particles were injected and

were often of wire or sphere shape.
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PARTICIPATE ACTIVITIES

Gas Gap

Particles are of concern in insulation systems because they may act

to trigger spark breakdown at abnormally low voltages. For SF_ gas in-
b

sulation, the amount of loss in withstand voltage caused by particles

depends on the particles and on the gas pressure. To quantify this re-

duction in insulation strength the DC performance of three coaxial gaps

ranging in size from 9 to 34cm was studied with and without added parti-

culates. The results shown in Figure 1 were obtained using aluminum

wire particles 6.4mm long, 0.45mm dia. which would move prior to

breakdown development. The maximum reduction or loss in insulation

strength as measured by the breakdown voltage ratio is about 50% at 1

atm SF6 and does not change greatly even to about 3 atm. However, by

6 atm the loss is in excess of 80% and remains near that point even at

higher pressures. In other words, much to the frustration of those who

desire compact apparatus, high pressure and hence high gradient sys-

tems are more sensitive to contamination.

Lost insulation strength
caused by wire particles

5 10
SF6 PRESSURE (atm)

Figure 1 Loss in SFfi insulation strength due to wire shape particles,
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Numerous experimental studies reported in the literature confirm that

particles can cause a large reduction in breakdown voltage. However,

particle movement prior to the actual initiation of breakdown has been

noted to strongly influence performance. An understanding of general

particle activity in gas gaps is therefore useful before considering

possible remedies to the particle initiated breakdown problem.

Modes of Motion

Particles respond to an applied DC voltage in a variety of ways. At

very low voltages there is no noticeable activity, while at higher

stresses movement within the gap and electrical effects are detected.

Three distinct modes of movement have been observed: bouncing in back

and forth traversals between two electrodes: rapid oscillation near only

one electrode (sometimes referred to as a "firefly" due to the optical

effects it produces): and hovering (where the particle remains in mid-gap

for an extended period of time without contacting any electrode).

An overview of particle response is provided by Figure 2 which indi-

cates the applied electric stresses in each of five coaxial systems hav-

^ 50
u

i 40

E 30

5! 20a

10

o

WIRE PARTICLE MOTION
A Bounce from Electrode Surfoce

* • Firefly Oscillate on Electrode Surface
• Hover at Mid Gap

± •+•

2 4 6
SFg GAS PRESSURE (atm)

8

Figure 2 Minimum electric fields for different modes of wire particle
motion in SFg .
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ing these different modes of motion. Although each mode was observed

to occur for a broad range of applied voltages, the minimum electric

field needed to sustain movements was found to be relative consistent

from system to system. Figure 2 shows these minimum electric fields

for the case of the 6.4mm long, 0.45mm dia aluminum wire particles.

Bouncing motion occurs at the lowest stresses and is independent of

gas pressure. Rapid oscillations (i .e. fireflies) and hovering occur at

higher fields which increase with gas pressure in a manner to be antici-

pated from gas ionization inception levels. The fields shown are the

applied ambient values at the location of particle movement, those for

hovering being the mid-gap applied values. Minimum fields for rapid

oscillations were the same for both inner and outer electrodes. Thus

because of the coaxial geometry and the preference for this mode on the

negative electrode, several times higher positive voltages were needed

to achieve the rapid oscillation mode in comparison to negative polarity

voltages on the center conductor. The following more detailed descrip-

tions help characterize the three modes of movement, and provide a basis

for evaluating methods of particle control.

Bouncing.—Particle motion begins when electrostatic forces exceed

gravity and adhesion. Hence, lift-off depends on the applied electric

field, particle shape, particle material, and the surfaces involved. Typ-

ical lifting fields where there is no grease or other adhesive material

range from 4.6 to 14.5 kV/cm and from 2.7 to 8.5 kV/cm for aluminum

particles of elongated and spherical shape of 0.1 to lmm diameter. Once

lifted, the particle may traverse the gap, exchange charge at the oppo-

site electrode, and return in a repetitive manner so as to move back and

forth in the bouncing mode between electrodes. The bounce frequency

increases with increased applied voltage. For coaxial gaps observed

frequencies have ranged from 2 Hz to more than 50 Hz. Small electrical
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currents result from the charge transported by such bouncing motion and
_ Q

are on the order of 10 amperes for millimeter size particles. The im-

pact forces from bouncing motion have been observed to deform particles

as well as electrodes.

Due to asymmetries in particles and/or electrodes a component of

movement tangential to the electrode surface can be introduced on each

bounce. In horizontal coaxial electrodes irregularly shaped particles

can attain substantial lateral components to their movement whereas

smooth shapes will not be strongly affected and therefore will move in

relatively straight radial paths. For example, spheres would move lat-

erally on the order of only 1% of the gap spacing during one round trip

bounce. Wire particles, on the other hand, were more dynamic and often

travelled laterally a distance equal to 30 to 40% of the gap spacing dur-

ing a single hop. Gravitational forces are significant and bouncing

particles demonstrated a tendency to stay on the bottom side of the coax

under the center conductor. However, while this preference for the

lower side was consistently exhibited by the sphere, the wires deviated

substantially from this pattern because of their greater random motion.

At high stresses they even bounced entirely around the center conductor

to all parts of the coax.

Because particle orientation and electrode surface features will be

different with each impact, every hop may be considered essentially in-

dependent of the last and a randomization occurs. A statistical model

which uses average characteristics may therefore be employed to simu-

late the bounce pattern. Each succeeding position is determined on the

basis of a probability distribution for moving a given distance in one

bounce. An accumulation of position probabilities after each discrete

bounce then provides a method of tracing movement and predicting parti-

cle location after a specified number of bounces.
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Such a discrete bounce analysis was used to evaluate observed motion

along a coax. In one case studied experimentally, a 760/152mm co-

axial system of 1.6 meters length was used. Aluminum wire particles

6.4mm long initially located at the center, required an average time of

30 seconds to bounce out one end or the other when 400 kV DC was

suddenly applied to the center conductor. Films of the bounce action

indicated a bounce frequency of 3 Hz, an average tangential bounce

distance in either direction of 9.1 cm, and a standard deviation of 3.0

cm. The statistical model of this system predicts that 50% of the parti-

cles will leave in 27 seconds. Particle position probabilities calculated

from a start location at the center after 3 and 7 seconds are shown in

Figure 3. Those that have moved out the ends are shown as X's.

Besides the factors of gravity and impact randomization, bouncing

motion is influenced by electrode configuration. A fringing field arrange-

ment can actively move bouncing particles to regions of lower average

field. This results from the tangential component of the electric lines

of force and is easily seen in tests with parallel flat disk electrodes

where particles are literally flung out the side when near the edge.

Planar, non-parallel electrodes have also been used to illustrate the

importance of configuration. Even for relative electrode angles as small

as a few degrees smooth bouncirg particles show G tendency to move in

the direction of wider gap separation. These forces were demonstrated

sufficiently to provide a pumping action which can move particles up hi l l

against gravity when the electrode assembly is tilted.

In general the bouncing mode of particle motion under DC voltages

provides a means for extensive particle movement. This movement can

be expected to permit particle entry into most regions of typical bus duct

structures.
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Figure 3 Calculated bouncing wire particle position probabilities.

Rapid Oscillation (the Firefly).—Particle motion in a gas gap does

not necessarily involve a bouncing movement back and forth between

the electrodes. Because particle forces result from the product of field

and charge, a variation in charge during transit will also alter particle

motion. This effect is easily distinguished in experiments with DC

voltages where elongated particles are observed to slow down and re-

verse direction in mid-gap. An extreme case of such charge alteration

is the so-called "firefly" or rapid oscillation effect. This rapid oscill-
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ation of a particle near one electrode is always accompanied by ioniza-

tion and emitted light and seems to be related to the particle exchanging

charge in its own ionization generated space-charge cloud.

In SFg there is a strong preference for this type of motion to occur

on the negative polarity electrode surface at either the inner or outer

conductor of a coaxial system. Particles with large length to width

ratios were more frequently seen in this mode, presumably because they

more easily produce the needed ionization. Interelectrode currents

ranged from less than a microamp to more than 100 microamps, light

emission increasing with current.

The movement of particles under the rapid oscillation mode appears

random with frequent changes in direction. At low electric stresses the

motion is relatively slow and is seen to be affected by gravity since the

particle remains at the lower side of the electrode on which it is moving.

At high stresses the movement is more rapid and appears less dependent

upon gravity, the particle easily traveling around the center conductor.

This motion can typically result in the particle staying near one location

for an extended period or traveling along the surface quickly, a distance

of 10cm in less than a second.

Hovering.—An additional form of movement, the hovering mode,

occurred when an elongated particle was aligned radially in the coaxial

gap. A hovering particle would remain in the mid-gap region for an ex-

tended period of time without moving close to either siectrode even

though a DC voltage was applied. This was observed especially on the

lower side of coaxial systems with outer to inner electrode diameter

ratios of 5 to 10, and at positive voltages above gas ionization levels.

It appears that an equilibrium is achieved in which gas ionization and

slight radial movement allow the particle to charge and discharge so as

to just balance the force of gravity. This was the least stable form of
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motion, though on occasion lateral movement also occurred. In one such

case the particle was seen to "float" down the mid-gap region and on

out one end.

Dielectric Support Surfaces

A solid insulating surface which spans across a gas gap can intro-

duce new features to the breakdown process. For example, it may pro-

mote discharge development due to vapors, or it may hold static charges

and solid particulates for substantial periods of time. However, for a

number of clean epoxy materials used as mechanical supports in SFg gas,

there is no evidence that breakdown necessarily occurs at much lower

stresses on insulating surfaces than in the gas gap remote from such in-

sulators. To the contrary, surface flashover gradients have been found
14

to be comparable to those for gas gap breakdown.

The influence of contaminants on dielectric surfaces is clearly sig-

nificant. Particles can initiate surface flashover whether loosely held

by electrostatic forces or firmly fixed by adhesive. For single conduc-

tive particles, surface flashover occurs at voltages comparable to those

when the same particle is in the adjacent gas gap, although somewhat

lower results have been found with rapid polarity reversals for the firmly

affixed situation. Currents which decay, currents which are steady, and

ultimately surface flashover can ali be induced by elongated fixed particles.

The rapid decay of initial currents observed for constant unipolar DC

voltage indicate surface charging of the dielectric may act to suppress

steady gas ionization.

Experimental studies were conducted with 6.4mm long aluminum

wires attached to the equator of a cast epoxy post-type spacer to demon-

strate the characteristics with contaminates held in isolation midway

along an insulating surface. Though initial currents would decay, steady

currents could be maintained at elevated voltages. As depicted in
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Figure 4 the pressure dependence of the current-voltage relation for such

an attached, floating-potential wire is similar to the familiar positive

point-to-plane characteristics.
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The presence of particles can greatly alter charge accumulation on

dielectric supports. Under relatively low voltage conditions, our recent

studies have shov/h surface charges on clean epoxy posts in coaxial

lines accumulate at a moderate rate, form a relatively smooth distribu-

tion and are of polarity equal to the center conductor. However, as

seen in Figure 5 the charge accumulation pattern is very different with
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metallic particles on the surface. Not only are there sharp peaks in

intensity, corresponding to the wire positions, but the polarity is also

reversed. Thus even though the center conductor is positive the insul-

ator surface becomes charged strcugly negative, and vice versa. Sub-

stantial alterations in the stress distribution can therefore be anticipated

wheft conta mi nates are present.
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The triggering of surface flashover by single wire particles can occur

for a wide range of particle positions. However, low voltage breakdowns

were often observed when loose particles move by chance to regions

where the surface stress was highest in the absence of particles. In

the two configurations depicted in Figure 6, the particle was located in

a high field region and flashover voltages were low even though the

discharge path was relatively tortuous.

The motion of loose particles in a coaxial system is also influenced

by insulating support spacers. Bouncing particles could readily move to

and stay on such supports. This behavior seemed more notable when

residual charges and gradients in electric fields are likely to have been

on the surface. Rapid oscillations, i .e . fireflies, were frequently seen

to approach the vicinity of spacers, and then to move away without

touching or hopping on to the insulating surface.

Besides intiuducing variations in initial test results particle effects

can cause changes over the long term. Particles which eventually move

to more sensitive areas such as high field regions on the electrodes or

dielectric surfaces may ultimately reduce the insulation strength of a

system. On the other hand, movement of a particle to a less sensitive

region can result in improved insulating strength. Control of particulate

movement thus affords the opportunity for increasing both the reliability

of testing and of long term performance. Though it is tempting to solve

the particle problem by simply eliminating all contamination, this is

usually impractical and allows no margin for error that would introduce

a particle. In addition, due to the dynamics of some equipment, parti-

cles will be generated on the interior necessitating particle control. The
#

next section is devoted to the consideration of various control techniques.
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Figure 6 Spacer surface flashover initiated by loose wire particles
(indicated at arrow)/ in 6-8 atm SF~, negative conductor.
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CONTROL OF PARTICLE EFFECTS

Particle effects can be controlled by either of two substantially diff-

erent methods. One approach seeks to make gas-insulation systems more

tolerant of particles, while the other involves methods which remove or

prevent particles from entering sensitive, active insulation regions. To

increase the tolerance of a system, one or more of the following techni-

ques can be employed.

1. dielectric coatings

2. different gas compositions

3. improved support spacers

Particle removal and elimination on the other hand ma/ make use of:

1. adhesive surfaces

2. ionizing radiation

3. barriers

4. particle traps

Results of our studies indicate that improvements can be achieved by

both the tolerance and removal methods.

Particle Tolerant Support Spacers

Because particulates can be attracted to make contact with and even

be held by solid insulating supports, the surfaces of these insulators

take on special importance. One feature commonly considered in the

design of insulators for open-air service is surface contour. However,

in the hermetic, high-gradient environment of compressed gas insulated

equipment conditions are substantially different than open-air so that

fundamental principals need to be reexamined to determine what surface

characteristics are important.

Perhaps it is because gases are so sensitive to excessive electric

fields that commensurate gains in withstand voltage do not follow dir-

ectly with increased end-to-end path length provided by corrugations or
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other contour forms. As seen in the previous breakdown pictures, the

surface flashover path can readily dip into a corrugation and move uphill

against a reverse ambient gradient, passing a potential well to continue

to the finish. Thus it can be expected that once a discharge is started,

it will follow complicated paths where necessary to complete breakdown.

In some instances this can include the puncture of intervening solid

dielectric.

The minimum insulation strength obtained with four different post-type

insulator configurations under rapidly applied DC voltages is depicted in

Figure 7. Gas gap and worst case surface flashover voltages without

added particles are shown as the dashed lines. When 6.4mm long alum-

inum wire particles were added, surface flashover occurred over a broad

range of voltages. The minimum flashover values for each of the 4 con-

figurations are within the hatched regions. A distinction is made between

two types of initiation; in one case the particle was seen on the surface

as the voltage was increased and in the other the particle was seen to be

moving in rapid oscillation on the inner or outer conductor near the spacer

prior to ultimately triggering surface flashover. None of the designs were

very superior over the entire pressure range. However, the two shapes

in the Figure on the left, WO and SU, generally failed at lower voltages

than the two on the right, SD and F2.

The results indicate certain gains in performance can be made and

provide design guidelines:

1. There is a trade-off with corrugations. Due to
intensified regions of electric stress, the un-
contaminated insulation strength of the spacer
is lowered in order to increase the contaminated
stre ngth.

2. A longer surface path length does not necessarily
increase the contaminated insulation strength.
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3. Insulating surfaces should avoid high stress
regions where an elongated particle can reside.
For example by sitting across a distance amounting
to ambient equipotentials of only 10% the total
voltage, such particles can cause a 5-fold reduction
in surface flashover voltage.

Because supports may be exposed to a variety of voltage transients and

waveforms after particles have collected on the surface, it is important

to include investigations of time dependent effects to confirm the per-

formance of tolerant
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Particle Barriers and Traps

In practical gas insulated equipment such changes in geometry as

corners, connections, and supports can produce localized regions of

higher electric stress. Systems with some particle tolerance may result

from methods which prevent movement of contaminant particles into the

sensitive regions thereby improving overall performance and reliability.

Barriers are therefore of interest to generally limit movement or to move

particles away from certain regions.

Particle motion may also be turned into an advantage. Where traps

are employed, movement can cause the particles to enter regions where

they cannot escape or act to trigger failure. Low-field particle traps

achieve this result by use of cavities or other electrode configurations

which sufficiently reduco the field in a local region where particles can

migrate.

Par'.icle Barriers

The influence of barrier structures on particle motion can be compli-

cated. Typical barriers in our investigations have included metal rings

slid into a coaxial line arrangement. For DC voltages vertical face rings

with a half-round radius on their tops have not been found effective in

restricting particle motion. Aluminum wire particles placed on one side

of the barrier were not excluded from crossing to the other section of the

line in either the bouncing or rapid oscillation modes of motion. Although

there was a tendency for the particles to stay in the vicinity of these

rings during rapid oscillation, wire particles at negative polarity on the

center conductor in SFg could move near, hop up onto the top and move

on over to the other side of such structures.

However, a simple structure for preferentially moving particles in one

direction has now been conceived and reduced to practice at MIT. In

this barrier structure the ring form is still used, but rather than being
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symmetrical as in previous devices, this ring is tapered so that there is

a relatively long ramp on one side and a sharp drop on the other. Parti-

cles in the rapid oscillation mode of motion demonstrate a strong prefer-

ence for walking up this ramp to the higher field region at the top, move-

ment off the ring being easier from its sharp face. By creating a prefer-

ential direction for particle movement, the tapered ring acts as a particle

pump. When such assymetric rings are located at intervals along a

coaxial line, a distributed pumping action can be achieved.

The causes for this pumping action seem to be associated with the

mechanisms for the rapid oscillating motion itself. The assymetry in the

applied fields results inassymmetric, ionization induced space charges.

The particle being repeatedly charged and uncharged then experiences a

net lateral force. The angle of the ring's taper was not found to be

especially critical, one minimum length would require that on random ex-

cursions the particle does not walk all the way back down the ramp before

returning to the top.

Though it is reasonable to combine particle pumping with particle

trapping configurations to more effectively move particles to trap regions,

this combination was generally not needed in the experimental studies.

The usual technique was to instead inject particles near the areas being

investigated.

Particle Traps

Our recent studies have also emphasized contamination control by

means of low-field particle traps. The size, shape, and interior of a

trap can influence the electric field distribution and were found to be

important in determining particle trapping characteristics. Since a par-

ticle must travel to a trap before it can drop inside i t , these studies d i s -

tinguished between trapping behavior observed with the two types of

particle motion, bouncing and rapid oscillation.
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As noted earlier, the trapping action of a low-field particle trap relies

on sufficient reduction of the field in a localized region to prevent further

activity. Calculations for various cavity configurations indicate that it

is not difficult to achieve such low fields. Even values well below the

experimental level of a few kV/cm needed to elevate elongated aluminum

particles are easily produced. For example, the field strength at the bot-

tom of a slot shaped trap of depth D and width W is reduced by about 10

raised to the -1.36 D/W power. A ten thousand-fold reduction therefore

occurs for a slot just 3 times deeper than its width. The efficient trap-

ping of particles in practice thus centers around promoting their movement

to the trap and into its interior.

Elongated aluminum wire particles can easily be activated into either

bouncing or rapid oscillation motions and thus have been used to obtain

data on relative trapping efficiencies. Testing of a variety of different

trap designs in coaxial electrode systems with DC voltages showed that

particles did not always have a tendency to fall into traps. Especially

under conditions where rapid oscillation motion exis ts , the particles can

"walk around or hop over hole shaped traps with a diameter larger than

the particle length. In contrast, a bouncing particle once headed for a

trap would always drop into it .

Measurements indicate that the area of a trap's opening is most

significant with bouncing particles. Substantially all bouncing particles

would be trapped within seconds when the trap opening area in the gen-

eral vicinity of the bouncing reached about 1% the total area of the outer

conductor. Though particles in rapid oscillation in effect "walk up" to

a trap and then fall in, the length of the trap edge was not the only con-

sideration. Edge contour was also influential, relatively sharp radius

edges of less than l/2cm on a trap lip being about twice as effective in

trapping fireflies as larger radius edges of 2 to 5cm. Still further gains
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could be made by using even sharper edges. Figure 8 shows measured

trapping efficiencies for hole and slot shaped traps under both modes of

motion.

100

3 Slots, 2.5cm wide

247 Holes, 1.3cm dia

O,» Bouncing

D,» Rapid-Osc.
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Figure 8 Particle trapping in coaxial electrodes

Trapping of particles in the bouncing mode can be effectively modelled.

The procedure follows that outlined previously in the Section on bouncing

motion where no traps were employed. The particle position is traced on

a bounce by bounce basis . The portion of particles that land in trap re-

gions are accumulated and removed from further activity in the gap. By

looking at the total fraction trapped after each bounce, a distribution of

times to trapping for a given configuration can be determined and com-

pared to measured results. Figure 9 provides a comparison of trapping

times in a 760/254 coaxial electrode test system having 19 equally

spaced, slot shaped traps that were each 6.4mm wide by 25cm long.

Within 5 seconds 90% of the particles were trapped. Studies with sev-

eral arrangements did not show a strong influence on trap effectiveness

for SFg gas pressures from 1 to 4.4 atm.

Motion pictures of particle movement and trapping within the experi-

mental test system indicate that the model is a reasonable representation

of the physical process. Once established, such a model is a useful
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simulation tool. Not only can estimates of time to trapping be made, but

also many other parameters can be studied. These include influences on

trapping efficiency of trap size and distribution within a bus duct and of

particle starting positions.

In a trap configuration designed to be effective for both modes of

particle movement, relatively sharp trap edges and sufficient trap area

were included in one design. This system used a series of 3 long slots,

2.5cm wide and 2.5cm deep, separated by 46 cm. Within 30 seconds,

97% of the bouncing particles and 78% of the rapidly oscillating particles

were trapped. This demonstrates that good efficiencies can be achieved

in a single design. Nevertheless it may still be advantageous for more

complete particle removal, to energize the system at different voltages

and waveforms so that a greater confidence in the trapping procedure is

obtained. It may even be useful to periodically repeat such a procedure.

In conclusion, the control of particle contamination can lead to very

substantial gains in the electrical performance of compressed gas insul-

ated equipment. There are several modes of particle motion which result

in substantially different particle movement patterns. Such modes of move-

ment are influential to particie control and need to be considered when

evaluating control techniques. Improvements to performance can be
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achieved by raising the tolerance to particle contaminants or by actively

controlling and trapping them. Better designs for support spacers, barriers

which control particle location, and more effective low-field particle traps

can each be useful for limiting the effects of particle contamination in

compressed gas insulation. Ultimately, the goals of more efficient and

reliable insulation can be expected to depend upon the better control of

contamination.
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DISCUSSION

NAKATA: Our experience during the development of the L'VDC gas bus was

that particles go into the rapidly dancing state at the conductor surface

(at voltages higher than the full gap traverse voltage) predominantly at

the negative electrode. Thus for the motion picture you showed, the

rapid dancing particle did indeed occur at the outer enclosure(which was

negative relative to the positive central conductor). Further, we find

that when the central conductor is negative, an untrapped particle could

cause stress inversion such that particles already trapped in long traps

1/4" wide by 3/4" deep would he re-levitated . We will show this behavior

of polarity and particle motion with a film at this symposium. When the

central conductor was positive, we could not cause a similar re-levitation.

Have you experienced such polarity effect or re-I eviration?

COOK!:: The induced removal of particles from your traps may be the result

of an insulating layer, perhaps from oxides on the metal surfaces,which

allow the particles to acquire substantial amounts of charge. Our studies

indicate particles are always elevated whew the charge ami field produce

forces sufficient for lift-off, whether in a trap or not.

1MJTTGX: 1. All the particles you mentioned were fe.«1 mm wires and

you showed the effect; of voltage on the type of i&otion. (Jo you has?e

information ;>»HHK the effect of sis© of the particle on the notion?

2. Was the simulation of particle tuition that yen talked about for a

particle with bouncing sststfe?

COOKH: Particle sise and $tutg»e «a« ctange the relative stresses; at

which the different modes of motion «eewr. Both rapid ccittaKion and
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hovering take place more readily for longer particles than for shorter

particles. This is expected in view of the fact that these motion modes

always occurred at voltages where ionization is found. Initiation of

bouncing motion, on the other hand, was essentially independent of

length for particles of the same material, as has been reported pre-

viously.

Yes, these movement simulation studies were for the motion patterns

in the bouncing mode.

FARISil: 1. I was interested in the technique of using a particle

guide in the high-stress conductor to move particles in a desired direc-

tion. Does this work equally well for smaller particles assuming; that

they can be persuaded to adopt the oscillatory motion? 2. I noticed

that the slot-type particle traps were tested with particles similar in

width to the particle length. Could you indicate how trap performance

depends on the lon&th and shape of the particle present and how you

would select an "optimum" trap aperture for ft jjractic.il system? 3. In

earlier work, we observed that particles would internes so that several

seta 11 particles could possibly give the sawe effect as a single large

one. Could you give so»e guidance on the conditions under which multiple

panicles are liable t© interact; a«d what this implies for contamination

control base4 on raagimtiii particle £ise?

COOK!;: $83Her particles also demonstrated the preference for

following our particle guide. As to particle trap dimensions, the data

reported includes designs of width substantially greater than inirti-

ele si.se (see Fig. 8). Such designs proved to be very effective. The
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optimum appears to be a compromise in achieving sufficient interior field

reduction versus width; a width several times the maximum particle length

seems to be appropriate. Edge contour can be important, too. Sharper

edges, rather than rounded corners, encourage trapping under rapid os-

cillation. For multiple particles at one time, collisions can take place.

Such collisions increase tangential motion and can produce even higher

electric stresses in the gas. Unless the number density of particles is

large, particle-particle collisions seem to be relatively rare.

SLETTEN: I take it that your experiments were made in SF,. What was

the gas pressure? Have you experimented with other gases and pressures?

COOKIi: Our particle studies have included some measurements to pres-

sures above 10 atm SF.. The general effects described for the lower

pressures were also seen at the higher pressures. The studies shown in

the motion picture film employed 2 atm SV(. Tests in other gases have

also shown the different modes of motion, but of course the stresses to

induce these may be substantially different. lor example, in N- rapid

oscillation can occur at lower stresses.

PACE: As you increase pressure, do you see the three monies tend to

appear in the same order they appear as you increase voltage?

O30KK: For the tested pressures of 1 to 4.4 atm SF6, the three modes

of movement may occur even at *i single fixed value of voltage. However,

the minimum stresses where each m»d© was observed did fv>?.lew the sequen-

tial order indicated in the Pig. I. This order remained the same for

in pressure.
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LAWRENCE: Have you tried other metals than aluminum such as copper,

silicone, and other metals and organic materials with possible metals

imbedded?

COOKE: A variety of other particle materials have been studied and

the single most significant feature appears to be that they have suf-

ficient conductivity to readily acquire and release charges.
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SECOND LIMITING FIELD STRENGTH IN SF6 GAS DISCHARGE - QUANTITATIVE
ESTIMATION OF EFFECT OF ELECTRODE SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON BREAKDOWN

T. Takuma T. Watanabe
T. Kawamoto

Electric Engineering Laboratory, Central Research Institute
of Electric Power Industry, Japan

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the effect of surface roughness on
discharge characteristics of compressed SF^ gas. Prebreak-
down dark current characteristics were found to vary greatly
with surface roughness. Three different patterns of prebreak-
down current appear for highly polished surfaces, surfaces
with regular rounded unevenness and surfaces with irregular
fine protrusions, respectively.

Then, the macroscopic field strength giving the dis-
charge inception was calculated for sharp protrusions as ex-
treme cases. A shiirp blade-like protrusion (two-dimensional)
gives as the discharge field strength approximately const.
XVp/n» where p is gas pressure and h protrusion height. A
sharp needle-like protrusion, on the other hand ,ives const,
/h, which becomes 38OO/h (kV/crn, h in urn) if 10.5 is adopted
for K (K = /(« - V) dx). This value, which the authors call
"the second limiting field strength in SF6 gas discharge",
means the lowest limit of discharge field strength when an
electrode has a protrusion of height h. It presents a
strong contrast to the first limiting value 89p (p in atm),
which gives the discharge condition for ideal gaps without
protrusions. Experiments have shown that some uniform gaps
with large electrode surface area give a totally saturated
breakdown voltage against pressure as predicted by the value
const./h.

INTRODUCTION

A number of papers have been published which discuss the relation-

ship between electrode surface roughness and breakdown characteristics of

SF6 gas> They are ^vided into two main treatments: macroscopic and

microscopic. In the macroscopic treatment first Cookson and then Nitta

et al^ applied the extreme ptatistics to the distribution of weak points

leading to breakdown in SFf, gas. In the latter's analysis, the effect of

the surface conditions is included in a constant A of a Weibull-distribu-
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tion. A = Ao exp (1.15 p) where p is gas pressure and Ao is a constant

which depends only on the electrode material and roughness. Although

Nitta et al give values of Ao experimentallv for two kinds of roughness,

it is not clear what Ao means and how Ao is related to various practical

electrode surface conditions.

In the microscopic treatment, on the other hand, a single protrusion

of suitable shape is assumed as a high field source leading to breakdown.

As a protrusion form, for example, Pederst.i-* adopted a hemisphere,

Avrutskii^ a spheroid and Berger^ a hemispherically capped rod, respective-

ly. They calculated the breakdown voltage caused by a protrusion and

compared it with the experimental value.

We first studied prebreakdown current characteristics in compressed

SF^ gas and then developed the microscopic treatment of the roughness

effect to find a limiting relation between a protrusion height and the

discharge inception field strength.

PREBREAKDOTO CURRENT

In this experiment, we used three different surfaces for an upper

electrode of various materials in a 5cm diameter sphere-to-plane

arrangement:

— highly polished smooth surface

surface having regular rounded unevenness of 50 fxm height

surface rubbed with an emery paper No. 80, which was found by an

electron-microscopic photography to have fine irregular protrusions

of maximum height 25 urn.

Prebreakdown current was measured in a short gap length of 3mm with

negative dc voltage under atmospheric pressure and 5 atm of SF6- No clear

difference of current characteristics between electrode materials of

aluminum, stainless-steel and brass was observed. Other main results are

summarized briefly because of space limitations.

Under atmospheric pressure, no prebreakdown current was detected

above the measurable limit of 10 A regardless of the cathode material

and roughness until breakdown suddenly occurred. At 5 atm, the current
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characteristics were found to vary greatly with surface conditions and

to be divided into the following three types:

Type A (smooth surface) : Prebreakdown current flows only as a few short

pulses of several nA a»~d, in most cases, only during the voltage applica-

tion to the first breakdown.

Type B (rounded unevenness) : Current also flows briefly but for a longer

time (sometimes several minutes) than Type A. If the voltage is raised

in steps, the current generally flows during the voltage rise or directly

after the step.

Type C (sharp protrusions) : Prebreakdown curient has a steady component

as well as pulsive ones. The steady component amounted to the order of

100 nA immediately before breakdown.

Examples of prebreakdown currents for these three types are shown in

Fig. 1. We may explain these characteristics with breakdown voltage for

three electrode surfaces as follows:

In Type A, pulsive prebreakdown current is probably attributed to remain-

ing very fine protrusions or perhaps also to attached free particles.

They melt during the first voltage application by high field (stress con-

ditioning) or by later sparks, which causes breakdown voltage to rise with

the breakdown number. In Type B, transient current is also considered due

to melting of remaining protrusions, which, owing to the surface uneven-

ness, may be larger than in Type A. For Type B, little or no rise of the

breakdown voltage with the application number was observed. On the other

hand, the electrode surface for Type C has many breakdown current sources,

which cause a steady component. The spark conditioning needed much more

breakdowns than for Type A.

Two possible mechanisms are suggested for prebreakdown current in

SF(,: field emission and ionization multiplication (microdischarge) at pro-

trusion tips. We recorded the faint light in a Type C gap by exposing

film several minutes at a voltage slightly lover than the breakdown* This

means that prebreakdown current is caused not by field emission but by

microdischarge, at least in a ccarse electrode surface, tfe consider that

microdischarge is a more probable cause than field emission in Types A and

B as welly because transient pulsive current suggests the sudden current
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increase at the instant when the discharge condition is satisfied

SECOND LIMITING FIELD IN SFfc GAS DISCHARGE

1. Discharge Inception Caused by a Sharp Protrusion

In the microscopic treatment of the surface roughness effect, the

discharge inception caused by a single protrusion is calculated from

*/
/ (« - ?)dx = K (1)
xm

where

a and V - ionization and attachment coefficients,

xm and x^ = points where the field strength is maximum and E/(a - V),

respectively, in a gap.

If we use

a - n = 27.7 (E - 89p) (2)6

where

E field strength in kV/cm,

p - gas pressure in atm,

we can derive a simple discharge condition,

V(x£) - 89 x^ - K/27.7 (3)

Both xm and the potential at Xm can be taken as zero without losing

generality. The term K is problematic, as it is not insignificant in

nonuniform fields. As the value of K, we' have suggested 18.6 + tn d (d =

gap length) in uniform fields and Nitta et al° used 18. But for safety

and a reason described in the Appendix, we here adopt 10.5 which Pedersen^

and others recently used.

Figure 2 shows E(j/p (E(j = macroscopic discharge inception field

strength) for some protrusions calculated from Eqs. (l) ~ (3) similarly

as made by Pedersen^ or Berger^. The dotted line is E^/p for the electrode

arrangement consisting of a 5cm diameter sphere with 50 //m regular un-
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Fig. 2 E(,/p versus ph (E() - Macroscopic Discharge Inception Field
Strength, p - Gas Pressure, h - Protrusion Height)

evenness and a plane that was used for measuring prebreakdown current. It

agrees very well with the measured values for three electrode materials.

Solid curves show Ea/p calculated for sharper spheroidal protrusions of

25 fim height. It is important that Ed/p is much lower for a sharper pro-

trusion in spite of the smaller height especially when p is higher.

Therefore, we derived the discharge field strength for sharpest pro-

trusions.

(i) Needle—like Protrusion

The field distribution at a needle-like protrusion with height h can

be analytically obtained by making thin a prolate spheroid which protrudes

towards a uniform field E o. If we take x from the protrusion end towards

the field direction, we find as a limit a singular field distribution

V = 0 and E is infinitely high

V = Eo (x + h) and E = Eo

at x = 0

at x > 0
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On applying this distribution to Eq.(3),

En(kV) = 3800/h (h in urn) (4)

(ii) Blade—like Protrusion

A very thin blade—like protrusion can be given as a limit of an

ellyptie cylinder in a uniform field E o. The field strength at x from

the protrusion end is

2hx,

E - Eo (x + h)/yx2 + 2hx

This field distribution gives as the discharge field strength

Eb(kV) = 100767.5ph - 1440 /h (h in jum) (5)

2. The Second Limiting Field Strength in SFg Gas Discharge

The field strength E/.(= 89p) was first derived by Geballe et al 9.

They called this value "the limiting field strength" for SF^ gas dis-

charge by suggesting that E/. is the discharge field strength in a uni-

form gap of SFg for larger p x d. If we compare two field strengths, En

and Ejj, with E£, E/. = const, x p, E n for a needle-like protrusion = const.

/h and Ej, lor a blade-like one = const. X^/p/h when p x h is large.

Ei, (= 89p) is considered the field strength causing discharge in

ideal conditions of SF6 gas, while E n (= 3800/h) is the lowest limit of

the discharge field strength that a protrusion of height h may cause.

Therefore, we would like to call this value "the second limiting field

strength in SF(, gas discharge". En is a very simple expression and has a

marked feature that it is independent of the gas pressure p. Figure 3

shows the discharge field strength E n and E D for needle-like and blade-like

protrusions of h = 25 and 50 /im with El. These curves show that, at higher

pressures, a sharp needle-like protrusion will determine the discharge

inception in SFg, even if it has a smaller height than a rounded or a

blade-Ike one.
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Fig. 3 Relation between Discharge inception Field Strength E o and Kind
of Protrusion

EXPERIMENT WITH UNIFORM GAPS

We studied the relation between electrode surface roughness and dis-

charge voltage experimentally with two Rogowski electrodes having com-

paratively large surface area. One of them is Aluminum-Aluminum, 15cm

in plane diameter, and the other Graphite-Graphite, 16cm in plane diametei

Protrusion heights on the surface were measured with a contact-needle

method (10 fim end diameter) on eight lines at 45-degrees intervals that

stretch radially from the center of the electrode surface. Although, in

practice, surface roughness is generally expressed by the difference be-

tween protrusion height and depression depth within a fixed length, we

adopted the protrusion height above a properly chosen surface level as the
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height which affects discharge inception. Figure 4 shows a cumulative

number distribution F(t) of these protrusion heights i on a logarithmic

normal probability chart for Aluminum and Graphite.

0.999

099

F(t

0.9

0.5

O.I

0.01

1.0

xy Aluminum

2.0 \r>1 3.0

10 20

4.0

Fig. 4 Cumulative Number Distribution P(t) of Protrusion Heights t on
a Logarithmic Normal Probability Chart

It is not easy, however, to obtain from these measurements the pro-

trusion height h which gives the second limiting field strength. Two

methods may be possible:

(a) Maximal measured heights : The five largest values of t were 14.7 ~

17.5 um for Aluminum and 32 ~- 43 Mm for Graphite. The problem is that
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[)i SCI/SSI ON

PARISH: In our calculations at Strathclydc For various ratios h/l> of

protrusion height/width, we wore concerned that, for values of h/b •'> 10,

the measured values of a/I' and the linear relation <n/T = A(l-/P) - li might

no longer he applicahle. How have you resolved this problem in calcula-

tions for protrusions with h/b = 1000? Also, have you any comments on

the conditions of h and h/b for which the calculation predicts corona

onset rather than direct breakdown?

TAKUMA: The purpose of our paper is to show the existence of the lowest

discharge inception field strength, liven if <t/V breaks away from and

becomes lower than the linear relation at higher Ii/P as you say, I- is

the lower limit in the safety side. On the second point of your question,

I; always predicts corona onset when corona precedes breakdown. I have

no idea of the boundary value of h and h/b for the transition. It cer-

tainly depends on the pressure.

COOKSON: On the calculation oV the effect of surface roughness in C'F

would one expect corona stabilization at the tips to effectively shield

the high field site?

TAKI'MA: You are ..trictly right in that the calculation is applicable

only to the field without space charge. I only claim that, for short

protrusion (where K n is relatively high), the breakdown voltage is near

the discharge inception voltage and that in such cases, I- may be a

practical estimate of the breakdown field strength.
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IUJTTON: I aj'.rce w i t h I he last two speakers that the i i i l ' l m m c o f space

charge, at t in- point1 , has to lie considered c a r e f u l l y . Relevant In t h i s

is the magnitude o l ' t in- emission current which you discussed at t he he-

j ; i j iu i i iy , o f your paper. Could you please t e l l tis the order o f magnitude

o f the eini •.•; i mi c t i f rent 1 ; you measured in t h«* «li f r«*r««iit sur face Ma tes?

TAKIIMA: I a l so a;>.ree that the ca ict i lat ton i •; ap|>t icahle on ly fo t he

f i e l d wi thout spate charj ' .c The majjut t tule o f the current was severa l

Ml A f o r Type A and Type H, and If) l<> A fm- Type C. I'.xatnpies are

shown in t IK.' pa|>er. l u r t hermore, I cons ide r , as descr ibed in the paper,

that the pre breakdown current was caused not l*v emiss ion Iml hy i o n i -

/.at ion iiiuf t i p l i ca l ion ( l o c a l d i •;«' ha r j ; e } , because f i r s t l y we observed a

fa i n t I i>'.ht f o r Type (! and secondly the pre breakdown >iirr ' i - i i ! f o r Types

A and l'» r i ses suddenty.
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KFFECT OF DURATION OF VOLTAGE APPLICATION AND NUMBER OF
NDUtnrXECC.J'ARTICI^ES ON jniE.J\CJBRgAimOHM.STRENGTH OF

"""" COMl¥ESSli> 'SFTItN A GOAXZAL SYSTEM

14. E. Wooceon, F. T. Emery
Mestinghouse Research & Development Center, 1310 BeulaHi Rd., Pgh.,l»A 15235

and
A. ti. Cookson

Westinghouse CGIT Laboratory, Westborough, MA 01.581

Breakdown results arc presented showing the effect of duration of
application of .*ic voltajje an the strength of a 7.5/25 cm coaxial electrode
systew containing free condtact ing |>articlc» and filled with ttoropressed SF .
.Sis'jvific.-int difference:': in atnumth are aiwvn to be ahtaintstl with a sto{>
procedure In which cite* volt.r)|*ij is Rbtintained ,»t a t:«»nwt.-mt level for three
minutas comjixired with «i ra«p increase i» voltage «t 2.3 kV/s.

Further results art* given which show the effect of bavins', various
number of fr ..«? particle*; present in the electrode system. Significant
differences in £tren?£th arm obtained with variation in the number of
particles fr«na mw to- sixteen with both the above mctitmi?; «f test. Break-
down paths involving wore than one particle are reported to occur in
some cases.

In SK..

above resu l t s arc discussed in terms of s t a t i s t i c a l effects which
fr«»» interact ions between the alternatintt-voltaKe, the par t i c le
and a c r i t i c a l {Ktrticle-to-etectrode spacing required for breakdown

Home possible consequences in the area *"" f'" '14 conditioning and in
s far fivld tes t ing praet ical Ky«tt**Ki . „. ilir>cti««ed»

T)*ct worfe M;I» perforcted at the West in-house Research am! Development
Center unuVr a research contract on " I ' a r t i e l e - in i t i a t ed breakdown"
iiponsictre*! jo in t ly !»y the Klectric I'ower fU?mtar*rh in s t i t u t e ami the U.S.
fleparttttent of Htwrp,y.

The concept «f tramimittinn larfte ?imot««l;a- «f low fr«t«n«ncy power

«»;!?;s.-*J ctinductor^ in.»ui«il«.t4 )»>< comprctssed gas in now a well

sittttl pracitictaJ pr«c«.«dure, and installaciwns exist in wany par ts of

tht> wen r i d . Tlieir r e l i a b i l i t y i« aehiitved through careful qual i ty control

and tttstioM t««»th in ihi* faetory and aCter a«»««!»l>» in the f ie ld . Bxi^ein

a a r e , hawuwer* not able «:*» eliminate a l l free conduct inn par t i c les
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from the system during assembly in the field, and these particles are

often potentially able to lead to a failure of the system by initiating a

flashover in the compressed gas. By suitable conditioning procedures it

is possible to transfer these particles from regions in which they can

cause failure into particle-tiaps where they are harmless. The system is

finally proved to be fully conditioned and free of active particles by an

ac proof field test at a voltage well above the working level.

This paper reports results obtained using fixed or free particles or

both, in a coaxial electrode system with SF, over a range of gas pressures.

The effect of using a stepped increase in voltage is compared with using

a linearly Increasing ramp voltage having a faster average rate of rise

of voltage. The effect on the breakdown voltage of varying the number of

free particles simultaneously present is reported, as are the effects on

particle motion of interactions between a fixed particle and free partic-

les. These results are discussed In relation to field testing procedures.

Breakdown with more than one particle in the flashover path, and th**

effect on breakdown strength of multi-particle breakdown is reported

•and discussed.

The strong statistical effects found in these experiments are closely

related to results previously reported by the authors on the critical

de: <-ndenoe of breakdown voltage on the particle-to-electrode spacing at

Che instant of breakdown for particle-initiated ac breakdown in compressed

SF,. ?or instance, for 6.4 mm lon^ aluminum particles in SF, at 0.44 MPa

(the working pressure of many practical SFf systems) the dependence of

breakdown voltage on the particle-to-electrode spacing is such that a

displacement of the particle from the critical by less than half a milli-

meter (either tuwards or away from the electrode) increases the breakdown

voltage by about forty percent. Movement of the particle into

contact with the electrode doubles the breakdown voltage. This critical

spacing of a free particle normally exists fo:. only a small fraction of

the time because of its rapid motion to and fro between the electrodes.
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In addition, the peak ac voltage exists for only a small fraction of eacb

cycle and only positive polarity is favorable for breakdown.

This paper reports the strong statistical effects which are

observed as a result of these phenomena mainly as a strong

dependence of breakdown voltage on time of application of voltage in the

range of minutes to hours and a dependence of the breakdown strength on

the number of free particles present.

APPARATUS

Coaxial aluminum electrodes with an inner conductor of 76 mm OD and

an outer conductor of 250 mm inside diameter were used inside a cylindrical

steel pressure vessel, 0.73 m in diameter by 1.7 m high inside.

A 450kV 60Hz 0.5A 3-cascade transformer was used for breakdown tests with

a 180 kohm series resistor. Visual observations of particle movement and

corona were made via four windows in the wall of the steel pressure

vessel. Corona measurements were made using the signal developed across

a small inductor in the ground connection to the electrode system. Sixty

Hertz and dc corona current measurements employed the same bridge circuit
2

as in previous experiments .

RESULTS

Fig. l(a) shows the variation of 60Hz breakdown voltage (or maximum

withstand voltage) with SF, gas pressure for a coaxial electrode system

containing an aluminum particle 6.4 mm long by 0.45 mm diameter One of

the three curves on the figure applies to the case where the particle is

fixed perpendicular to, and is in electrical contact with, the inner

coaxial conductor.No free particles are present. The second curve applies

to the case where the particle is free to move to and fro between the

electrodes under the influence of the 60Hz voltage. In both the above

cases the test voltage is raised from zero at a constant rate of 2.3kV/s

until breakdown occurs. The third curve is also for a free particle, but

the voltage is raised in 5kV steps at three-minute intervals, the voltage

remaining at a constant rms value between steps.
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Breakdown with Ramped or Stepped Voltage Test Procedures

Considering first the two curves of Fig. l(a) each relating to a

single free particle it can be seen that there is a significant difference

in the breakdown strength depending on whether the voltage is raised at a

constant rate of 2.3kV/s, or is raised in 5kV steps with the voltage main-

tained at a constant level for three minutes between steps. The curve

plotted in Fig. l(a) for the latter case is the highest withstand voltage.

The lowest breakdown voltage is 5kV higher since 5kV voltage steps are

used. The bars on the ramped curve represent the range of breakdown

voltages recorded. It may be seen that the lowest breakdown voltage for

the stepped voltage test is less than the lowest breakdown voltage using

ramped voltages over the whole range of gas pressures used. Similar exper-

iments with two, four, eight and sixteen free particles present show that

the breakdown voltage with the stepped-voltage procedure is significantly

lower in each case than where the voltage is ramped upwards (Figs. 1 and 2)

HMun. A1 si coi.
D

r Breakdown voltige for a single particle on inner conductor.
I No tree particles

I Breakdown vottage for a tingle free partii w No U»ed a r t i c

r> Three minute wilr?tfand votisqn for one fre* particle

No fii«J (article

Plotted point represents ihe manmum vortaqe lewi the

system can hoW for a three minute perron 11 5 JtV /

as 1.0
Gas Pr«sure (MPa>

Fig.1(a)-Breakdown voltage for a single fixed 6.4 mm long x 0.45 mm dia-
meter aluminum particle attached to the Inner conductor compared to the
breakdown voltage for a single free 6.4 mm particle.
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(b)

7. 10Q

x
8

If

O.Mem. Ai a coar

T Breakdown voltage for a single panicle fixed on inner conductor.
I fio free particles

1 I
I Breakdown vo!t*re tor four free panicles, fio rued panicle J

i% three minute withstand voltage for t r , r tree panicles

Voltage Raised
| at 2.1 KV/s

issig)

0 15 B W n 100 I B 150 200

100 150
Whin

U 5 1.6
Gas Pressure I MPal

(c)

« tingle (uriicle ffced on Inner condurtor.

UMan. AI

Breakdown voftiqe for ««teen »r« particW.

three minute withstand voH#je for suieen free (anicies

VutUqe HiHed

0 15 5 SO 75 KB 125 150

ISO
losial

as i.o
CJS Pr«sur> I MPai

Fig. l(b) and (c)-Breakdown voltage for a single fixed 6.4 mm long x
0.45 mm diameter aluminum particle attached to the Inner conductor com-
pared with the breakdown voltage for ((b)top) four free particles and
((c) bottom) sixteen free particles.
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Breakdown with Fixed or Free Particles

We have reported previously the considerable difference between the

16-free-particle breakdown voltage at gas pressure less than about 0.8 MPa

(100 psig) and the corresponding breakdown level for a single particle

fixed perpendicularly on the inner conductor and in electrical contact

with it (Fig. l(c)). The 16-free-particle breakdown level is frequently

only half of the fixed-particle level over this gas pressure range despite

the fact that the free particle is very near the inner electrode at

the instant of breakdown and therefore in a position similar to that

occupied by the fixed particle. The breakdown strength with 16-free

particles differs little with gas pressure over this range. These points

will be discussed later.

Breakdown with Various Numbers of Free Particles

Over the whole range of SF. gas pressures the breakdown voltages
o

generally decrease with increasing number of particles with both testing

procedures. This can be seen for the ramped-voltage test in Fig. 2(a)

and for the stepped tests in Fig. 2(L). The numbers on the curves inn ir«t-e

the number of free particles in the te.«t. Fig. 2 also demonstrates a

point made above viz. that the breakdown voltages obtained with the lower

average rate of voltage rise (the stepped-voltage procedure) are lower than

for ramped-voltage tests for each number of free particles (compare 2(a)

with 2(b)).

Breakdown with More Than one Free Particle in the Breakdown Pas.h

Many photographs were obtained with more than one free breakdown in the

breakdown path. The lowest multi-particle breakdown (Table 1) is generally at

a higher voltage than the lowest single-particle breakdown voltaee. However,

in considering this result it should be noted that the great majority of

breakdowns involve only one particle. Thustalthough multi-particle

breakdown occurs it does not generally decrease the mean breakdown

voltage to a significant extent. It is possible that breakdown is

initiated by the particle near the inner coaxial conductor, and the

presence or absence of another (or more) particles in the breakdown path

has little or no effect on the magnitude of the breakdown voltage.
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if fl>

L

Fig. 2(a)-Breakdown voltafte in <i 7.6/25 cm diameter Coaxial system in SF,
with various numbers of free (>-*> mm long x 0.45 niia diameter aluminum
particles. Voltage raised at 2.3kV/s. The number of particles is shown
on each curve.

Î I j«. vi w re in tw

vi tag tv>
IflMt

Fig. 2(b)-Maximum voltage which can be maintained for three minutes with**
out breakdown in a 7.6/25cm diameter Coaxial system in SFg with various
numbers of free 6.4 mm long x0.45 mm diameter aluminum particles. The
number of particles is shown against each curve.
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Interact ions isetwen a Ffsed Particle and Free Particles

;>rc»Kure range a particle fijeed on the inner conductor, and In electrical

CORCICC with it, exerts a strong iltyi?5ll.V̂ . foree on free particles. It Is

not unusual for breakdown to be init:i<itc*d with a free particle standing

on the tip of the fined particle- (Pig. '!), and hence effectively forming a

single particle of twice the* length. However the breakdown voltages ob-

served ;ire not appreciably different from those obtained for a «inf,le

fiKed particle, in the absence of free j*arttcles CFij». '«).

6

pressure ranp.e a fixed particle on the conductor stroitfily repels free

particles. This effect is so powerful! that in our tests all free particles

are elected from the electrode system (FJ|». 'i(.t)) while the voltaic is

be in;; raised an«l before breakdown in tests ;it pressure*! less than about

0.8 Mf'a (S(JO pslf,). ThuK.al thouKh several particles are present initially,

the breakdown voltage is that for a sinj'le fixed particle, ,il! the free

particles havittR left the system durin;; the 100s <*r HO that is required

to tra'.;e the volt*i};e. At SI-" pr«*i«ures of near to 0.6 MI'a (75 psifj) the

repulsion is not so marked and, with rapidly ramped voltages, breakdown

occurs at a lower volt«p,e than with a fixed particle alone, and usually

occur;; with one or snore free particles still nreseiu within the electrode

system (Fig. 4(b)).

Table 1. Comparison of Breakdown Voltages with Single Particle
and Multi-particle Tnvolvment

Lowest3 B/D Strength Lowest'1 6/0 Strength
Number of with One Free Par- with n Free Parti-

$ Free Particles
Pressure in 7.6/25cm
feslB)(MPa)

200 1.46 16
150 1.12 16
100 0.78 16
75 0.71 8
50 0.44 16

aLowest out of five breakdown measurements.

B/D means breakdown.

cle Involved in
B/D Path
B/D(kV nns)

180
164
135
162
176

cle Involved in
B/D Pat

B/D(kV rms)

195
160
169
167
176

h
n

2
*4
^4

2
3
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the iml.-irily of the voltage will be favourable on only half the occasions

win.! re the above l.ictors art- all favourable. Shift- breakdown delays of

tlit» nnlt-r nf Iens <>f microseconds art- observed (n impulse tests i/i com-

pressed SI-' li'/stems it .seems possible that even when all the above

factor:; are favourable, breakdown may still not always develop into a

complete flasbover between the electrodes. The eleetrode area between the
2

particle and the elerlrode is also very small ('>•().0(H mm )ancl the K<ip h«K

a very small volume of stressed j«as ('>•') x JO mm ) . l'or negative l.if»ht-

iil»l}t impulse w.ivcii the elect r it- strength, and the standard deviation of

Ml re»»j«,lh, both iiirrea.se with decreasing electrode area . Thus it appears

that breakdown will occur on only a small fraction of the occasions when

part Ic le,«» bounce on the inner conductor and this is observed in practice.

It has also constituted one of the major experimental difficulties In

studying particle initiated breakdown. This difficulty may be overcome

by usiiif, a particle fixed at I he critical spacing'.

The "Number <» I -I'arJ icier;11 and "Kaf-of-Vol laf-e-K i se" Kffects Both Kesult
from the i.ov I'robabitity of Breakdown at the Minimum hreakdown Voltage

The iif|ieinleiif'c of the part I c le- in 11 i aled break<lown voltage on the

number «»1 particles an<l on the j»roceilure for raisin)' I he voltage are thus

both consequences of the statistical nature oi breakdown initiated by

particles. The average ral«- of rise ol voltage in I lie tests usinj' ramped

vollajtes is soim- eij'hty times greater than that «isinj> stepped voltage

increiM-nlK, and thus results in eighty times fewer particle bounces on

which breakdown inij'.ht be initiated. The correspond inf, increase in mean

breakdown v<»llaj»e in about twenty percent O'ij'. 2).

The decrease in breakdown strength with increase in number of free

particles from one to sixteen varies somewhat with j«as pressure but is

about fifteen percent over most: of the >>as pressure ranj'e for both pro-

cedures i»f rai.sinj' the voltage. Thus, if the effect of a larj'er number

of particles IK only t° Increase the number or frequency of impacts on

the electrode al which breakdown conditions are favourable, then an in-

crease in the number of impacts by a factor of sixteen results in a

decrease in the breakdown strength by some fifteen percent. This is

compatible with the previous result rhnt an increase in the number of

impacts by a factor o. eighty reduces the breakdown voltage by a factor

of about twenty percent. These results are similar to the reductions
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in electric strength reported by Hauschild of four, nine and fourteen

percent for five, ten and thirty spherical particles in SF, at 1 bar.
o

Application to Tests on Practical Equipment

In applying these results to the field testing of practical systems

it may be noted that there is a detectable difference between the results

for 8 and for 16 particles using the 3-minute stepped-voltage procedure.

On the basis of the number of bounces being the significant factor one

might therefore expect there to be a similar difference between results

for a single particle tested with a voltage stepped up at 8x3=24 minute

intervals compared with one stepped at 48 minute intervals.

Breakdown at the lowest possible voltage for a particular particle

in a particular system appears to occur with a very low probability. Thus,

field test voltages to demonstrate the absence of particles may have to be

applied for long periods of the order of hours or days. The effect of theac

voltage in moving particles into effective traps would eliminate the need for

a long duration test.

Multi-Particle Breakdown

Although breakdowns are observed in these tests in which more than

one particle is present in the breakdown arc, the associated breakdown

voltage is not lower than the minimum for single-particle breakdown and

there is thus little effect on the breakdown results in these experi-

ments (Table 1). In a practical system the probability of a multi-particle

breakdown occurring at a significantly lower voltage than for a sinele

particle over a long period of time is very low. Since

most particles will be moved into traps at an early stage in conditioning,

multi-particle breakdown is not likely.

Interactions Between Fixed and Free Particles

Attraction of Free Particles by a Fixed Particle at High Gas Pressures

At high pressures in SF, (̂ 0.8 MPa) the locally high field ear the

tip of a particle fixed on the inner conductor strongly attracts free part-

icles which acquire a dipole charge and also possibly a net charge. The

dipole charge leads to an attractive force towards the fixed particle

and at breakdown the free particle is sometimes observed sitting on the
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tip of the fixed particle (Fig. 3). The breakdown voltage is, however,

rarely decreased by ics presence. Any high-field regions will attract free

particles in this manner to some extent.

Repulsion of Free Particles by a Fixed. Partiele ..«t _Lj?wer_(>4_s_^ress»rcs

At SF& gas pressures of less than about 0.8 MPa (100 psig) the tip

of the fixed particle is surrounded by a corona giow discharge and strong

electric wind effects are observed, as well as appreciable electric

currents e.g. peak currents of 0.12mA at 25OkV making an instantaneous

power of 30W available to drive an electric wind.

In this pressure range Che breakdown voltage for n fixed particle

is considerably above (e.g. 100% above) the corona inception and elec-

tric wind starting voltage. \t voltages above the corona starting volt-

age the free particles are promptly ejected from the space between the

electrodes. The mechanism is not certain, but it is probably a combina-

tion of the force of ti- '.ectrie wind and of electrical charging of

the free particles by the :harge in the wind i.e. if the fixed point

is of positive polarity, so is the space charge in the electric wind and

this will tend to charge the free particles positive also. There will

then be a repulsion between the fixed and free particles carrying like

charges. The dipole attraction which dominates at high pressures will

still be present, but it is evidently overwhelmed by the two forces

described above and the free particles are ejected rapidly from the

electrode region. It appears likely that in this pressure range free

particles also repulsively interact with each other. Such behaviour is

noticeable where wire-like particles tend to space themselves out evenly

while executing low-amplitude hopping motion inside a coaxial electrode

system.
CONCLUSION

The dependence of the free-particle initiated breakdown voltage

on both the number of free particles prtsent in the system and on the

rate of rise of voltage has been reported, and both have been shown to be

associated with the low probability of breakdown at the minimum breakdown

voltage. This low probability .?? breakdown is in turn associated with a

critical particle-to-ele'.trode spacing which is necessary for breakdown

at the minimum voltage, and the rapid increase in breakdown voltage with

change in spacing away from the critical spacing.
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Thu&, the (Statistics o» particle-initiated breakdown are such that

m'ttimt testa are required to determine minimum breakdown levels.

Multi-particle breakdown is reo&rted but: does not result in siRoifi-

crtaily lower breakdown voleasies.

Strong interactions between free particles and a particle fixed on the

inn#r conductor of a canginl sv«c«»» are reoorted for the first time.

At high prensures atiowe about G.B HPn (iflO nsl&) the force is «;cncrdlly

ijetraccivi; while «u lover pressttre.s it is repulsive leading to expulsion

«f the free particles froa the electrode system «r into particle traps.
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DISCUSSION

DAKIN: The breakdown behavior with particles fixed at a short dis-

tance from the electrode and with moving particles which occasionally

reach this position can be understood by recalling that the impulse

strength with point electrodes is lower than the AC or positive DC

strength in the pressure range where corona space charge reduces the

local stress. When a particle near an electrode sparks to the electrode

high on the AC cycle this would produce a sudden higher impulse potential

at the particle tip, resulting in a reduced breakdown voltage since

there is a time delay for space charge development.

WQOTTON: A single answer is given to both this comment and that by

Roy Nakata. (See below).

NAKATA: I concur with Dr. Dakin's explanation of Mr. Wootton's test

which showed that particles situated a short distance from the center

electrode cause breakdown to occur (at moderate to low Pd) at voltages

lower than for a fixed particle cemented to the central conductor. Mo-

tion picture films taken with an all quartz optical system (which will

be shown in the panel discussion) show the impulse type of sparking which

takes place at the center electrode and hovering particle, so that corona

stabilization does not occur. By contrast, the cemented fixed particle

can establish a steady state corona stabilized space charge thereby re-

sulting in a higher breakdown voltage.

WOOTTON: The results of the work with particles fixed a short distance

from the inner conductor (and electrically isolated from it) have been
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published previously, (see Ref. 1 of the paper) and Dr. Dakin's explana-

tion is identical to that given in Ref. 1, i.e., that the corona stabiliza-

tion space-charge is able to adjust its magnitude and distribution to the

comparatively slowly changing 60Hz voltage, but is unable to cope with the

rapid potential changes resulting from breakdown of the small particle-to-

electrode gap. The temporarily inadequate stabilization then leads to

breakdown of the large gap. The AC free-particle initiated breakdown be-

havior is thus partially dependent on the impulse response of the gas.

With regard to the comment on sparking at the center conductor, breakdown

occurs above the corona inception voltage at low gas pressures for both

isolated particles and for particles connected to the electrode so that

stabilization is occurring in all these cases (Fig. 4 of the paper).

Current is continuously injected into the corona space charge at the tip of

the particle high on the 60Hz cycle and is being carried away partly by ion

drift and partly by the corona wind. This current has to be supplied via

the small particle-to-electrode gap. Photomultiplier, current and dis-

charge detector measurements show (Ref. 1 of the paper) that this conduc-

tion current is carried sometimes as pulses and sometimes as an arc. The

final breakdown occurs near the peak AC voltage after (conduction)current

has been crossing the small gap for some hundreds or thousands of micro-

seconds. The film which I will show tomorrow during the Applied Panel

Session will illustrate that corona stabilization and electric winds also

occur around free particles remote from the electrodes. Jets of gas can be

seen streaming away from the tips of the particles. It seems probable that

some degree of corona stabilization (maybe small in some cases) preceded

breakdown in all the low pressure experiments using 6.4 mm long particles.
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The explanation of "fire fly" behavior also depends on the existence

of corona currents under both AC and DC conditions.

COOKE: The long duration time delay to breakdown associated with

particle movement you have reported is good news to those of us trying

to describe area effects and long-term reductions in insulation strength

in gas insulated apparatus. Would you comment as to whether such area

and time effects may be the result of this type of delay with naturally

occurring particles?

WOOTTON: It appears entirely possible that this type of mechanism may

apply to microparticles as well as to the larger particles used in our

experiments. With microparticles the electric stress at breakdown would

be higher but the delays may also be greater because of the smaller gas

volumes involved in the particle-to-electrode gap. On the other hand,

the volume of the corona stabilized charge is also smaller and readjust-

ment of the space charge magnitude and volume after breakdown of the

particle-to-electrode gap may occur very rapidly •
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DIELECTRIC STRENGTHS OF NEW GASES AND GAS MIXTURES*

I). R. James, L. G. Christophorou, R. Y. Pai, M. 0. Pace,
R. A. Mathis, I. Sauers, and C. C. Chan

Health and Safety Research Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

ABSTRACT

We have argued earlier and we emphasize further in this
paper that the most effective gaseous dielectrics are gas
mixtures with components chosen on the basis of fundamental
physicochemical knowledge, especially on low-energy
electron-molecule interactions. On the basis of such
knowledge, especially on electron attachment and electron
slowing down, a number of new gases and gas mixtures have
been found with breakdown strengths superior to pure SFg.
These include the unitary gases c-C^Fe (perfluorocyclo-
butane), C<4Fg (perfluorobutene-2), C4F5 (perfluoro-2-butyne),
CfcFio (perfluorocyclohexene), CSFQ (perfluorocyclopentene),
and CeFi2 (perfluorodimethyleye1obutane), and the multi-
component gas mixtures 20% Ct,F6 + 80% SF6, 40% Ĉ Fg + 60% N2,
50% C,,F6 + 50% SF6, and 30% CuF6 + 20% SF6 + 50% N2 with DC
breakdown strengths relative to SF6 of 1 equal to 1.4, 1.8,
2.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 1.3, 1.4, 1.75, and 1.33, respectively.
Our findings on these and other systems will be presented
and discussed. Results will be presented and discussed,
also, on the dielectric strengths of some of the above new
gases measured with cylindrical electrode geometries using
different center conductor diameters. Finally, our findings
on the initial decomposition products of some of the new
insulators caused by electron impact will be presented and
their implications assessed.

INTRODUCTION

As electric transmission line voltage levels continue to increase,

there is a corresponding need to upgrade the performance of gaseous

dielectrics. Existing gaseous insulators clearly do not meet all of

•Research sponsored by the Department of Energy under contract with
Union Carbide Corporation.

^Also, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916.
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the requirements of the power industry, and it is unlikely that any

single gas will be satisfactory for all conditions. Solutions, there-

fore, to the many and varied problems and needs relating to high voltage

insulation (and improvements over present procedures) must be sought in

the development and use of multicomponent gas mixtures.

We anticipate that the best multicomponent gaseous insulators will

be comprised of components selected according to basic knowledge on

their physical and chemical properties. Especially significant among

these are the basic processes involved in the interaction of low-energy

electrons with the dielectric gas molecules, such as electron attachment,

electron energy loss, and electron impact ionization, as a function of

electron energy and the relation of these to molecular structure.

We have undertaken a systematic investigation of the basic and

applied aspects of the dielectric strengths of unitary and multicomponent

gaseous systems, and in this paper we present and briefly discuss some

of the pertinent findings of this work.

APPARATUS

Two pieces of apparatus have been employed in the present investi-

gations of breakdown voltages of gases and gas mixtures. The first

apparatus consisted of a small stainless steel chamber approximately

6 liters in volume which could be evacuated to less than 10"6 torr. The

high voltage electrode was a 3/4-in. stainless steel sphere and the

ground electrode was a 3-1/2-in. stainless steel plane mounted onto a

micrometer drive. Negative high voltage was applied to the sphere by a

60-kV power supply. The electrode separation was kept small to approxi-

mate uniform field conditions (e.g., a 1-mm electrode gap resulted in a

field nonuniformity of ^3.5%).

The second apparatus comprised a larger chamber of M O liters

volume which was routinely evacuated to less than 10~6 torr before gas

was admitted to the chamber. The electrode assembly consisted of two

stainless steel planes, the profiles of which were designed according

to the work of Pearson and Harrison.1 A 300-kV DC power supply

(Deltatron L300-2C) from Delta Ray Corporation provided a negative high

voltage relative to the grounded electrode.
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Both apparatuses had similar controllers which automatically

ramped the voltage, detected the spark, and held the breakdown voltage

reading on a digital voltmeter. Ultraviolet light from a deuterium

lamp was used to irradiate the electrodes. To obtain a data point,

usually a minimum of ten breakdowns were recorded at each value of P and

d (P is the gas pressure and d is the electrode separation), and the

average value and standard deviation were calculated. The ratio of the

standard deviation to the mean was used as a measure of the scatter in

the data. In general this scatter was '\,2° for the sphere-plane geometry,

although at the highest values of Pd employed, this scatter was at times

larger (still, however, -"fi1..). With the plane-plane electrode geometry

the scatter was 1̂"» below 200 kV and typically between 2 to 3°» above

^200 kV.

BRF.AKDOWN STRIINCTIIS - UNITARY CASI-S

Dielectric Cases with Vapor Pressures in
l-xcess of One Atmosphere

In our investigations we have found a number of high vapor pressure

(1 atm at ambient temperature) gases which have high dielectric

strengths. Some of these gases, their dielectric strengths relative to

that of SI'f,, and their vapor pressures at ambient temperatures are listed

in TabH 1. In Fig. 1 are shown the breakdown voltages, Vs, for a number

of unitary gases as functions of Pd. The fluorocarbons were found to

have the highest dielectric strength; Ci,Fg (pcrfluoro-2-butyne) in

particular has more than twice the dielectric strength of SFf). The

double-bonded Ci,F8 (perfluorocyclobutene-2) and the cyclic-C^Fg (per-

fluorocyclobutane) compounds are two other fluorocarbons with high

dielectric strengths. Perf 1 uoropropane (C3F8), although with eif'ht

fluorine atoms, has a dielectric strength slightly lower than SF6. This

molecule, however, has no double bonds and attaches low-energy electrons

very weakly.3

The breakdown voltage, V , in uniform electric fields was found to

be a function of Pd and not an explicit function of P alone. A

possible exception, however, seems to be SFg which for pressures

>2000 torr shows1* deviation from Paschen's law.



T.-iblc 1. Relative DC Breakdown Strengths of
Some Unitary Cases (Vapor Pressures 1̂ Atm)'1

Relat ive Vapor Pressure
Gas Strength Atm (°C)

Ci.l-V, (perfluoro-2-butyne) 2.2 A.Hh (23)

Ctt\
:
H (perfluorobutene-2) { . ̂  - 1 . S 2.02° (21.1)

<r-(3i,l;(> (pcrf luorocyc lobutcnc} 1.7 1

(-'i'(, (perf'luoro-1 ,3-biif adienc) 1.4 "•• I

c-Cl(l"H (pe rnuo imyt lob i i i ane ) 1.3-1.4 2.!) (24.3)

Sl-f, (sulfur hcxafluoride) 1.0 22.77° (21.1)

C (IH (perfluoropropanc) 0.93 7.81C (21.1)

Nv (nitrogenj 0.40 g

C0? (carbon dioxide) 0.37 57.5° (21.1)

All breakdown strength data are from Rcf. 4 except those on c-Ci,Ff,
which arc unpublished recent results by the Oak Ridge group.

Present estimated value.

William Braker and Allen 1,. Mossman, Mathcson Gas Data Book, 5th V.d
Mathcson Gas Products, liast Rutherford, New Jersey, 1971.

dBoiling point = 7.4-7.6°C.

eBoiling point = 5-6°C.

E. C. Coyner and I), llanesian, Freon Technical Bulletin l:L-5, n. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Inc., 1964.

^Critical temperature -147.1°C; N2 cannot be liquefied at temperatures
higher than this.
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Fig. 1. Breakdown voltage, Vs, as a function of Pd for high pressure
atm) unitary gases. The CO2 data are from Ref. 2.

Dielectric Gases with Vapor Pressures
Less Than One Atmosphere

Many compounds with vapor pressures less than one atmosphere at

room temperature were found to have higher dielectric strengths than

at comparable pressures. The relative breakdown strengths of some of

these are given in Table 2, and the Vs vs Pd curves are shown in Fig. 2.

The pressures employed ranged from 20 torr for C7Fg (octafluorotoluene)

to 281 torr for Ĉ Fg (hexafluoro-l,3-butadiene). Comparisons with SF6

were made only when SF6 could be measured at the same or nearly the same

pressure. The curvature of the breakdown voltage vs Pd seen in Fig. 2

is due to the low pressures employed which required the electrode
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T.iblt> 2. Relative DC Breakdown Strengths of
Some Low Vapor Pressure Compounds*1

Compound Relative Strength

^•6^12 (mixture of 1,2- and 1,3- ,
perfluorodimethylcyclobutane) 2.3-2.4

c

C«>l:8 (pcrfluorocyclopentcne) 2.1-2.2

C^TJO (pcrfluorocyclohcxcnc) l.!>-2.2

C?l:ii« (perfluoromethylcyclohcxanc) 2.1
CfjFjr, (pcrfluoro-1,3-

dimcthylcyclohexane) '̂ 2.3

CyFft (octafluorotoluene) ^2

CyI-1 ## (pcrf Iuoroheptcnc-I) 1.2

SF(, (sulfur hexafluoride) 1.0

Data from Ref. A except as noted.

At 26.7°C the vapor pressure is 31)4.3 torr.

Soiling point = 25CC.

At 21.7°C the vapor pressure is '»-95 torr.

cAt low pressures the Vs for this compound was found to be 1.3 times
that of Ci4Fg under identical experimental conditions.

Unpublished result of the Oak Ridge group, measured with respect to
under identical experimental conditions.

separation to be relatively large (up to 10 mm in some cases) in order

to obtain Pd values in the range 0.5 £ Pd £ 2.5 atm-mm. Hence, the

electric field was highly nonunifornt in these cases, and in general the

breakdown voltage was not a linear function of Pd.

These low vapor pressure compounds, although unsuitable by themselves

as dielectrics due to their low vapor pressures at room temperature, may
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Fig. 2. Breakdown voltage, Vs, as a function of Pd for low pressure
(<1 atm) unitary gases at the indicated pressures for sphere-plane elec-
trode geometry.
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have potential use as additives to higher pressure buffer gases such as

N2. For example, a 10% C6Fi0/9O% N2 mixture at 500 torr total pressure

has a 20% higher breakdown voltage than a 10% SF6/90% N2 mixture at the

same pressure. But, even more importantly, the study of these gases

provides basic information necessary for the understanding of the role

of fundamental physical processes in the electrical breakdown.

The Role of Electron Attachment as a
Function of Electron Energy

In order to develop new improved gas dielectrics, the basic physical

properties of the dielectric itself must be identified and understood,

especially in relation to their effect on the breakdown voltage. We

have been investigating the role of one such basic property of the

dielectric; namely, electron attachment as a function of electron energy.

Although our systematic study of the electron attachment properties of

the compounds in Tables 1 and 2 is still not complete, the data presented

in Fig. 3 are quite revealing.

Let us, then, draw our attention to Fig. 3 where the electron

attachment cross section as a function of electron energy, o (e), is

plotted for several gases of high dielectric strength.1*"6 The line

designated as nX2 represents the maximum s-wave capture cross section

(Jt = A/2TT and X is the electron deBroglie wavelength). The o (E) for

SFg approaches the theoretical maximum at near-thermal energies and is

quite large at M).3 eV. (The peak at M).3 eV is due to SF5" while at

thermal energies SF6" is the dominant ion formed.) At energies £0.4 eV,

the SFg capture cross section rapidly decreases so that SF6 cannot

effectively capture electrons with kinetic energies in excess of this

energy. It is seen from Fig. 3 that the attachment cross sections for

c-C^Fs, CijFs, and C^FQ remain substantial to electron energies £l eV.

These latter gases, therefore, are capable of capturing effectively

electrons to much higher energies than SF6. Our breakdown measurements

(Table 1) clearly show that for the latter group of compounds the break-

down strengths are significantly higher than that of SFg. On the basis

of these findings and additional measurements currently in progress,6
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Fig. 3. Electron attachment cross sections as a function of elec-
tron energy for SF6, c-C^Fs, CitFe (perfluorobutene-2), and d,F6 (perfluoro-
2-butyne). TT?L2 is the maximum s-wave electron capture cross section
(Refs. 5 and 6).
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the efficient capture of electrons in the range of energies 0.4 < c <_

1.2 eV evidently reduces significantly the number of free electrons

available for initiating breakdown, with a resultant increase in the

breakdown strength of the dielectric. More generally, the overlap of

the electron energy (or velocity) distribution with the electron

attachment cross section must be sufficiently large to cause a substan-

tial increase in t!." breakdown voltage.

Optimizing the Gaseous Dielectric

We have suggested earlier5 the criteria for an optimum gas

dielectric; namely, that a good dielectric should maximize the quantity

oa(e)f(e,E/P)de [maximize] (1)

0

and minimize the quantity

a.(e)f(e,E/P)de [minimize], (2)

where a (e) and o.(e) are the electron-attachment and electron-impacta I

ionization cross sections, respectively, and f(E,E/P) is the electron

energy distributio1 cunction as a function of electron energy c and

pressure reduced e ^ ric field E/P, and I is the ionization threshold

energy.

Condition (1) is satisfied when o (e) is as large as possible over

as wide an energy range as possible. Since electron attachment processes

are resonant processes with cross sections decreasing with increasing

energy position of the resonance (see Fig. 3 and Ref. 5), f(e,E/P)

should be shifted to as low an energy as possible. To fulfill

condition (2), the ionization threshold would need to be high and the

energy distribution shifted to low energies. Thus in each case the

electron energies should be reduced as much as possible. Such a reduc-

tion in the electron energy is accomplished by elastic and especially
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inelastic electron scattering processes, some of which are discussed in

the next section on dielectric mixtures.

Important as the electron energy distribution function is in

assessing the role of the various basic processes on breakdown [see

relations (1) and (2)], to our knowledge presently there are no ;* rect

measurements of this quantity for gaseous media under prebreakdown

conditions. There exists only a limited indirect knowledge of f(e,E/P)

for some simple gases. The main difficult) in computing f(r.,E/P) from

electron transport data lies in the fact that a large amount of basic

detailed information on the microscopic cross sections is required,

which for a complex molecular gas or a gas mixture makes the indirect

deduction of f(e,E/P) very uncertain. Plans to measure directly

f(e,E/P) for pure polyatomic gases and gas mixtures under prebreakdown

conditions are under consideration at our laboratory.

Prior to closing this section, it is emphasized that important as

the process of electron attachment is in affecting the dielectric

strength of a gaseous medium, it is not the only gas property which

determines the behavior of the gaseous dielectric. Elastic and inelas-

tic (especially indirect via negative ion resonances5) electron

scattering as well as electron impact ionization at low energies can also

be crucial [see relations (1) and (2)]. It can be seen, for example,

from Fig. 3 that the electron attachment cross section above thermal

energies for c-Cj,F8 is generally higher than that for C^Fg (perfluoro-

butene-2), although th" breakdown voltage of c-C^Fs is substantially

less than that of its isomer. This may be due to the presence of the

double bond in perfluorobutene-2, since, as we have shown earlier for a

number of hydrocarbons,3 the presence of double and triple bonds lowers

the average electron energy at a given E/P.

Basic studies at our laboratory have been and are being aimed at

the identification of the mechanisms of electron energy loss and on the

dependence of the cross sections of these on the details of the molecular

structure. It is on the basis of such knowledge that we would hope to

optimize our choice of dielectric gases.
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BREAKDOWN STRENGTHS - GAS MIXTURES

Gas mixtures as dielectrics have the advantage that they can be

tailored to a specific need, whereas a unitary gas must be universally

good under all conditions. For example, SF6 performs well in uniform

fields, but in the presence of nonuniform fields (as in the case of

particle contamination) its strength deteriorates considerably. It is

quite possible that gas mixtures can have a greatly improved nonuniform

field performance.

There are several ways to approach systematically the development

of dielectric gas mixtures, all of which require detailed knowledge of

basic cross sections in order to assess the compatibility of the

component gases and to maximize synergistic effects. One approach

involves the use of several electron attaching gases in combination to

map as wide an energy range as possible with large electron attachment

cross sections. In this manner, one attempts to approach the theoretical

maximum electron attachment cross section (see Fig. 3) and hence maximize

expression (1). As far as electron attachment is concerned, this would

be the optimal dielectric. Another approach involves the use of

efficient electron attaching and electron slowing down gases, the latter

being used for the purpose of shifting f(e,F,/P) to lower energy and in

such a way as to optimize (1) and (2).

Binary Mixtures of Efficient Electron Attaching Gases

In Table 3 data are presented on the relative breakdown strengths

of binary mixtures of Ci+Fg and SFg. The relative breakdown strength of

the binary mixture increases with the amount of C^Fg. The measured

relative strengths were in each case larger than the weighted average

(fraction of Ci+Fg x relative strength of Ĉ Fg + fraction of SF6 x

relative strength of SFg) calculated by using a relative breakdown

strength of 2.2 for C^Fg. These results indicate a synergistic effect

between the two gases.
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Table 3. Relative Breakdown Strengths of Binary Mixtures of
SF6 and Ĉ Fg (perfluoro-2-butyne)

(T = 298°K, Ptotal = 500 torr)

Percentage of Measured Relative Weighted
Mixture Breakdown Strength Averagea

SF6_

1.10 1.06

1.17 1.12

1.30 1.24

1.75 1.60

1.00 1.00

5

10

20

50

0

aSee text.

95

90

80

50

100

From the discussion given earlier in this section, synergism in the

dielectric behavior of a gas mixture must be traced to the details of

the interaction of free electrons with the gas molecules comprising the

mixture and the magnitudes and energy dependences of the associated

cross sections. If the component gases interact with electrons in

different energy ranges and with large cross sections, then—depending

on the magnitude and energy dependence of their cross sections—they may

cooperate in ameliorating the effects of free electrons, especially if

the cross sections of each are small outside of a narrow energy range.

Sulfur frexafluoride (SF6) with an attachment cross section a (e) confined

mostly to thermal energies would be expected to show a great degree of

synergism as an additive with other gases. This is borne out by the

data in Tables 3 and 4.

Figure 4 shows the breakdown voltage of a 20% C^Fe/80% SF6 mixture

at a high (M.7 atm) total pressure. The relative improvement over pure

is the same as for the low pressure mixture in Table 3.
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Fig. 4. Breakdown voltage, Vs, for pure SF6 and for
(perfluoro-2-butyne) and SFe/C^Fg/Na mixtures as a function of Pd for
pressures 3000 to 3500 torr (sphere-sphere electrode geometry).

Binary Mixtures of Efficient Electron Attaching and
Electron Slowing Down Gases

Although basic physicochemical knowledge does not yet permit a

quantitative prediction of the breakdown strength and other dielectric

properties of a gas, the available basic knowledge can be used as a guide

for a systematic study of mixtures. An investigation of the breakdown

voltages for several electron attaching gas mixtures using N2 as the

electron slowing down agent or buffer gas was made, and the results

appear in Fig. 5. The Pd value was held constant at 4.6 atm-mm. By
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Fig. 5. Breakdown voltages, Vs, vs percent of electron attaching
additive to N2 by volume (plane-plane electrode geometry).

measuring the breakdown voltage as a function of the percentage of the

electron attaching gas, we can compare the synergistic effect of each in

combination with N2.

For all five gases (SF6, &+V6, C3F8, C^Fe, and c-Cî Fe) the

corresponding binary mixtures with N2 show synergism. As expected from

the electron attachment cross sections (Fig. 3), the mixtures with SFg
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show the largest synergism. A mixture of 40% SF6/60% N2 realizes 80% of

the dielectric strength of pure SF6. The rest of the electron attaching

gases show a sharp increase in V at low percentage mixtures, but

subsequently V increases essentially linearly with concentration showing

no evidence of the saturation effect evident in the SF6/N2 mixtures.

Carbon dioxide (C02) also exhibits synergism when combined with

electron attaching gases. In Table 4, the breakdown voltage is shown

for mixtures of 20% of an efficient electron attaching gas and 80% C02,

or 40% C02 + 40% N2, or 80% N2. It is clearly seen that CO2 is slightly

better than N2 as a buffer gas for c-Ci+Fs- A slight synergism between

C02 and N2 is also discernable for the Ĉ Fg containing mixtures. These

synergistic effects must relate to the electron slowing down properties

of C02.
5'7

Synergism in Multicomponent Gas Mixtures

Cooperative effects arising from proper combinations of electron

attaching and electron slowing down gases can be seen from the data in

Table 5, where the dielectric strengths of mixtures (see Ref. 4 for a

complete list of these) comprising the gases N2, SFg, Ci+Fg, and C3F8 are

listed. Two of the salient features of these data are: (1) C^Fg, as

is expected from its dielectric strength in the pure form, is very effec-

tive as an additive. Thus entries 11 and 12 with the highest percentage

of C^Fg have the highest breakdown voltage. (2) C3F8 by itself or in

mixtures with only N2 (entries 2 and 6) is not particularly effective.

When, however, C3F8 is used in combination with N2, C^Fg, and SFg—

as in entries 9 and 10, II and 12, and 13 and 14—it is more effective

than an equal amount of SFg.

Effect of Indirect Electron Scattering Via Negative
Ion Resonances on the Dielectric Strength

of Binary Mixtures

The significance of negative ion resonances (NIRs) in slowing down

subionization and especially subexcitation electrons has been discussed

earlier.5 A number of studies have shown that for many substances (see,
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Table 4. M i x t u r e s o f I: f fee live* E l e c t r o n
A t t a c h inf.; (last's with CO;,

fT - 2<)8°K, I* ''- ().(>(. at m, I'd •--• 4.6 a tin-nun)

Mi xture
Breakdown

ltage"
(kVJ

Weight ed
Average
(kVJ

2(J"U c-C,,l

20'i c-C,(l

2()'i c-C,,! ' , ,/ '40"- CO.,

20", C l (l
;,,/K0';, CO;.

201?. C,,r,,

20", Ci, l ; , ,/«0", CO,

20", (:,l-',,/KO'i. N-,

20". (.••,l;

2O'i, C,I'

20", SI-,,/40", C(

2.S.0

2!>.7

.!(..()

2K.7

2K.M

2K.!>

40 . I

22.H

^2 .4

20 . K

.',(). J

2M.7

2 3 . I

2 2 . 2

2 i . i

>U. '.

2f».4

24 .!.

4! . ' .

7.0.4

.'!>.!,

20. I

11). 2

IH.3

20.7

19.8

•'I...j'lio u n c e r t a i n t y is l e ss than 0.1 kV.

I).,.1'hose breakdown voltages are averages of ten breakdown measurements taken
with piano-piano electrode jjeometry and 0.275-in. electrode gap.

for example, Uel's. H and 9} electron scattering (elastic and inelastic)

at low energies proceeds predominantly through such states. These

electron-molecule (negative ion) states are formed'1'3*10 when slow electrons

interact with molecules and are nonstationary (i.e., they decay, often
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electron attaching gases. The electron slowing down gases we used do

not normally attach electrons themselves but act to lower the energy of

the free electrons so that the electron attaching additive(s) can

efficiently remove them in the form of negative ions.

Figure 6 shows the cross sections for vibrational excitation via

NIR for CO, N?, and Il? as a function of electron energy. These gases

were used since basic data for them already exist. Additional basic

data arc needed. I;or CO and N^ the cross sections are the sums of the

first eight vibrational levels11; for H? the cross section for only the

first vibrational level is given since the higher ones are very much

lower in magnitude. The ll̂> cross section has been multiplied by 1.4 to

correct for anisotropic scattering.'' The magnitude of the cross sections

decrease in the order CO > N? > 11̂ . One would expect on the basis of

the NIR cross section data alone that the breakdown voltage should decrease

in the order CO > N? > II?. This is clearly seen from the uniform-field

measurements on V presented in Table 6. V, decreases in the order CO >

M? > H?. .Since the electron attachment cross sections for these systems

are exceedingly small or zero,7 the differences in their dielectric

strength is attributed to their relative effectiveness in slowing down

electrons viu their respective NIRs. Similar conclusions can be drawn

from the results on binary mixtures of d,Ff, a"d SF() each with ll2, N?, and

CO presented in Table 6.

BREAKDOWN STRI-NGTJ1S OF GASI-S/MIXTURKS
WITH CYLINDRICAL I-M-CTRODHS

In Fig. 7 a and b, preliminary data'1 are presented on the breakdown

voltages of mixtures of SFf, and c-CitF{} each with N? obtained using

cylindrical electrodes comprising an inner stainless steel electrode of

0.4 cm radius inside an outer cylinder of inner radius of 2 cm. The

total pressure was 760 torr (1 atm), and the SFg/N? and c-C^Fg/^ concen-

tration fraction was varied from 0 to 100% by pressure. The outer

cylinder was at ground potential, and the inner cylinder was at either

polarity of high voltage. Each data point is the average of at least

ten breakdowns and for each the random scatter (standard deviation •:- mean)

was less than 3%. The uniform field breakdown strength data shown in
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OIIN1 t)Wd tt t'ti,

2 3 4 3 6 7
ELECTRON ENERGY, € («VI

Fig. 6. Electron attachment cross sections, a.d, as a function of
electron energy, c, for the three electron attaching gases, SF6, Ci,F6,
and C 6 F J O , and vibrational excitation cross sections via negative ion
resonances for CO, N?, and II2 (sec text and Kef. 7).

Fig. 5 for SF5/N2 and c-CifFg/N2 mixtures have been normalized to the

nonunifortn field value of the V for pure N2. Although the normalized

uniform and nonuniform field data are not dramatically different, it is

interesting to see that the dependence of V. on the amount of SF5 in N2

shows a stronger "saturation" effect in uniform than in nonuniform field'

In the uniform field case, the SFg/Nj mixtures which contain more than

40 to 50% of SFg showed little additional improvement in V,. In the
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Table 6. Effect of Negative Ion Resonances on Breakdown '

Ĉ F

10

10

10

33

33

33

66

66

66

100

Percentage

6 SF6

10

10

10

33

33

33

66

66

66

100

of Component

•h
90

67

34

90

67

34

100

N2

90

67

34

90

67

34

100

Gas

CO

90

67

34

90

67

34

100

Slope
(kV/atm-mm)

4.39

6.18

6.71

8.76

8.93

10.74

15.05

14.16

16.12

3.27

4.83

5.75

4.79

6.55

7.18

6.70

7.56

8.28

17.55

8.49

1.55

2.74

3.52

Intercept
(kV)

0.82

0.66

1.02

0.68

1.41

0.61

0.55

0.22

0.49

0.69

1.18

1.13

1.13

0.83

1.04

0.83

1.03

0.66

2.00

0.87

1.30

1.56

1.80

(VJ °
S R

0.55

0.73

0.82

1.01

1.10

1.22

1.66

1.52

1.76

0.40

0.60

0.71

0.59

0.78

0.86

0.80

0.91

0.96

2.09

1.00

0.25

0.40

0.50

aFrom Ref. 4.

Total pressure 2 atm; sphere-plane electrode geometry.

Breakdown strength relative to SFg of 1.
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Fig. 7. a. Breakdown voltages for SF6/N2 mixtures with cylindrical
electrode radii 0.4 and 2 cm. (o) inner electrode at positive potential,
O ) inner .electrode at negative potential, (A) normalized uniform field
data. b. Breakdown voltages for c-C\Fs/N2 mixtures with cylindrical
electrode radii 0.4 and 2 cm. (o) inner electrode at positive potential,
(•) inner electrode at negative potential, (A) normalized uniform field
data.
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nonuniform fields of concentric cylinder geometries, the V vs % SFg

curves exhibit less of this saturation. From similar data4 using inner

electrode radii of 1.4, 0.75, and 0.4 cm, each inside the outer cylinder

of inner radius of 2 cm, it seems that the difference between the uniform

and nonuniform field values of V increases with increasing field

inhomogeneity. This could be attributed to the fact that the electron

energy distribution function is shifted to higher energies in the case of

nonuniform fields and to remove the same number of electrons more SFg is

needed because the electron attachment cross section for SFg is small for

electrons with energies £0.4 eV (see Fig. 3). Consistent with this

interpretation are the data in Fig. 7b on c-C(tF8/N2 where it is seen that

when the uniform field data on V vs % C-C^FQ in N2 are normalized to

the nonuniform field data on the same system, minor diffeiences

are observed and practically no saturation effect is evid3nt in either.

The superior behavior of c-C^Fe compared with SFg is attributed to the

fact that the electron attachment cross section for this molecule extends

to higher energies than that for SFg (Fig. 3). This explanation is,

however, tentative and requires further scrutiny. Our experiments so

far indicate that in the nonuniform fields of concentric cylinders,

c-Ci+Fe, C^Fg, and Ĉ Fg continue to be far superior insulating gases to

SFg. Further work in this area and on the effect of surface roughness

and electrode material on V is in progress at our laboratory.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF DIELECTRIC GASES; ANALYSIS OF
BREAKDOWN PRODUCTS OF NEW GAS INSULATORS

An important consideration in the study of gaseous dielectrics is

that of decomposition of the original gas/gas mixture. Decomposition

results in possible loss of dielectric strength and in the possible

formation of products which may be harmful to the system, to the environ-

ment or to both. Knowledge of the extent and nature of the decomposition

products is necessary for any possible chemical intervention to

neutralize the toxic or otherwise harmful products formed.

Presently at our laboratory a program is underway to systematically

study the processes which lead from the initial electron impact induced

fragmentation to the final long-lived products formed after breakdown.
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There are essentially three aspects to this program: (1) determination

of the initial products (parent ions, fragment ions, and radicals)

resulting from single electron-molecule collisions as a function of

electron energy by application of time-of-flight mass spectrometry;

(2) analysis of decomposition products by a combination of gas chromatog-

raphy and mass spectrometry; and (3) a study of the intermediate ion-

molecule reactions which lead from the initial to the final products by

high pressure mass spectrometry.

As an example to this approach, we have studied12 Ĉ Fg (perfluoro-

2-butyne). The time-of-flight mass spectrum of Ĉ Fg shows that low-

energy (£10 eV) electron impact results predominantly in the formation

of CtjFg" ions, contributing >98% of all negative ions produced in this

energy range. The remaining (<2%) ions consist of C3F3-, F~, and CF3"

(see Table 7 and Fig. 8 for the relative intensity and energy dependence

of these ions). It is thus indicated by these findings that CitFg is not

easily decomposed under electron bombardment. The resistance to frag-

mentation, seen in the Ĉ Fg molecule, can be more fully appreciated

when it is compared with the electron impact induced fragmentation of

another good dielectric, namely, Ĉ Fg (perfluorobutene-2). Perfluoro-

butene-2 (CitFg) exhibits far more extensive fragmentation (see Table 7)

including the formation of C^F7~, C^F&~, C3F5", C3F3", C2F3", CF3", and

F" ions with F" being the most abundant ion in the vicinity of 5 eV. Quite

unlike the results for C^Fg, the negative ion fragments CitF7~ and CzjFg"

were produced at near-zero energies in the case of C^Fg. From the stand-

point of initial electron impact induced fragmentation, Ĉ Fg appears to be

quite stable.

The problem of tracing the reaction pathways leading from the initial

ion fragments to the final stable products is very complex, requiring a

study of the ion-molecule reaction processes using high pressure mass

spectrometry. This phase of our work in which the intermediates will be

identified will be undertaken in the near future.

The last step of the decomposition problem lies in the identification

and quantification of the products formed in gases which have been

subjected to electrical breakdown. To accomplish this, gases which have
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Table 7. Parent and Fragment Negative Ions Produced in
(Perfluoro-2-butyne) and Ci+Fs (Perfluorobutene-2) by Electron Impact

CF3

F"

Negative Position of Maximum Relative Peak
Ion Ion Intensity Ion Intensity

(perfluoro-2-butyne)

-*a

C3F3"

CF3"

F"

-*a

-*a

-*a

-*a

M).O

1.5

5.0

5.9

S.3

C^FB (perfluorobutene-2)

^0.0

4.1

7.4

^0.0

M).O (shoulder)

^0.7

2.3

4.2

5.1

5.4

5.3

5.2

1000

2.4

4.0

0.2

3.1

1000

1*0.5

^0.3

9.5

1.5

0.8

2.3

0.9

0.4

1.3

26.7

These ions were found to be metastable with autodetachment lifetimes
>10"5 sec.

been sparked under controlled conditions have been analyzed in a gas

chromatograph followed by an ionization mass spectroscopy detection

system. Preliminary work on a pure sample of C^Fg shows that the

nontoxic13 gases CF^ (perf luoromethane), C2Ft+ (perf luoroethylene), and
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ORNL-OWG 78-2642

C4F6 (PERFLUORO-2-BUTYNE)

C4F6~"(x1 WITH RPD)
C3F3" (x200)

V JJ ,
o 3 4 5

ELECTRON ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 8. Negative ion intensity as a function of electron energy for
Ci»F6 (perfluoro-2-butyne). Except where noted the spectra were taken
without the retarding potential difference (RPD) method.

^2^6 (perfluoroethane) are produced. The extent of decomposition of

the dielectric as a function of the energy delivered to the system for

both unitary and multicomponent gas mixtures is under investigation.

TOXICITY AND CARBON DEPOSITS

A comment on the toxicity and carbon deposits of sparked gases is

in order. The toxicity of fluorocarbon compounds varies enormously with

relatively small changes in their structure. Thus c-C^Fg is nontoxic

(an 80% mixture with 20% oxygen substituted for air and breathed for four

hours did not affect rats14), while iso-C^Fe (perfluoroisobutene) at 0.5

parts per million in air was found to be lethal to animals if breathed for

four hours.J 5
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Each new compound recommended for large-scale commercial use must

be individually subjected to prior testing for toxicity. In such toxicity

tests care must be taken to ensure that various compounds used as pre-

cursors in the manufacturing of fluorocarbons are eliminated, since such

compounds often tend to be very toxic and trace amounts—which could be

eliminated with careful manufacturing procedures—may be overlooked in

small-scale laboratory preparations and can thus lead to erroneous

conclusions as to the toxicity of a compound. For example, Ĉ Fg samples

can be contaminated with C4F5CI2—a known toxic compound used in the

preparation of C^Fg—which can be eliminated by a careful manufacturing

procedure.

Another major problem connected with the use of perfluorocarbon com-

pounds in electrical apparatus is the formation and deposition of carbon

from the gas under an arc. This carbon can settle on insulators and

short them out. Two possible ways to overcome this problem are:

(1) appropriate designs of insulators which can relieve the effect of

the carbon deposits on the insulators and (2) the use of SF6 and N2 (and

perhaps other gases) in mixtures with perfluorocarbons. Such mixtures

(e.g., CitF6/SF6/N2) can greatly reduce carbon deposits while

increasing the dielectric strength above that of SFg (see Ref. 4).
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DISCUSSION

SHARBAUGH: Dr. J. C. Devins [J. Chem. Phys. 25_, 1053 (1956); Nature

179, 976 (1957); Nature ,18_7, 409 (1960); Dielectrics 1_, 61 (1962)] of the

General Electric Research and Development Center has been approaching the

search for SF, replacement gases in quite a different manner than that

reported by Dr. James. Devins has made an empirical determination of the

"cross section" of various atomic groups and bonds by measuring the

electric strength (at Pd = 100 torr cm) of certain homologous series of

gases--alkanes, perfluoroalkanes, alkanes with one double bond, alkanes

with one triple bond, and perfluoroalkylnitriles. In this fashion he has

ascribed a semi-quantitative value of the contribution of a particular

bond to the expected composite electric strength of the molecule; e.g.,

C-H, C-C, C=C, CHC, -CHN, C-F, C-Cl, C-Br. These are used to guide us to

compounds with a desirable boiling point as well as high electric strength.

The bond electric strengths are consistent with the spatial electronic

configuration of the bonds. It is gratifying to see that Dr. James1

approach has lead to some candidates which are among those yielded by the

Devins' approach.

JAMES: The authors appreciate the comments of Dr. Sharbaugh on the work

of Dr. Devins concerning the relationship between molecular structure and

breakdown strength. It is particularly interesting to see that the

presence of the double bond in the olefins increased the breakdown voltage

over the corresponding single bonded alkanes. These findings are consis-

tent with our results on compounds with multiple bonds and show the impor-

tance of understanding the fundamental properties of gaseous dielectrics.
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CHRISTOPHOROU: Important as the observations of Dr. Devins are, they

can only serve as a vague guide in the choice of unitary gases. A

quantitative assessment, and especially a quantitative and realistic

development of multicomponent gas mixtures, can only be achieved on the

basis of the physicochemical data presented and emphasized by Dr. James,

especially on the basis of quantitative knowledge on the various cross

sections as a function of electron energy.

SLETTEN: Having had a near disaster in our laboratory, I was disturbed

about the fact that one of your slides showed measurements on 33% SF,

in hydrogen. This mixture can react explosively. It is worth checking

the gas mixtures used for possible exothermic reactions before testing.

JAMES: Dr. Sletten's comment is quite relevant to all researchers in-

volved with new gases or gas mixtures. We make a thorough literature

search on new systems before we subject them to sparking in our laboratory.

It is also important to ensure that impurities which may undergo exothermic

reactions with the gas are not present in the sample. The particular mix-

ture you mentioned was tried with extreme care. It was an important one

in establishing the role of negative ion resonances on the breakdown

strength of a gaseous dielectric and it was tried just for this reason.

DUTTON: A comment rather than a question, but I should like to show

some results on a much simpler molecular gas which was motivated by a

similar philosophy to that which you had in your investigations. These

concern sparking potential and pre-breakdown measurement in N-0 and

mixtures of N.,0 with 0- and SF,., which are mentioned in the written versionI I o
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of my paper yesterday but which I did not have time to mention.

JAMES: Dr. Dutton's comments are welcomed and are very interesting,

especially the synergism observed in the N~0 and 0_ mixtures. These

synergisms can probably be understood on the basis of detailed knowledge

of the electron attachment and inelastic scattering cross sections and the

stabilities of the negative ions involved.

VLASTOS: 1. Do you know something about the toxicity of the gas and

the decomposition products?

2. Are these gases as stable as SFg is?

3. How these gases behave in the non-homogeneous field?

JAMES: 1. Regarding toxicity of the gases studied, we have found that

many of the fluorocarbons such as c-C.FR are considered nontoxic. However,

the toxicity of some is either not known or is uncertain at the present

time. In toxicity studies steps must be taken to ensure that no toxic

impurities are present in the gas. For example, as mentioned in the paper,

the toxic compound C.F,C17 was found in a quantity of C.F, (perfluoro-2-

butyne) which was not removed in the manufacturing process. Also details

of the toxicity test must be scrutinized to make sure that it is a

realistic test.

2. The fluorocarbon gases we have investigated do exhibit vary-

ing degrees of solid deposits which appear after arcing. The pure gases

at high pressure are generally the worst case. However, we have some

preliminary information that in certain mixtures (e.g. C.F6/SF6/N2) the

deposits can be significantly reduced.
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3. There is little data available on most of the fluorocarbon

gases we have studied. We believe that the fluorocarbons are in general

relatively inert. As indicated in the paper we found the stability of

C.F, to be quite good under electron impact. Further work on the other

gases studied is underway.

We have made measurements of the breakdown strength of C-C.FQ,

C.FR, and C^F, using cylindrical electrode geometry and found them to have

much higher breakdown voltages than SFfi. We continue work in this area of

non-uniform fields.

COOKE: An assumption when considering composition of different gases

is that the total amount of attachment, ionization, or other fundamental

interaction can be determined according to the cross-section partial-

pressure-weighted sum of the individual components. In your measurements

of attachment in gases have you established that this assumption is valid

by comparing attachment rates in individual components against values

obtained in mixtures of these components?

JAMES: Since the electron attachment cross section describes a

collision between a single electron and a single molecule, the electron

attachment cross section of a mixture of gase^ is the partial pressure

weighted sum of the attachment cross sections for the individual components.

However, the electron energy distribution function for a mixture of gases

will not in general be the partial pressure weighted sum of the dis-

tribution functions for the separate components. The distribution

functions for mixtures, as well as for most single gases, are not known

at the present time. The attachment rate as a function of electron energy
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can be determined only if the distribution function for the particular

mixture is known.

PACE: A comment as to breakdown products. Brock and Eiseman of DuPont

(National Research Council Publication 1356, 1965 Conference on Electrical

Insulation) studied solid breakdown products of SF, and three other gases.

They found that SF- was the worst producing solid products of lowest

resistivity. Brock and Eiseman found, for example, that c-C4FR products

had resistivity 100 times larger than that for SF. products (and the

quantity was slightly less for c-C4Fg products). With 10% N-0 added to

4
c-C.Fg, that number changed from 100 to 3x10 . I would suggest that an

intense study of the feared low resistance of fluorocarbon gas solid

breakdown products in applications is in order.

JAMES: I agree with Dr. Pace that more information is needed about

decomposition products of gaseous dielectrics. It is important in

practical systems to eliminate or at least limit the amount of conducting

deposits. At Oak Ridge National Laboratory we have already done some

work on this and are in the process of expanding our investigations of

breakdown products by looking at the initial products of electron impact

and also the final long-lived species and products following sparking.

KLINE: It appears that the V data shown in Fig. 7a for the 0.4 cm/2 cm

coaxial system would agree much more closely with the uniform field data if

the data were normalized at 100% SF, rather than 0% SFg, In addition,

normalization at 100% SF6 seems physically more reasonable since V is

likely to be related to the limiting E/N in both systems. Do you have any
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comments?

PACE: The uniform field curve could indeed be normalized at 100°a

Our purpose in plotting it as is shown in Fig. 7a was primarily to see how

field nonuniformity changes the curve shape between end points. This plot

clearly shows that N_ tolerates field nonuniformity better than does SF,.
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DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES FOR SF, AND SF, MIXTURES PREDICTED FROM BASIC DATA

L. E. Kline, D. K. Davies, C. L. Chen, and P. J. Chantry
Westinghouse RS.D Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15235

ABSTRACT

We have calculated a and n, the ionization and
attachment coefficients, and (E/N)* the limiting breakdown
electric field-to-gas density ratio, in SF^ and SF5 mixtures
by numerically solving the Boltzmann equation for the elec-
tron energy distribution. The calculations require a
knowledge of several electron collision cross sections.
Published momentum transfer and ionization cross sections
for SF^ were used. We measured various attachment cross
sections for SF5 using electron beam techniques with mass
spectrometric ion detection. We determined a total cross
section for electronic excitation of SF^ by comparing the
predated values of a, n and (E/N)* with our measured
values obtained from spatial current growth experiments in
SFfc in uniform fields over an extended range of E/N. With
this self-consistent set of SF5 cross sections, together
with published He cross sections, it was then possible to
predict the dielectric properties of SFg-He mixtures. Pub-
lished experimental values of a for these mixtures lie
between the values of a calculated with and without ioniza-
tion of SF, by excited He atoms. Published experimental
values of (E/N)* agree with our calculations to within 5%.

INTRODUCTION

Gas mixtures are being studied as a means for improving the

performance and reducing the cost of gas insulation. Extensive

measurements are required to determine the dielectric properties of

mixtures of two or more gases because a very large parameter space

must be studied. Consequently a method for theoretically predicting

the dielectric properties of mixtures is very desirable. Although

some simple approaches have been proposed, these approaches have limited

applicability. For example, when the method described by Baumgartner

is applied to SFg-He mixtures (E/N)* is underestimated by 50% for a

mixture with 10% SF& and by an order of magnitude for a mixture
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containing 1% SFg. The theory of the behavior of electrons in gases

provides a much more general approach for predicting the dielectric

properties of gas mixtures. The theory used here was formulated by
2 3

Frost and Phelps " and has been described in detail by Huxley and Crompto: .
4

This theory has been used by Lowke, Phelps and Irwin to accurately pre-

dict the discharge properties of gas laser mixtures. This theory can be

applied if the required electron collision cross sections are known.

In this paper we describe the results of a combined experi-

mental-theoretical study designed to understand and predict the dielectric

properties of SF, and SF, mixtures. Both attachment cross sections, which
D D

describe single electron behavior, and ionization and attachment coeffi-

cients, which describe the average behavior of the electrons in a swarm,

were measured in SF, . The theory uses a complete set of cross sections
D

as input data and predicts swarm properties such as ionization and

attachment coefficients. In this study, the theory was used to determine

a cross section for electronic excitation in SF, and to adjust other

measured cross sections so that the measured and calculated ionization

and attachment coefficients for SF, are in good agreement. The set of
o

SF, cross sections determined in this way provides the necessary data
o

base from which we can predict the dielectric properties of any mixture
containing SF,, provided the relevant cross sections are known for the

o

other gas(es). In the present study SF,-He mixtures were chosen because

experimental data were available and because the very different dielec-

tric properties of SF, and He provide a stringent test of the theory.
o

CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS

The apparatus used for the measurements of the electron

attachment cross-sections in SF, has been described previously. Most

of the measurements were made using the "High Temperature Apparatus"

described in Ref. 5, but we restrict ourselves here to data taken with

the'collision chamber unheated, and the reported cross-sections are

those appropriate to room temperature gas. Use of the retarding poten-

tial difference (RPD) technique ' gave an effective energy resolution

of typically 80-100 meV. The electron energy scale was calibrated by
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+ +
the known onsets of He /He, Xe /Xe and the peak position of 0 /NO.

The data is plotted on a scale corresponding to the most probable

electron energy of the effective distribution, the estimated accuracy

of the latter being +0.1 eV. The magnitudes of the cross-sections

were determined by also measuring the various positive ion cross-

sections and calibrating their sum with the total ionization cross-
Q

section measurements of Rapp and Englander-Golden . The resulting

absolute cross-sections are shown in Fig. 1.
The cross-sections of the negative ions produced above 2 eV

9
have also been measured by Lehmann . The predominant ion in that region

is F , and comparison of Lehmann'e data with the present data is shown

for this ion in Fig. 2. For the purpose of this comparison Lehmann's

data has been shifted to lower energies by 0.6 eV. No adjustment was

made to the magnitudes of the cross-sections, which agree rather well.

Similar agreement in magnitude and shape exists for the other ions,

provided that Lehmann's data is consistently shifted to lower energies.

The two ions formed at low electron energies, SI' and SF , are

plotted separately on a log-log plot in Fig. 3. The broad peak in the

SF cross-section centered at 0.38 eV is formed by a direct dissociative

attachment process, as are the smaller ion fragments observed at higher

energies. Of the negative ion cross-section measurements reported here

this particular peak is measured with the highest degree of confidence,

since it relies on a direct comparison of the ion counts for SF and SF,.,

which should be transmitted with equal efficiencies through the ion

collection lens system.

At very low energies ^0.2 eV) electron capture leads to SF,
o

or SF,. . The cross-sections for these ions have additional uncertainties
5

attached to them. Firstly, both the SF, peak and the SF. peak, which

occur at essentially zero electron energy, are in fact very narrow, their

true width being unknown. In all measurements to date the observed

width of the SF, peak is acknowledged to be instrumental, and the present

work is no exception. In Fig. 3 no attempt has been made to define the

cross-section below 0.01 eV. The shape between 0.01 and 0.1 eV is

instrumental, and only the energy integrated cross-section is known

with any confidence to that point. Beyond 0.1 eV the cros3-section has
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been shown-*-" to decrease exponentially with increasing energy, the

e-folding energy, e', being typically 0.043 eV.

An additional uncertainty exists in the overall magnitude of

the SF, cross-section, due to the finite auto-detachment lifetime of

the ion being detected. A correction has been made for the attenuation

of the detected SF^ signal arising from in-flight autodetachment. This

was done by measuring the ratio of the peak SF, signal to the 0.38 eV
o

peak SF signal for a range of ion transit times and extrapolating to
-14 2

zero ion transit time. This gave a value of 7.0 x 10 cm for the

peak SF, cross-section. In addition, total ion collection measurements

were performed on a second apparatus, the "Low Temperature Apparatus"
-14 2

described in Ref. 5, which gave a peak value of 4.5 x 10 cm . Based

on these two independent measurements we have chosen a "best value" of
1 / O

(5.5 + 2.0) x 10 cm for the peak of our measured shape.

It should perhaps be emphasized that the autodetachment

lifetime of the (SF ) formed by direct electron capture of very low
-2 -5

energy electrons is sufficiently great (10 > T > 10 sees) that under

the pressure conditions usually prevailing in an insulation application

this ion is efficiently stabilised by subsequent collisions with other

neutrals. Hence the cross-section relevant to such situations is the

initial capture cross-section.

MEASUREMENTS OF SWARM PARAMETERS

The coefficients for net ionization (A /N), ionization (a/N),

and effective attachment (n'/N) in SFft have been determined from

spatial current growth nieasurements in uniform fields E for values

of gas density N in the range 3.54 x 10 1 6 * N •£ 88.4 x 10 1 6 cm"3.

The apparatus and procedure for the analysis of the measurements have
11 12

been described in detail previously. ' The values of A/N as a

function of E/N are compared with previous measurements in

Figs: 4 and 5. As may be seen from Fig. 4, the present data confirm the

linear dependence of \-/N on E/N for values of E/N in the vicinity of the
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limiting value (E/N)* where a = r/. In this range there is good

agreement among all the measurements with the exception of those of Teich

and Sangi and those of Mailer and Naldu at the lower values of E/N. The
•I r r\

limiting value of (E/N)* = 3.62 x 10~ Vcm , determined in the present

work from a careful search for the value of E/N for which a linear spatial
growth of current obtains, is In excellent agreement witli the value deter-

1 ft
mined by Teich and Branston from an analysis of avalanche waveshapes.

For high values of E/N (Fi^. 5 ) , the present data are in good agreement

with the results of Teich and Sangi but diverge with increasing E/N
19from the values of Mailer and Naidu, the difference amounting to ^ 3 0 %

at E/N ̂  2 x 10""14 Vcm 2.

In general, the determination of the individual coefficients

from current-growth measurements is limited to the range of E/N for

which a/n1 < 10. The values of ct/N and n'/N determined over this

range of E/N in the present work are compared with previous values in

Fig. 6. The present values of u/N are given to within + 6% by the

relationship a/N •= A.19 x 1 0 ~ 1 6 exp (-9.79 x 1 0 ~ 1 J N / E ) , where a/N and
2 2

E/N are in crn and Vcm , respectively. The spread among the different

values of a/N and n'/N is much larger than that of A/N particularly for
-15 2

values of E/N < 4.5 x 10 Vcm (corresponding to values of a/ri' < 2).

At present it is not clear whether the large variation in the coeffi-

cients a/N and n'/N is due to experimental uncertainties in the measure-

ments or to inaccuracies in the analysis of the data in the event that

electron detachment is significant. In the following comparison of the

experimentally determined coefficients with those calculated from cross

section measurements it is assumed that the measured effective attach-

ment coefficient may be identified with the true attachment coefficient.

Even in the presence of detachment, this is a reasonably good approxi-

mation provided the detaching ion can alternatively form a stable ion

and that the detachment coefficient its small compared with the charge

transfer coefficient.
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THEORY

Pure SF,
o

The primary objective of the theoretical analysis was prediction

of the dielectric and discharge properties of gas mixtures containing

SF . Hence, we have emphasized the determination of a set of SFr cross

sections which accurately predicts a and n in the the range 0.8 (E/N)*

to 1.6 (E/N)* where separate values of u and n can be determined.

2-4
The theoretical analysis proceeds as follows. First, a

complete set of electron collision cross sections is used as input data

to calculate the electron energy distribution (EED) by numerically

solving the Boltzmann equation. The EED is then used to calculate swarm

experiment parameters such as the electron drift velocity, w, and

characteristic energy, D/p, and the ionization and attachment coefficients

a and n. Thus the theory can be used to check for consistency between

measured cross sections and measured swarm parameters or to estimate a

cross section based on measured swarm parameters.

As shown in Fig. 1, the four largest measured peak attachment

cross sections are, in order, those for the product ions SF,, SF , F,

and SF,. These cross sections were used in the analysis along with the
20

momentum transfer cross section measured by Srivastava et al. and the

measured ionization cross section of Ref. 8. The latter two cross

sections are shown in Fig. 7 along with the vibrational cross section
21

used in the calculations. Recently Rohr has measured the vibrational
-15 2

cross section at 1 eV to be 10 cm which is an order of magnitude

larger than we assumed. However, the predicted values of a and n in

the E/N range of interest are insensitive to an order of magnitude

increase in the vibrational cross section.

The total cross section for electronic excitation, a , shown

in Fig. 7 was determined by comparing measured and calculated values of a.

The 10 eV threshold for a was based on the measurements of Simpson
22 X

et al. The measured and calculated values of a/N are shown in Fig. 8.
The shape and magnitude of a has been adjusted to givy good agreement

X

in the range 0.8(E/N)* to 1.6(E/N)*. The calculated values of a/N in
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this range are quite sensitive to the magnitude of a as indicated by

the dashed curves in Fig. 8 which give the values of a/N which are

calculated when a in Fig. 7 is changed by + ^0%. Our value of a at
X X

20 eV is about three times as large as the 'oider of magnitude1 cross
23

section recently determined by Trajmar and Chutjian. The disagreement

between the measured and calculated values of a/N at larger values of E/N

is due, in part, to the neglect of the added electron in ionizing

collisions.

When the measured attachment cross sections of Fig. 1 were used,

the predicted values of n/N were about 25% below the measured values.

Good agreement between the measured values of n' and the calculated values

of n was obtained by increasing the magnitude of the cross sections shown

in Fig. 1 uniformly by 35%. The resulting calculated values are compared

with the measured values in Fig. 8. When E/N = (E/N)", the mean electron

energy is e = 8.7 eV and the attachment processes contribute to the

total calculated value of n in the proportions: SF,:SF :F :SF, =

0.19:0.40:0.31:0.08. The remaining attachment cross sections shown in

Fig. 1 are too small to change the predicted values of n by more than a

few percent.

Although the emphasis here has been on determining a cross

section set which accurately predicts a and n, the predicted values of

the electron drift velocity, w, and characteristic energy, D/)j, are in
25

fair to good agreement with the experimental results of Dutton et al.,
1 ft *}£\

Teich and Sangi, and Naidu and Prasad as shown in Fig. 9.

SF- - He Mixtures
o

We next used our SF,. cross sections, together with the helium
o

cross sections of Ref. 4, to predict a, n and (E/N)* for several SF,-He

mixtures which have bee" Studied experimentally.

Calculated values of a/N and n/N for four different mixtures

are shown in Fig. 10. Note that tvo curves of a/N are shown in each

case. The larger value of a/N is calculated by assuming that all

excited helium atoms contribute to ionization by ionizing an SF molecule
b
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in a Penning ionization process. T) lower curve for a/N neglects

Penning ionization. The measured a/N values fall between these two curves

in all cases. Resolution of the differences between the measured and

calculated attachment coefficients requires further study.

The calculated values of (E/N)* are plotted as a function of

SF, concentration in Fig. 11, along with the experimental data of
27

Moruzzi and Craggs who have measured (E/N)* in two ways. The

calculated values of (E/N)* agree with the average of the measured values

to within about 5% over the entire range of the experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A set of cross sections which is consistent with measured swarm par-

ameters has been determined for SF,.. The results are satisfactory in
o

view of the limited cross section data available. Additional cross

section measurements, particularly of inelastic loss processes,

would permit better predictions of parameters.

2. The theoretical results for SF, show that the measured attachment
D

cross sections are consistent with the measured attachment coeffi-

cients to within the estimated experimental errors. High energy

(>2eV) attachment processes account for 39% of the predicted value

of n at (E/N).*

3. Measured and calculated values of a and (E/N)* for SF,-He mixtures

agree well. The differences between the measured and calculated n

values require further study.

4. The SF, cross sections can be used to predict the dielectric proper-
6

ties of mixtures of SF, and other gases, such as air, N_, and CO.,

for which cross sections are available.
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DISCUSSION

DUTTON: Relative to the question of the stabilization of the (SF " ) * ,

do you obtain any pressure dependence of the reduced apparent ionization

coefficient in your calculations? We observed such a dependence in some

earlier experiments and speculated whether it might depend on this sta-

bilization.

KLINE: No pressure dependence was seen in the measurements of Xj.

The attachment cross sections of Fig. 1 are assumed in the calculations,

and the (SF6~)* stabilization is assumed to be instantaneous.

CHRISTOPHOROU: 1. I wonder if you have an explanation for the peak

in the momentum transfer cross section at ^60 eV? 2. I would like, if

I may, also to ask how your deduced cross sections for vibrational exci-

tation of SFg compare with recent experimental data.

KLINE: 1. The measured momentum transfer cross section of Srivastava,

et al., Ref. 20, was used. We do not have a physical explanation of the

peak at 60 eV. 2. The peak vibrational cross section shown in Fig. 7

is about an order of magnitude smaller than the peak cross section

measured by Rohr, Ref. 21. However, use of the larger cross section of

Rohr has a negligible effect On the predicted values of a/N and n/N near

(£/N)*, as noted in the paper.

PAI: In a negative ion attachment experiment, negative ion decay can

mask attachment since no collisional stabilization occurs due to colli-

sions in your experiment. How would such a decay affect the cross

sections that you measure?
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CHANTRY: The question refers specifically to the measured cross

section for SFg," production, and does not apply to the dissociative cross

sections which require no stabilization. Discussion of this question was

omitted from the oral presentation but is given in the written text,

towards the end of the section on cross section measurements, to

which the reader is referred.

DUTTON: I was interested in the agreement of your calculated values

of w in SF^ with the values we obtained from some very indirect measure-

ments of the current as a function of d in a parallel plate gap. Could

I ask a question on nomenclature-- what do you mean by an electronic

cross section?

KLINE: The electronic cross section shown in Fig. 7 represents the

sum of the cross sections for all electronic excitation processes.

FARISH: We have made some calculations of the breakdown voltage in

protrusion-perturbed fields in SF^/He mixtures, using values for a inter-

polated on a partial pressure basis. For this mixture the calculations

did not agree with experimental results, in that the mixtures were even

less sensitive to the field enhancement than the calculation predicted.

This might suggest that for a given mixture the true a increases more

slowly with E/P than our interpolated value. Is this true of your com-

puted a values and have you made any calculations of Vs in protrusion-

perturbed or other nonuniform fields? Also, which is the highest value

of E/P for whic.i you can calculate a for SF5?

KLINE: 1. The measured values of Xj (or a) shown in Fig. 5 show

that Aj increases approximately linearly with E/N up to 2100 Td % 6 x

(E/N)*. We have not calculated <x for larger values of E/N. 2. We have
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not calculated Vg for nonuniform field systems. 3. The calculations

can, in principle, be extended over a much wider range of E/N. Calcu-

lated values of ot/N may be in error at very high values of E/N (see

Ref. 24).
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THE USE OF SF6 OR C2F6 IN OIL FILLED TRANSFORMERS

'•'V'

E. J. Walsh
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, USA

ABSTRACT

Under a contract with the Electrical Power Research
Institute (E.P.R. I.)» studies are being conducted to evalu-
ate the potential benefits of utilizing SF5 or C2F6
saturated oils as an insulating medium in transformers.

The results to date have shown that the 60 Hz elec-
tric strengths, the corona inception voltages, the im-
pulse strengths, and the material compatibilities for the
SFg and C2F6 saturated oils are all similar to nitrogen
saturated oils.

The effects of temperature and pressure on the solu-
bility of these electro-negative gases in transformer
mineral oil have also been investigated. It was found
that both SFg and C^Pf, were much more soluble than nitro-
gen in oil over the temperature and pressure range
studied. Also studied was gas evolution under electric
stress and a significant variation from nitrogen behavior
was found in the Pirelli test results and in rates of
gas evolution during arcing.

Thermally accelerated life testing using distribution
transformers containing these new gas-oil mixtures are
ongoing and to date, no transformer failures have been
detected. However, it was found that it was necessary
to vent some of the gases from the head space over the
oil to avoid excess pressure buildup in the transformer
tanks. The increased pressure was due to SFg or C2Fg
in the oil being released at the elevated temperatures
used in these tests.

INTRODUCTION

TraditionalLy, nitrogen gas has been used to fill the head space

in many oil filled power transformers. The favorable experience in the

use of SFg in gas insulated substations and the excellent performance

of C 2F 6 in gas insulated "dry" type transformers indicated that the use
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of these electronegative gases in oil filled transformers might provide

a superior insulating system. In addition to the potential performance

improvements, it was anticipated that a study of SFg oil systems and

C2F5 oil systems would provide data for evaluating the necessity for

continuing to provide special bushings to fully exclude SFg from nitro-

gen-oil insulated transformers.

Therefore, this study had two primary objectives. The first ob-

jective was to determine the potential for improved transformer per-

formance with SFg or ^2^^ oil insulation. The second objective was to

evaluate the effects of SF^ oil insulating medium on transformer per-

formance to determine what detrimental effects, if any, could be ex-

pected if SF5 gas entered an oil filled transformer.

To attain these goals, a series of chemical, physical, and elec-

trical tests on SFg oil and Cflft °H mo^'~^-s w a s initiated.

EXPERIMENTAL

Solubility Studies

A survey of the literature indicated that some data was avail-

able on SF5 oil solubilities but no information was available on 02^^

oil systems. The solubilities of these materials in a typical trans-

former oil were determined over a range of temperatures and pressures

and also the effect of increasing temperature of the gas-oil mixtures

in a model tank was examined to determine the pressure rise which could

be expected during transformer operation. Table 1 summari^^ the data

from the solubility studies and Figure 1 is a plot of pressure vs. temp-

erature for these gas-oil systems in a model transformer tank with 10%

head space over the liquid.
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Table 1. The Variation of Solubility, X, ml Gas @STP/ml Oil
With Temperature and Pressure

N 2 Gas

SF6 Gas

C2 F6 G a s

Temp. (°C)a

27
60
100
130

27
27

27
60
100
130

27
27

27
60
100
130

27
27

P (atm)a

1
1
1
1

2
3

1
1
1
1

2
3

1
1
1
1

2
3

Solubility; X
ml gas at STP

ml oil

.073

.076

.078

.080

.143

.226

.418

.328

.262

.218

.816
1.25

.649

.585

.528

.495

1.07
1.35

kb
atm

Solubility

13.8
13.2
12.8
12.5

13.9
13.3

2.41
3.05
3.87
4.58

2.45
2.41

1.54
1.71
1.89
2.02

1.88
2.22

a-SI units; °C = °K - 273 1 atm = 1.01325 x 105 Newtons/meters2

b - k is Henry's low constant from the equation: P = k • X

Chemical Studies

In an effort to determine what chemical effects SFg or CoF^ would

have^jfi transformer .materials, a series of long term compatibility tests

were conducted. Representative samples of tank steel, core steel, cop-

per, aluminum, and insulating materials were immersed in the different

saturated gas-oil mixtures for up to 180 days at temperatures up to
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Fig. 1. Pressure •>-ise as a function of temperature in sealed tanks
with 10% head space.

150°C. The results of these tests were compared to nitrogen saturated

oil results and evaluations made of the conditions of the materials and

the quality of the liquid medium. No accelerated deterioration due to

the presence of SFg or C2Fg or any of the materials, including the oil,

could be detected by chemical and physical tests. The SFg and C2F5

iarformed as well as the nitrogen in these tests even though they were

present in much higher concentrations.
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In addition to the compatibility experiments, a series of experi-

ments was carried out to determine the effects of prolonged arcing

through these new mediums. The gases generated by arcing through the

head space above the liquid were examined to determine what decomposition

products resulted from the arc induced reactions.

Table 2 lists some of the gaseous products formed during these ex-

periments. Table 3 compares the different arc energies used and the gas

pressures generated from these arcs. In addition to the gas analysis,

Table 2. Gases Generated During 30 Minutes Arcing

Gas Evolved

(Vol. %)

N2

S 6

02

co2

H2

cu

CH4 + CF4

C2H2

C2H4

C2H6

r 1

N2

Arcing

91.62

.65

.02

6.54

.24

.07

.85

.01

.02

Saturation Gas

SF6
 C2F6

Through Oil

.16

Qf. Q1

QO -jn

.19 .03

.08 —

12.28 16.71

.48 .56

N2

Arcing

99.73

.05

.02

.12

ni
. Ux

.07

SF6

Through

.18

qq cc

.02

.09

.06

C2F6

Head Spacs

.04

78 fiQ

.57

20.52
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Table 3. Gas Generation From Arcing of Saturated Oils
For 30 Minutes

Saturation
Gas

»2

N2

3F6

SF6

S2F6

SoF*

Arcing
Medium

Head Space

Sat. Oil

Head Space

Sac. Oil

Head Space

Sat. Oil

Total Arc
Energy
*u -Sec.

.95

30.7

6.25

28.9

11.54

30.7

Change in
Gas Pressure

PSI

.04

3.51

.12

10.15

1.34

7.77

Change in
Volume
(CC)

1.1

125.2

3.3

363.3

36.2

278.2

Average
CC/Ky -Sec.

4.08

12.57

9.06

the liquid solution after arcing was examined for fluorinated hydrocarbon

coivL'Uit by infrared spectroscopy and no significant quantities of such

materials were detectable.

Electrical Studies

These new gas-oil mixtures were examined using standard or modi-

fied ASTM or IEEE test methods to determine electric strengths, die-

lectric constants, dissipation factors, impulse strengths in uniform

and non-uniform fields, corona inception voltages, and gasing tenden-

cies in a corona field. Table 4 gives the data on electric strengths

for these solutions over a representative range of temperatures. Table

4 also contains the data from a series of electric strength tests in

which a stream of bubbles of the gas under study was maintained be-

tween the electrodes during the tests.
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Table 4. 60 Hz, Dielectric Breakdown Strength of Gas-Oil
Mixture with Bubbling Between Electrodes

Gas-Oil
Mixture

N2

N2

SF6

SF6

c2*6

CoF*

Temperature
(°K)

296

353

296

353

296

353

Average Breakdown Values (KV)
With Bubbles

29.8

36.4

38.2

39.0

35.0

40.2

Without Bubbles

35-46

38-46

30-42

33-44

37-47

47

A pressure of Gas 1 Lb. PSIG solution saturated 1 Hour Before Testing.

Table 5 summarizes the impulse test data for uniform and non-

uniform fields. Table 6 contains the summarized data -^om the corona in-

ception studies and Figure 2 is a graphical presentation of the gasing

tendency runs using a Pirelli cell.

Work in Progress

At present, there is a continuing program of life testing using

distribution type transformers, in accordance with IEEE 345, filled with

different insulating mixtures. Also under examination is the potential

solvation of the metallic materials in the oil due to the presence of the

SFg or C2F6. To date, after 1000 hours of operation at 180°C hot spot,

none of the SFg oil or C2Fg, oil units have failed. However, occasional

venting of the gases was needed to keep the pressure in the test tanks

below 15 PSIG.
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Table 5. Summary of Results
Electric Breakdown Tests on Oil Saturated with Gas

Gas

(a)
Average Breakdown Voltages

Non-Uniform Field Uniform Field

Point to Plane (c) 1 Inch Spheres
60 Hz Impulse 60 Hz Impulse

.1" Gap .5" Gap .1" Gap .5" Gap .1" Gap .1" Gap
KV KV KV KV KV KV

SF6

C2F6

Nitrogen

Degassed Oil

20.6

21.5

24.9

30.4

41.3

32.8

36.9

45.5

54.3

59.7

56.5

61.9

110.3

113.0

104.9

106.1

43.8

38.9

30.9

41.1

114.0

118.9

129.8'

135.8

(a) - The average of five runs
(b) - Needle negative
(c) - 7-50.A* sec. full wave Impulse

Table 6. Corona Inception Voltages for Gas-Oil Mixtures

Gas-Oil
Mixture

N2

SF6

Corona Detected (KV)

23.0

23.5

23.5

Breakdown Voltage (KV)

24.0

24.0

24.0
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Fig. 2. Pirelli test results for gasing tendency at 80°C,
16 KV stress.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It can be seen from the tests conducted to date that SFg and

C2Fg oil solutions appear to be equivalent Co nitrogen as an insulating

medium. There are, however, certain observations which should be noted

which indicate that some design changes would be necessary to utilize

these materials in transformers.
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Both SFg and 0 2 ^ are significantly more soluble in oil than is

nitrogen. Therefore, if a saturated solution of either of these gaser

is used in a sealed system, one obtains significantly higher pressures

in the tank than with nitrogen. Also, in the presence of corona, there

is rapid and significant evolution of SFg gas which may release bubbles

into the transformer.

Counter balancing these observations is the data presented in Table

4 which indicates that SFg bubbles do not significantly reduce the die-

lectric strength of the insulating medium.

In summary, the data obtained to date indicates that either SFg or

C2F5 could be introduced into a transformer without adversely affecting

the insulating capability of the liquid insulation but that the intro-

duction of significant quantities of SFg may require either a pressure

relisf device or a stronger transformer tank. Also, there is the pos-

sibility of increased decomposition of either SFg or C2Fg during arcing

which generates more hydrogen than found for nitrogen saturated oils.
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COMPRESSED GAS INSULATED TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS:
THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE

2 A. H. Cookson
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

CGIT Laboratory
Westborough, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

The present design of compressed gas insulated
transmission lines (CGIT) consists basically of an
isolated phase system with an aluminum conductor
supported on cast epoxy insulators inside an aluminum
sheath filled with sulfur hexafluoride (SFg) gas typically
at a pressure of 0.44 MPa (4.4 atm). These systems were
first installed in 1971/72, and are now in service as
high power (eg. 3000 A) transmission links or substation
getaways at voltage levels of 145 kV through 550 kV. In
addition, 800 kV designs have been developed and tested.

The basic CGIT design parameters are discussed with
reference to the high voltage performance and operating
conditions of the gaseous dielectric and the support in-
sulators. A typical CGIT cost analysis indicates the
critical parameters and the increasing importance of
the SFg gas cost at the higher voltage levels. The sig-
nificance of an improved gaseous dielectric i& considered
as to possible reduction of the CGIT size and the effect
this would have on the design, current rating, and
economics.

Future CGIT system developments are discussed, in-
cluding; three phase designs, where the three conductors
are mounted within the same aluminum sheath; flexible
systems where the sheath is made from corrugated aluminum
with a flexible conductor; high temperature design, where
the conductor operates at a temperature of 150°C; 1200 kV
systems, where the current rating of 5000 A will enable
10,000 MVA to be transmitted; and DC transmission systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic design of a Compressed Gas Insulated Transmission Line con-

sists of a conductor supported on discretely spaced insulators inside a

metallic sheath, the high voltage insulation being provided by a compressed

gas, typically sulphur hexafluoride (SF&) at a pressure of 0.44 MPa (4.4

atmospheres). The first designs were proposed in the early 1940's , but the

first lines were only installed on transmission systems in 1971-1972 ' ,

although SFg insulated equipment such as circuit breakers, and current and

power transformers had been developed in the 1950's. Already there are

twenty seven systems in service or scheduled for service as high power trans-

mission links or substation getaways at voltage levels of 145 kV through

550 kV . In addition, 800 kV designs have been developed and tested, and

1200 kV systems are under development.

This paper reviews the general construction and design criteria of

CGIT systems. As one of the purposes of this Symposium is to review the

progress in gaseous dielectrics and the potential applications, special

attention is given to the design criteria for the gas insulation in CGIT

systems. If a new gas or gas mixture with superior dielectric properties

to the presently used SFg were developed, this could have significant effect.

This is discussed as related to the general design, including the design

value of the electric fields, and the effect on the current rating. The

requirements and specifications for any new gaseous dielectric for appli-

cation in CGIT systems are then discussed. The last section discusses

future developments of advanced CGIT systems.

DESIGN OF CGIT SYSTEMS

General Design

Present CGIT lines are isolated phase systems, with an extruded alumi-

num conductor of high conductivity alloy (6101-T64) and typically 12.7 mm

wall thickness, supported on cast epoxy insulators concentrically in an

aluminum sheath that is either extruded or of spiral welded construction,

typically with a wall of 6.4 mm thickness. The lines are made and shipped
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in 18 m lengths, with the insulators every 6 m (Figure 1). A special

conductor plug-in connector is used which acts as the field joint and

also accommodates the differential thermal expansion between the con-

ductor and the sheath. The sheath joint can be either welded or flanged,

but the welded joint is preferred as this is a lower cost system and allows

greater flexibility for installation in the field.

Epoxy tripost
insulator —

Aluminum Particle traps Conical
sheath- at insulators K insulator

Welded sheath
joint

Aluminum
conductor

• 6 gas at

0.44 MPa (4.4 atm)

Plug-in
conductor
joint

Fig. 1 Typical design of compressed gas insulated transmission
line. Section length is 18 m with insulators every 6 m. Other
designs may use only disc or conical insulators.

The d aensions and ratings of standard CGIT systems for buried con-

ditions are shown in Table 1. These current and MVA ratings are conservative,

based on close interphase separation, unity load factor, and a maximum sheath

temperature of 60°C to prevent excessive drying of the soil. The aboveground

ratings are typically 75% higher. The design and test voltages for the differ-

ent ratings, and the values of the conductor field under operating and test

conditions are ^iven in Tables 2 and 3.

The cast epoxy insulator is the most critical component for the high

voltage integrity of CGIT systems. Figure 2 shows two types of insu-

lators that are frequently used, a tripost and conical design. Disc insula-

tors are also used. There are several alternative methods whereby the

insulators can be'moaiVfrsd on the conductor and inside the sheath. Basically

the insulator is cast either directly onto the conductor, or onto a conductor
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Table 1 . Dimensions and Ratings of Burled CGIT Lines

Depth
914 mm

X

.».._- Thickness
12.7 sai

Voltage Rating
AC Max/BIL

kV

145/650

242/900

362/1050

550/1550

800/1800

<>s

mm

241

307

381

508

635

a
ts

mm

6.4

6.6

7.6

6.4

6.4

dc

mm

89

102

127

178

203

S

mm

394

457

559

711

813

Current
Rating

A

1400

1700

2000

2350

2750

MVAb

335

680

1200

2050

3650

a. Extruded sheath 145 kV through 362 kV, spiral welded sheath at 550 kV and 800 kV.

b. For 3S°C sheath temperature rise in soil of thermal conductivity 90°C cra/W, with
25°C ambient and unity load factor.

Table 2. High Voltage Test Levels for CGIT Systems

Maximum Rated

System Voltage

kV rms

145

242

362

550

800

Design Test

BIL

kV Peak

650

900

900

1050

1300

1550

1800

Design Test

Sw. Surge

kV Peak

-

-

825

1050

1175

1425

Design and
Factory Test
60 Hz, 1 Min

kV rms

310

425

425

500

615

740

660

Field Test

60 Hz, 1 Min

kV rms

230

320

320

375

460

550

64S

Recommended Test Levels of

IEEE Working Group 70.1, Document P468-1/D3

"Voltage Ratings of Gas Insulated Substations".
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Table 3. Design Fields for Present and "Future" CGIT Lines

Maximum
System
Voltage

kV

145

242

362

550

800

CGIT Dimensions

Sheath/Conductor Dia.

Present
System

mm

241/ £9

307/102

381/127

508/178

635/203

"Future"
System

mm

216/ 76

241/ 89

307/102

381/127

;08/178

Field at Conductor MV/m

Present System

Continuous

AC rms

2.0

2.6

3.1

3.5

4.1

BIL

Peak

15.5

16.8

15.4

17.0

15.8

"Future" System

Continuous

AC rms

2.2

3.3

3.9

4.7

5.1

BIL

Peak

17.3

21.5

19.6

22.8

19.8

Fig. 2 Cast epoxy insulators for CGIT systems.
Left - 800 kV Tripost insulator with encircling particle trap

system
Right -1200 kV conical insulator
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sleeve which then fits over the conductor. The casting operation is per-

formed under vacuum with highly controlled conditions during casting and

curing in order to have a "void-free" insulator. Every insulator is then

given an AC high voltage test to insure that it is discharge free to at

least 1.5 times line-to-ground voltage. The design of the insulators is

critical in order to limit the electric field along the insulator surface,

and to have an acceptable field inside the epoxy. The epoxy material is

•also very important. Apart from the requirement of being able to operata

under the continuous AC stress for the life of the CGIT line (typically

40 years), and having the required dielectric and mechanical properties,

another specification is that the epoxy formulation be non-tracking. The

reason is that during the high voltage field acceptance testing, "con-

ditioning" sparks may sometimes occur for example due to contamination. It

is essential that if an insulator flashes over under these conditions a

conducting track is not formed so that the insulator is not degraded and

the line can then be put in service after withstanding the specified test

voltage.

Compressed SFg Insulation in CGIT Lines

The compressed gas serves two purposes: (i) To provide the basic high

voltage insulation, (ii) To transfer the heat efficiently from the conductor

to the sheath. The excellent thermal characteristics of compressed gases

and particularly SF^, are the reason for the high current carrying capability

of CGIT lines compared with other cable systems employing solid dielectric

material for high voltage insulation.

Present CGIT lines operate with the SFg gas typically at a pressure of

0.44 MPa (4.4 atm). Some earlier designs operated at lower pressures (0.2 MPa

( 2 atm )), but the higher pressure reduces the system size by enabling higher

design fields.

For SFg insulated systems, the critical condition for the design is

the lightning impulse level (BIL). This arises because high voltage break-

down investigations have shown that the impulse ratio (impulse to crest AC)

for SFg is typically 1.3 to 1.4. From the high voltage test levels in

Table 2 it can be seen that the ratio of BIL to crest AC design test is 1.48,
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so that the lightning impulse value is the most critical case. Generally

an accepted SF5 maximum design level for lightning impulse is 17 MV/m which

has been shown by extensive testing with the large diameter and long length

of CGIT sections to be adequate. It should be noted that this level is sub-

stantially below the breakdown field that can be obtained with small, highly

polished electrode configurations under controlled conditions of cleanliness

in the laboratory. This demonstrates the difference in the design field that

is necessary as a result of the finish and cleanliness typical of large

practical systems fabricated in the factory and subsequently shipped and

joined together in the field. This practical factor must be considered when

new alternative gases are being evaluated.

These design field levels are for the simple, concentric conductor. In

practice there will always be local areas wViere the field may be 15%-2O%

higher due to stress concentration, eg. at conductor joints and elbows.

Special attention must be given here to the conductor finish and cleanliness.

When the CGIT line is designed based on the BIL, the continuous AC conductor

field during normal operation is usually less than 4.1 MV rms/m (Table 3).

This continuous AC stress is more critical for the cast epoxy insulators than

for the insulating gas. Extensive research is in progress to determine the

maximum operating field for different formulations of cast epoxy as a func-

tion of the continuous operating field, operating temperature, and integrity

of the epoxy insulator.**

All compressed gas insulated systems are susceptible to conducting

contaminating particles. These may be produced during manufacture,

field installation or service. It has been shown that under the influence

of the electric field, the particles become charged, then elevated and move•

between the conductors. The particles can then initiate breakdown either

in the gas or along insulator surfaces. The resultant breakdown voltage

can be as low as one-tenth the value for the particle-free system. This

contamination problem is more severe with CGIT lines than, for example,

SFg circuit breakers,, as the fields in the line are typically double those

in the breakers in order to reduce the CGIT size and cost. Techniques have

therefore been developed to ensure a clean assembly in the factory and to

prevent contamination being introduced during assembly or operation in the
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field. In addition, a special device has been developed to dramatically

reduce the potential problems due to contamination. This is the "particle

trap"**. The basic philosophy is to design intentional areas at the sheath

where the field is virtually zero. For the designs shown in Figure 2 there

is a metallic ring encircling the insulators, with slots in the bottom

portion of the ring. There is an electrical contact between this ring and

the grounded aluminum sheath. Under the influence of the electric field any

conducting particles are elevated and eventually move through these slots

into the zero field region between the ring and the sheath. Once in this

region there is no electric field to elevate the particles into the active

insulating region, so that the particles are effectively mechanically and

electrically trapped. This design of using the particle trap ac every in-

sulator is very effective as the insulator is particularly sensitive to sur-

face contamination. During the high voltage AC acceptance test in the field,

the particles are moved by the field into the traps.

Advantages of CGIT Sysiuns

CGIT systems have sufficiently high current ratings that one

line can directly match that of an overhead transmission line.

As a result the system has been used quite extensively, where,

for example, it is required to join two substations together

or as a dip beneath an overhead line ^ (Figure 3) .

The lines are a sealed and static system, requiring no main-

tenance or pumping stations.

The capacitance of CGIT lines is relatively low (typically 49

pF/in) and this, together with the high current rating, results

in a long critical length of hundreds of miles before reactive

compensation is required.

The gas-filled bushings required for the high voltage entrance

are of a simple design (Figure 4) and relatively low cost com-

pared with other solid dielectric bushings.

The losses are low because the large aluminum conductor and

sheath cross section area result in low resistive losses.

In addition, the dielectric losses are negligible.
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Fig. 3 Vertical 242 kV CGIT Line inside transmission tower
connecting overhead line to gas insulated substation.

The thick aluminum sheath is solidly grounded and of low re-

sistance, so that voltage rises are acceptably low even under

fauJt conditions.

These advantages have contributed to the rapid growth in the application

of CGIT lines. To date the maximum length of a single line is of the order

600 m, but as confidence and experience is gained with these new systems

it is expected that longer length transmission systems will be installed.

Cost analysis has shown that for the higher voltages and high current rating

(362 kV, 2000 amp) CGIT lines can then become competitive with other under-

ground transmission systems for lengths of kilometers.

Research and development are in progress to reduce the manufactured

and installed costs of CGIT lines, by developing new, lower cost designs

(Section 4), and by developing lower cost, better insulating gases.
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Fig. Air-SF6 bushings for 242 kV CGIT system.

EFFECT OF IMPROVED GASEOUS DIELECTRIC

Alternative Gases

There are several alternative approaches to developing a new gaseous

dielectric as a replacement for the SF5 presently used in CGIT systems.

The new gas insulation system can be either : (i) Lower cost than SFfj with
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similar dielectric strength, and can be used as a direct replacement; (ii)

Not necessarily cheaper than SFg, but with a higher strength to enable a

system to operate at a higher field and therefore effect e. reduction in

diameter and cost; (iii) Not necessarily lower in cost or able to use at

a higher design field, but would, for example, be less susceptible to

particle contamination or conductor surface roughness so that the system

reliability could be improved. These alternatives are now discussed in

more detail.

Effect of Reduced Gas Cost

The material cost breakdown of CGIT systems (excluding assembly) in

Table 4 shows that the most costly single item is the aluminum sheath,

which typically amounts to 40%. The percentage cost of the gas increases

with the increase in the voltage rating and therefore size, such that at

800 kV it amounts to 21%. The conductor and insulators typically each account

for 20% and 13%, respectively, of the material cost. Several of the new develop-

ments outlined in Section 4 are specifically being investigated with the in-

tention of reducing the cost of the metallic sheath and so reduce the cost

of manufacture. Table 4 demonstrates that the savings due to simply re-

placing the SF^ gas with a lower cost gas (eg. 50% of the cost) and opera-

ting at the same fields, would probably be economically attractive for long

length installations at the higher voltage ratings (362 kV and above). For

the 800 kV system the cost of the SF& gas alone is now more than $142,000/km,

giving an indication of the savings possible with lower cost alternatives.

Effect of Higher Design Field

A more significant effect is if a new gas permits higher design and

operating fields. It is of interest to make a simple analysis of the present

CGIT systems assuming it is possible to operate a CGIT line at the next

voltage class; for example, operate a present 145 kV system at 242 kV.

Table 5 shows the effect this would have on the MVA rating; the current

rating is that for the same physical size system in Table 1, but the MVA

rating is increased due to the higher voltage. The ratio of MVA rating

for the "future" and "present" designs (MVAf/MVAp) is calculated. To give
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Table 4. CGIT Material Cost Breakdown

Percentage Cost Analysis
No Assembly or Labor Included

Component

Sheath

Conductor

Insulators

Gas

Other Components

Max. System Voltage, kV

' 145

39

21

16

9

15

242

45

18

13

10

14

362

44

20

13

13

10

550

44

21

10

16

9
I

1

800

44

18

8

21

9

Table 5. Comparison of Ratings and Cost of Present
and "Future" CGIT Systems Operating at Higher Field Level

Maximum
System
Voltage

kV

145

242

362

550

800

Present System

Sheath/
Conductor

Diameter

mm

241/ 89

3C7/102

381/127

508/178

635/203

MVAp

335

680

1200

2050

3650

"Future" System

Sheath/
Conductor
Diameter

mm

216/ 76

241/ 89

307/102

381/127

MVAf

285

560

1015

1730

508/176 3115

MVA R a t i o

MVAf

MVAp

0.85

0.82

0.85

0.85

0.85

Selling
Price
Ratio

"Future" $f

Present $p

0.93

0.79

0.87

0.62

0.84
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an indication of the effect this would have on the cost, the standard

price list has been used to calculate the ratio of the "future" selling

price (ie. with the smaller size system) to the present selling price,

assuming no change in the designs.

It can be seen that the MVA rating of the "future" design is typically

15Z less than the present, larger designs. The potential reduction in sell-

ing price is an average of 19%, with a maximum of 38%, depending on the

voltage rating. This moans that although the cost of the lower rated line

is substantially lower, the cost of the CGIT line in $ per MVA rating

is not greatly affected. However, for most applications the high current

rating of present CGIT systems is not needed on a continuous basis, and

therefore, for many applications the lower MVA rating will be quite adequate.

For these installations the effect of an insulating gas with higher dielectric

strength can have a significant effect on the cost of CGIT systems by en-

abling a reduction in the sheath diameter. This is economic even if the

cose of the new gas system is double that of the SF5 gas system.

The effect of reducing the sheath size is to increase the operating

and test fields as shown in Table 3. The impulse field at the conductor

for the "future" system would now be increased by 35% to typically 23 MV

peak/m from 17 MV puak/m. More critical however, particularly for the

insulators, will be the increase in the continuous AC field from typically

a maximum of A.I MV rms/m to 5.1 MV rms/m. Recent research has shown that

these field levels are probably acceptable with present epoxy insulators

if suitable casting techniques are used. The increase in the operating

and test fields will probably also result in a greater degree of cleanliness

being required than for present CGIT systems, and improved manufacturing,

assembly and trapping techniques may need to be developed.

This simplified analysis has shown that if alternative gases are

developed with better high voltage insulation characteristics than SFg, then

substantial reductions in the cost of CGIT systems may be possible by opera-

ting at a higher field and that the penalty of a lower current rating will

usually be acceptable. The smaller diameter system gives a more compact in-

stallation which will also reduce the trenching and installation costs.
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Improved Reliability

Flashover occurs in compressed gas insulated transmission systems

either because of contamination, or because of surface imperfections on the

conductor.

There has been extensive research on the effec of conducting con-

taminants initiating breakdown in SF5 systems. This has shown that typically

the maximum breakdown voltage with large contamination occurs at a pressure

of 0.44 MPa and that the breakdown voltage can then fall drastically with

increasing pressure. Alternative gases may be developed which can substan-

tially reduce the effect of the conducting particles. For example, previous

work on mixtures of SF5 and air has Indicated that a 50-50 mixture (by

volume) has a 30% higher breakdown voltage in the presence of wire-type
Q

aluminum contaminants at a pressure of 0.44 MPa than for SFf, alone. It is

also relevant that a theoretical analysis of SF^-nitrogen mixtures has in-

dicated that the conductor surface finish may be less critical than for the

SF6 alone.
10

By developing suitable gases with these characteristics it may be

possible to reduce the susceptibility of the CGIT lines to minor conductor

imperfections and contamination a^c thereby improve the system reliability.

Specifications for Imoroved Gaseous Dielectric

It is of interest to discuss some of the gaseous dielectric specifica-

tions and requirements that are required for an effective alternative gas

to SF5 in CGIT lines or other gas insulated equipment where no arc interrup-

tion is required.

Breakdown Strength

The gaseous dielectric should be able to operate at least under the con-

ditions for which SFj, insulated equipment is presently designed: ie,

lightning impulse 17 MV peak/in, ac design test level 8 MV rms/m. To enable

a CGIT line to be uprated to the next voltage level, the required design

levels would be; lightning impulse 23 MV peak/m, AC test level 11.0 MV rms/m.

These design levels apply to the full size, long length installations. The

breakdown data obtained from small scale experiments should be investigated to
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determine the effect of electrode area, "erratic" low breakdowns, scatter,

practical finish on the conductor, and practical cleanliness conditions. *

Investigations of the breakdown voltage-versus-time to breakdown characteris-

tics are required to ensure that the required insulation coordination is ob-

tained. The breakdown characteristics should be studied under deliberately

contaminated conditions with AC, DC, lightning and switching impulse voltages

to confirm that the new ga? system is superior under these conditions.

Operating Conditions

Present CGIT lines have to operate under ambient temperature conditions

of -30°C to +40°C. At the lower temperature it is important that the gaseous

dielectric does not liquify. Under continuous operating conditions of maxi-

mum current loading the conductor temperature is typically not above 95°C,

although some points may reach 105°C. Another factor is that under some con-

ditions it may be necessary to do some minor welding repairs on the aluminum

sheath when the line is filled with the gas. The temperature may then reach

180°C at localized areas for a period of a few minutes. No degradation or

decomposition should occur under these conditions.

Although CGIT lines are designed to be corona free under operating

conditions, corona may sometimes occur for brief periods, for example at

conducting particles during the conditioning process. Degradation should

not occur under these conditions.

Present CGIT systems typically operate at a pressure of 0.44 MPa. For

most design systems this operating pressure could be doubled with only

relatively minor design changes required in the system, primarily at the

gas tight insulators, the air-SFg bushings, or connections to other SFg_

insulated equipment. The sheath has adequate mechanical strength for the

higher operating pressure if it should be required. However, it should be

pointed out that operating at a higher pressure must be evaluated to

determine that the particle contamination problem does not become excessive-

ly severe, and that no liquifying occurs at the lower temperatures.
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Physical and Chemical Properties

The gas should be non-flammable and should preferably be non-toxic or

have only a very low level of toxicity. Tests should be made to insure that

no highly toxic compounds are produced if a fault should occur.

The compatibility of the gas with the materials used in the CGIT line

such as epoxy, aluminum, silver plating and gasketing should be verified for

the conditions of operating temperatures and pressures , including the effect

of the arced gas.

SF^ is a very convenient gas to use as standard recovery carts are

available for storing the gas in a liquid form. The utilization and recovery

of alternative gases in the field must be considered.

Carbonization

An important factor in the evaluation of any gaseous alternative to SFg

is the degree of carbonization in the gas that occurs with sparking or arc-

ing. SFfc is unique in that there is extensive recombination after an arc

and no carbonization. There are two practical conditions to be considered

where a flashover or a fault may occur in a CGIT line and this affects the

carbonization specifications of the gas.

All CGIT lines have a high voltage field acceptance test to verify the

integrity of the system. Presently the AC field test is the most commonly

used and typical test levels are given in Table 2. Usually a transportable

AC resonant transformer set is used. If a fault occurs with this system

then only the energy stored in the line is dissipated and there is no power

supplied by the test system. For example, with a 680 m length of a 362 kV

system field tested to 375 kV with a resonant transformer set of 5 A

capacity, the energy stored in the line will be of the order 2.5 kJ. It

is essential that if a flashover occurs during the field acceptance test
1 o

then no carbonization be produced in the gas or along the insulator.L*

This is so that the "spark conditioning" technique that is now used to con-

dition a system up to the test voltage can continue to be utilized. If

some carbonization were produced then although this might not necessarily

cause flashover during the field acceptance test, at some later time in service
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it might subsequently cause flashover and failure. Any testing of alterna-

tive gases should therefore include an evaluation of this carbonization.

The second and more severe fault condition can occur in service with

a flashover and power arc, where a fault of 63 kA may exist for several

cycles. It would be preferable if the alternative gas system were similar

to SFg in that there may be severe arc damage but no carbonization. This

arc damage to the CGIT components is usually rectified by cutting an access

hole in the sheath and repairing and cleaning the system. If carbonization

occurred with the alternative gas under this fault condition it would be a

considerable disadvantage requiring a larger outage time, with more exten-

sive cleaning and repair operations, and perhaps required replacement of

the damaged section. However, if the new gas offered a substantial reduction

in the size and cost of the system, then the CGIT line could be designed so

that the carbonization would be confined to a short section (eg. 18m), and

this section could be rapidly replaced with a spare section in the event of

a fault.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

There are several programs in progress for the development of new and

lower cost CGIT systems. For all these systems an alternative superior gas

to SFg could have the same significance as described above. However, opera-

ting conditions may be different and should be considered in the evaluation

of the use of alternative gases.

Three Conductor CGIT System

In three conductor CGIT systems, the three conductors are mounted

within the same aluminum sheath. J This results in a lower cost, more

compact installation than for the three separate isolated phase lines.

Figure 5 shows the prototype developed on an EPRI program of a 362 kV

system with a buried current rating of 2000 amps. The three conductors are

mounted on epoxy post insulators which are attached to the aluminum sheath.

The sections are manufactured and shipped in 18 m lengths, and have the

same plug-in conductor joint and sheath welded joint system as the isolated

phase system. The insulating medium is SFfc at 0.44 MPa and the design
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fields are the same as the isolated phase system. This design allows a

more compact installation than the isolated phase lines, has lower losses

(10%-i5%), and has an installed cost typically 15% lower.

Future developments are expected to further reduce the cost. A test

installation on an Electric Utility system is planned to begin in 1978.

Fig. 5 Three conductor CGIT system, above is short circuit
prototype of 362 kV, 2000 A system. Bolted conductor connections
were used for this test, but conductors usually have plug-in
joints. Note particle trap between lower post insulators.

Flexible CGIT System

In order to reduce the cost of manufacture and installation, flexible

CGIT lines are being developed. The design under development for EPRI^

has a flexible corrugated conductor housing with a stranded, segmented con-
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ductor inside (Figure 6). This is supported on low dielectric constant

material insulators that are of a split design and snap around the con-

ductor housing with an insulator separation of typically 0.6 m. The con-

ductor system is manufactured and assembled inside a corrugated aluminum

housing in a continuous operation on a special machine. The flexible CGIT

line is planned to be wound on a drum of 4.3mdiameter. Long continuous

lengths (eg. 92m of 362 kV cable) can be shipped to the field, thereby re-

ducing the field installation time and cost. The same design field as

present systems is used.

Corrugated aluminum enclosure

Corrugated copper
conductor housing

\
Internal stranded
segmented
aluminum conductor

Fg gas
at 0.41 MPa

(4.1 atm)

Split disc insulator
design of low
dielectric constant
material

Fig. 6 Design of flexible gas cable under development for EPRI
Typical insulator separation is 0.6 m.

14

The experimental flexible CGIT system under development in Europe

uses a dielectric-covered flexible conductor bundle which fits around the

low dielectric constant material insulator (Figure 7). This unusual de-

sign very effectively shields the critical interface between the conductor

and insulator. The conductor-insulator system is assembled in a flexible

plastic pipe and is then either pulled into a corrugated housing or pulled

into prelaid pipes. The sheath diameter for this design is half that of
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present CGIT systems; i.e. the design fields are twice as high. An SFg gas

mixture will probably be used at a pressure of the order 0.8 MPa (8 atm).

The particle contamination problem may be severe at these high stresses.

An alternative "semi-flexible" CGIT system is about to be developed

on a Department of Energy program specifically for the UHV levels where 18 m

shipping lengths are rapidly joined in the field with a semi-automated join-

ing and welding system.

\ Corrugated aluminum housing

Trefoil insulator —
of low dielectric
constant material

Sfv gas mixture
at 0.8 MPa (8 atm)

Stranded conductor
with extruded dielectric
covering.

Flexible plastic tube

Fig. 7 Flexible design of gas cable where the conductor bundles (at
same potential) fit around the insulator*^. Typical insulator
separation is 0.5 m.

High Temperature System

Another EPRI program is developing a CGIT line where the conductor

operates at a temperature of 150°C. With this system the current rating

is substantially increased compared with the normal case where the maximum

conductor temperature hot spot temperature of 105°C is allowed. At these

temperatures a special insulator material is necessary, and new develop-

ments are required for the conductor joints to operate at the higher temp-

erature.
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1200 kV System

The Department of Energy is funding a program for a 1200 kV CGIT

system which is rated 5000 amps. This system will be able to transmit

10,000 MVA. The. design of this system is such that although the continuous

lightning impulse field is the same as for lower voltage systems of 17 MV

peak/m the continuous AC stress on the insulatjr is much higher at 4.8 MV

rms/m. Special development work has therefore been necessary on the in-

sulators. For this program an SF^-air mixture will probably be used at

0.54 MPa (5.4 atm) instead of the SF6 at 0.44 MPa. Figure 2 shows the

conical insulator used in this program, giving an indication of the physical

size system necessary for the lightning impulse design level of 2175 kV, AC

one minute withstand test of 1200 kV rms, and the switching impulse level

of 1800 kV crest.

DC Compressed Gas Insulated Transmission Lines

All present installed CGIT lines are AC systems. There are potential

applications for DC CGIT systems on account of the very high rating that

can be obtained with relatively small increase in cost. For example, if

the 362 kV AC system (Table 1) were operated at + 300 kV DC under the

same burial conditions with the conductor solid instead of hollow, then two

DC cables would have a power handling capability of the order 2520 MVA com-

pared with 1200 MVA for the three AC cables.

There are several critical areas where development is required for a

DC CGIT svstem. The voltaae distribution across the insulators is controlled

by the insulator resistance, compared with the capacitance controlled dis-

tribution for the AC case, and this will be more susceptible to surface

impurities. A major problem is likely to be that the particle contamina-

tion problem is more severe as particles are more active under DC than AC .

Efficient, low cost particle trapping techniques taking into account the

unique characteristics of DC systems might therefore need to be investigated.

There is also the concern on a DC design level in the gas for long term

operation. Alternative gases tr SF6 showing less susceptibil'ty to contamin-

ation would be advantageous for DC gas cables.
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CONCLUSIONS

Compressed gas insulated transmission lines are beginning to play an

important part in transmission systems as high power, high voltage trans-

mission links. Present CGIT lines have shown rapid development in the

seven years since their introduction. It is expected that there will be

similar progress in the next few years which will be brought about by

extensive research and development programs for manufacturing new systems

at a lower cost such as with the three conductor and flexible CGIT lines.

New and superior gases to SF^ can have a big impact on CGIT lines,

either by reducing the cost of the gas, or more importantly by allowing

the CGIT lines to operate at higher fields, thereby enabling substantial

reductions in size and cost of the equipment and installation.
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DISCUSSION

PACE: Over the forty-year lifetime, is there a possibility of

saturating the particle traps.' Do you see an area effect in testing

enclosed lines? We should not automatically fear carbon-containing

compounds concerning carbonization. Work at Du Pont (see Pace on page 256)

and by Sauers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory indicates that solid

breakdown products of fluorocarbons may not be pure carbon, and they may

have high resistivity. However, this problem remains to be dealt with

carefully in applications.

COOKSON: It is believed that the contamination likely to be most

troublesome in gas-insulated systems is large particles left during

manufacture or installation. These are deactivated by moving them into

the traps during the high voltage field test and perhaps during the

initial period the equipment is in service. Very few particles will be

produced in service as, unlike a circuit breaker for example, there are

very few moving parts. The only major movement is the plug-in conductor

joint which also accommodates the conductor expansion. A special low

wear contact has therefore been developed, and the design prevents any

contamination that may be produced from entering the high stressed region

in the line. The production of extensive insulating or even partially

conducting particles with low energy sparks (e.g., during field test

flashover conditions) should be treated with some caution. There is the

possibility of very fine conducting particles or powder, usually not

degrading, becoming deposited on the insulating particles and then

effectively behaving like large conducting particles.
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SIOMOS: You mentioned very often in your presentation that the basic

research has to be of help to the problem under study. For example,

better gases than SF, have to be found. Sometimes, however, these gases

might not fulfill all your technological standards, but they might be

superior in terms of dielectric strength and costs. Is the industry

prepared to make some compromises in terms of its technological standards

so that a cooperation between basic research and industry will be more

successful?

COOKSON: If a superior gas is developed, then some modifications or

compromises are possible, for example, if different insulator materials

or shapes are required or if other materials need to be changed for

compatibility purposes. Some low levels of toxicity may also be per-

missible if the technological or economic advantages are sufficient.

Concerning the operating temperature, there is probably less room for

compromise because of the environmental conditions. Lowering the

maximum permissible hot-spot temperature on the conductor from the

present 105°C could result in a substantial reduction in the current

rating for some CGIT systems, particularly for above ground installations.

This could have the effect of requiring a larger, more expensive system

to meet the current rating. Possible relaxation of the lower temperature

limit is discussed in response to another question. Although some com-

promises on the standards are possible from industry, they are very

limited as these reflect possible conditions the equipment may actually

experience in service, quite independent of the insulating system inside

the equipment. These practical conditions should therefore always be
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considered in developing gaseous insulating systems for application in

transmission or distribution equipment.

de TOURREIL: Traps are effective to deal with particles on horizontal

sections. Do particles present a problem on vertical sections of CGIT?

If so, how are spacer surfaces protected from particle contaminants?

COOKSON: In vertical lines the open construction of the Tripost

insulator is preferred, with a particle trap inserted at the bottom of

the line to trap the particles that have fallen through. If gas-tight

or semi-stop insulators are required, then conical insulators are used

with the cone pointing upwards so that any particles will fall into the

low field areas at the edge of the cone.

FARISH: I was very interested in your observation of a reduced

switching impulse strength for SF^/N- mixtures in relatively small

coaxial-electrode systems. This is perhaps unexpected since one might

expect that any impulse corona would have a greater inhibiting effect

in the mixture than in pure SF,. Do you have any explanation for this

behavior?

COOKSON: At present, I cannot give a theoretical explanation of why

the switching surge flashover is much lower in N2/SF6 mixtures than for

SFfi/air or SF,/CO2 with the coaxial geometry we tested. It may be

associated with the growth of the streamer across the gap and the

development of the space charge being the optimum for this mixture, per-

haps in a manner similar to that for long gap switching impulse break-

down in air.
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VINCENT: What about efficiency of particle traps situated just below

epoxy spacers? Is it possible that particles stick to the spacer instead

of going into the trap when bouncing towards the low-field region?

COOKSON: The traps are situated at the spacer because the spacers

are susceptible to contamination. By increasing the AC test voltage very

slowly the particle motion can be controlled so that the particles move

into the traps without being deposited on the dielectric surface.

NAKATA: Ms. Claire Vincent's concern regarding the location of particle

traps directly under the support insulators of your gas bus is equally

shared by me. In dealing with HVDC gas bus, we found, as will be shown

in the film later, that particles which are trapped under shallow traps

by the random scattering of particles are seemingly only conditionally

trapped. By conditional trapping, I mean that the particle movement

towards the inner recesses of the trap stops once the particle gets under

the lip of such a trap since the field intensity suddenly drops off.

Such trapped particles have been found to be relevitable out of the traps

at moderate DC stresses. Since an AC gas bus can suddenly become a DC gas

bus if a capacitive switching duty is performed, and any particle re-

levitated out of a trap under the insulator (to instantly cross the gas

gap by DC stresses) could very likely electrostatically adhere to the

insulator, might this not constitute a hazard as mentioned by Ms. Vincent?

As a difference in philosophy, the HVDC gas bus which we designed for the

EPRI HVDC installation is designed to direct the particles positively

away from the proximity of insulators (rather than by random bouncing and
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spreading) into deep particle traps from which we have never been able

to relevitate out the particles.

COOKSON: As the insulators are susceptible to contamination, we design

traps to protect the insulator in CGIT lines. The traps are designed to

trap and deactivate the particles during AC testing and once trapped can

withstand the DC voltages that may be experienced by AC systems. CGIT

lines may be installed on systems where there is a pronounced slope de-

pending on, for example, the contour of the land. Under these conditions

it may not be possible to always install a system so that the particles

always move away from the insulators. For these several and variable con-

ditions the trap at the insulator will effectively remove the particles

before they reach the dielectric.

SAMM: Why -30°C criteria? Is industry willing to compromise for under-

ground installations below the frost line or for above ground installations

in warmer climates?

COOKSON: Present U. S. standards are for -30°C but some utilities

with less severe winters do specify -20°C. This low temperature limit is

to ensure that no liquefying occurs with the equipment when it is dis-

connected from service. It may indeed be possible to relax this lower

limit for a deeply buried line, but the system will need to be studied to

ensure, for example, that the line is not being filled with gas before

the soil covering is placed in position at low ambient temperatures. Also,

the interface where the buried line comes above ground should be considered

in evaluating the use of higher levels of the minimum ambient temperature.
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INSULATION COORDINATION OF GAS-
INSULATED SUBSTATIONS

Roland Eriksson Hakan Holmborn
Swedish State Power Board, Stockholm ASEA AB, Ludvika, Sweden

Sweden

ABSTRACT

Gas-insulated substations (GIS) are exposed to the same overvolta-
ges as conventional stations. Since a flashover in a GIS may seriously
affect the equipment the whole GIS must be protected against overvolta-
ges. In this report the shapes of overvoltages which may occur are
briefly discussed as well as factors influencing these overvoltages.

Critical characteristics of the surge wave, its propagation in the
GIS and the influence of the size of the GIS are explained. The influ-
ence of the characteristics and location of different types of surge
arresters on the maximum overvoltages is discussed, especially conside-
ring steep surges.

Recommendations on suitable insulation levels BIL are given under
the assumption that reasonable measures are taken in order to limit the
overvoltages. GIS with the recommended BIL turns out to be less expen-
sive than conventional substations at higher voltages. Price relations
are indicated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas-insulated substations (GIS) are exposed to the same overvolta-

ges as conventional substations. However, the character of the GIS in-

sulation and the consequenses of a failure lead to the necessity of a

close analysis of the stresses imposed on the insulation under various

conditions as well as an economic choice of means of protection against

excessive stresses1.

For a conventional substation it is normally deemed sufficient if

the transformers, bei.ig the most valuable equipment and difficult to

replace, are well protected against excessive overvoltage stresses.

Even if a part of GIS normally can be exchanged comparatively quickly

and on site, a failure would lead to a great disturbance in the opera-

tion of the system. Good overvoltage protection is thus needed for all

gas-insulated parts of the substations. This leads to the need to pro-
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tect also the distance from line entrances to an open circuit-breaker,

which in turn demands an installation of lightning arresters at the

line entrance when overhead lines are connected.

The real nature of the overvoltage phenomena in the GIS is proba-

bilistic2. The main influencing parameters are

Stroke location

Stroke characteristics (e.g. current and steepness)

- Earthing conditions and line configuration at stroke location

Operating conditions of GIS (number of connected lines, open

switching devices)

By using the probability to obtain high stresses (stress function)

and the probability of insulation withstand (strength function), the

resulting probability of failure can be estimated.

2. TYPE OF OVERVOLTAGE STRESSES
IMPOSED ON THE GIS

A suitable classification of the overvoltages into three groups

is made by IEC 713.

1. Temporary overvoltages

2. Switching overvoltages

3. Lightning overvoltages

2.1 Temporary overvoltages

The temporary overvoltages have their main importance in that they

determine the choice of reseal voltage for the arrester and thus, due

to design reasons, the protective level.

The most important temporary overvoltages are those occurring due

to earth faults and load rejection. Sometimes there can be a risk for
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so-called resonance overvoltages caused by non-linearities, but such

overvoltages should be avoided by suitable system design.

The temporary overvoltages during fault conditions are normally

up to 1.6 p.u. on the line side of the circuit-breaker if the connec-

ted lines are comparatively long. On the bus side of the circuit-brea-

ker the overvoltages are lower, 1.2—1.U p.u. These figures are valid

for earthed neutral EHV systems while in isolated neutral systems the

overvoltages are about r 3 p.u.

Figures 1 and 2 give a calculation example showing temporary over-

voltages as a function of disconnected load and short-circuit power.

Due to the rather flat insulation withstand dependence of the GIS

as a function of the fronttime of overvoltage, the withstand of the GIS

against temporary overvoltages is satisfactory as the insulation must

be designed for the much higher lightning impulse.

U2(p.u)

1.4

1.3

1.2.

1.1

©-&• •V
250 NVA r

Range of
— practical
-"" interest

P- 1200 MW

P= 800 MW

P= 400 MW

Earth fault
factor

1* 1500 2000" 2500 30*00 3500~ KVA

h
Fig. 1. Temporary overvoltages in receiving end for single phase

faults combined with load rejection. 800 kV system. Early stage of
system development.

Before fault: Up = 0.95 p.u.

S : Fault level in sending end (X /X. =1.0)
k o +
P: Disconnected load (MW); cos q> = 1.0.
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U2(p.u.)

1.8

1.&

1.4

P.1500 HI

P-1000 Mil
[P-500 Hi
P-0 HI

1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 13000 Sk(NVA)

Fig. 2. Temporary overvoltages in receiving end for single phase
faults combined with load rejection. H20 kV system.

Before fault: t^ = U = 0.95 P-u.

S : Fault level in sending end (X /X =1.0)
K. O •>

P: Disconnected load (MW).

2.2 Switching overvoltages

There are a lot of publications on switching overvoltages, their

magnitudes, waveshapes and means of reduction and it is not possible

here to go into details. Generally one can see three groups.

"Maximum" overvoltage
amplitudes p.u.

No special means of overvoltage
reduction used 2.5 - 3.5
Some special steps for overvol-
tage control (closing resistors,
shunt reactors) 2.0 - 2.5

Extreme reduction of overvolta-
ge magnitude (multistep closing
resistors, synchronous closing
etc) 1.5 - 2.0
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Many systems have a reliable operation without any special means

for overvoltage reduction.

IEC 5171* and IEEE 9 gives switching impulse withstand levels (SIWL)

range 2.28 - 3.̂ 7 p.u. and it is necessary to protect the GIS against

switching overvoltages excessive to those values. Normally this protec-

tion is obtained if the substation is well protected against lightning

overvoltages. The maximum overvoltages within the GIS greatly depend on

reflection phenomena. Since the steepness of the switching overvoltages

are very low, there will be no overvoltages above the arrester spark-

over voltage and thus a lower ratio between SIWL and protective level

can be chosen. Further details about ovtrvoltage propagation in the GIS

is given in section 3.

2.3 Lightning overvoltages

Lightning overvoltages arise when a stroke hits the shielding wire

or the phase wires. A stroke to the shielding wire or the tower will if

the stroke current is sufficiently high cause flashover to a phase wire

(backflashover) thereby generating an overvoltage on the phase wire. A

stroke directly to the phase wire (shielding failure) will cause an

overvoltage in any case, even if no flashover to the tower occurs. The

magnitude and shape of the waves generated will depend greatly on the

grounding conditions at the stroke location and the stroke characteris-

tics.

Normally results reported in literature show mean values of stroke

current amplitude and steepness of about 30 kA and ho kA/us respective-

ly. Corresponding 10 % values could be about 70 kA and 70 kA/us respec-

tively. The structures comprising towers and overhead lines have, at

least during the first us after a stroke has hit the line, a waveimpe-

dance of about 100 Q. It is therefore understood that the steepness of

generated surges can be up to 7000 kV/us at the stroke origin. The amp-

litude of outgoing waves can be assumed to be about the insulation le-

vel of the line. If higher amplitudes are obtained at the stroke loca-
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tion due to high stroke current or earth impedance, successive flash-

overs at adjacent towers will reduce the peak to a value close to the

LIWL of the line.

When the wave travels along the line, the steepness will be redu-

ced due to corona damping. A well known assumption is that the front-

time will increase by 1 us for each travelled km.

For insulation design of GIS substations it is also necessary to

consider multiple strokes. After circuit-breaker opening due to the

first stroke it will be stressed by a travelling wave generated by the

second discharge. 3ince the wave will then meet an open line end the

reflection conditions are changed and higher overvoltages may occur.

This open breaker case is always considered at insulation coordination

studies.

The reported ' percentage of flashes consisting of more than one

stroke varies in the range 20-50 t As a mean the interval between the

strokes is 30-60 ms.

It must also be noted in the GIS case that the insulation with-

stand is normally somewhat lower for negative than for positive polari-

ty, while the air gaps normally have a higher withstand for the negati-

ve polarity. A "natural" coordination of line insulation and GIS insu-

lation is therefore not obtained.

3. PROPAGATION OF LIGHTNING OVERVOLTAGES

3.1 Principal propagation

The wave impedance of an overhead line is considerably greater

than that of a GIS and thus reflection phenomena will occur at the en-

trance of the GIS. At an open gap (disconnector, circuit-breaker) the

surge will be totally reflected meaning a doubling of amplitude.
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The way the voltage is built up is illustrated in Fig. 3.

SF6

T-«»ot.U

Entering »«•

Afttr inUring

~fzocU After raflictton

Fig. 3. Principal

voltage build up.

After entering, one part, a, is transmitted into the substation

and one part, (1-a), reflected back along the line. The entered wave is

reflected at the open end and when reaching the GIS entrance reflected

again. The growth of the overvoltage will follow the equation

jj-= 2 - (2-a)(i-a)
o

n (D

where n is the number of reflections. For n -»• °° U/U = 2.
o

3.2 The voltage build up for finite steepness of incoming wave

Compared to above where infinite steepness of incoming surges was

studied, the voltage increase and reflection is not at all as severe

for steepness where the front is longer than twice the wave travelling

time in the substation, which is the usual case.

The theoretical voltage increase is shown in Fig. h, where a con-

stant rate of rise is assumed. Neglecting damping the voltage is ex-

pressed by the formulae (2), (3) and (k).
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s = steepness of wave on the overhead line

T = wave travelling time in a GIS

L = length of GIS from entrance to open circuit in metres

T = 300
n = number of reflections

Before the first reflection the voltage at the entrance is

U = s • o • t

Voltage at time t at the entrance after n reflections:

2(n~i) < — < 2n

T

U = s • o ft + En
 o (i-a)

m"2(2-a)[t-(m-l)x]]I m-2 J

(2)

(3)
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Voltage at open end at time t:

—

U = s • Zn . 2(i-a)m"1 ft-(2m-D x]m=1 L J (U)

The voltage increase is dependent upon three parameters, steepness

(s), ratio of wave impedances (o) and length of substation (L ST).

As can be seen from Fig. k the voltage increase is constant between

every reflection inside the GIS but is magnified for every reflection.

After a number of reflections the steepness inside the GIS is therefore

greater than that of the incoming surge.

The above expressions give an understanding of the wave propaga-

tion and voltage build up. Normally all calculations are made by com-

puter7 .

h. OVERVOLTAGE LIMITATIONS BY ARRESTERS

The equations related above are valid before the instant of arres-

ter sparkover only.

When the voltage has reached such a value that the arrester sparks

over, it will take another travel time T between arrester and the open

bus end until the negative wave from the arrester arrives to the open

end and the voltage is reduced. Therefore a higher steepness results

in a higher overshot in voltage. Also for a longer SFg bus and thus a

longer travel time the overshot is greater.

Figure 5 illustrates the overvoltage versus sparkover voltage of

the GIS for different bus lengths when an enclosed arrester is located

at the entrance.

The influence of surge steepness on arrester characteristics will

affect the protection. Generally one can say that for short bus lengths
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Fig. 5. Maximum overvoltage versus arrester sparkover voltage.
Enclosed arrester at line entrance. 2000 kV/ys incoming wave.

the voltage increase is more rapid, resulting in higher sparkover vol-

tage of the arrester, but on the other hand the voltage overshot is

less. For longer buses the voltage increase is slower and the sparkover

voltage is lower leading to a greater acceptable overshot. This will

be discussed in detail in section 5.

5. INFLUENCE FROM STEEPNESS OF INCOMING SURGE TO VARIOUS

GAS-INSULATED EQUIPMENT

5.1 Electric strength of SFg at short voltage duration

It is well-known that the electric strength of air of atmospheric

pressure increases considerably when the voltage duration decreases.

The increase starts for duration times shorter than about 100-1000 ys.
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In SFg-insulation a corresponding increase in electric strength

occurs but the increase is less and starts at lower duration time, usu-

ally below 10 us. The increase in breakdown voltage for steep waves -

front time < 1 us - is partly depending on the formative time lag which

means that the breakdown initiation voltage at a steep front of wave

can be exceeded before the breakdown will be observed. The formative

time lag is very short, < 0.1 us. The duration of the stress shall,

however, be counted from the instant when the critical voltage is ex-

ceeded point C in Fig. 6 and the time lag will be sufficient to cause

an increase of the observed breakdown voltage for fronts of waves shor-

ter than about 1 us. Another reason for the voltage withstand increase

is statistical and is often referred to as statistical time lag. The

physical back-ground for this time lag is the lack of primary electrons

in critical locations. In an exactly uniform electrode gap with polish-

ed surfaces this time lag is very short, but in practical electrode

systems the field is nonuniform with local field enhancements resulting

in a long statistical time lag (1-100 us).

Surface roughness, defects and particles will give field enhance-

ments in a very small gas volume outside the defect. This is taken in-

to account by designing the SFg-equipment for a voltage gradient at

LIWL of about half the theoretical breakdown value. The probability of

existence of primary electrons in the small volumes with local field

enhancement during the front time of a surge is rather low, resulting

in a long statistical time lag which can cause an increase of the 100 %

breakdown short duration voltage, up towards about twice the LIWL.

Also the macro field outside normally used electrode shapes is

non-uniform and the overstressed volume outside the surface where pri-

mary electrons have to appear is depending on the voltage. The statis-

tical time lag and consequently the statistical increase in breakdown

voltage for steep fronts will thus depend on the size of the test ob-

ject and of the field uniformity.
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LMl

Fig. 6. Voltage time characteristics

A: v-t curve, front breakdown
B: v-t curve, step voltage impulse
C: Minimum breakdown initiation voltage
D: Example of breakdown initiation voltage
AU: Voltage increase due to formative time lag

Reported voltage-time (v-t) curves have been obtained with diffe-

rent test methods. Figure 6 shows some curves taken up with steep

fronts giving all breakdowns on the front (A) and with a step voltage

impulse (B).

The v-t curves with breakdowns on the front are most used for

steep fronts and show a high voltage increase with decreased time due

to the very short stress time at the highest voltage. This type of v-t

curve can be used as a basis for insulation coordination with respect

to steep fronts with high peak level and short duration. However, when

coordinating the sparkover voltage of a surge arrester with the voltage
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withstand of the GIS, the breakdown voltage according to the v-t curve

must be reduced by a value, AU in Fig. 6, corresponding to the voltage

rise during the formative time lag. The initiation of the breakdown has

in fact started at a voltage below the v-t curve, e.g. at point D in

Fig. 6.

The front breakdown type of v-t curve (A) is, however, not valid

for coordination with respect to surges having a lower peak level cau-

sing a breakdown near the peak or on the back of the surge. In this ca-

se a lower breakdown voltage will be experienced and v-t curves (B) re-

corded during step voltage tests are more relevant.

$.2 Surge arrester characteristics for steep surges

The arrester sparkover voltage for steep surges is of great inte-

rest for the insulation coordination of GIS since th-j increase of the

GIS voltage withstand level is limited for steep surges. Due to the

flat SFg v-t characteristic it is necessary to have a low surge arres-

ter sparkover voltage also for front times <, 1 us.

Figure 7 shows a surge arrester specially designed for use in SFg.

The active gap stack is surrounded by grading rings interconnected with

capacitors to establish a correct voltage distribution along the arres-

ter. This arrester is housed in an SFg filled vessel.

With such enclosed arresters it is possible to choose a lower

sparkover voltage due to the careful voltage grading and the steady am-

bient conditions of the arrester, especially the absence of pollution.

Thus, the sparkover voltage of enclosed arresters can be reduced by ap-

proximately 10 % in relation to that of conventional arresters without

changing the other characteristics.

Figure 8 shows the increase of the front of wave sparkover volta-

ge for times to sparkover less than 1 JJS. The curve is based on tests

on both conventional and metal-enclosed arresters of different ratings,
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Fig. 7. Surge arrester for enclosed

application.
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including one conventional and one metal-enclosed arrester rated 600 kV.

Tests have been performed in accordance with IEC and ANSI Standards.

The steepness has, however, been varied up to 2500 kV/ys, which is hig-

her than prescribed in these standards.

The sparkover voltage in Fig. 8 has been assumed to be a function

of the time to sparkover only. The shape of the applied voltage wave is

judged to be of minor importance and thus the average steepness (deter-

mined by the 10 % - 90 % values) can be used to determine the sparkover

increase at high steepnesses. The time to sparkover can be transformed

into steepness of the applied voltage.

In Figure 9 the average rate-of-rise of the voltage across an ar-

rester at the line entrance has been plotted versus the distance from

entrance to an open gap in the GIS. With longer bus length the steep-

ness across the arrester will decrease. Comparing with Fig. 8 it can

be deduced that there is no significant increase in sparkover voltage

of the arrester for bus lengths greater than Uo m even if the incoming

wave has 2000 kV/ys steepness.

Taking into consideration the length of the GIS as well as the

sparkover voltage increase for steep surges relations between maximum

overvoltage and LIWL as seen in Figure 10 can be obtained.

6. SELECTION OF INSULATION LEVEL

6.1 Choice of arrester

The first important decision to make is the selection of surge ar-

rester rated voltage (reseal voltage). Due to temporary overvoltages

related in 2.1 a choice of reseal voltage equal to the temporary over-

voltage results in reseal voltages 1.3 - 1.6 times normal phase to

ground voltage. Being on the conservative side and covering most of the

systems 145-420 kV, at least for Swedish conditions, a choice of rated
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voltage 1.6 p.u. should be possible. For the 800 kV system \ralue 1.3

could be chosen8.

It is supposed that for higher system voltages the temporary over-

voltages will be lower and thus a lower reseal voltage can be chosen.

Referred to the rated voltage (U ) the following arrester charac-

teristics can be easily obtained:

- Front of wave sparkover voltage 2.3 x U

- 1.2/50 ps sparkover voltage 2.1 x U

- Residual voltage at 10 kA 1.9 x U^

6.2 Determination of overvoltage stresses.

Choice of arrester locations

The overvoltage stresses on the GIS must be calculated for diffe-

rent rates-of-rise of incoming waves to determine the critical rate-of-

rise (if any) above which the overvoltage exceeds the insulation level.

Arresters must be installed at the line entrance to ensure the

protection during open breaker (or disconnector) conditions. Additional

arresters may also be required close to the transformers or on the bus

due to a long path to the line entrance. For these locations the calcu-

lation of overvoltages should be performed for different operating con-

ditions. Normally a few operating conditions can be found more onerous

compared to others. After considering the probability of these events,

the calculations can be limited to analysing these critical cases (e.g.

the open circuit-breaker case or one transformer and no additional li-

nes connected to the bus).

When considering arrester locations there will also be a choice

between enclosed and conventional arresters. The technical advantages

of enclosed arresters are:

- the liberty to locate the arrester in the best place of the GIS

from protection point of view
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- there are no connect? ">n leads to ground and to conductors and

thus no delay to the operation of the arrester occurs

- the enclosed arrester operates under steady ambient conditions

compared to conventional arresters for which sparkover level

could be disturbed by pollution.

6.3 Determination of probability of excessive over-

voltage stresses, critical zones

Normally for each substation the calculations under 6.2 lead to

the statement that protection is obtained for overvoltages with rate-

of-rise up to a certain critical value.

A critical steepness of around 2000 kV/ps seems reasonable. Assu-

ming this a critical zone between the GIS and a point on the connected

overhead line can be determined assuming the front prolongation 1 ys/km.

These zones have been estimated for Swedish conditions, see table be-

low.

Table 1. Estimated critical zones

System Amplitude Critical Probability of surges
voltage of incoming zones with origin within the

wave critical zone
kV kV km % per year

800

1+20

2^5

3000

1500

1000

1.5

0.75

0.5

0.1

0.2

0.3

The figures refer to the cases where shielding wires are used. For

kV continuous shielding wires are used in the Swedish network,

while for lower voltages a length leading up to the substation is shiel-

ded:

Assuming a substation having 5 incoming lines and the probability

of the open breaker being 0.1 in case of a lightning stroke, the resul-

ting failure probability of a substation for lightning will be of the
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order 1/1000 per year, which is less than 1/100 of short-circuit failu-

re rate of a conventional substation. A correct estimate of the failure

probability requires a detailed knowledge of the overvoltage distribu-

tion stressing the SFg insulation and the insulation characteristics.

Such a precise calculation could be very intricate to perform and it

seems that the above procedure is quite sufficient.

Assuming this semi-probabilistic approach the ratio between insu-

lation level and overvoltage peak should be assumed equal to 1.0. In

this approach it is not recoi/imended to take into account any signifi-

cant increase of the withstand voltage for steep surges (curve B in

section 5.1).

6.̂  Insulation levels

Due to the great benefits of standardization the number of alter

native insulation levels must be kept low. Recommended insulation le-

vels by IEC*1 and IEEE 9 are given in the tables below.

Table 2. Insulation levels recommended by IEC

Rated Rated lightning Rated switching
voltage impulse withstand impulse withstand

voltage voltage
kV kV kV

362

U20

525

765

1175

T300

1)|25
(8C0) 1800

950
1050

1175

1U25
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Table 3. Insulation levels recommended by IEEE

Rated Rated lightning Rated switching
voltage impulse withstand impulse withstand

voltage voltage
kV kV kV

362

550

800

900/1050

1300/1550

1800

720/825

650/12U0

1)425

Considering normal bus lengths the insulation levels in the tables

can be well protected, compare figures 5 and 10.

7. ECONOMICAL ASPECTS ON INSULATION LEVEL

At an economical study the GIS can be divided into a number of

parts which have their own cost influence due to the insulation level.

The parts are

- GIS enclosure

- GIS apparatus

- surge arrester arrangements

The GIS enclosure which is a heavy part from economical point of

view will increase its cost with LIWL. With given values of current,

power frequency voltage etc. the GIS apparatus, apart from the enclo-

sure, will vary its costs very little with LIWL. The surge arrester

arrangements will be more costly at lower LIWL. The lower LIWL can

lead to the introduction of enclosed arresters at different locations.

The total cost of the substation should be studied in order to

select the best insulation level from both economical and technical

point of view. Pig. 11 shows the cost variation versus LIWL for 2U5 kV,

550 kV and 800 kV. The cost variations would be still more pronounced

if also the power transformer costs were considered. The cost relations

are given under the assumption of free choice of enclosure dimensions.

As seen in the figure standardized withstand levels for the 2U5 kV and
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8OO kV systems seems economically justified. For 550 kV a reduction of

the higher level, 1550 kV, could be discussed.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Lightning overvoltages will have the greatest influence on insula-

tion design of a GIS and they must be reduced by means of arresters.

Arrester data and location as well as specific insulation costs must be

analysed to get the most economical solution for each GIS layout.

A semi-probabilistic approach is suitable for insulation coordina-

tion of GIS. A critical steepness of 2000 kV/us is considered to give

an acceptable low probability of excessive overvoltage stresses.

The increased withstand of the GIS for impulses with short dura-

tion is not recommended to be taken into account when selecting insula-

tion levels and protection schemes.
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For very steep fronts the arrester sparkover voltage increases. At

critical steepness of incoming wave this need only to be consi^red for

short bus lengths. However, this fact will not in general influence the

choice of insulation level for the complete substation.
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DISCUSSION

TAKUMA: In your calculations 300 m/ysec (that is, the light velocity)

is used as the surge velocity. According to measurements in Japan, the

surge velocity is reported to be 10 to 20 % smaller than the light

velocity. Would you comment on this point? Are there any measurements

of the surge velocity on gas-insulated lines in your country?

ERIKSSON: We have set the traveling speed to that of light due to

theoretical considerations. No detailed measurements of the surge velocity

have been made. For overhead transmission lines a zero and positive

sequence propagation can be noticed, the former with lower velocity than

that of light leading to increased time to crest value. One could raise

the question whether an influence of ground also exists for the gas-

insulated bus.

SLETTEN: The GIS breakdown characteristics were discussed both for

ramp and step voltages. Is the arrestor characteristic given in the paper

obtained by ramp or step voltages?

ERIKSSON: The sparkover voltage has been assumed to be a function of

time to sparkover only. The curve is a "mean curve" based upon tests on

several different arrestors and with different rated voltages. The tests

have been performed in accordance with IEC and ANSI standards.

MASHIKIAN: In your insulation coordination studies, you considered the

effect of lightning surges. You mentioned that in the future gapless

arrestors may help lower the level of surges seen by CGIT equipment. This,
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in turn, may allow smaller size equipment to be designed. If this is

done, however, the long-time effect of power frequency voltage, as well

as the short-time power frequency voltage performance may become critical

factors in the CGIT insulation coordination. The long-time effects in-

clude performance of the solid spacers. Have you considered any trade-

off between designs based on lightning surge and those based on power

frequency voltage performance?

ERIKSSON: A reduction of impulse strength must be taken with care.

If the ratio between required impulse strength and normal power frequency

voltage decreases, the normal operating conditions increase in importance

as regards insulation consideration. The influence of particles and

other contamination will them be more pronounced and necessary to further

analyze. Today's tests required by standards can of course not give a

complete guarantee at the substation behavior under normal operating

conditions. Maybe then further test methods would be required.
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STATISTICAL APPROACH TO THE BREAKDOWN CHARACTERISTICS
OF LARGE SCALE GAS INSULATED SYSTEMS

T. Nitta Y. Shibuya

. ,| Y. Arahata H. Kuwahara

Mitsubishi Electric Corp.,Amagasaki, Japan

ABSTRACT

Dielectric strength of compressed SF5 gas insulation
decreases with the scale of the system. The scale effect
has been shown to be brought in by the statistical pnper-
ty of the weak points of breakdown such as protrusions on
electrode and foreign particles in the system. Problems
in evaluating the breakdown characteristics of a large
scale system from the data of laboratory experiments are
analyzed based on the Weibull statistics of those weak
points of breakdown.

The Weibull Statistical analysis is applied on a long
coaxial cylinder bus with spacers and some other gas insu-
lated systems.

INTRODUCTION

The breakdown of a gas insulated system is subject to the irregu-

larity factors such as the microscopic protrusions on electrode and

foreign particles left in the system. Extensive efforts are

beingdevoted to eliminate those irregularities. Particle trap to

scavenge foreign particles, dust-free clean room for assembly shop and

finer finishing of highly stressed metal surface are some of the

efforts along this line. Still, it is not economical to produce large

gas insulated systems to be free from the influence of some of those

irregularities.

The irregularities have probabilistic property by nature and work

as the "weak points" of electrical breakdown. The weakest point sta-

tistically existing in a system determines the breakdown of the system.
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The disagreement between the breakdown data of laboratory experiments and

the breakdown characteristics of a large scale system has been shown

to be attributed to the statistical nature of the irregularities^. The

appearance probability of a weak point having a certain influence on

breakdown is higher in larger systems. When the breakdown is governed

by the weakest point in the system, the statistical distribution of the

breakdown can be shown mathematically to obey the extreme value distri-

bution . In the case of the electrical breakdown in compressed gas, it

obeys Weibull distribution which is one special form of the extreme

value distribution. If we know the probability distribution of the

weak points from laboratory experiments, the insulation performance of

large scale gas insulated systems can be evaluated theoretically,by the

Weibull statistical analysis . The problems and the limitations of the

analysis are discussed in the first part of the present paper.

The Weibull statistical analysis is applied on a coaxial SFg gas

insulated bus with spacers. In considering the breakdown character-

istic of a gas system with complicated construction, the simplest

approach will be to figure out the gap mostly stressed in the system

and to check the breakdown characteristic of the gap. The approach is

not correct for large scale system. The fact is clearly shown in the

example chosen.

SCALE EFFECT IN THE BREAKDOWN
CHARACTERISTIC OF GAS INSULATED SYSTEM

Breakdown voltage of a gap in compressed SFg is known to be

strongly dependent on the maximum field strength of the gap. In most

gas insulated systems in which sharp edges are eliminated,the breakdown

of the system is determined by the maximum field strength E m a x in the

system . We will discuss the breakdown characteristic of a given

system by Emax a t breakdown in the following discussions.

Uniformly Stressed Electrode System

Scale effect in the breakdown of gas insulation is most simply
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understood when we apply the analysis on a system whose electrode

surface is stressed uniformly at constant field strength throughout the

system.

One simplest example is a long coaxial line without any spacers.

The surface of the inner cylinder is stressed at E^x through its

length. We neglect the effect of the outer cylinder, assuming that it

is stressed fairly low in comparison with the inner cylinder.

Suppose we discuss the breakdown characteristic of a uniformly

stressed system by the experimental data obtained on one n'th section

of the whole system. The cumulative probability of E m a x of the

test section will be expressed by Weibull distribution as in Eq. (1) .

Po (E) = 1 - exp { - k ( E ~ **» ) m } (1)

where, k, m and Eo are constants determined by the property of the ir-

regularities in the system in question. Ed is the theoretical breakdown

voltage of the system without the effect of the irregularities. The

value of Ed is approximately given by Eq. (2)*.

Ed - 89 P [ kV/cm ] (2)

where, p is the gas pressure in atm (ab). The constants in Eq. (1) can

be obtained by fitting experimental data on Weibull distribution paper

as the thick solid line in Fig. 1.

The original system can be looked upon as the parallel connection

of n test sections. The breakdown in one of the sections means the

breakdown of the system. In this case, the breakdown probability is

given as;

P(E) = 1 - exp { - n k ( E gd
E° ) m } (3)

The relation between PO(E) and P(E) is shown in Fig, 1 for a few values

of n.

We can clearly see that the breakdown voltage at a given probability

decreases with the value of n. The analysis is mathematically correct

but there are some difficulties in the practical application. We will

discuss these later.
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Fig. 1. Weibull Distributions of Breakdown Field Strength
of Electrode Systems with Various Areas.

Nonunifonnly Stressed Electrode System

In practical gas insulated systems, the surface of electrodes is

stressed differently from part to part. This does not mean that the

most highly stressed part determines the breakdown characteristic of

the system. If the part is localized and besides that there exists a

large electrode area stressed slightly lower than that, the breakdown

of the system will be determined by the latter. It has been shown that

the breakdown characteristic of the system of this kind can be dis-

cussed by the concept of "effective electrode area"-'.

In the effective electrode area analysis, the area stressed at E is

converted to the "effective area" stressed at E m a x. This can be done

mathematically, provided the statistical property of the irregularities

which governs the breakdown is same. The details of the conversion was

given in the reference (5).
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The effective electrode area Seff is given by Eq. (4).

• dE (4)

E o and m are the Weibull parameters in Eq. (1). S(E) represents

the area of electrode where the field strength exceeds E. S(Emax) i-s

null. The negative sign in Eq. (4) is attached, since S(E) is the

decreasing function of E by nature.

By this calculation, we can convert a nonuniformly stressed

electrode to the electrode area of Seff stressed uniformly at E ^ ^

Then, we can apply the Weibull statistical analysis just in the same

way as in the previous section using the Weibull parameters obtained

on uniformly stressed test electrode. Examples of the effective

electrode area analysis will be given later on typical 500 kV gas insu-

lated systems.

PROBLEMS IN THE WEIBULL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Determination of Weibull Parameters

The Weibull statistical analysis of the breakdown characteristic

has a few problems to be kept in mind on its application. The first

problem is the validity of the Weibull distribution itself. When we

evaluate the characteristic of a coaxial line by the experimental data

on one n'th section, we postulate the linear relation of the distri-

bution in Fig. 1 throughout the range of E - E o on abscissa. Suppose

we take the case of n = 100 and consider the breakdown probability

down to 1%. This imposes the linear relation on the test section to

be valid down to 0.01%. It is unrealistic to verify the relation

experimentally to this low probability.

We remind that the Weibull distribution is an approximate expression

proved experimentally. The true but unknown distribution is looked upon

as Weibull type as far as E - E o on abscissa is within a certain range.

By this reason, the scale of the test section should not be too small

in comparison with the actual system.

The second problem is in the determination of the value of E o. As
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in Fig. 1, we plot the cumulative breakdown probability as a function

of E - E o. The value of E o is chosen so that the curve is straight on

Weibull distribution paper. If all the experimental values of E are

larger than EQ by far this happens when the area of the test

electrode is too small, the linearity of the distribution is not sensi-

tive to the value of E o. In this case, we have difficulty to choose

one particular value of E o. If we increase the area of the test section,

the linearity of the Weibull distribution becomes more and more sensi-

tive to the value of E o. The area of the test section has to be large

enough to specify the value of E o in acceptable accuracy.

Identity of the Distribution of Weak Points

Another type of difficulty exists in the Weibull statistical ap-

proach. The statistical property of the weak points in the test section

and in the whole system has to be identical. That means the electrode

finish, contamination and other irregularities in the system have to be

in the same grade. This requirement seems to be fulfilled if the test

section is large enough for the reliable determination of E o and is

fabricated in the same procedure to the whole system. One way to assure

the identity is to prepare a few test sections with different area and

to confirm that the parameters obtained on these test sections converge

to specific values with the increase in electrode area.

The identity of the weak point distributions is also disturbed by

the repetitive breakdown of one test electrode. If the area of the

test electrode is small, the number of the weak points on the electrode

is limited. They can be cleared by breakdowns and breakdown voltage

increases from shot to shot. The effect is known as "conditioning

effect". On the contrary, if we do not limit the energy dissipation in

the breakdown, electrode surface may be roughened by the breakdown. In

this case, the test electrode is "deconditioned" by repetitive break-

downs. It is very important to limit the breakdown energy as low as

possible.

The number of the breakdown experiments on a given test electrode

has to be limited to the level for which the conditioning effect is

negligible. If we want to get the distribution of the breakdown
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voltages on a single test electrode, the area of the electrode has to

be sufficiently large for the purpose .

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF
WEIBULL PARAMETERS AND EFFECTIVE ELECTRODE AREA

Weibull parameters for the breakdown in compressed SF6 had been

studied on a few coaxial cylinder electrodes having various electrode

areas. A part of the results has been reported before . According to

the study, the parameters in Eq. (1) are given as functions of material

and finish of electrode and gas pressure. Typical example of the

parameters for carefully machined factory grade aluminum are as in Eqs.

(5).

E o = Ed / { 1 + 0.355 p
0 # 7 }

m = 7.4 (5)

\ =• k/S = 100 exp (1.15 p)

In the expression, the parameter k is normalized by the area of the

test electrode S in cm2. The unit of gas pressure p is in atm (ab.).

The breakdown characteristic of a system having a given effective

electrode area, Seff is given by Eq. (3), substituting Seff/S for n.

Using the parameters in Eq. (5), the most probable breakdown field

strengths of the system are calculated as a function of Seff. The

results are shown in Fig. 2. We can clearly see the decrease in the

breakdown field strength with the scale of the system.

The largest electrode area used to obtain the Weibull parameters

was about 3000 cm2. One may think the area is too small for the

parameters to be applied to large scale systems. However, we proved

that the parameters are applicable to large full scale systems in

excellent accuracy. The reasons are simple. Firstly, the effective

electrode area of any practical system is not quite large, for highly

stressed parts are rather localized in the system. We will show a few

examples in the following. Secondly, if the area is sufficiently

large, the breakdown characteristic is not very much dependent on the

electrode area, by the nature of Weibull distribution.
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Fig. 2. Calculated Breakdown Field (Modal Value) for
Aluminium Electrode.

The effective electrode area of gas systems can be evaluated subs-

tituting the parameters in Eq. (4), provided S(E) is known. S(E) can

be obtained by a routine field analysis. As the applied voltage is not

fixed, it is expressed as a function of E/Emax-

Examples of S(E)'s are shown on two different parts of 500 kV

system in Fig. 3. Example (a) is a 10m long straight bus with a spacer.

The maximum field locates at a point close to the spacer. The field

strength on the surface of inner conductor is about 70% of the maximum

field in this particular example. Example (b) is a disconnector section

of the system. Using these S(E)'s, we can calculate the values of

Sgff's in Eq. (4) for these sections by the aid of a computer-*. Effec-

tive areas of these sections of 500 kV system so obtained are:

(a) 10m Bus Section with a Spacer seff ~ ^05 c m 2

(b) Disconnector Section Seff = 628 cm
2

These values are not quite large and within the reach of our la-

boratory experiment approach.

Once we get the effective area of a system, we can easily analyze
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the breakdown field strength of the system using Eqs. (3) and (5). To

convert the characteristic of E^x to that of the breakdown voltage,

we need more information on the geometry and electric field distribution

of the system.

VOLTAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTIC
AND POLARITY EFFECT

In the previous sections, we have ignored the time factor of the

influence of weak points on the breakdown characteristic. It has been

shown that the influence diminishes gradually when the period of time of

voltage application is decreased down to less than several microseconds.

An empirical relation on the time effect of applied voltage has

been reported before . For switching impulse and ac applied voltages,

the breakdown voltages are as evaluated by the analysis in the previous

sections. While the influence of the weak points is not appreciable

for steep front impulse voltages, if the time to breakdown is less than

submicroseconds. Because of the property, voltage-time characteristic

of an electrode system is significantly influenced by the property of

weak points.

In the previous sections, we assumed to sum up the electrode area

distribution S(E) on both high voltage and grounded electrodes, con-

sidering ac breakdown. Actually the irregularities are effective only

on the electrode at negative polarity. If we are interested in the

breakdown for impulse voltages of both polarities, we have to sum up

S(E)'s on both electrodes separately to evaluate the polarity effect

of breakdown. The details of the technique are also given in the

previous paper .

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC
OF A MODEL BUS WITH SPACERS

Model Bus Line

When we apply the Weibull statistical analysis to the breakdown

voltage rather than to the electric field, we need the detailed infor-
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mation on the geometry and the electric field distribution of the

systems. To simplify our discussion, we will show the examples of the

breakdown voltage analysis on a simple coaxial cylinder bus with

spacers. The analysis will be of value to show the important aspects

of the scale effect of gas insulation. The geometry of the model bus

is given in the inset of Fig. 4. We will analyze the coaxial cylinder

parts and the spacers separately. The weak points in the system are

assumed to be given by the Weibull parameters in Eq. (5). Numerical

examples at p = 4 atm are given in the present paper.

The design of the spacer is characterized by two factors. One is

the ratio of the maximum field strength at around the spacer Es and the

field strength on the inner cylinder of coaxial line Ec. The ratio

Es/Ec is set at 1.25. This value may be a little lower than the values

usually observed in practical design, but the value was chosen so as to

show the breakdown characteristic of the system more clearly. The

other factor is the effective area of the spacer. We set the area as

10 cm2.

AC Breakdown Characteristic

The statistical distribution of ac breakdown voltage (kV peak) for

the coaxial bus of unit length (1 meter) is obtained as follows.

Electrode area S or the surface of the inner cylinder is 2.85 xlO3 cm2

per meter. Then, Weibull parameter at p = 4 atm is given by Eq. (5) as,

EQ = 184 kV/cm, m = 7.4, k = 10"

Substituting these values in Eq. (1), the probability distribution of

the field strength Ec at breakdown is obtained. The relation between

Ec and the applied voltage V for the coaxial cylinder is;

= 0.223 V

where Dl and D2 are the diameters of inner and outer cylinders. Using

the relation, the probability density distribution (dP/dV) for L = 1 m

is calculated and shown by solid curve in Fig. 4.

The probability density distributions of the line of length n(m)

are calculated in the similar manner using Eq > (3). The breakdown
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voltage of 1 m bus ranges roughly from 930 kV to 1040 kV, whereas that

of 10 km bus is in between 870 and 900 kV. We notice that ^he

scattering of the breakdown voltage is much smaller for longer line.

The probability distribution of the maximum field strength E s at

the breakdown of one spacer is evaluated using the effective area of

10 cm2 as specified. Since the maximum fiald strength E s is specified

as 1.25 times that of E c, the relation between E s and the applied

voltage V is given as:

E s = 1.25 x 0.223 V = 0.279 V

Probability density distribution of V of the spacer is given by the

dashed lines in Fig. 4. The same distributions for n parallel con-

nections are also shown in the figure.

In comparing the distributions in Fig. 4, we can notice that the

breakdown voltage of one spacer is similar to that of the coaxial

cylinder of several meters length. But the scattering width of the

former is a little wider. This is due to the difference in the elec-

trode area of the two systems. We can see that most of the breakdowns

will occur in the coaxial cylinder part, if a 100 m bus has only one

spacer. Breakdown will occur at the spacer in the case that the bus

has a hundred spacers. Both modes coexist in the case of the 100 m bus

with 10 spacers. This relation of the breakdown voltage, of course,

changes by the design factors Seff and Es/Ec of the spacer.

Voltage-Time Characteristic

The V-t characteristics of the model coaxial cylinder and the

spacer are shown in Fig. 5, using the formula given in reference (5).

The V-t curves are dependent on the scale of the system particularly

in the time range longer than 10 ys. Further, the V-t curves for the

cylinder part are steeper than that for the spacer. If the bus line

of 100 m has only one spacer, the breakdown will occur mostly in the

cylinder part for slowly rising switching impulse, but it will occur

in the spacer region for steep front impulse.

The above relation is very much dependent on the design of the

spacer. For quantitative discussions on a given gas insulated system,
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we have to analyze the characteristics based on the detailed design of

the system.

w
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Fig. 5. V-t Characteristics Calculated for Coaxial
Cylinder and Spacers.
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DISCUSSION

JOHANSEN: In the type of analysis performed it is not necessary to

know the physical nature of the weak points in the system. The author

considers, however, that microscopic protrusions on the electrode surface

and particle in the gas volume are the physical reasons for these weak

points. Do you have any indications as to which of these factors is the

dominating one in representing weak points in the system?

NITTA: We cannot say which of these factors is dominating, since we

do not control the faccors quantitatively. But we found the following

evidences as reported in Refs. 1 and 3: 1. Dark current of the orders

of pA/cm is observed when the maximum field strength in the system E

is in between Eo and Ej. This will indicate field emission from the

cathode surface. 2. If we roughen the surface of the electrode, the

breakdown voltage decreases in a similar way as we increase the area of

the electrode. 3. The statistical properties of the weak points are

very much dependent on the material of the electrode.

SLETTEN: Were the Weibull parameters obtained from AC or impulse

measurements? Is the V-t characteristic shown for a ramp or step func-

tion?

NITTA: They were obtained from AC measurements. We also studied other

types of applied voltage and found that they are the same within the ac-

curacy of our measurement for negative DC and negative slow switching

surges. The V-t characteristic is discussed on the basis of the experi-

mental data obtained using standard lightning wave and some other
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switching surge wave shapes. Since most of the breakdowns occur at the

front or around the peak of the applied voltages, the characteristic is

principally for ramp voltages.

COOKE: In the extrapolation of breakdown values to larger size systems

you assume that the breakdown voltages can be described by Weibull sta-

tistics. Do you have evidence that Weibull statistics accurately de-

scribe breakdown voltages in compressed SFft at low probabilities?

NITTA: Yes, I think I have. But to obtain any meaningful values for

the parameters you have to be very careful to choose the electrode on

which you perform the test. As I discussed in the text, the area of the

electrode has to be sufficiently large—sufficient to determine the value

of Eo in acceptable accuracy and to assure the identity of the statistical

distribution of the weak points through the breakdown measurement. Ac-

cording to our experience, the "effective" area of the electrode has to

be at least a few thousand square centimeters. We can prove the validity

of Weibull distribution at low and also at high probabilities by comparing

the probability distributions on various electrodes having different areas.

I think we have enough evidence to prove the validity of applying this

analysis on a number of systems having a variety of effective areas.

DALE: Your flashover probability characteristics indicated that flash-

over for long bus lengths are more likely from the conductor and for short

bus lengths across the spacer. Do you have any feeling for how the rela-

tive flashover probabilities will alter if the surface roughness of the

conductor is changed? For example, could the probability of spacer flash-

over be reduced if the surface roughness of the conductor was much larger

or vice versa?
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NITTA: Yes, the roughening of the surface of the electrode shows

very similar effect to the increase of the area. I reported on the

effect in detail in Refs. 1 and 3 of the text.
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THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF SOME FREONS AND THEIR

MIXTURES WITH NITROGEN AND SULPHUR HEXAFLUORIDE

E. Gockenbach
Technical University Darmstadt, West Germany

HVDC-converter stations have high requirements with respect

to liquid coolant. Freons with a suitable boiling point are

very well available for this application . Therefore it is

significant to investigate the dielectric strength of gaseous

Freons, which can be used as insulation in combination with a

liquid Freon-cooling. The dc breakdown voltage of Nitrogen (N2)

Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6), Trifluortrichlorathan (C2C13F3),

and some other Freons was investigated in a uniform electrical

field configuration. The following table shows for example the

measured field strength.

Table 1: Electrical field strength of the gases

Gas N2 S F6 C2 C 13 F3

Field strength 3o 88 185 kV/cm

Not only the pure gas but also the gas mixtures are interes-

ting for technical application with regard to the econcray.

Moreover it is possible,that a gas mixture results from

leakage. Therefore it is important to know the dielectric

strength of the gas mixtures. At the ideal gas the Dalton's

law holds exactly for the relationship between the partial

pressure and the portion of volume. It is

V.,/V = p ^ p (1)

where V- = portion of volume of the gas 1

V = total volume of the gas mixture

p- = partial pressure of the gas 1

p = total pressure of the gas mixture

The legality of Eg.(1) was tested for all gas mixtures and by

the following investigations the ratio of mixture is deter-

mined by Eg.(1). The measured field strength of the gas mix-

ture N- - C2C13F3 is shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Field strength of the gas mixture

Volume N 2

Volume C2C13F3 0 1o 5o 9o 1oo (%)

Field strength 3o 64 T28 177 185 kV/om

The increasing of the dielectric strength is especially im-

portant of small portion of a Freon. The breakdown voltage of

the pure gas and the gas mixtures increases linearly with the

gas pressure and the gap length. Knowing the ionization coef-

fizient a and the attachment coefficient n of the components

{
3

2
of a gas mixture, the breakdown voltage can be calculated by

the known breakdown theories (generation and streamer mechanism)

The reduced breakdown condition is

a" = a - n = 0 (2)

where a = effective ionization coefficient, 1/cm
a = ionization coefficient, 1/cm
n = attachment coefficient, 1/cm

The effective coefficient a of a gas is only a function of the

field strength E e\nd the gas pressure p. Therefore the mea-

sured ionization coefficient is given by the relation

cx/p = f (E/p) . This relation is for SFg
 4

a/p = k (E/p - (E/p)crit) (3)

where p = gas pressure, bar
k = constant, 27/kV

E/p = refered electrical field strength, kV/cmbar

(E/p) c r i t = refered critical field strength, 88 kV/cmbar
2 _

and for N 2 a/p = A exp(-B p/E) (4)

where A, B = constants

On the basis of Eq.(2) it is possible to calculate the break-

down voltage of a gas mixture, if Eq.(2) is transformed to

a1 p1 a p

where p 1, P2
 = partial pressure of gas 1 resp. gas 2.

The term oL/p- or ct2/
p2 a t a 9 i v e n f i e l d strength can be deter-

mined from Eq.(3) or Eq.(4), if on the left side of the two
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relation the gas pressure p is replaced by the partial pressure

p.. or p2, and on the right side the gas pressure p by the total

pressure of the gas mixture.The breakdown of a N2-Freon gas

mixture is measured as a function of the volume portion of the

Freon (table 2). Knowing the breakdown voltage of the various

mixtures,the electrical field strength is calculated. Then the

effective ionization coefficient of N 2 is determined from

Eq.(4) and the unknown coefficient of Freon is determined from

Eq.(5). The calculated effective ionization coefficient of the

Freon is given in a modified form of Eq.(4) to

ct/p = A exp(-B p/E) + C (6)

where A, B, C = constants, listed in table 3

Table 3; Constants of the ionization coefficient a/p

Constants A (1/cmbar) B (kV/cmbar) C (1/cmbar)

N 2 532o 2o8

C2C13F3 1o2oo 315 - 185o

The breakdown voltage of SFfi-Freon mixtures is now measured

to verify the legality of the calculation method.Comparison

to tha measurements the breakdown voltage is calculated from

Eq.(5) with the ionization coefficient of Freon, which is

determined from the N2~Freon mixtures. The comparison between

measured and calculated breakdown voltage gives satisfactory

results for technical application, because the difference is

by no means greater than 6%.
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DISCUSSION

CHRISTODOULIDES: I do not know if you are aware of the implications

these kind of freons - containing chlorine atoms - have in depleting the

ozone (0,) layer in the stratosphere. Some of these molecules are photo-

chemically reactive. It is known that the fragments Cl or CIO attack 0,.

It is estimated that 1,1,3-C2H,C1_ can survive for M 5 years in the

stratosphere, which means that it might be a potential reducer of 0, for

a long period of time. If one considers the large amounts used in the

last ten years, as aerosol propellants for example, the amount of chlorine-

containing freons accumulated in the stratosphere could indeed be very

large and the expected effects on ozone depletion in the near future

could be large as well.

GOCKENBACH: I know, that the fragments of Freon 113 can decompose

0_ to 0_. But up to now, it is not certain if this decomposition of 0_

takes place, and if the conversion from 09 to 0_ as a result of the uv-

light is really impossible. On the other hand, the Freon 113 is used in

a closed and watched system, like a HVDC converted station for example,

so that no gas or liquid reaches the air or the stratosphere.

ORFEO: On the basis of present scientific evidence, one can neuter,

validate, or disprove the CFM/ozone issue. Furthermore, it is highly

unlikely that this problem will be resolved within the next five years.

Regulatory activity to date has focused on the evaluation of practical

emission control standards and appropriate recovery and reclamation

procedures. There is not intent to ban the use of chlorofluorocarbons

in non-aerosol uses but rather to control release.
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SIOMOS: There is enough evidence that indeed freons present a hazard

for the atmospheric ozone layer. Detailed information on this important

environmental problem one can obtain either from Professor D. IZhholt,

Institute for Atmospheric Chemistry, KFA- JUlich, W. Germany, or from

NOAA, Boulder, Colorado, USA.

NAKATA: The use of Freon 113 discussed by Dr. Gockenbach is in a

specialized high voltage apparatus in a carefully controlled and main-

tained closed system. To compare the threat that such limited use might

pose as compared to indiscriminate uncontrolled ejection of Freon (used

as an aerosol propellant) prior to the banning, is unwarranted I feel.

To ban the use of Freon 113 as a dielectric (in its limited application

for the specialized fIV application) can set an implied guilt precedent

by which most stable dielectric fluids or gases might be questioned with

dire consequences.
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AVALANCHE STATISTICS AND THE STREAMER CRITERION

D.T.A. Blair B.H. Crichton I.C. Somerville
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Strathclyde,

United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

We have examined the streamer criterion for electro-
negative gases in -uniform fields, allowing for avalanche
statistics, and have performed numerical calculations for
SFg. A well-defined static breakdown voltage is to be
expected, and the probability of streamer breakdown is
vanishingly small for E/p (field strength/pressure) below
the limiting value, even when an avalanche is initiated
by a large number of electrons.

APPLICATION OF LEGLER'S ANALYSIS

Streamer theory is often interpreted as predicting breakdown when

the average number of electrons per avalanche exceeds a critical value.

We assume instead that breakdown occurs if a single avalanche contains

a number of electrons greater than a critical value, and we must

therefore take account of statistical variations in the number of

electrons contained in an avalanche. We consider an electronegative

gas in which detachment does not occur, we assume that the applied

electric field is uniform, and we neglect the effect of the space

charge of the avalanche. Legler has discussed the statistics of such

a case: if an avalanche is initiated by a single electron at the cathode

(z = 0) then (with some simplifying assumptions) the probability that it

will contain n electrons when it reaches the anode at z = d is

pn = ax11 ( n / 0 , ? / a ) (1)

where a = ii(i-?/a) /[(n-i)(n-7/a)], x = (n-i)/(n-?/a), 7 is the

attachment coefficient, a the ionisation coefficient, and n = exp(a-p)d.

We apply this result to the case where (a —•?) is positive and not too

small, so we may take the breakdown probability p|j as the probability

that n will equal or exceed the critical value N, and we obtain

Pb = *S Pn = % « n = ^ / O - x) (2)
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For large N this may be written

Pjj » (1 - ? A ) exp[-(i -7/a)N/n]. (N » 1) (3)

A MAEKOV-CHAIN ANALYSIS

Here we consider the avalanche to experience transitions in each of

which it either gains one electron (with probability p) or loses one

electron (with probability q = 1 - p). In a uniform electric field p and

q are constants. We assume that the avalanche continues until it either

dies out (n = 0) or causes a breakdown (n= N). This analysis therefore

applies to the case of an infinitely long gap.

To determine the value of p, we consider an avalanche containing n(z)

electrons progressing in a uniform field from position z-] to position Z2.

The electrons in the avalanche will make, on average, n^ ionising

collisions and na attaching collisions, with

rz2 r Z2
n. = \ an(z) dz and n = \ ?n(z) dz
I -> z.j a J z^

The total number of transitions will be n^ + na, and p = n^/(n^ + n ).

Consequently p = a/(a+?), q = 1 - p = ?/(a +7) and q/p = j/u.

When stated in this form, the problem of avalanche growth is
p

analogous to the "gambler's ruin" problem . For the probability of

streamer breakdown we obtain

Pb = C1 "(q/p)^ / C1 - (q/p)N3 = C1 -(Va)1 VC1 -e?A)N3 h t a) (4)
Pb = i/N (V = o.) (5)

where i is the number of electrons in the avalanche at the start of the

process (for example at the cathode).

NUMERICAL VALUES

We have used Eq.(3) to calculate breakdown probabilities in SFg for

(a -?) positive and not too small . The results show that for a gap

with moderate irradiation a well defined static breakdown voltage is to

be expected, and that the breakdown probability rapidly becomes

vanishingly small as E/p is reduced towards the limiting value at which

a = 7.

Eq.(4) and (5) can be used to calculate breakdown probabilities at
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and below the limiting value of E/p. For i =1 and N = 108, the breakdown

probability at the limiting value is, from Eq.(5), 10"Q. This result

applies to any electronegative gas (or gas mixture) that exhibits a

limiting E/p. For SFg with E/p only 1 part in 10 below the limiting

value, and with i = 1, p^ works out at the very low value of 6x 10" .
7 -115

Increasing i to 10 increases this only to about 10 . These results

apply to an infinitely long uniform-field gap at the given value of E/p:

for a finite gap of any geometry in which the maximum E/p does not exceed

that value, the breakdown probability will be even smaller. We conclude

that avalanche statistics cannot explain brf ^own in any gap where E/p

is always below the limiting value.

Hauschild and Burger appear to have incorrectly predicted breakdown

below the limiting E/p by failing to recognise that in a transition the

ratio of the attachment probability to the ionisation probability is

equal to the ratio of the attachment and ionisation coefficients

(q/p =y/a). Rein, Arnesen and Johansen also predict breakdown below

the limiting value on the basis of avalanche statistics, but their

analysis requires that the average avalanche achieves the critical

amplification in a finite distance, and it therefore cannot be valid

for E/p below the limiting value.
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DISCUSSION

DUTTON: It is interesting to see that the statistical probability of

breakdown at fields below the critical value is very low in a strongly

electro-negative gas. We came to the same conclusion about hydrogen in

earlier work on non-attaching gases. Can I ask why the larger initial

number of electrons i gives a greater probability of breakdown (albeit

still infinitesimally small) even though the statistical fluctuation will

be greater the smaller is i?

BLAIR: When i initiating electrons leave the cathode simultaneously

at the same point, the breakdown probability is the probability that the

total number of electrons, produced by gas amplification of all the i

electrons together, will reach the critical value N. This will always

be greater than the probability that a single initiating electron will

gas-amplify to that critical value on its own.

JOHANSEN: The conclusion of this paper is that no breakdown can take

place below an E/P value of 8.9 kV/mm atm in SF, under ideal conditions.

Although I have no reason to doubt the calculations perfomed, I disagree

with the conclusion that there is no insight to be gained on the break-

down phenomena by studying the influence of the statistical distribution

of avalanche sizes.

In his invited paper on Monday, Professor Dutton made the general

remark about the understanding of the basic physics of gaseous dielectrics

that in the region of low pressures and small distances one could, from

basic physics, design a dielectric with known properties. On the other
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hand, in the high pressure region, much was not known and one had to be

careful with theoretical predictions. I agree entirely with this state-

ment.

In the present situation, I think one has to follow several paths to

a deeper understanding of the breakdown phenomena and to get information

that is useiul for design purposes. In the paper that the authors refer

to (Ref. 1 of their paper) a distance very close to the cathode is chosen

where the statistical distribution of avalanche sizes is studied and

chosen as characteristic. I agree entirely with the author that this

choice is not theoretically well justified. It gives however the advan-

tage that the results coincide with measurements over a wide range of

electrode areas, field inhomogeneities (although it is assumed that there

is no corona before breakdown) and pressures. It also predicts the

statistical spread of the experimental results rather well. These

measurements are made with polished electrodes and with the gas cleaned

as well as can be done under laboratory conditions. Any further refining

of that technique did not improve the breakdown values. I think this

path, where theoretical studies are guided by experiments and where all

important parameters are varied, should be further studied. I would then

recommend variations in the electrode area, also under fundamental re-

search conditions.

At the present moment I think no ideas should be ruled out as ex-

plaining breakdown at higher pressures. If I should use my intuition,

though, I doubt that particle contaminations will explain breakdown under

refined laboratory conditions for impulse voltages. I believe that

further insight might be obtained by studying the properties of the
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surface, especially the problems of miciuprotrusions, although I don't

think the now classical Pedersen's criterion will give the whole answer,

and I believe that further insight into electron emission properties of

the electrode and avalanche size statistics will be of importance. This

is as far as impulse breakdown is concerned. When it comes to AC and DC

breakdown, the situation is more complicated and also other factors have

to be taken into account.

BLAIR: Strictly, the conclusion of this paper is that breakdown at E/P

below the limiting value cannot be explained by statistical variations in

avalanche growth. The experimental results reported by Professor Johansen

and his co-workers are very valuable, and their model for predicting such

results is most interesting. This model, however, is not physically

realistic if it depends on an avalanche reaching the critical value for

streamer formation in a finite distance over which E/P always lies below

the limiting value.
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BASIC DATA ON POSITIVE CORONA DISCHARGES

Joint paper from Leboratoire de physique des deeharges
E.S.E. -C.N.R.S. equipe no1il4

Plateau du Moulon 91190 Gif sur Yvette France

presented by F. Bastien

ABSTRACT

The discharges which cause dielectric losses are often transient
discharges,more precisely of corona type.Besides the knowledge of l(t),
q(t) and V(t) the electrical methods brought us accurate knowledge on
conduction and influence currents.As for the optical methods,more
particulary spectroscopic ones elaborated at the Lab.,they allowed us
to obtain basic data on the vibrational and rotational temperature of
the gas,tlie electron temperature,the current densities,the electron
densities and the field.With the fundamental data thus obtained,it has
been possible to build quantitative models describing the discharge
evolution.

The present paper reports investigations carried out in the
"Laboratoire de physique des decharges" of the physical mechanism active
in the corona discharge.
Various techniques were employed to gain the information required for
the basis of a quantitative analysis.Jnly the characteristic value of
the results which have been obtained using these techniques will be
given here.Futhermore results obtained in the Lab. concerning the
important problem of D.C. current will not be presented.
Typically the discharges are performed in air or oxygen at atmospheric
pressure between ' a sharp point and a plane with 1 cm gap.A steady
positive potential is applied to the point across a resistance.The
discharge is periodic with a filamentary aspect.The period is associated
with ionic charges collection or with power supply circuit if a transitory
arc occurred.

The initial development of the pulsative discharge is associated with a
luminous spot related to a high rate of ionization termed the primary
streamer which crosses the gap from point to plane in approximately 20 ns.
Whereupon a luminous filament develops from the anode;this bright region
is called secondary streamer or "channel".When the applied potential is
large enough an arc follows the secondary streamer.The final step before
arc formation, referred to as the "activated channel",is connected with
some active processes.
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PRIMARY STREAMER
G. Hartmann has employed spectroscopic methods to study the primary

streamer at voltages below the breakdown potential.He has measured the
rotational temperature (Tr) of nitrogen molecules.From band (0,2) of 2
positive system (C3nu->B

3IIgtransition) Tr=330 K has been obtained for
voltages dearly below the breakdown potential.He has also determined the
vibrational temperature from the vibrational levels relative populations
of C3IIaancl B

2Z* states.This method has already been described in full1 .
The obtained value Tv -1200 K for electronic ground state molecules
shows that about 10% of molecules are vibrationally excited in a metastable
state.This result has allowed the introduction of this important parameter
in a primary streamer propagation model 2.Finally,Hartmann has measured
the intensity ratio of the nitrogen molecular bands (0,0) from the first
negative system (1S-) and the second positive system ( 1S+) which gives the
electron energy within the primary streamer tip.Assuming a Maxwell
distribution for the electrons, an enerf̂ y of 12eV is obtained;this average
energy is almost constant as the streamer conditions change 3.

SECONDARY STREAMER (see Marode *)
When the primary streamer arrives at the plane the discharge,after a

short phase (compensation phase) connected with redistribution of the
electric field,gets a resistive behaviour.Then the discharge can be
considered as a transient glow discharge where the filament track built
up by the primary streamer is a positive column,that is to say a low
ionizing region.This fact has been supported (Marode and Hartmann 5) by
a time resolved analysis of radiation emitted from neutral and ionized
nitrogen.The intensity ratio of first negstive (->NX) and second positive
system (-»-Na) gives an average electron energy of e=1 .k eV the correspon-
ding E/p value about 20 V/cm corr is lower than the value which is
required for ionization.The existence of a cathode region of a glow
discharge has been confirmed by temporal studies of light emission from
metallic atoms ejected from the cathode (P.C.Johnson,G.Berger,M.Goldman6)

"ACTIVATED CHANNEL" (see 8 9 1 0)
If the applied potential increased to a sufficient value the secondary-

streamer is followed by an arc.By introducing hydrogen traces in oxygen,
Bastien and Marode have been able to perform Stark broadening measurements
of hydrogen atom emission lines from the activated channel.The interpre-
tation of the Stark profiles could not be made by means of the normal
line broadening theory under the present conditions.lt was necessary to
add vectorially the local macroscopic field (Fc) to the ionic microfield.
As a consequence the resulting field is no longer isotropically dis-
-tributed.The broadening theory has been developed according to these
conditions7 .The results show that the line shape is not only dependant
upon the electron density Ne but also on the field Fc.However,in large
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range of experimental conditions,it has been shown that broadening is
related with the current density.Consequently the current density j has
been measured as a function of time ;a characteristic value being
j- 3.1Q3A/em2.The knowledge of both the current density j and current i
leads to a character j :;ti c value of the filament radius : typically 20 um.
Finally,the field Fc is evaluated from a discharge numerical simulation
according to a method developed by Marode from which it has a.l_;;o been
possible to obtain He ,thus Fc-10 KV/cm and Ne-1015 cm"3.
The electron density is too low to allow the assumption of a large energy
transfer from electrons to ions by means of coulombic collisions.On the
contrary,these values suggest that neutral species play an important role
in the streamer-arc transition.
This last result has been presented elsewhere during the conference.
As a conclusion we can say that the foregoing results lead to the
determination of the main mechanisms of different discharge events.
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DISCUSSION

SIOMOS: Have you considered any other kind of line broadening than

Stark broadening in your line profile measurements?

BASTIEN: All kinds of line broadening have been analyzed. Besides the

Stark broadening, important factors are the Doppler broadening and the in-

strumental broadening. These factors are taken into account in order to

obtai:: the theoretical profile.

PHHLPS: Have you been able to measure the radial electric field in

the discharge channel?

BASTIEN: No, we have not. Nevertheless, I think that the field is

almost axial into the filament and it becomes almost radial on the bound-

ary. The light emitted by the discharge essentially comes from the core

of the filament. As a consequence, it is possible to assume an axial

field in the Stark broadening studies.
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NANOSECOND TIME AND SPATIAL RESOLVED INVESTIGATION
OF BREAKDOWN DEVELOPMENT IN SF,

{3

Wolfgang Pfeiffer Wolfgang Schmitz
Institut fiir Hochspannungs-und Megtechnik der
Technischen HochschuleDarmstadt, West Germany

The whole range of breakdown development in SFg beginning from

predischarge up to the voltage collapse has been investigated

with electrical and optical methods. As already at normal

pressure voltage collapse occurs within 10 ns, a special appa-

ratus has to be used in order to measure and to store these

transients. Simultaneously the light emission must be recorded

and coordinated to the voltage signal. The test set-up including

feeding capacitor is built up coaxially (fig.1). It includes the

test gap with nearly homogeneous field distribution and it is

suited for dc-voltages up to 150 kv. Investigations can be made

with gas pressures up to p = 3 bar and gap widths up to s = 10 mm.

Measuring of voltage collapse is possible with two non reactive

capacitive voltage dividers (T =0,1 ns ). The voltage signal

is stored by a transient digitizer (T =0,7ns). Simultaneously

the development of light emission is recorded with an image

intensifier camera (IIC) of very short exposure time (2 ns) and

stored on video tape by a low-light-level-camera. Both events

measured may be coordinated with a time uncertainty of less than

0,5ns . Triggering of the optical apparatus occurs by the vol-

tage collapse. In order to investigate the earlier states of

discharge development the image of the spark must be delayed.

This has been achieved by a combination of several mirrors placed

at different distances from the test gap , which reproduce an equi-

valent number of pictures of the spark at different well known

moments. In fig. 2 this arrangement is shown with 3 concave

mirrors of different focal lengths. By variation of the trigger-

moment of the IIC with delay lines the moment of exposure can

be changed continuously.The earliest moment of exposure is about

20 ns before voltage collapse occurs.

During measurements for each combination of test parameters the

moment of exposure was varied from the earliest possible up to
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DISCUSSION

DUTTON: I think you have developed a significant new technique from

which some very useful information can be obtained. Clearly from your

photographs something significant is happening at the anode. Can you

please tell us the nature and state of the electrodes and comment on the

source of the pre-breakdown currents you mentioned.?

GOCKENBACH (for PFEIFFER): The electrode configuration is a sphere-

sphere configuration and the roughness of the electrodes is about 5-10 ym.

Because I don't work on this problem, I cannot explain the pre-discharge

current occurring after 10 ns. But I think that the authors also need more

results to explain these facts.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRODE SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND PREDISCHARGE CURRENTS

ON THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE IN COMPRESSED AIR

S. Berger
High Voltage Lab, Federal Institute of Technology,

Zur' , Switzerland

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with some of the reasons responsible for
the deviations from Paschen's law in compressed air. Pre-
vious investigations of the influence of conductible elec-
trode surface roughness on the breakdown voltage of uniform
fields as well as on the predischarge or prebreakdown cur-
rents were continued in order to possibly improve the dielec-
tric strength of electrode configurations with compressed air
as an insulation medium. A typical result of these investi-
gations is that at higher air pressures the breakdown voltage
of uniform fields is not only governed by air pressure, gap
spacing and intensified field and ionization due to the elec-
trode surface roughness but also by thermic processes in the
vicinity of precurrent leading protrusion tips.

INTRODUCTION

The deviations from Paschen's law in compressed gases are a traditional
problem of high voltage technology. Earlier investigations showed that,
these deviations depend mainly on air pressure and electrode roughness,
as well as on the area of the stressed electrodes^ and on the electrode
material3'4. Accompanying effects of the failure of Paschen's law are
the conditioning effect5, the occurence of precurrents in the nA- and
yA-range'»" and bright spots in the vicinity of cathode irregulari-
t i e s 1 ' ^ . In his literature review Cookson° displayed a broad spectrum
of possible reasons for the failure of Paschen's law in compressed
gases. During the last 5 years most of the investigators focussed their
interest upon the problem of the onset or breakdown voltage reduction
due to intensified field and ionization caused by some tens of urn high
electrode surface protrusions9'10'11'12. As mentioned in a previous
paper , the deviations from Paschen's law in compressed air cannot be
satisfactorily explained only by the intensified ionization due to micro-
roscopic protrusions. The reason is the insufficient agreement between
measured4 and computed breakdown voltage14 of electrodes with some ten
um high surface protrusions. It is the aim of this paper to investigate
other processes in the vicinity of electrode surface protrusions besides
ionization.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of breakdown voltage measurements as well as scanning elec-
tron microscope investigations of electrode surfaces are displayed in
two previous papers^* . Due to the limited space of this publication it
is however not possible to present the results of the predischarge cur-
rent measurements in full detail. The summarized results of these
measurements are the following:

1. Above a field gradient of about 50 kVcm" polished or sand-blas-
ted brass or aluminium cathodes show very slowly decreasing pre-
discharge currents with current densities in the nAcm" -range.
The reasons of these currents are not clear but it may be sup-
posed that field emission on certain parts of the electrodes
like protrusion tips and thin surface layers plays a role in the
generation of these currents.

2. Besides the slowly decreasing nA-currents transient predischarge
current pulses occured on sparked or sand-blasted cathodes with
surface protrusions higher than approximate 50 um, at pressures
greater than about 5 bar and field gradients above approximate
100 kVcm"1. The duration of these current pulses varies from
about 0.5 msec to some sec, the current amplitude lies between
approximate 0.5 and 50 yA. The air pressure related onset field
gradient E0/p of these pulses decreases with pressure increa-
sing, e.g. at 5.4 bar E0/p is 19 kVcnf'bar~^ and at 17.5 bar
E0/p is 12 kVcnHbar"'. This pressure dependence is an evidence
that the predischarge current pulses in the microampere range
are started by ionization processes.

THERMIC PROCESSES IN Ti*t VICINITY OF PREDISCHARGE CURRENT LEADING CATHODE
PROTRUSIONS

The power density in a current leading medium is expressed by the follo-
wing equation

Pm = E-j (1)

where

P = power density kWcm
-1E = field gradient kVcm

j = current density Acm

13As seen from ref. , fig. 5b, the current leading area of the protrusion
tip is in the order of some ym» the predischarge current lies in the
range of some pA. This gives current densities in the order of yApm"*2 or
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-2100 Acm . In the considered cases the macroscopic field gradient lies
in the order of hundreds of kVcnf . The microscopic field gradients at
the protrusion tips are without doubt greater than the macroscopic ones.
If a microscopic field gradient of 500 kVcnH is chooser) the power den-
sity in the vicinity of the tips of predischarge current leading cathode
protrusions is in the order of 500 kVcflf'-'lOO Acrn"2 = 50,000 kWcnf3. If
heat losses by diffusion and convection are neglected, the temporal
temperature increasing rate a T/3 t is given by

p
sT m

where

c = specific heat capacity of air

Kith Pm is 50,000 kWcm"
3 and cD(20bar) is.2.6-10"

2 WsecV'cm" 3 a T / a t
has the value of approximate 2000 °K$ssec~ . This very simple model shows
the possibilty of thermic processes in the vicinity of cathocfe surface
protrusions.

THE INFLUENCE OF THERMIC PROCESSES ON THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE

The local heating of the insulation medium air causes a density reduction
of the gas leading to greater ionization coefficients in this region as
well &% to a heating and destruction of the protrusion tips, see ref.'3t
fig.5. Thermoemission by the "hot" protrusion tips must be assumed. An
attempt to compute approximate the influence of the air density lowering
in the vicinity of a cathode protrusion on the breakdown voltage is dis-
played in the discussion of ref J 3. This computation showed that the
breakdown voltage reduction by the gas density lowering due to the pre-
discharge currents is some times greater than the breakdown voltage
lowering caused by the intensified ionization due to the field enhancing
protrusion.

CONCLUSION

This paper shows that thermic processes in the vicinity of electrode
surface protrusions may considerably reduce the dielectric strength of
compressed air. This knowledge leads to theoretical considerations, of ways
in which the dielectric strength of electrode configurations with com-
pressed air insulation may be improved; for instance by coating of the
electrodes or by adding electronegative gases tc the air.
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DISCUSSION

MALIK: You mentioned that in the case of positive polarity, no pre-

breakdown current was observed. Did you observe higher breakdown gradients

in that case as compared to the case when protrusion was located on the

cathode?

BERGER: At positive polarity of the electrode with the protrusion the

pre-current pulses occurred at much higher voltages. The breakdown voltage

of the positive rough electrode was some 10% higher than in the case of

the negative rough electrode.

TAKUM/V: I strictly agree with you that such a calculation is permitted

only for the field without space charge. You showed very sharp pre-current

on your slide. The first question is: Isn't this current caused by the

ionization multiplication (corona onset)? The second question is:

Shouldn't you apply the calculation to this pre-current onset voltage?

BERCDR: The pre-currcnt pulses arc caused by ionization processes.

On the other hand, an electron emitting process which supplies electrons

to start the pre-cumrent pulses is necessary. The answer to the second

question is; A calculation of the onset-voltage of the pre-current pulses

is possible if it is possible to calculate the field pattern in the

vicinity of the surface protrusions.
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DEVELOPMENT OF RADIOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS FOR
EVALUATION OF ENERGIZED COMPRESSED GAS-INSULATED SYSTEMS

R.C. Lawrence
S.R. Doctor
E.C. Martin

Battelle-Northwest, U.S.A.

This paper discusses a feasibility study for the development of
radiographic parameters for evaluation of energized compressed gas-
insulated systems. It is vitally important for any utility to maintain
mechanical and electrical integrity. To assist the utilities in
meeting this challenge, we at BNW were requested by the Bonneville Power
Administration to conduct a feasibility program for which we frive slides
and photos of work completed January 31, 1978. The research program was
directed at measuring and evaluating potential degradation or decomposition
of SFf, and mixture of 50% SFG and N? in a radiation field such as would
be used in radiography. The intent of the program was to assess the
feasibility of radiography for use as a tool to evaluate the status of
compressed gas-insulated components without dismantling.

A 25,000 curie60C6 source and a ftorelco- Phi Hips 300 kV x-ray generator
and iridum-192 100 curie source was used to irradiate a test cell contain-
ing a point-plane high voltage electrode configuration. The temperature
and pressure of the gases were monitored as well as corona with a standard
differential amplifier technique. Gas samples for non-energized, energized
pre-irradiation, post Irradiation and control were analyzed using a gas
chromatograph and mass spectrometer.

The experimental design set the high voltage within 3 to At of sparking
with the point in corona. The Irradiation was then performed at dose rates
far greater than those typically used for making radiographs. In addi-
tion, totil doses exceeded by a factor of 1 to 1000 those anticipated
for using radiography as a maintenance tool in which 10 shots per year

30 years was the reference.

In all the experiments the gas breakdown voltage was not lowered as a
result of exposure to x-rays or gamma rays. Gas analysis determined no
significant changes in the SF6. For the control sample receiving over
1.2 x W rads of x-ray and gamma radiation, the largest chemical change
measured was a doubling increase in SF% concentrations. This evidence
clearly supports the conclusion that radiography cin be employed to
evaluate the status of energized gas-insulated equipment,

NOTE: Our conclusions are further justified by analytical work reported
by tt.fi. Huobeli in 1.6. Christopnorou et tl, High Voltage Research,
(Se*i-Annual Report* April 1 - September 30, 1977) ORNL - Hi - 6133
(November 1977).
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DISCUSSION

COOKSON: Does the radiation required for the x-ray inspection tech-

niques cause any degradation of the material for the support insulators,

either for the surface flashover or the volume internal strength? Is the

corona onset voltage affected by the radiation? Can the technique detect

a single flashover?

LAWRENCE: There is no evidence to date for all components of CGIS but

a study was done at Battcllc for components of high pressure oil filled

cable such a? ('ape carbon) sheath, various plastics, and including oil.

Using mechanical testing methods such as used in metallurgy, we detected

no gross amounts of degradation. Yes, the corona from a point electrode

was reduced as the irradiation was started. We have not attempted to

radiograph a single flashover. However, it does appear possible with a

radiation source of a size selected to provide a fast exposure such that

the fiashover duration is a significant portion of the filra exposure tine

duration. It is our feeling that R5D is required to expand the capabili-

ties for all CGIS components made by various manufacturers.
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ELECTRIC FIELD PROBE AND BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
USING IMPULSE VOLTAGES IN SFft AND SFfi/N? MIXTURES

AT PRESSURES UP TO 8 BAR

E. A. Hamouda, F. Gabris and P. A. Chatterton
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,

University of Liverpool, F.O. Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX, U.K.

Higher values of A.C. and impulse breakdown strengths for certain

SF,/NO mixtures as opposed to pure SF, have been reported for non-
o i. o

uniform field systems at high gas pressures, though no detailed explana-

tion has yet been advanced for this effect. Enhanced values of the

breakdown strengths are also observed in the present work using impulse

voltages and a protrusion distorted uniform field system. The initially

uniform field electrode geometry used had a 6.35 mm long hemispherically

capped cylindrical protrusion attached centrally to one electro-1-. Two

protrusion radii were used (0.5 mm and 0.1 mm). The breakdown results

show four main features. For the smaller radii point it is shown that

(1) A peak occurs in the breakdown voltage composition curve for a

mixture of 80-70% SF, 20-30% N, at high gas pressures (= 8 Bar)

(2) A decrease in the breakdown voltage occurs when small concentra-

tions of SF, are added to NL at high pressure

(3) An increase in the breakdown voltage occurs when small concen-

trations of SFfi are added to Ng at low pressures ( 2 - 3 Bar). When the

radius of the protrusion is increased it is found that

(4) Hie main effects listed under (1),(2) and (3) still occur but

the magnitudes of the effects are diminished. The breakdown voltages

are shown not to be predicted on the basis of the streamer onset theory.

Tills might be expected since for sufficiently distorted field systems

the theory should only predict the corona onset. ** Electric field

probes were used to mea? « charge injection into the electrode system

being investigated ar times prior to breakdown using the l/SOys test

waveform. The results taken show that for the positive point no detectable

charge injection was observed about 5 Bar in pure SF^, whereas for the

negative point charge injection was apparent up to S Bar. In the case of
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a 20% N_/80% air' mixture however charge injection for positive and

negative points was measured up to 8 Bar. The charge injection onset

voltages can be associated with impulse corona onset voltages and are

shown to agree well with the streamer onset theory in SF, but not in the
o

SF./N- mixture. These results suggest that the enhanced breakdown per-
o i.

formance is probably due to a form of corona stabilisation and that

simple techniques for calculating streamer onset voltages in gas

mixtures may be unreliable. The extent of the corona cloud is shown to be

small so that only very small protrusions would be expected to exhibit the

large improvements in insulation level.
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DISCUSSION

MW.CAIIY: If you j»et an increase in breakdown voltage-sharp peak -

by addition of '«'10°; N^ to Sly - why do you not get a further increase

when you add more N'/

CHATFI;RTQN: We have no proven understand inJJ of this problem. However

it is not difficult to see that the addition of N~ to SI-' may have two

effects: (1) to improve charge injection and corona stabilization and

(2) to reduce the intrinsic uniform field strength of the SI-,. The peak

therefore may be considered as a reflection of these two competing

processes.

I'AKISII: Old you record time lags to breakdown and if so, can you say

whether breakdown occurred on the wavefront or wavctail for pure SVf

and for the SI-' /N, mixtures which showed the highest impulse strength?

CIIATT!:NTON: No detailed studies of time lags to breakdown were per-

formed. However, the determination of V.. consisted of measuring the

actual value of the voltage at breakdown for every waveform. All the

breakdowns in this instance occurred at: the peak of the impulse wave for

the 0.2 m diameter protrusion.
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IMPULSE AND AC BREAKDOWN CHAMCTERISTICS OF SFg WITH

BARE AMD COVERED ELECTRODES

Antonios E. Vlastos and Sune Rusck
The Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 'i>» Stockholm, Sweden

The impulse and AC (one minute) breakdown voltage and the breakdown
probabilities of SFf, and air were examined in a coaxial cylinder electro-
de configuration (electrode diameters 70/30 nun, length 250 mm) with bare
or coated inner electrode in the pressure range of 1-9 bara (0.1-0.9 MPa)«
The main purpose of the work was to study the influence of thin epoxy or
aluminum oxide coatings on the breakdown voltage of SF£ and air and the
influence of previous voltage applications and breakdowns on the break-
down probabilities of these gases.

The AC breakdown voltage was determined by t'.ie one minute test pro-
cedure in which the voltage; was first raised to a value corresponding to
about 00 % of the expected breakdown voltage at a rate of 2-3 kV/s and
later raised in small steps corresponding to 2-3 % of the applied voltage
at intervals of 1 minute. The results obtained show that, when the first
breakdown on a now pair of steel electrodes is considered the one minute
AC breakdown voltage for SF6 and air is improved appreciably by coating
the inner electrode with a thin epoxy coating adhering to the electrode.
It was found that the improvement of the 1 minute AC breakdown voltage
by coating the inner electrode is higher for rough electrodes than for
smooth (polished) electrodes and can be of the order of magnitude 30 %
or higher. However, if one considers the mean value of the breakdown vol-
tage obtained from a series of measurements on the same electrode pair
and then compares the results obtained with a bare and with a coated in-
ner electrode, one may find the influence of the electrode coating on
the breakdown voltage confusing. The reason for this confusion seems to
be the successive improvement of the breakdown voltage in the case of the
bare electrodes which is due to the spark conditioning and on the other
hand the successive reduction of the breakdown voltage for the covered
electrodes which is due to the perforations of the coatings caused by
previous breakdowns. This may be the reason for the contradictory results
reported by different researches on the influence of the electrode coa-
ting on the breakdown of SFg.

The impulse breakdown voltage in the present work was determined by
applying a set of impulses at a particular voltage level followed by si-
milar sets at increasing voltage levels until breakdown occurred. Se-
quential tests in which the voltage level for a particular trial is deter-
mined by the outcome of the previous trial (up-and-down method) or tests
with linearly increasing voltages leading each time to breakdown were
found unrealistic since they do not allow a direct comparison of the
breakdown voltages obtained with bare and covered electrodes because the
breakdown voltage of covered electrodes is modified by the perforations
due to breakdown.
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The results reported in this paper refer mainly to measurements
performed with negative standard lightning impulses (1.2/50 us) on steel
or aluminium electrodes in the pressure range of 1-7 bara. Comprehensive
measurements were also performed with other impulse voltage forms
[0.5/50 us, 0.5/(50)6 ys (a 0.5/50 us impulse chopped after 6 ys),
0.5/(50)1.5 us, 1.2/(50)6 ys and 1.2/(50)2 us impulses] and with po-
sitive impulse voltages at a pressure of 5 t>ara. Since the perforation
of the coatings may, as already mentioned, be crucial for the outcome
of the results the impulse breakdown strength for both bare and covered
electrodes was determined starting with a set of 100 impulses at a vol-
tage level leading to breakdown probabilites lower than 1 % and followed
by similar tests at increasing voltage levels with steps of 1-2 % of the
previous voltage level until breakdown occurs. At voltages leading to
higher breakdown probabilities the number of impulses was reduced to
twenty. When a breakdown probability higher than 95 % was reached the
voltage was reduced successively until the breakdown probability was
reduced to values below 5 %• However, this procedure has a drawback:
the low probability impulse breakdown voltage improves due to a voltage
conditioning caused by the successive application of the impulse voltage.
This improvement was verified for both bare and coated electrodes. Addi-
tionally it was found that after the first breakdowns the breakdown proba-
bility increases rapidly to high values. A decrease of the voltage level
after reaching a high breakdown probability does not lead immediately to a
decrease of breakdown probability. As a consequence the plots of the
breakdown probability versus the crest value of the applied impulse vol-
tage show a hysteresis effect. The form of the hysteresis loop may change
shape in subsequent series of measurements on the same electrode pair and
in measurements on identically prepared electrodes depending on the num-
ber of applied pulses not leading to breakdown and the appearance of the
first breakdown.

The results obtained with polished bare steel electrodes with nega-
tive voltage impulses 0.5/50 ys and 1.2/50 ys show that the breakdown
happens at the tail of the voltage impulse and that the breakdown voltage
for these two impulse shapes is not appreciably different.

The results obtained by chopping the 0.5/50 ys impulse after 6 res-
pectively 1.5 ys and the O.5/5O ys impulse after 6 respectively 2 ys show
an increase of the breakdown in the order of 10 %. The results obtained
with steel electrodes covered by thin epoxy coatings show that the break-
down voltage improves appreciably and that the breakdown occurs near the
crest of the applied impulse. Therefore chopping the impulses after
1.5-6 ys does not lead to a further improvement of the breakdown voltage.
The experiments were repeated with an inner electrode of relatively pure
commercial aluminium and of an aluminium-copper alloy (5 % Cu). The re-
sults obtained with bare polished commercial pure aluminium inner elec-
trode and with identical electrode which was oxidized show a significant
improvement higher than 20 % of the breakdown voltage due to the oxide
layer on the electrode. The breakdown voltage of the bare aluminium-cop-
per alloy electrode was found to be higher than for the pure aluminium
approaching that of the oxidized electrode. However, an oxidizing of this
electrode gives only a limited improvement of the brccJtdown voltage. This
may be due to the ineffectiveness of the applied method of oxidizing the
aluminium in the presence of copper and in getting homogeneous oxide
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layer on the electrode. For oxidized electrodes the deterioration of the
oxide layer by previous breakdown was limited and the pronounced hyste-
resis loop observed with epoxy covered electrodes was limited.

Repeated sets of measurements on the same electrode pair with an
oxidized inner electrode led to almost the same results as those obtained
when the electrode was new.

Measurements with positive polarity lead to higher breakdown vol-
tages both for bare and covered electrodes.

Fig. 1

380 395

Breakdown voltages and breakdown probabilities for SFg and air
for 70/30 mm coaxial cylinder steel electrodes with bare and
epoxy resin coated inner electrode, a. AC breakdown voltages,
b. 1 % negative lightning impulse (1.2/50 ys) breakdown vol-
tages, c. Breakdown probabilities at 5 bara (bare electrodes)
for negative 1.2/50 us (chopped) impulse voltages, d. Break-
down probabilities at 5 bara (bare electrodes) for negative
0.5/50 us and 0.5/(50)1.5 ys (chopped impulse voltages).
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DISCUSSION

HALE: Have you tried pre-stressing of the electrodes without break-

down by OC or AC and then determined the probability distribution? Such

ore-stressing May give a distribution closer to that first shown in your

results.

VIASTOS: We have done soae pre-stressing of the electrodes without

breakdown by AC and then we tried to detenune the probability distri-

bution. The pre-stressing gave a distribution which was close to that

obtained wh«n we obtained the distribution by applying many impulses at

different voltage levels starting fro» low voltage levels not leading to

breakdown, However» one has to re»e»ber that our purpose was to study

the influence of coatings on new electrodes which were not deteriorated

(conditioned) either by spark or long tern voltage conditioning. In this

respect our Measurements are different fron those presented previously

by other authors.

DAKIN: Mow was the oxide coating achieved—by anodization or high

tewpeirature air oxidation?

• »
VLA5T0S: The coating was achieved by anodization using the sane
Method to oxidise donws tie aluminua.

GOOKSON: Ne found (!*icalpine and Cookson, Proc. IEE.1970) in studies

of the effect of electrode coatings on the first iapulse breakdown value

in M2 and SFg at 15 at* that there was a dependence on the coating Ma-

terial, which we placed on the center conductor of a coaxial geoMetry.

Also there was an increase in the positive and negative impulse breakdown
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field in SF5, but only for the negative value in N2. Have the authors

noted similar effects?

VLASTOS: We found that for pressures 1 to 9 bar (absolute) the impulse

breakdown voltage by coating the center electrode was improved for both

positive and negative polarities; the improvement has been much greater

for the negative polarity than for the positive. This was observed both

for air and SF6
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ON THE BREAKDOWN MECHANISM OF AIR IN UNIFORM
AND NONUNIFORM FIELDS

M. Abdel-Salam
High Voltage Institute, Technical University, Munich, W. Germany

ABSTRACT

For uniform fields: A method is described tor
computing the spark-breakdown voltages in air. The
method is based on the formulation of the physical
processes that govern the growth of the streamer
towards the anode (positive-streamer) or to the
cathode (negative-streamer). Therefore, two cri-
teria are considered for evaluating both the posi-
tive- and negative-breakdown voltages. For nonuni-
form fields: A method is also described for compu-
ting the positive inception voltages of both the
burst-pulse and the onset-streamer, being observed
experimentally in air at inception. Different from
the positive case, Trichel pulse is the only mode
of negative corona at inception. Therefore, a me-
thod based on the condition necessary for the Tri-
chel pulse to be self-recurred is suggested for
computing the inception voltages of negative
corona.

CRITERIA OF BREAKDOWN

In Uniform Fields

Breakdown is Materialized by Positive-Streamer

Assuming that an electron starts to propagate from at the
cathode,(Fig. 1a) it creates a primary avalanche with N # elec-
trons at its head. The head is assumed1 spherical with equiva-
lent radius R. The ion density within the head of the primary
avalanche equals N#(x)/(4*R

3(x)/3). Simultaneously with the
creation of the avalanche, photons have been produced in pro-
portion to N#(x). The rate of production of photons increases
fast as the avalanche progresses towards the anode. Within the
ionization zone, the cathode is only irradiated by a negligi-
ble fraction of these photons. Most of the photons get absor-
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Cathode Anode

a)

b)

0

JZZZ4 Ionization zone boundary
Positive space charge of the primary avalanche
Electrons in the heod of the primary avalanche
Photons emitted from the primary avalanche
Photoelectrons produced within the ionization
zone

Fif • 1, A schematic diagram illustrating tna
d«Y«lopMot of an avalanche to (a) a poaitlwstreaiaer
or to (b) a nagativa^straaaa? In vnitvrm flald.
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bed by air molecules and SOB* of them lead to photoionization.
Each phototitctron produced within tht ionizatlon zont will be
accelerated by the prevailing field strength froa its point of
origin and starts one avalanche of the succeeding generation.
When the ion density of the second generation equals that for
the priaary avalanche, the applied voltage is tht breakdown
value .

Breakdown is Materialized by Negative-Streamer

In this case* toe priwary avalanche propagating towards
tht anode,(Fig. 1b) taits photons* atsnwhilt with increased
distance froa the cathode the latter receives a saaller per*
centage of these photons. This results in photoeaission of
electrons from the cathode to start successor avalanches that
form the second generation. For negative strtsasr to propagate
the growth of tht primary avalanche as a wbol* succeeds2 to
product one phototaitttd-tltctron froa the cathode* Then, the
applied voltage is tht breakdown value,

Breakdown at High Pressures

The breakdown voltage is known to inetmrnB* with tht press-
ure linearly up to a critical value*. Above tht critical value
tht ratio of tht prevailing fitld strength to pressure becoae*
so low* that $>«* | and 4 are tht attachment and ionization co-
efficients. Therefore tht breakdown cannot take place except
through s consideration of electrons emitted from tht cathode,
If ont of tht twitted electrons succeeds *5 to reach tht anode
the gap is short-circuited by dense electrons and negative
ions that form a conducting channel between the electrodes,
tht applied voltage is than the breakdown value. In Fig* Z9
tht negative bftaMown. voltages agree with experiment6 in com-
parison with those positive-computed. It is satisfying to ob-
serve that tht coBputtd positive sad negative valuta pat the
Halts that bound tht atssurtd values. Such values depend O R
tht electrode aaterifl, surfitce condition and sir pressure*
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Computed posttivf bftclufcNffi vottoyt

— Computed ncgotivf brwtatamwUoge

4 * 4 E*jmi«wtot voUrti with copptr
tifctrooffs

I f ionQt of
4 stNitttctftdts

i£ 120
mWH» Cot*}

Fig* 2* Coapitti poti ttvt wi4 n«f«tivt
down voltftg** of a y tL*l& gap *c«ii)«t th#



In Nonuniforo

I»etf*fci.on VoltaJfa of

The tltetroii triggtring ths primary avalanch* Is asstastd
to grow along tht gap axis froa tht ionization-son* boundary
C***t). Tht crit*rion for burst~pul«* iaetption is suggtstid *m
During th* growth of th* primary avalanehs* th* ionization te-
nt boundary su*t rtesiv* phototltetrons of tht saat nu«b*r as
that starting th* primary avalanch*. Th* nuab*r of photo*I«c-
trons is corr*ct*<t to account for th* fact that th* graatar
tht angltft 9 tht soalltr tht sixt of tht «v#l«nch* (Fig*
Th* validity of this eritarion is ch*ck#4 by comparing tht

valuas with thost •aasura4®9 fig*

Inc*ption Voltaf* of Onsat»Strta»ar
For 'tht onsct'Straaaar to prop*g*t*t tht maftar of positi*

v* ions iltvtlopti by tht priaary tvalatich* autt b* «uffiei#r»t
to prodwc*7 a radial f i t ld of tht sast ord*r as tht applied
f i t ld . Th* photo*l*ctron« productd. in th* iaatdlatt vicinity
of tltm primary avalanch* will ha draws into i t , f ig. 5c• ajid
will not b* di'ractt« to tht anodt. fills yi«lda for tht strsa*
«*r to grow along tht gap axis* A eoaparism >>etwt#» tht coa>
pittd mt& atasiirtd^9i%iietptioii volt*g«* i s aadt in faolt 1.

Voltag* of Trich*l»PuIt*

Th* condition, of a*l£-«u*i*nanc* of Trich*l pi lsts
identical to that of tht uniforo fit ld9 tteh tltetron aust -by

11photo«fii4tic»n fro» cathod* turf act* provid* for m aucc*ator*
In Fig* 4, th* inc*ption iroltagts atasm'td art lontr than.
thost c<Mip«t*d btcaus* tht hv conductor was assuwtd to b* p*r«
f*ctly saooth cylind*r« in tht co»putati«t*

Hit eoaptitsd po«itiv*- && n*g*tiv*«br*akdown wlt*f** in
taiifora f i t lds bound th* txptriatntal valut* that daptml on
tht tltefrfti* «at*rial, *urfac* otadititu and atr prataurt.
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sitive
HV Electrode

zone bounder

Computed^
• • • Measured0

d/ro.160

INCEPTION VOLTASE (kV

Pig* 3. Illu»tr«tin« tt* «rowth of both
tb# pri»*ry «v«l«nch« and Its *ucc««or» to «u«-
tain (a) a ourtt-puls* or (b) an onsat-straaatx*. Part
(c) i» to rtport a co«p«ii*on b«t%wtn th# eoaputad
and •»*»ur«d v«lu«s of bur*t-ptd»# iaeaptios volta-
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Pig* 4. Negative corona inception voltage for a
full-scal* test lina; coaputations versus «xperla«nt1f
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2. The computation of the Inception voltages of breakdown in
uniform and nonunifor* fields of both positive and negative
polarities is based purely on the theory of gas discharges„

Table 1. Inception Voltages of Onset-Streaaer for
Rod-Plan* Gaps(r0-rod radius and d»gap length)

inception voltage
ro Measured Computed d'ro *********

0.100 11.7 12.2 40 9
0.125 13.6 14.1 40 9
0.300 22.5 23.5 10 10
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DISCUSSION

DUTTO& 1 would like to suggest that we should stop making qualitative

speculations about the effect of space charges linked with photoionization

in cases where quantitative calculations are now possible. Such specula-

tions can be misleading. For example, it is now well known that (i) static

breakdown tit uniform electric fields involves cathode processes even at high

values of Pd and fli) that under impulse over-voitagc conditions where

space charge becomes significant, detailed calculations show that th.* space

charge field is not well represented by that due to a sphere of charge.

ABf)IU,-$At.AM ([response obtained by correspondence): The discusser

stated that the static breakdown in uniform electric fields involves

cathode processes even at high values of Pd. This agrees with what is out-

lined! in the paper. At high pressures that exceed the critical value, the

ratio e£ the prevailing fit-It! strength to pressure cC< ;s so low that the

attachment coefficient exceeds that for ionisation. Therefore, the break-

<$own cannot take place except through a consideration of electrons emitted

from the cathode. Such emission is a cathodic process, being accounted for

within two views (see Kef. 4 in the paper). The first is a macroscopic

view, in which the field emission takes place from the cathode surface

as a whole with the cathode field being equal to the applied value. The

second view is a microscopic one, in which the emission takes place from

localised sites on the cathode surface. The field values at such sites are

orders of the applied value.

Regarding the simulation of the space-charge field, the author

assumed a spherical shape for the positive-ion cloud at the primary-
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avalanche head. This assumption is generally valid and commonly adopted

in the literature (see Ref. 1 in the paper). Recently these positive ions

were represented (M. Khaled, ETZ-A, Vol. 95, pp. 369-373, 1974) by a number

of ring charges. A comparison of the two approaches is given in Fig. 5,

which gives the field values due to the positive ions left by the primary-

avalanche in a rod-to-plane gap. The comparison is conducted along

—simulation using
ring charges
present calcu-
lation

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Distance (x) in Multiple of Ionization

Zone Thickness(RrR)

Fig. 5. Field due to space charge left by the primary avalanche,
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different directions, 0, within the ionization zone. For the values in

Fig. 5, five ring charges are considered to represent the positive ions

that left in wake of the primary avalanche, the rings are with charges

given in Table 2. The data in Table 2 show that the last ring mainly

Table 2: Charge distribution over the rings that simulate the positive

ion cloud left by the primary avalanche

Ring No. 1 2 3 4 5

Charge x

10"

(Coul.)

-1Q 4
10 0.16 0.72 4.96 46.4 4.96x10

represents the ion cloud. It is rather difficult to make a definite

decision about the feasible approach. Certainly, the assumption of

spherical cloud representation is simpler and in comparison with the ring

representation, it needs shorter computing time. On the other hand, the

ring representation (M. Khaled, ETZ-A, Vol. 95, pp. 369-373, 1974) is so

simple that it cannot simulate the ion cloud correctly. Actually, the

field-induced motion of ions makes the calculations to be time dependent.

In this case, the magnitudes of the ring charges are determined by solv-

ing a set of equations formulated using suitably boundary conditions.

Such a procedure was recently developed (M. Abdel-Salam et al., IEEE-IAS

paper, Proc. of the Industrial Society Annual Meeting, Chicago, USA, Oct.

1976, pp. 654-659) to extend the charge-simulation technique for calculat-

ing the field due to ionic space charges.
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DISCHARGE EXTENSION OF LONG GAPS IN COMPRESSED
SF6 GAS AND GAS MIXTURES

T. Takuma T. Watanabe
Y. Aoshima

Electric Engineering Laboratory, Central Research
Institute of Electric Industry, Japan

Discharge characteristics of nonuniform gaps were studied at large

electrode separations to 50 cm in SF6 gas up to about 7 atm and in gas

mixtures containing SF^ at atmospheric pressure. The tested electrode

arrangement was a rod-to-plane gap or a small shere-to-plane; i.e. the

upper electrode was a square-cross section rod of 1.25 X 1.25 cm, a 2 cm

diameter sphere or others. The gap was enclosed in a cylindrical vessel

3.8 m in height and 2 m in diameter.

The breakdown voltage was measured in compressed SF5 gas with three

impulse waves : 1.7 (2.8) x 42 fisec, 35 (50) X 370 ^sec and ;>80 (400) x

2300 ,usec expressed as nominal wave front from the 30fo ~ 9O?5 method (real

wavefront) X wavetail. For extremely nonuniform gaps of the square rod-

to-plane, the breakdown voltage of SF6 gas shows a marked saturation

tendency against the electrode separation compared with that of atmos-

pheric air. The SF^ gas breakdown voltage is about 1,5 to 2 times higher

at a 10 cm gap for both voltage polarities than the air breakdown voltage,

but it intersects with the latter at about 40 ~ 50 cm for positive

polarity and at about 20 ~ 40 cm for negative polarity in all of three

tested impulse waveforms. In this electrode arrangement, the negative

breakdown voltage is roughly twice as high as the positive. Furthermore, it

was found that even if SF6 gas pressure is raised to about 7 atm, the low

breakdown voltage scarcely increases, except for a 280 X 2300 /usec

impulse with negative polarity.

For somewhat uniform gaps of the 2 cm diameter sphere-to-plane, the

breakdown voltage is much the same with that of the square rod—to—plane

for both voltage polarities at atmospheric pressure. However, the positive

breakdown voltage increases almost linearly with SF^ gas pressure. This

causes the breakdown voltage with positive polarity to rise higher at

pressures above 3 to 5 atm than with negative polarity.
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CJyprfHjsl «;;•:«:i I S«||I*{MJ'JS shoved that for the two slower impulse waves,

ssgltM6**j*? tofti'i j»l?i.e»* foi*itr*H# only «* short period of the impulse duration.

fJ»«> iifft«r-r«?St«lvfi«i an%l#»i£ was performed for a standard impulse

wi Ih tin ia;i^»* mMworter ctiniera. Voltages near the 50jJ flashover

«*"*rc* fj.'lw«yis *i.|*pl,i.«*•. S«:.TO charac te r i s t ic r e su l t s are summarized

l Tints- *Ui..etM»rj!!e* etas»m«l j-'tifu? ra l ly extends with intermit tent reillurnina-

identical paths in long nonuniform gaps of

!r* its*',';*? e<»<^liiiort»v i«.'|,j;«.livt»'lvv eliargod channels are generally

bri^hUn" Hum pumilivt! «»n«*s. Fiirtlterimtro, they advance more slowly with

I«H5,*«»l* j«wi?i»« tia«*«, *J«*s|»ili» the applied voltage being about twice higher

* • »

ft;| tfitii cj**,f;;*.t,ivi.» inijltji'ity, *li«> exionsiun velocity of a channel i s typical

ly ,* -«w ̂ | e;s//«.s«*t,* in avorajjc* for 50 en> gaps when i t loads to breakdown.

f id s wain*? i't'ttitiB* i s i swl e^n^iuiit «vev a widi> range of SP6 ga« pressure

*•»» ? {«to.» <rorr*>i»|»ni»lin^ to tlu» fact tSMit the breakdown voltage is near

i'm- S© ««» |?«|w; i*c*|.f««.*'*ll<»J»K of prossuro. Pause times between steps

lvv|*i**3llf S.I *»> lt(» iisfMt at t aim, 0.3 —0.5 /asec a t 3 atm and below

2 ftmm is.f> aJfitvp 5 «l.m* Iritis 4tt|tont)etK*e of the pau.se time on pressure

lito Snl«?rs3itUmt t»sl»-;:!»i«sion in SPft i s not caused by the voltage

e i r e u i i ttut liy !««» intturo of discharge.

fill Witto |«»si.it..iv#» |M»l«r.i't>vt fer 50 cm ga;ps a t atmospheric pressure, the

ett««B«?l «*8l-'it««i«i» i'«»I«eiiy i s in the order of 10 ~ 20 cm/ftsec an*; the

*vv|iie».llj!? «?.!•*' CJ.2 jtesec or shor ter . At above 3 atm of a 2 cm

sphei8e-t«-f#lftBe gap where breakdown occurs a t a high voltage

eorona discharge, the breakdown i s completed almost

wllli the tiis'iliarge oeeurrence by a luminous, thick

(el *i?!*e dlssefiarg© channel, in S% has no broad corona streamer regions as
fee see*! i« dLisetias'ge figures in atmospheric a i r or gas mixtures con-

% reiativol^ s»f»II percentage of SF&. However, the channel in
the* «©sf Itmi-nous at. i t s t i p . With negative polarity, frequently

t«# laaiBoys pe*ntis were reeordeil a t one step t i p .
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(f) Microdischarges appearing apart in front of a channel tip were

photographed by still cameras for negative polarity. They are especially

distinct for SFg gas at below atmospheric pressure ana for gas mixtures

containing SFg and nitrogen.

(g) Current oscillograms shoved that with negative polarity, the positive

pulsive current flowed on the wavetail of impulse voltages. This is the

"back discharge" caused by the reversed field between the upper electrode

and space charge in the midgap, when an applied voltage decreases relative-

ly rapidly. The occurrence of the back discharge means that the discharge

channel in long nonuniform gaps of SFg remains somewhat conductive during

several tens of microseconds.

(h) These discharge characteristics in SFg have a strong resemblance to

those of stepped leaders in lightning discharge. The intermittent channel

extension was also observed in gas mixtures of nitrogen-SFg and air-SF^

as well as even in compressed air. However, the time-resolved extension

pattern with negative polarity in SF^ is especially distinct and regular

with relatively constant pause times.
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DISCUSSION

FARISH: I was very interested to see that the authors have been able

to apply time-resolved schlieren techniques to the streamer discharge and

to detect the propagation of a relatively small density perturbation. We

have used a similar technique for long gaps in air (10-30 cm) although

we have used a high-speed camera to record the schlieren image directly,

rather than a photomultiplier technique. For such gaps, we have been

able to observe the radial development of the leader channel once it has

reached M).2 mm diameter, and have found that, while the channel thermal

boundary saturates at M).6 mm, a shock wave continues to propagate at

350 m/s, as found by the authors for short-gap streamer. Figure 1 shows

the channel with the surrounding shock wave for positive-impulse break-

down of a 10-cm gap. (In this case, the time to breakdown was such that

(i) t = 2.8 JJS (iij t = 4.2 vs (iii) t • 12.6 us

Fig. 1. Leader and spark channel development in a 10 cm gap.

Applied voltage: 85 kV (= V 5 0 ) , 2
 MS/16 US impulse.

the main spark channel occurred before the leader channel became detect-

able by schlieren system so that the spark also appears on the records.)

We have used the measured maximum channel dianeters to calculate the
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times required for the hot channel to cool and have found that after

internal rapid cooling to "02000*, the subsequent cooling tc ambient

conditions may take "'200 us: this means that, in the case of long-gap

breakdown, where stepped propagation at 10-100 tis intervals is observed,

enhanced ionization in the reduced-density columns will have to be con-

sidered in any mechanism proposed to explain the intermittent restriking

of the leader channel.

DAKIN: In recent photographic studies i < our laboratory of streamer

propagation in transformer oil, we have observed bright sjtots at the

negative streamer tips--as the authors of this paper see in long gas

gaps. There seems to be great similarity between streamer propagation

in liquid and in gases.

TAKlAft: In my opinion, the stepwisc extension occurs in media where

there is much loss during the discharge extension through the gap and

especially when the main channel is not guided by the corona streamers,

such as in liquids, electronegative gases, or extra-long air gaps (light-

ning discharge). There is certainly a great similarity between them.

Thank you very much for your comment.
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EESIGE OF COMPRESSED-SFjplHSULATED SYSTEMS
FOR ESS1V TRANSMISSION

F.A.M. Rlzk C. Vincent
il.t*, Trinh C. dt Tourreii

Hydro Quebec Institute of Research, Quebec* Canada

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the research activities at EREQ,
sponsored by the Canadian Electrical Association, in the
design and dimensioning of eompressed-SFft-insulated cables
for underground transmission at EIIV levels. Different as-
pects were investigated including the selection of epoxy-
resin formulations, the design of epoxy spacers and ectual
testing of real-size coaxial conductors for energy trans-
mission at 550 and 800 fcV levels.

SELECTION OF KPOXV FORMULATIONS

Several epoxy-resin formulations, composed of epoxy resin, hardener

and alumina filler In different proportions were tested and evaluated for

their dielectric and mechanical properties. All formulations are degased

and molded under vacuum. Gelling and curing took place at atmospheric

pressure. Five different epoxy-resin formulations, supplied by CXBA-6EZGY

Corp^3 were evaluated. The most promising formulation, using 1 pbw of a

combined bisphenolic and heterocyclic resin, 1 pbw of hardener and 4 pbw

of tabular alumina filler, was selected for the spacer design study.

Typical characteristics of this epoxy resin formulation are:

- dry arc resistance (ASTH Test 0-495): 192 s at 15 kV

- cracking resistance (ASTM Test D-2303): 3.25 kV (68 min)

- point to plane breakdown voltage (unfilled epoxy): 33 kV, 2.2 mm gap,
50 lint tip radius

- dielectric constant: 5.3 measured at 60 Hz
-3

- d i e l ec tr i c losses (tan 5 ) : 8.6 10 measured at 60 Hz

- impact resistance (Cnarpy test,ASTH Test D-256): 0.18 kg-n (1.3 lb - f t )

- thermal deflection temperature (ASfM Test 0-648): 122°C

SPACER DESIGN

Two spacer configurations, namely the cone and disc , were invest ! -



Calculation of the i'leid (ils£rihuel«»n ai@»g a eeftleal gas-dielee-

trie inter facts* shoved thai uniform field d£&trilni£l@» along thu Istterfaee

can toe obtained for an optical angle © between the interface and elm con-

ductor (as measured in the dielectric side). For epoxy dielctetrie* with

a relative dielectric constant of r, » 6, the optimal angle is @ * 7%&.

For smaller values of ©» a high field region is fomed m a r elm ©uter en-

velope; while Cor larger values of % the high field teuton is * 'tated

near the central conductor* Disc-shaped spacers are tin 4-efert, particu-

larly effective in controlling the uniformity of the field distribution

along the spacer interface. Longer creepage distances are readily obtain-

ed with cone-shaped spacers, this advantage Is however partly attenuated

by the poor field distribution along the lower surface of the spacer.

Practical design problems were investigated with small spacers in a

2.54/7.9 cm, SO en long coaxial conductor system. Breakdowns were ob-

served to occur along the epoxy interface, initiating from the metal-

epoxy-SF, junctions. Improvement of the spacer insuiatiar. and partial

discharge performances were found possible by;

- providing a good bonding between the metffl-epoxy surfaces. Vacuum cast-

ing is most suitable to eliminate small voids at the metal-epoxy junc-

tions, which are responsible! for initiating corona discharges and

breakdown of the gap;

- introducing metallic Inserts which effectively reduce the local field

intensity at the metal-epoxy-SF, junctions, and hence prevent the devel-

opment of corona discharges as illustrated by the results of Fig* 1.

TEST ON REAL-SIZE COAXIAL CONDUCTORS

Insulation tests were performed on coaxial cables of 17.8/53 and
20.3/61 cm, 6 m long, with associated epoxy spacers. Test voltages in-
clude standard lightning and switching impulses and 60 He ac voltage. The
withstand voltage of the test cable was determined using a modified ct-g
test procedure to minimize the number of flashovers. The expected break-
down voltage U of the coaxial cable was estimated from a series of

exp

measurements with increasing test voltage. The o withstand voltage U was

determined by the first breakdown in a second series of measurements. The

test voltage is raised in step of AU » 0.02 Uexp» starting from a level of
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OS %.* ©*

Ft**. ! Bfsj»r«.*w.?Kit'«i; «»!' l8m
ifJtws «t)8fl purl l**l *li.tn£Unrptiz!

©
0 " *

in determined by a tltirtt isertes

!• tent vnitagttn, start ing fr«» il -Ml and

pr«»l»;tl»il(ty «i.tl» elir«?«? vi»I»;*i|»*s *i|jj»J,l«;attei»t! f i t

« f t3CTit»«tri't-:K*nl» w i t t i «)«»«,• riKi

liawiog 10 w«It*»(;«* »(»}»!IcatIons at ea«li test vol t,*}!*? level . IL» i r deter-

?::)itit,-«J ;it» «J«« l»i>.gltt»»t v«»lt«n(*cf level at Mfdefi 10 eonjiOcuKfvc* wititsfeftnds are

obcotncd. Itesc remtlts obtained Indicate a lilgb degree of «tnieiKten«y In

tlio tk'tei*«l«ai;i«»n t*f 13,» Tlie rolativoly greater dfspersions In the wea-

of W4 and IL are believed to lie related t& the relat ively large

drat? lag in f»P~ ait well as to conditioning effects. Typical

test: results are presented In Pig. 2 for the 17.8/53 em erndtietor, using

> The results obtained indicate that with actual insula-

for go^^insulated equipment, the tested cables eeuld ha

opciratc«l .-it SSO and H00 feV (marginally) with gas pressures of 0.3S and

0.4S ££Pa respectively, United by tlie negative lightning impulse withstand
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DISCUSSION

1, I'ihy l imi t tin* study to ep»xi.cs?

2. Maw does illllQ propone to demonstrate that the material

ten. :m •itiafttntc l i f e ?

«1«? TCRliMtKII.:

In hv t; 1 t.ttl«i'«5

Other

this program.

1. l-'illcd eptusv rtniin was cltu:»cn as the i n i t i a l nuitctrial

tlu? f«i lo»i»;> r«.';t;;«ii»r»:

f t ) llw main a io of the t;ork w:is concenictl with the

study of the OUT system as ••» whole, for

jssjssible unv in the Hydro Quebuc am!

Cii'l ft 1 led cjioxy res in has thv advaiU.••}-;<• to allow

coatini* of large insu la tors with cmhtukicd

meta l i te i n s c r t s . MedianicaI propcrt ios

remain good at elevated tcinpuraturcs.

wil l he* (.'ontviflered as possible candidates .

2, 1,'Xij; Itmn ;iginj; studies have not been included in
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RELIABILITY ASSURANCE OF
550 kV CAS INSULATED SWITCHGEAR

T. Ushio S. Tomlnaga

H. Kuwahara S. Matsuda

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Itami Works, Japan

INTRODUCTION

The first 550 kV full gas insulated switchgear (CIS) has been put

into commercial service on December 1976, in Japan. This 6IS with 1800

BIL rating is entirely insulated with SFg gas in metal enclosed weather

casing, and equipped with metal enclosed SFg gas gap surge arresters.

We MELCO, started manufacturing of gas circuit breaker in 1965,

and has shipped out more than 3500 sets rated from 24 kV to 550 kV by

the end of 1977.

As the development of SFg GIS progressed at the same period as that

of GCB, the basic research and the application technology of SF& gas

were effectively used to complete GIS. In 1968, the first 84 kV GIF

was installed in the power system and by the end of 1977 the total

units of GIS amounts to more than 500 units rated from 72 kVupto 550

kV. The first application of GIS for 550 kV systeir in Japan started

in 1973 using the hybrid GIS, which is a gas insulated switching

equipment combined with aerial buses. Now 50 units of 550 kV hybrid

GIS are in commercial operation. Therefore, we can say that this

first commercial operation of 550 kV GIS has been achieved based on

the accumulated field experiences of these gas circuit breakers and

GIS.

The reliability of GIS should be assured as the integrated system,

because GIS is composed of many components having the different char-

acteristics. There are many technologies on design, manufacturing and

testing, supporting the quality of 550 kV full GIS.
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RATINGS Of SSO kV FULL CIS

Rated Voltage: 55© kV

toted Current: 4,0Q0A/2,Q00A

Raced Shore Circuit Current: SO kA, 2 see.

Meleetrie Strength, Power Frequency: ?S© kV

Switching Impulse Voltage: 1*1,?S kV

Lightning Impulse Voltage: 1,

FUNDAMENTAL STODY ON DIELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SF6 GAS

There arc many factors affecting the dielectric strength ©£

insulated equipment. To make clear those factors, the basic research

was conducted and many papers were published by ©tir colleagues.

Area effect, surface finishing roughness, w - t characteristics,

effect of solid Impurities and * ,r ̂ iity in gas space etc. are investi-

gated. Depending on those studies the practical design technique was

established.

CAST ETOXY INSULATOR

All east epoxy insulators are designed and manufactured in our factory.

To manufacture insulators of stable and excellent quality, the strict

control is made all over the manufacturing processes. £aeh completed

insulator is subjected to dielectric test and measured partial discharge

using the specially constructed testing installation. Mechanical de-

struction test, heat shock test, creep test etc., are also made. Since

1970, a long term voltage endurance test for epoxy insulators has been

carried out at 550 kV and above.

MANUFACTURING, ASSEMBLING AND TESTING IN THE FACTORY

Parts and components, which amount to an enormous cost, should be

manufactured under strict control and should be balanced betwears each other

as much as possible. Pressure vessels for enclosures are manufactured by

the skilled, high level welding technique, wh'.ch eliminates leakage of gas

through welding portions. MachiMng of materials is made by precision
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numerical controlled machines to get the stable quality of parts.

'Flic gas leakage depends on the finishing condition of sealing

surfaces and O-ring. Many experiments were made to select the good

condition ®tf their combination. O-ring with a sealing material is the

best soltiei«*a For gas scaling.

Assembling work is performed under particular attention to avoid

solid impurities to tsnter into SF$ gas space. The several sections of

assembly units are totally assembled in the factory and tested to

assure the integrated ability of GIS. This work reduces the instal-

lation work at site in abominable conditions. For this purpose a

large building under clean condition was built. Dielectric withstand

test, partial discharge test, gas leak test and operation tests of

switehgears are made at the factory as the routine test.

INSTALLATION ON SITE

Usually the site installation work is made outdoor. To protect

against dust during the setting up, dustproof sheet is provided around

the area, making connections between flanges of the vessels. Open

portions of buses are covered also with vinyl sheet and clean air is

fed into vessel. Individual component is transported filled with the

low SFg gas pressure.

FUTURE APPLICATION

The present GIS is designed to withstand A.C. 840 kV according to

the old standards. Therefore this GIS may be able to be employed as

a switchgear rated at 765 kV without modification according to IEC

standard. The further reduction in the size of GIS is required due to

the economical and environmental reasons. This reduction is achieved by

the proved reliability and reasonable design of insulation coordination

combined with the newly developed metal oxide surge arrester, which has

the excellent v - i characteristics and is small in size.

The efforts to develop and manufacture GIS with high reliability

and lower price are continued based on the technologies acquired from

the field experiences.
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DISCUSSION

MASHIKIAN: 1. Dr. Kuwahara, during the 10 years of operation of

GIS systems, and with the S00 units now in service, you have presumably

experienced some failures. Could you comment on the types and frequencies

of occurrence of major faults experienced?

2. I noticed that conventional cables rather than gas-

insulated lines were used in your nuclear power plants. Was there a

special reason for this choice?

KUWAHARA: 1. We have never experienced in the field major insulation

faults. ar practice is to manufacture GIS totally assembled in our

factory and then voltage withstand tests are conducted to assure the

integral reliability of the system. By this practice erection work on

site is minimized and reliability is guaranteed.

2. In Japan, oil-filled cable for 500 kV is an excellent

one. Then in a small current region, such as 1,000 A or 2,000 A con-

tinuous current ratings, oil filled cable is more economical than Gas

Insulated Lines. But in a higher current region, such as more than 4,000 A,

the cable needs many parallel circuits and, then, Gas Insulated Lines be-

come economical. In this current region, Gas Insulated Lines will be used

in Japan.
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BASIC DISCUSSION PANEL SUMMARY*

R.Y. Pai, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.A., and T.F. Garrity,
U.S. Department of Energy

PAI: Important Physical Parameters in Gas Breakdown Studies. Breakdown

in a gas is basically a change of state. The system changes from electrons

moving in a gas into a plasma where the electrons experience collective

effects. All changes of state are extremely complex, little-understood

phenomena. Their study is difficult. It is proposed that the study of

pre-breakdown processes is easier than the study of breakdown phenomena and

that the former can lead to insights into the inhibition and control of

breakdown.

The important parameters in studying these pre-breakdown phenomena are

cross sections: attachment cross sections, ionization cross sections, and

electron scattering cross sections. These, together with the electron

energy distribution, will determine the behavior of the electrons in the

gas. In particular the electron density at a given E/P value in the gas

will be known and thus tne electrical stress necessary to allow the change

of state to occur will be determined.

The basic parameters of interest are:

a. the electron-molecule cross sections for elastic and inelastic

scattering o&v

b. the electron attachment cross section, o ,
a

c. the electron-impact ionization cross section, a. , and

d. the electron energy distribution function, f(e,E/P).

Recent advances in measurement techniques allow all of these processes to

*Based on the recordings of the proceedings.
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be measured. We can now, for the first time, begin to examine the true

microscopic properties of the gas and determine how they ultimately affect

gaseous breakdown.

MASTROIANNI: Some measurements of better dielectric gases indicate

that, at higher pressures, the breakdown strength of these gases relative

to SF6, is not as good as at lower pressures. Could you study pressure

effects?

PAI: Care must be taken in making these measurements that one measures

the intrinsic dielectric strength of the gas and not changes in the dielec-

tric strength due to the effects of surfaces and other extraneous proper-

ties of the apparatus. We have found that when care is taken to control

the energy that is dumped into a gas at discharge, these gases exhibit

uniform behavior at all pressures with respect to SF6.

ZAENGL: If care is taken in making measurements, sulfur hexafluoride

at pressures up to 20 bar, shows no deviation from Paschen's law. Many of

the Paschen's law deviations that are observed by various investigators

appear to be due to the effects of surface roughness, the area effect and

inhomogeneities in the field.

FARISH: It is perhaps time for all investigators to agree on a defi-

nition of what is desirable in new gases. The dielectric strength under

uniform field conditions does not appear to be the only desirable charac-

teristic in practical apparatuses. Thus, atmospheric air may well be

better as a dielectric for 50 cm gaps than 6 bar SF6 under impulse condi-

tions. Perhaps i* is time to discuss standards and desirable character-
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»fe" ganes .'useii as inscnsitivity to locally high electrical stresses

??e ©!' ilie f::aj©F accomplishments of this symposium might t<ell be a

start Ira settisg ©f se~e standards for improved gaseous dielectrics.

Gives that one knows tine distribution function for one

span Leilas* fp™*. It Is not clear how one would use this knowledge in apply-

ing it. t© another gas ©r to a gas mixture. The cross sections for all

©£' SiMĵ s eSes?,r©a-gas processes can be used, and applied to a Boltzmann

srasaparE ©qjMutira to solce for Ehc final ot̂ s and n's and thus characterize

ihe 0!'}S !"'*c5* r.are easily than just using the distribution functions which

are i3©e £»\iEiiir.i7"b!e bef,.«een gases,

f'Al: *!erely knowing the cross sections for the processes is not enough.

g'S'lUticras ©f the Etoltsmann transport equation are not well enough developed

uni .'.ire KO tedious that in the end, perhaps, one would tend to perform the

rather than perform t!»c calculation in the Interest of time.

OiAfiTRY: f-teasurement of Physical Ffoporties for Gaseous Dielectrics.

Tae tSeten̂ iiisation of the physical properties of gaseous dielectrics is

crucially determined by the parameter o, i.e., a - n, the ionization rate

nin«s *,he aftaetetont rate. When this quantity becomes greater than zero,

sift iserease in electron density will occur ant this increase will lead to

t»€afeiswn. At E/P values below the critical value for a there will be no

ROE ae»isationf and thus no electron multiplication and no breakdown. The

quantities « and n are derived from the convolution of the ionization cross

section witli the electron energy distribution and the attachment cross

session with the electron energy distribution. The question then becomes

at «Jiat vaiws of E/P will these convolutions yield a net quantity of a - n
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above zero. If we know the transport coefficients and the coefficients for

inelastic processes, then we can compute what the electron distribution

function will be. This is done by applying the known values for these

cross sections and coefficients in a Boltzmann transport program.

There are many such programs available in various parts of the world

and the agreement among these programs is good. Given that we know the

electron energy distribution for a gas such as nitrogen, for low mixtures,

say less than 1% of SF6, knowing the attachment cross section and ioni-

zation cross section for SFg, we can compute the value of a and thus find

the breakdown strength of this mixture. However, knowing the distribution

function for dilute mixtures of an attaching gas is of no use if one

wishes to know the breakdown strength for mixtures containing, say 50

to 100% of attaching gases. Then the distribution function is not known

and one must go to the cross sections and use these in a transport

equation solution.

From the papers presented earlier it is seen that attachment cross

sections have been heavily emphasized in this field. The reason for this

is that one finds the ionization coefficients for many of these attaching

gases to be similar. Thus, the only variable that we have is the

attachment cross section since the ionization cross section does not appear

to be a strong function of the gas.

ZAENGL: It appears that the sensitivity of these gases to inhomoge-

neities in the electric field could be reduced by changing the slope of

the net ionization coefficient a so that it is not quite so steep a

function of E/P. Is changing the slope possible from a physical point

of view?
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CHRISTOPHOROU: Ionization near the threshold does vary considerably

and is perhaps the most important energy regime to consider. It may

be possible to employ molecules which dissociate rather than ionize in

this region and thus control the ionization coefficient and therefore

affect the breakdown processes.

LUCAS: With regard to the first topic it is very important to know

the electron energy distributions. We have made many attempts to measure

this, but have been stymied by the fact that sampling does not appear to

give the measurement that we want. The cross sections are relatively easy

to measure. If we could find the distribution functions f:hen these quan-

tities, a and n, could be calculated very easily. Use of Monte Carlo and

Boltzmann transport equation methods to compute the electron energy distri-

bution are unsatisfactory but the only possible way to go at this time.

It would be extremely useful to have the energy distribution functions.

CHANTRY: Changing the mixture will change the distribution function and

you would have to remeasure.

LUCAS: But you could do that directly.

PHELPS: The electron energy distribution would be a very useful

parameter to know. There is some dissatisfaction with present methods

of determining these electron energy distributions and some effort is

being made to try to improve this situation. The electron energy distri-

bution, at times, need not be known that accurately. Possibly at the

thresholds it would be important, but calculations have been made which

show that in certain discharges assuming a Maxwellian function does not
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seriously affect the result even though a Maxwellian function is

clearly wrong.

Going to a gas with a high attachment coefficient impl ies that one

will be able to go to high electric fields. This in turn implies that

the ionization coefficient will rise sharply. Thus, one is in a situa-

tion where improving the dielectric strength of a gas may well make it

more susceptible to nonuniform fields.

CHANTRY: It would be Jjelpful to modify the slope of the net ionization

coefficient as a function of the E/P value.

PAI: If one can change the electron energy distribution, one should in

principle be able to change the slope of fhe net ionization coefficient.

LUCAS: Uniform Electric Field Considerations. There are three operat-

ing regimes of interest in our work. The first regime is the low pressure

discharge region, the second regime is the high pressure discharge region,

in which secondary electrons are important, and the third regime is for

the high pressure region in which only primary electrons are considered,

that is the measurement of swarm coefficients. In the low pressure regime

we find that breakdowns will occur over longer paths since greater multi-

plication can be achieved. Thus, electrode designs are made with the

consideration that the actual position of breakdown should be the longest

path between electrodes. In the high pressure regime in which secondary

electrons are important, we have basically three different uniform-field

geometries, the standard Bruce profile, the Rogowsky profile, and a pro-

file calculated by Harrison by a computer simulation in which the effect

of the wall geometry is taken into consideration.
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In the regime for measurement of swarm coefficients an effective

uniform field geometry is to have guard rings which determine the field

at regularly spaced intervals around the periphery of the interaction

region. Here, as long as the electrons do not approach the periphery of

the interaction region, one can effectively have a uniform field geometry.

One final method for maintaining uniform fields is to set up a positive

column, in which case, the net charge density would maintain a uniform

field over very long distances up to one meter. Use of the positive

column allows one to pass very large currents up to 100 milliamperes

without worrying about space charge.

BERGER: Electrode Coating Effects. At low pressure and for small

apparatus, breakdown strength of a gas depends on the gas composition,

the electric field and the geometry of the electrodes. However, when

we go to high pressures and larger electrodes, the condition of the gap,

the roughness, any coatings, etc., become important. Differences between

the breakdown measurements of different investigators in supposedly the same

gas at the same pressure may well be due to differences in the condition

of the electrodes that they have used. Coatings on electrodes can reduce

the pre-breakdown current from 10~5 to 10~6 amps down to 10"9 amps.

These coatings also improve the breakdown voltage. There are questions

as to the exact mechanisms by which coatings improve the dielectric

strengths of the electrode gas combinations. Possible mechanisms are, (i)

the reduction of the precurrent may delay the onset of breakdown, (ii) the

coating may reduce the field gradient in the critical region between the

electrode and the gas, and (iii) the coating may restrict particle motion

which is known to cause breakdown at much lower voltages than would
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otherwise be anticipated.

MASHIKIAN: Have you measured the effects of the permeativity of the

coating?

BERGER: No.

MASHIKIAN: What are the effects of pinholes in the coating for the

electrodes?

BERGER: The most important technical problem involved with coatings for

improving dielectric strength of electrode-gas combination are the pinholes.

Pinholes must be avoided at all costs.

SHARBAUGH: In addition to the other improvements made by putting a

coating on an electrode, you must take into account the fact that you have

replaced a medium of low dielectric strength, namely the gas, by a medium

of high dielectric strength, namely the solid coating, in the region of

the asperities where the fields are nonuniform.

VLASTOS: In my work on coatings, a 20 mm gap was able to withstand

500 kV before breakdown. Positive and negative breakdown voltages were

comparable. The coatings that seem to work best were aluminum oxide and

these coatings did not change their breakdown strength with sparking. This

aluminum oxide coating seems to be much better than epoxy in controlling

breakdown.

PARKER: Aluminum oxide coatings always exist on aluminum surface, thus,

adding aluminum oxide is merely adding to the oxide coating. The effect of

additional oxidation is not clear. Perhaps the coating process is more
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complicated than we realize.

COOKG: We have found that coatings need not be perfect. The effect of

punctures of epoxy coating sometimes reduced breakdown strengths, but other

times did not. Close examination of these punctures indicates that the

probable cause of the reduction is due to metal deposits on the coating

caused by vaporization. Thus, it is not necessary that coatings be per-

fect.

MASTROIANNI: Nonelectrical Aspects of Gaseous Dielectrics. Industrial

testing of the electrical properties of a new gaseous dielectric would

require large amounts of the compound. A chemical company, before it

could sell such large quantities, would have to make tests of the toxi ity

of such compounds. These tests would include an I.C50 test, a mutagenic

test, and a teratogenic test. The total amount of material necessary for

such tests would probably be of the order of one ton. The cost of such

materials may affect the willingness of a chemical company to supply a gas

for electrical testing.

Certain general statements can be made about the toxicity of chemical

compounds. Total fluorination of a simple compound makes it very nontoxic.

Replacement of the fluorine by hydrogen increases the toxicity. Inclusion

of chlorine also increases the toxicity. These considerations may be

important in the initial search for new gases.

Another consideration for a new gas is arc stability. Arc stability

of fluorinated hydrocarbons seems to depend on the complexity of the

carbon/carbon bond. Thus, single bonded carbon structures are more stable

than double bonded ones. These in turn are more stable than triple bonded
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systems. Consideration of these chemical properties of compounds should

be taken into account in looking for new dielectric gases. We have found

that in arcing a set of related fluorocarbons, more deposits were left by

a triple-bonded system than by a double-bonded system and even less

deposits were left by a compound with only single bonds.

VIGREUX: Basic Considerations of Gaseous Dielectric Performance in

Electrical Apparatus. Electrical switchgear has its own mechanical

properties which characterize the gear. Dielectric gases on the other

hand have properties and characteristics of their own. For practical

equipment we must match the properties of the gas to the properties of

the switchgear.

Many dielectric gases have been known for many years. Thus, com-

pressed air has been considered as one possible candidate for switchgear

applications. But metal clad switchgear has only been in production

with the introduction of SFg as the dielectric gas. The cost of the

mechanical equipment is one of paramount consideration, and the

pressure of the gas has a very serious effect on the cost. SF6 can be

used at much lower pressures than air, this lower pressure reduces the

mechanical strength needed and therefore the cost of the equipment.

Consideration should also be taken of the production capability of

gas manufacturers. A 500 kV line of 100 km length would require more

SFg than the total production capability of the entire world for one year.

Differences between laboratory apparatus used in the measurement of

the propferties of dielectric gases and switchgear very much influence the

behavior of the gas. Laboratory apparatus is small, the roughness is known,

and the conditions are very well controlled. Switchgear on the other
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hand is manufactured in a factory and it must be large; it is impossible

to control the conditions under which it operates as well as can be done

on equipment in a laboratory.

From a switchgear point of view the most important advance in

dielectric gases would be a gas which is less sensitive to nonuniform

fields. Such gas would both moderate the effect of scratches and

machining in switchgear as well as allow the elimination of devices such

as particle traps in the gear.

Use of SFe-N2 mixtures may well be the next important advance in

gaseous dielectrics. We have measured a 50% SFg-50% N2 mixture in wnich

the impulse breakdown is better than SF6. The standard deviation is also

small. We are continuing investigations of these mixtures. One final

consideration to be taken into account is that users would like to have

the same gas in all switchgear. Using different gases in the same sub-

station is not practical. Also no carbon deposits can be tolerated in any

of the equipment under any circumstance.

FARISH: Baumgartner seems to have also found a SFg-^ mixture which

was better than pure SFg. These mixtures may also be good as arc inter-

ruption media.

SPENCER: If a mixture of gases is to be used, users must be able to

measure what is in the equipment. Pressure measurements are not enough.

GARRITY: The arc interruption test referred to earlier was only for

synchronous interruption. Non-synchronous interruption may be different.

COOKSON: In a long CGI transmission line one may be able to use a gas
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mixture that is different from that used in a substation, but the gas

used inside a substation should be common to all equipment.

DAK IN: Consideration should be gi\'en to the durability, thermal

stability and compatibility with other materials of a dielectric gas.

MULCAHY: Research Needs on Gaseous Dielectrics Related to User Needs.

Equipment users have stringent requirements for gas switchgear. Reliabil-

ity, in both long and short terms,must exceed 99%- Compact systems are

desirable, both in terns of costs and in terms of space available to the

user in installing systems. The systems used are very large both in terms

of the energy stored in them and in terms of the energy transmitted.

Another requirement is ease of assembly of the equipment. Finally, we

would like the gaseous component to be nontoxic and nonhazardous in any

form. Also, demonstration programs should be taken on life-sized systems,

and not laboratory-size systems to show that gaseous dielectrics being

proposed are indeed good.

CHRISTOPHOROU: Before we can introduce better dielectric materials we

must know not only what is needed from the material point of view but also

what makes one material better than another. Basic research is necessary

before we can provide the users with what they want.

MULCAHY: I agree.

SPENCER: In field installation the gas must be put into an evacuated

system. The vacuum that is drawn will not be good. Thus, the gas must

be compatible with what material is left in the system. These materials

include water, air, and cleaning fluid that was used to clean the system.
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Also it must be realized that these systems will leak. A large sub-

station in which only 2% of the SFs leaks out per year will lose 1000 lbs

of SFs Per year. Toxicity limits must take this large leakage into ac-

count .

VIGREUX: We have found that in actual installations, the leakage rate

is small. Over a ten-year period some of our equipment has lost only one

per cent of their gas, and with diffusion, the residual concentration of

the gas will be small. What is perhaps of greater concern is a break in

the line, not only under operation conditions, but also in refilling

operations. Then, a large quantity of gas may be spilt into the atmo-

sphere and the danger may be great.

CHRISTODOULIDES: In your toxicity tests what is the reliability of

the numbers that you produce?

MASTROIANNI: We, of course, use outside laboratories to perform these

tests, and thus remove any bias.

SAUERS: Have you analyzed the residues that you found in your exper-

iments?

MASTROIANNI: No.

SHARBAUGH: The toxicity of any new compounds should be tested. We are

presently testing a nitro compound which looks very promising and hopefully

will not be too toxic.

CHRISTOPHOROU: Many possible fluorocarbons can be found which will

have high dielectric strengths but since they contain carbon one would
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have to expect some carbon formation in the case of a breakdown. The

question that is posed to the manufacturer is: "Can solid insulators

be designed so as to tolerate the formation of small amounts of carbon?"

COOKSON: In field tests of installed CGI equipment, no carbon forma-

tion can be tolerated. Any carbon formed in a field test may lead to

long-term degradation of the system, thus, no possibility of carbon can

be tolerated by the manufacturer or user. In regard to this question of

degradation of insulators, one should consider the interaction of the

solid insulator with the gas; it may be possible to find a combination

of insulator and gas which will out-perform the present combination and

it is the insulator-gas interface which is the weak point at this time.

A final practical problem with using mixtures as gaseous insulators is

that at some point the equipment may have a failure and we will wish to

pump out the gas. Some system must be designed which will pump out the

gas and allow a refill with the proper mixtures at the time of refill.
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APPLIED DISCUSSION PANEL SUMMARY*

M.O. Pace, University of Tennessee, U.S.A., and V.H. Tahiliani,
Electric Power Research Institute, U.S.A.

TAHILIANI: Introduction. This is the last session of this Symposium.

We have spent the bulk of the three days reporting what has been done.

In this session I would like to entertain discussion on current problems

and the work that remains to be done. This applications panel consists

of Roy Wootton of Westinghouse, Roy Nakata of General Electric Company,

Marshall Pace of the Electrical Engineering Department at University of

Tennessee, Inge Johansen of the Electrical Engineering Department at

Norwegian Institute of Technology, Martin Hudis of R.T.E. Corporation, and

Ed Spencer of Gould, Inc.

I would like to begin with a brief overview of the state of the art

of gaseous dielectrics in the electric power industry. EHV and UHV sub-

stations are experiencing increased acceptance of dead tank, gas insulated

equipment. Compactness, improved aesthetics, and freedom from electro-

static fields,, coupled with lower installed costs, especially at higher

voltages, are expected to increase the usage of gas insulated equipment.

In spite of the readily available equipment up to 500 kV, the usage is

somewhat limited by some reliability questions. These result from uncer-

tainties of protection, from steep surges, and contamination from particles

and moisture. Also the lack of suitable fault location methods and exces-

sive repair time deter the usage.

Transmission voltages of 1200 to 1500 kV are likely by the late

1980's; according to many experts, substations for these voltages are

"Based on the recordings of the proceedings.
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certain to be dead tank, gas insulated design. While the actual needs

are far into the future we must develop the basic technology for

improving today's application, as well as developing the technology for

the future.

Although gas insulated cables are now in use for short runs, the

economics makes them less competitive for transmission over long distances.

Here again, we must develop the base technology and improve the economics.

I hope the discussions during this panel will focus on current problems,

enabling us to develop the base technology for future equipment. One of

the problems we all recognize is effect of particle contamination in gas

and its effect on its dielectric strength. When we think of particles,

we think of them in motion under the influence of electric fields, and

further, we are tempted to move these into zero-field regions to immobilize

them. Understanding this phenomenon is very important, not only to the

design of gas-insulated equipment, but also to the user since he must

employ a particle scavenging technique to condition the system prior to

energization. To start off this discussion, I would like to invite the

comments of Mr. Roy Wootton of Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

WOOTTON: Particle Contamination, Primarily in AC Fields. Mr. Wootton

showed three films of particle motion and breakdown, first at real-time

speed, and then slowed-down by about a factor of 100. The first of

three films showed plane electrodes with inclined boundary regions to

prevent particles from escaping from the system. The AC voltage was

ramped linearly. Particle-initiated breakdown was extremely fast and in

this real-time film, often occurred between frames. Particle motion has

been simulated on a computer, and this agrees well with observations.



vilo 2 E-JSS & high-speed (2000-3000 frames per second) film taken

at UesSlRMJheuse wish a laser by Gwen Parish. This technique provided

a "shad©Kgrsa" tMch showed density differences in the moving gas after

eaclj IsreaEtdow!/}. Particles could be seen hovering and oscillating, with

eleetsric wis«3 stressing From them. The electrodes were quasi-plane a as

in fiin "o. 1. The gas in the first two films was SF6 at 200 psi.

Fiin 3 showed a co-axial electrode system with curved axis to prevent

escape e>f the particles. The gas was SFg at 150 psi. The aluminum

particles were 1/4 in. long. Hovering motion and particle acceleration

at tiic electrode could bo sesn. The particle hit the center electrode

nany fciiaes without causing breakdown.

I would like to discuss where we are concerning particle-initiated

brooJidown. Initially the examination of breakdown was difficult due to

particles Slitting a surface because you didn't know where they would hit

or ©es which iepact a breakdown would occur. More recently, we have been

able to get tine sawte results with fixed particles isolated from the

electrodes as with moving particles. This will allow us to bring more

issstruiBentation to bear on the problem. There has been an increased

c©rc£i«leBce in particle traps. One result of finding the "two-gap"

process of breakdown with the particles is that the 60 Hz breakdown

behavior is related to the impulse response of the gas.

TAH1LIMI: Instead of inviting questions on particles, I propose to

teve the next panel speaker now and we will entertain the questions later.

While gas-insulated AC equipment is widely used, application of gaseous

dielectrics is catching on in the DC converter stations as well. We

also recognise that it is only a matter of time before we install longer
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lengths of gas-insulated transmission cable. This means that the pre-

ferred AC testing method will no longer be practical, and we must resort

to testing the equipment with DC or other suitable test methods. Let us

examine how the particles behave when the equipment is energized with DC.

I would like to introduce Roy Nakata of G.E. to discuss his experiences on

how the particles behave under DC excitation.

NAKATA: Particle Contamination, Primarily in DC Fields. As DC becomes

more widely used in transmission and in testing, we do indeed need to

know more about particle behavior in DC. Also an AC system can experience

DC due to trapped charge. In practical apparatus one must consider not

only the cylindrical field, but also the axial field--for example, at

elbow bends and disconnect switches.

In a practical test vehicle, we have shown that small particles will

move downhill, and large particles will move uphill. Now let us show

films of particles in DC fields. The first film shows an 8" enclosure

filled with 30 psig SF6 with a 3" diameter conductor. Some particles ~re

free; others are cemented. The negative polarity due to its severity was

selected. A major problem with DC is that particles will levitate and

stick to the insulator tenaciously. In the film we see the particles

bouncing, and falling into the trap. Particle motion in AC is also shown

in the film. In this case, we are using directed trapping.

From the film we conclude that we can indeed trap particles, but the

traps*must be properly designed. A practical system must be capable of

trapping all types of particles. We have never been able to re-levitate

particles that have been trapped. Practical design thus developed is one

where the particle trap is located downhill so that gravitational as well
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as electric-field forces help push the particles into the trap. In

practical apparatus, we begin scavenging particles at 75 kV, and go up

to 400 kV in about one hour. We have built a 400 kV gas-bus system for

E.P.R.I, which is 95% complete, and ready for final testing. Thank you.

TAHILIANI; Are there any questions?

GARRITY: What is practical for a substation bus may not be practical

for long underground transmission. AC scavenging is all right for

substations, but may not be suitable for long transmission lines,

especially underground. In underground transmission, slopes and contours

may negate the effects of particle traps; therefore, we must accept

particles and find ways to control the undesirable effects of particle

contamination. AC scavenging is not acceptable for long underground

lines, due to large charging current requirements. Also, AC systems may

be subjected to DC stresses after de-energization. Therefore, particle

traps must hold particles under all field conditions. A question I have

is this: After you scavenged the particles, did you subject the

system to a reverse polarity switching surge?

NAKATA: Yes, we did. We would stabilize the system for hours at

500 kV first. Then instantaneously, that is in microseconds, we would

reverse the polarity.

TAHILIANI: Let us ask ourselves 'what are we looking for in new gases?'

We now call on Marshall Pace from the University of Tennessee.

PACE: Developing and Applying New Gases. Let us discuss what we should

be doing to prepare gaseous dielectrics for the present and the future.
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As an electrical engineer, I will stand in the applied arena and direct

comments to the basic workers, emphasizing the need for close cooperation

between the basic and applied workers. One group of workers occupies

itself with fundamental electron-molecule interactions, while another

works with larger-scale phenomena, described generally by a and other

coefficients. And then, of course, there is the third group of workers in

the applications area, where the pay-off exists for all. Here the

problems are particles, rough surfaces, flash-over, etc.--all those

problems we have discussed so far.

The synthesis of nev; gas dielectrics must be done on the basis of

knowledge on fundamental electron-molecule interactions. In using a,

we analyze given gas mixture:; and, just as important, develop engineering

design rules for their use in applications. And, of course, in the third

group, the applications, we have all the problems which we are all trying

to solve. The workers in this last group must direct their problems to

the other two groups. We might label the first two groups as the basic

workers; those in the applications would then bs the applied workers.

There must be a constant interplay among these three distinct and impor-

tant groups.

The three parts to my question are: How should these groups interact?

Where should improvements be made, and where can improvements be made?

What do the applications people need from the basic workers?

I will now give my own answers to these questions. The three groups

I have named seem to have certain common observations. The applied

workers observe that the dielectric strength of SFg is ultimately quite

good, but many problems such as particles and rough surfaces keep us from
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realizing that strength. The workers using a observe, meanwhile, that

the a for SFg as a function of electric field has an intercept at quite

high electric field, which makes its ultimate dielectric strength high.

However, the very steep slope of this relation of 5 as a function of E

is not satisfactory, because the steepness leads to problems in applica-

tions. Any field enhancements, even over volumes as small as one cubic

millimeter, may cause a to be positive and to launch a streamer, which

leads to breakdown, even though the field may be well controlled every-

where else. Meanwhile, in the world of basic studies, we find that SFg

provides very good control of electrons of low energy, that is, below

^0.4 eV, but above this energy range control decreases abruptly. Unfortu-

nately, electrons in a gas under electric stress do have a wide range of

energies.

I think each of these three groups sees practically the same

phenomenon, each in its own way. I think we can reasonably hope to obtain

improvements in many areas by dealing with this common observation.

What improvements do the applications people need? Gaseous dielec-

trics must be able to tolerate particle contamination, rough surfaces, and

flash-over at the insulators; the dielectric strength should be easily

increased by raising the pressure; we need compatibility with all

materials; we need a better impulse ratio, which i? disappointing in SFg

compared to impulse characteristics of other gases relative to their DC

strengths. We need good simple field test methods; we need good methods

of fault detection and perhaps incipient fault detection. There are other

characteristics which are absolutely necessary, though not so electrical

in nature, such as the temperature characteristics, the methods of handling
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and storing gases, the mixing characteristics of any mixtures, and of

course, the toxicity.

A major way that basic researchers can improve the gaseous dielectric

is to make it much less sensitive to field enhancements. A complication

concerning the particle problem is that particles are field enhancements

which move. For new gases it is difficult to speculate on this point. For

example, how would particles move in different gases? How do we want

particles to move in gases? As a particle approaches a surface, perhaps

of opposite charge, we have a discharge gap which varies continuously

from a large value all the way dowi to zero. I think we might see a

diminished area effect in improved gaseous dielectrics because of an

improvement in sensitivity to rough surfaces and particles, which underlie

this area effect. We can hope to obtain better impulse characteristics

by making the dielectric form streamers less easily than SFg does. This

would cause the volume of streamer formation to increase, which would

possibly increase the formative time lag, but decrease the statistical time

lag.

Now, concerning the third question, what do applied workers need from

basic workers? The answer is: an improved dielectric in the ways we have

outlined, but also a set of engineering design rules for using this dielec-

tric. These design rules could be divided into two parts: (i) for exist-

ing equipment we need design rules on how to optimize the gaseous

dielectric for given conditions of surface roughness, particle contam-

nation, etc. and (ii) for the future we need engineering design rules to

guide the designer of new equipment to reach the very best condidions for

a given gas. I think it is the job of the basic worker to deliver a
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finished product to the applied worker. The basic worker is able to run

smaller experiments, which are faster. The applied worker has many

current problems of his own. The applications workers are the customers

in this relationship. The finished product needed is not only improved

gaseous dielectrics, but also engineering rules on how to use them.

And so, in conclusion, I have tried to outline the problems and

approaches for the future, with an optimistic view of what can be

accomplished by controlling the sensitivity to field enhancements by

means of control of free electrons.

TAHILIANI: Are there any questions?

COOKSON: Roy Wootton and I looked at particles in nitrogen, and found

thf>m to be more active there than in SFg. This was because of increased

corona at the tips of the particles. You are right; particle motion can

be different in different gases.

DUTTON: This cogent analysis of the situation is the sort of thing I

hoped might come out of this meeting from the very beginning. No matter

which group you fall into, those of cross section, those of coefficients,

or those of applications, we all need data. There is a vast amount of

data available, but it is widely scattered and disorganized. Should we

set up some panel to decide what data is needed, how to gather that data

and most importantly, to critically analyze the data. I would like to

put this to this body as a suggestion.

JOHANSEN: The relation between basic and applied sides is better in

this field than most others. For example, concerning solid insulation,
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you would rarely find basic and applied people meeting as we are doing

here. I feel it is harder for the basic person to understand the applied

side than vice-versa. The cooperation can be made even better, in one

way, by industry and utilities placing more research in the universii-j.es.

FARISH: I think we all agree we need a better gas than SFg, especially

concerning non-uniform fields. In seeking this improved gas, we must

evaluate the candidates as cheaply and quickly as possible. We need more

discussion on ways to do this. With various gases and mixtures, the

measured strength depends on geometry; one can study the strength in many

geometries, but that is a long process. Therefore, better methods of

testing candidate gases is quite important in developing improved dielec-

trics. If anyone can suggest standardized test methods, that would be a

very useful result of this conference.

ERIKSSON: Our company now uses gas insulated substations in Sweden.

We must deal with temperatures down to -50° C, which is a problem with

pure SFg. A solution may be a mixture of SF6 and nitrogen. In fact, we

have ordered circuit breakers with that mixture.

NAKATA: I would like to make a comment on studies that might be done

in the future. We have developed, for example, a resistive coating for

insulators which would help grade the field and carry charge to neutralize

the particles. It worked quite well, but was too expensive. Basic

studies could lead to toleration of particles, at least on the insulators

in this case.

CHRISTOPHOROU: Is -40 to 150° C the temperature range
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in which new gases should be used? (Several members of the audience

indicated agreement.) Another question is: do you not worry about the

water content of gas? Let us seek gases tailored to the many particular

needs, rather than just one universal gas. Also, I would like for

Professor Dutton to form a committee to follow up on his suggestion of

a few minutes ago.

TAHILIANI: I would now like to call on Inge Johansen from the

Electrical Engineering Department of the Norwegian Institute of Technology.

JOHANSEN: Gas Insulation in Europe. In Europe, gas insulation is well

established. There is a large number of installations with good operating

record. In my country of Norway, GIS has made installation of hydroelec-

tric stations economical. We have seven such stations in operation with

perfect operating record. Fifteen more are being planned or are on order.

Concerning safety, gas insulation has already saved many lives, being

safer than conventional systems, where contact with high voltage is a

danger.

We have made full-scale tests on faults in power apparatus. We

looked at the pressure rise, the gases resulting from arcs, and the

effects on the equipment. Spring-loaded domes released when pressure

reached a certain value. Tests were made at 20 kA and 40 kA. We found

that about half the arc energy goes to increase pressure, and the rest

goes to heat the system. Arcs on aluminum electrodes gave an exo-thermal

reaction. Many reaction products involve the aluminum and the epoxy

insulators. Some of the gaseous by-products were toxic, but the risk to

people some distance away is small. These systems should be safe with
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good design and ventilation.

TAHILIANI: Thank you. Are there any questions? Are there any

questions on reliability?

GARRITY: How do we get confidence for a 30 to 40-year operating

lifetime? What tests can be made? Also, I believe safety measures

based on rupture discs are safety hazards in themselves.

JOHANSEN: The gas must not degrade under stress with time; the

reliability problem is then mainly with the solid insulators. One of

my main concerns is when pressures are raised in the future and the

voltages are raised to the 500 to 800 kV range.

CHANTRY: I would like to go back to earlier comments on corona. We

basic workers should admit that we are not able to tell you with cross

sections why your systems will not operate at the ultimate dielectric

strength of SF6- The toleration of rough surfaces and particles depends

on the degree of corona stabilization. Therefore, more needs to be known

about the photon processes in gases.

TAHILIANI: While we speak of gas dielectric applications, we instinc-

tively think of EHV equipment; however, this insulating medium is widely

used on distribution class voltage apparatus such as load break switches,

low fault interruptors and vapor-cooled transformers. This specific

application demands some understanding of the requirements. I would like

to invite Dr. Hudis of RTE Corporation to discuss his thoughts on what

we can look for in this area.
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HUDIS: Gas Insulation in Distribution Equipment. I wish to discuss

the trends in distribution and the impact of gas insulation in distri-

bution. I will deal with the sealed switching area, and with medium

voltages. There is a huge world of distribution which is slowly moving

from open equipment to sealed equipment--which opens the possibility of

new gas insulation.

There are five types of switching apparatus moving from an open to a

sealed form which are: (i) fuses, (ii) disconnect switches, (iii) load-

break switches, (iv) high-voltage contactors, and (v) distribution breakers.

The voltages involved in these five are 2,400 volts to 38,000 volts. The

currents range from a few hundred amperes up to 80,000 amperes.

These devices can be subdivided into three categories according to

operation. There are plain-break devices, ablation interruptors, and

gas-flow interruptors. With plain-break devices, we can put in a new gas

in place of air to interrupt currents of a few hundred amperes. Ablation

interruptors come in a wide variety of forms, in which an arc impinges on

some kind of ablation material . In choosing a gas, interactions with

the ablation material must be studied. For example, SF6 cannot be used in

a current-limiting fuse because of interactions with silver. The gas flow

devices can be subdivided into four variations: two-pressure flow devices,

single pressure puffer devices,magnetically driven arc devices, and those

combining magnetic arc driving with a puffer. Most studies of enclosed

equipment with gases so far have been performed with SF6. Other gases and

gas mixtures should be considered for use in these devices.

PACE: Do you expect to deal with the same problems in distribution

equipment that we have been discussing earlier on this panel for higher
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voltages?

HUDIS: The number of operations is of prime consideration in this

equipment. This leads to concerns over materials, arc products, and

their interactions, and aging. Problems that we have discussed concerning

higher voltages, such as particles, would be less severe with distribution

voltages.

TAHILIANI: A big challenge to the designer of gas-insulated equipment

is supporting the high voltage conductors with appropriate distance from

the grounded conductors. This means incorporating insulating supports

that are equal or superior to the gas dielectric medium. This aspect is

quite complex. Here to discuss this problem is Mr. Ed Spencer, of Gould

Inc., who will speak on his concerns on how to life-test these insulators.

SPENCER: Solid Insulation in Gas Systems. There is often doubt about

the long term stability of insulators in use now. These have been made

of epoxies of various types, with different fillers. Epoxies have some

serious drawbacks. The high dielectric constant disturbs the field

considerably. This restricts the shapes which can be used. Epoxy

insulators are difficult to make, which makes them expensive and

require great quality control. They are opaque, which restricts inspection.

This necessitates costly and drastic electrical testing. Epoxy insulators

generally use conducting inserts, which limit design and add thermal

constraints. There is some tracking with epoxy insulators. High

temperatures are a problem, because epoxy is limited to a maximum of

105 to 120° C. Epoxies have one very great advantage: They have an

operating performance history which provides a basis for reliability

understanding.
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At Gould, we have obtained a new material which we would call "X"

which will not track at all. It has a low dielectric constant, approxi-

mately three, which disturbs the field much less and gives the designer

more freedom. It is injection moldable which makes manufacture fast. The

material is transparent. It does not need inserts due to its low dielec-

tric constant. It permits operation at a much higher temperature than

does epoxy. The major drawback of this new material is that it has no

history.

We are considering this material for a new flexible cable being

developed under ESP. R.I. sponsorship. This gas-filled flexible cable has

corrugated conductor and corrugated outer cylinder, which allows us to

put it on a reel. Flexing of this cable causes it to require many more

insulators than a nonflexible cable, up to about ten times as many.

The insulator which is made in two segments can be snapped on to the

center conductor from the side. This insulator material has performed

extremely well in short-term tests. Our job now is to determine that this

material will have a long life in SFg or any other gas. We must know

what kind of tests should be done. A production laboratory generally

does not have time for these tests.

TAHILIANI: Thank you. Are there any questions?

SCHWEINLER: What is this material?

SPENCER: I do not know exactly. This is a developmental material

and we have a secrecy agreement with our supplier. It is not on the

market.
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SLETTEN: What, again, was its dielectric constant?

SPENCER: The dielectric constant is about 3. It has an almost flat

characteristic as its temperature goes up to almost 140 or 150° C.

SOMMERMAN: In arc interruptor nozzles and barriers, we have used

teflon with considerable success.

SPENCER: We tried teflon, but discarded it partly because of poor arc

resistance when an arc actually contacts it; and, of course, it is expensive.

DAKIN: In testing, we should determine the deteriorating factors first.

For example, if temperature is a problem, we can accelerate life tests

by using higher temperatures. One should run creep tests at higher

temperatures also, because this is apparently a thermoplastic, since it is

moldable. Also, life under voltage should be determined either by

accelerating tests with higher voltage or with higher frequency.

SPENCER: We have considered tests at higher frequencies, but for these

you need a known corona level. We have been unable to detect partial

discharges at all so far. We have run it for many hours at four times

the normal voltage.

TAHILIANI: We have three more minutes, and I would like to invite

comments on any subject related to applications in general.

SLETTEN: In this conference I have missed, from the basic people,

discussion of time as a parameter in breakdown, although some experimental

work has been reported.
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GARRITY: The one major question that has emerged as a result of

this symposium, as I see it, is what do we mean by "better"? We must

make a good definition. To some people "better" is lower cost; to others

it means better dielectric performance; to others, it means stability and

non-toxicity. We should leave with some definition of what we mean by

"better".

WOOTTOM: Figure 1 shows a vertical plot of voltages with the ultimate

dielectric strength of SFg at the top. Lower strengths are shown for

realistic conditions, such as rough surfaces, particles. These figures

have been compiled from many laboratory tests. Also shown in Fig. 1 are

the stresses we experience in practical equipment. The fields used are

generally 10 to 15% of that which the gas ought to be able to stand in

ideal conditions. The design limit is generally the BIL limit. However,

Alan Cookson mentioned that in some mixtures the switching surge may be

the limit. We can see that the problems with SF6 are rough surfaces, dust,

and large areas. We have heard the area effect discussed, but we have no

indication of what it is caused by or what relation it may have with time.

Tests of new gases and gas mixtures should be performed in fields

which have both microscopic nonuniformities and macroscopic nonuniformities.

In practical coaxial systems, the macroscopic field factor is about 1.8

bu . with bends and other geometries considered it is at least 2. The micro-

scopic field factor is due to surface roughness and microparticles.

Electrical tests should, therefore, include both microscopic and macro-

scopic nonuniformities.
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with SF6 at 4 bar
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One possible interpretation of the situation is that we might choose

to give up some ultimate uniform field dielectric strength in order to

gain tolerance to thess complicating factors. Gas mixtures might achieve

this aim. However, there are other factors such as toxicity, carboniza-

tion, and cost. In using mixtures, compromises must be made in improving

the different problems. We have found that mixtures of SF6 with helium,

or SFg with air, can be found which tolerate particles better than SF6 or

the other gas used alone. The behavior of mixtures in nonuniform fields

can be quite different from that in uniform fields. Therefore, there is

a limit to the merit of testing in purely uniform fields.

HUDIS: Concerning the question of "what is good?', I don't think we

can produce an uniform answer for all applications. It is going to depend

on the manufacturers' capabilities and on the users' needs.

I think it is quite important to converge on a uniform way of making

measurements and reporting data. We now have considerable difficulty in

comparing data from different sources. I think this is our first

obstacle, and after we overcome that it is up to the manufacturer and

the user to determine what they want.

TAHILIANI: I wish to thank this panel for their discussions. This

being the last session of the symposium, I wish to extend thanks to all

of you participants for your participation and to Dr. Christophorou and

his people at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

This is the end of the applied panel sesssion.
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